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store, where the consumer would not have "possession and control." over the

device, as requiredby the Hair lnventlon. (Tygar Rebuttal at 75-76)

Defendants correctly point out that‘ in interactive Gift Express, inc. v. _ »

' Compuserve, lnc., 256 F.3d 1323, 1334 _ll=ed.icir. 2001), the court~cons_trued ‘point of

T’ _p:,sale kiosk" to include a location in la" consumershome, contrary to"Dr. Tygar's

conclusion that it was limited to a business location. However, the Courtin

, Interactive Gift Express affirmed the lower courts constructioniof theterm
"umaterial object”. In the Freeny Patent to be la) separate and distinct from the llvllvl,

lb) removed from,-the IMM after purchase, and (cl intended for use away from the

point-of—sale location. la_. at 1536. The Federal Circuit Court stated, “These three 4'

conditions. .‘. are fundamental to" the meaning of a material object as clearlvand

consistently specified in the patent description." I_(; at 1337. The Court explicitly

. noted that the 1“material object" on, which the information is recorded “does not

encompass the hard disk component ofa home personal computer’ and “the

material object "must be offered for sale, and be purchasable, at lthel point of sale

b‘locatlonl.l." I_cL at 1338.‘ Since one using the Hair invention purchases only the

I 7 signals, not the material object on which they are stored, and since the sightsound

Patents specifically reference the consumer's system as incorporating a hard disk,

the Freeny‘ Patent, as construed by the Federal Circuit Court in Interactive Gift

Express, arguably teaches away from the Hair invention in atileast twoways. (§e_e,

.,e.g., Claims 13 and 14‘of the ‘.4110 Patent as discussed in the Magistrate's Report at 65.) '

9. The Hellman Patent:
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This patent was issued inApril 1987 and describes a "software distribution "

system!" (Hayes Decl. Exh. 24, u.s. Patent No. 4,658,093, "the Hellman Patent") The"

- _ patent description concentrateson a mechanical means ofprevehtlng unauthorized

copying,-That_ls, the digitalsighal downloaded to the customer is never encrypted,

"per se;'ins'tead,, theconsumer must purchase a specially manufactured base unit -
which hasa built-In decoder key. (Hellman Patent, col. 4, lines 37-63.)‘ In order to

. _ playback the software,‘ music or ‘movie the consumer has purchased and

downloaded, he initiates-another contact to the seller who sendsa signal to "unlock"

% the playback mechanism. In this sense, the Hellman Patent envisions a system more
like ‘pay per view" television in that the copyright holder controls playback, not the '

consumer. lDefs.' Brief _at 12'.) _As Dr. Tygar points out, the need for a special base
' ‘unit (as compared to a personal cornputerland the lack of control by the consumer '

both teach away from the Hair invention. rrygar Rebuttal at 79.)

lnsum, Dr. Tygar offers precise reasons why the prior art referenced by

“Defendants both fails to disclose the elements of the Slghtsound Patents and fails

- to render the Asserted ‘claims obvious. someprior art - for instance. the»lRD

' Reports and the _Hellman Patent - actually teach away from the Sightsound Patents
and would thus discourage one skilled in the art in 1988 from attempting to develop

«a system or methodology comparable to the Hair invention. . I l
' There is another question to be considered, however, and that ls whether one

skilled inthe art would be motivated to combine the teachings of Akashl, PAN,

' Compusonics and/or other prior art toarrlve at the Hair l_nvention.j The Federal

'54
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‘ _ circuit has stated: 5

‘Evidence of a. suggestion’, teaching, or motivation to
combine prior art references may flow, inter alia', from
the references themselves, the ‘knowledge ofone of
ordinary skill in the art, or from the nature of theproblem _
to be solved. Although a reference need not expressly
teach that the disclosure contained therein should be_

combined with another, the showing of combinabllity, in '
whatever form, must nevertheless be clear and particular. ‘

_ Winner ln_t'i, 2o2 i='._3a at 1348-48 (citations omitted);

As noted above, the purpose of the "motivation to combine" requirement is -

to prevent the use of hindsight based onthe invention to defeat its patentability.

“in other words, the iparty opposing the patent] must show reasons that the skilled '.

‘artisan, confronted with the sameproblems as the inventor and with no knowledge

vof'th_e claimed invention, would select the elements from the cited prior art
~ references for combination in themanner claimed." "In re Rouffet, 149 F.3d 1350, ‘

.1357 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

Dr. Tygar has offered his views as to why none of the’ prior art references,

readin combination with other prior art, would rendertheAsserted Claims obvious.
"Moreover, he has put forth several arguments to support the conclusion that some

prior art references actually teach away from certain sightsound elements such as;
copy protection or a single unit to control all aspects of the consumers use of the.

invention. igge, e.g., Tygar Rebuttalat 5_tl-55' (Bowen Article); 64, 66, 67 (IRD Reports);

75-76 (Freeny lfiatentl; 76-78 lAl<ashi Patent); 78 (PAN); 78 (compusonlcsl; and 79

lHellman).l These reasons are sufficiently cogent and "well-reasoned that a

I factflnder could conclude the sightsound Patents were notobvious. ’

55
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Furthermore, I findthat summary judgment must be denied because there.

‘are underlying unresolved questions of fact with regardto evidence of secondary‘

-considerations of non-obviousness. secondary considerations can "provide

I objective evidence of how the. patented device is viewed ‘in the-marl<etpIace,'by

those directly interested in the product." 'Dem_ac_o corp. v. i=_.von Langsdorff

[Licensing Ltd., 3s1_i=.2d 1387,1391 (Fed. Cir; 1933).. Secondary considerations include"

(1) long-felt but unsolved need; (2) commercial successof the invention; (3) failed

~ T _ efforts of others; (4) copying by others; (5)Apraise for the invention; (7) unexpected '

results; (8) disbelief of experts; (9) general. skepticism of those in the art; (10)

j,comm_ercial acquiescence; and (11) simultaneous development. _s_ee Nat‘! steel Car,

Ltd. v. Canadian Pac. Ry.rCo.,'25l_1F. Supp.2d "527, 570 (ED. Pa. 2003), and cases cited

therein. “Evidence of secondary considerations may often be the rnostprobative

and cogent evidence in the record. It may often establish that an invention

appearing to have been obvious in light of the prior art was not. it is to- be

considered as part of all the evidence, no.t just when the decisionmaker remains in

- doubtafter reviewing the art." Stratoflex, inc. v. Aeroguip Corg., 713 F.2d 530,1 538-.

39 (Fed. Cir. 1983). However,- ‘there must be arnexus between the claimed invention

' and the secondary considerationsbefore the evidence is relevant to the question _ V

« of obviousness." Nat'l steel car, 1;, citing SIBIA Neurosciences, 225 F.3d at 1358-59.

Plaintiff has presented evidenceshowing. that not later. than 1987,-

,‘ Compusonicshad abandoned its efforts to commercialize the music downloading
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-industry" and, in fact, Dr, Tygar opined that none of -the systemsln"co‘rporatlng

prior art survived as a_c'onsumer oriented mass market distribution system "for

. digital music distribution. lTygar Rebuttal at 80.) AAS he also noted, the IRD Reports . ‘

V reflected a general skepticism in 1986 for the viability ofia teledeliverysystem for.

digital audio signals.’ At the same time, numerous‘ articles d'at_in'g .fron"1the 19905.

show an ongoing interest in such services, establishing the fact that therewas a

long-felt need for the invention. iP|f.'S Exh. C, Rebuttal Report of Frederic’ R. Miller,

“Miller Rebuttal," at‘5.l we also know from the history of this case that while.the"440

Patent application was still pending, sightsound accused N2l( of illegally copying.

7 H technology covered by its earlier Patents.

on the other hand‘, Defendants essentially omit any discussion of secondary

_ considerations from their Brief in support of the'Motion for summary Judgment.

"in their Reply 'Brief,'.their argument on this point is limited to a conciusory

statement: “sightsound hasgnot presented relevant evidence of secondary"

I considerations because it failed to establish a nexus between the merits of the

V-ffciaimed invention and the evidence offered." iDefs.' Reply. Brief ates, citing Cable

Electric Prods. inc. v. oenmark lnc., 77o r.2d 1015,1027 iFed. Cir. 1995);” siolund v

' Musia'nd,‘8a7 F.2d 1573 (Fed, Cir. 19%); windsurfing lnt‘l Inc., supra.) I have reviewed

" A former principal in Compus_onlcs, David Schwartz, testified at his -deposition that -
" sometime in 1986‘or1987,'hls company "gave up on trying to commercialize‘ telerecording (which

he defined 85 DUYIHQ, selling and databasing music libraries for sale on demand) (F|f.'S Exh. M,
Deposition of David Schwartz. at 97.) He-explained that record companies in -the United States,

. Europe and Japan “were not receptive to the concept in any way, shape, or form.‘ (LI; at 142.)

y 7' Overruled on other grounds by Midwest lndus., inc. v. Karavan Trailers, inc.,- 175 F.3d 1356,
1358 (Fed. Cir. 1999). - A ‘ s
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the cited cases, despite not having a_ clear idea of how 0efendants' sin_gie—se_nten_ce

argument relates tothern, and find that all three. concentrate on. commercial,

‘success, only one of many secondary considerations which may be offered ’by.a

patentee. See Cable Electric,i_cLat1027, holding that for commercial success"to_have _

“true relevance" to the question of nonobvlousness, that successmust be shown to

be due to thenature of the patented subject matter, rather than to economic and A '

commercial factors unrelated .to the technical quality of the patented subject.

a % matter; sioiund, i_<; at 1582, concluding that evidence of commercial success was

irrelevant because theaspect of the invention to which its success was attributed

‘ .' was notpart of the claimed invention. windsurfing lnt'i,'which also discusses

A commercial success, focuses on the weighta district courtlmay p.roper_Iy give to

secondary considerations, concluding thatthe yweightshouid co_r_relate to the

, objective evidence provided ‘to support them.‘ 782 F.2d at 1000.

Here‘! have noted Plaintiff's arguments that at the time the sightsound

% Patents were issued, there were numerous examples of secondary considerations:

_ copying, skepticism on the part of those skilled in the art as to the viability of such

:a system, long-felt but'unsatisfied needs, and unsuccessful attempts by others to

solve the problem underlying the claimed invention. Given nothing substantive 4

from Defendants in their Reply Brief to refute these claims, l accept" them as

.present_edby Plaintiff fo_r purposes of deciding this summaryjudgment motion."

5. conclusion

Conflicts in the evidence on factualissues are not to be resolved on summary
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RECORDATION FORM COVER SHEET

PATENTS ONLY

1. Name of conveying party(ies)/Execution Date(s): 2. Name and address of receiving party(ies)

Sightsound Technologies, inc. (Delaware Corp) Name: DMT Licensing. LLC gflelaware LLC)

Internal Address:

Execution Date(s) 10 November 2005

Additional name(s) of conveying party(ies) attached?[j Yes I No

3. Nature of conveyance:

Assignment [1 Merger City: Princeton

[3 Security Agreement Ci Change of Name

C] Government Interest Assignment

C] Executive Order 9424, Confirmatory License

Street Address: One Independence Way

State: New Jersey

Country: US Zip: 08540

E]Other Additional name s 8. address es attached? D Yes No

4- APP"¢3ti°" 0' Patent "Umb9|'(S)3 D This document is being filed together with a new application.
A. Patent Application No.(s) B. Patent No.(s)
09/286.892
1o/320395 5.191.573 6.721.491
1o/532,155 5,675,734 6,615,349

5,966,440 6.014.491

Additionalnumbers attached? |:]Yes No

5. Name and address to whom correspondence 6. Total number of applications and patents

concerning document should be mailed: involved: I]

Name‘ a""””P" ""°"‘“"“”"S 7. Total fee (37 CFR 1.21(h) & 3.41) $ 360.00
Internal Address: Drinker Biddle 8- Reath LLP D Authorized to be charged by credit card

E] Authorized to be charged to deposit account

Street Address: One Logan Sguare Enclosed
15th and Che streets E] None required (government interest not affecting title)

City: Philadel ma 8. Payment Information
a. Credit Card Last 4 Numbers

State: Penns vania ZipI19103-6996 Expiration Date
Phone Number: 215.988.3381

b. Deposit Account Number
Fax Number: 215.988.2757

. y _ Authorized User NameEmail Address: matthewmcvvilliams dbr.com

9' s'9"at""'°‘ December 26, 2005
Signature Date

Matthew P. McWi||iams, Re .No. 46,922 Total numberofpages including GOVNEName of person Si "in sheet, attachments, and documents:
Documents to be recorded (Including cover sheet) should be faxed to (703) 306-5995. or mailed to:

Mail Stop Assignment Recordatlon Services, Director of the USPTO, P.O.Box 1450, Alexandria, V.A. 22313-1450
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PATENT ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT

THIS PATENT ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT (this “Agreemen ”), is made asof this.Iflflday of _Mj_em£fi, 2005 by and between Sightsound Technologies, Inc., a Delaware
corporation (“Assignor”), and DMT Licensing, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company
(“Assiggee”). Assignor and Assignee are sometimes referred to herein as a “P ' or
collectively as the “Parties.”

!V.l1‘EE§§E.II_1=

WHEREAS, Assignor is the owner ofthe entire right, title and interest in- and to an ofthe
patents and patent applications (including any and all inventions and improvements disclosed
and described therein‘) set forth on Exhibit A hereto (the “Patents”); and

WHEREAS, Assignee desires to obtain all of Assignor’s right, title and interest in, to and
under the Patents. ' '

. NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and mutual covenants contained in
this Agreement and in the Asset Purchase Agreement between Assignor and Assignee, the
receipt and sufficiency ofwhich are hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:

_ l. Assignor hereby conveys, assigns, sells, transfers and delivers to Assignee, its
successors and assigns, all of its right, title and interest throughout the world in, to and under the
Patents, including the underlying inventions described therein and any and all United States or
foreign reissues, divisions, renewals, extensions, provisionals, continuations and continuations-
in-part thereof and substitutes therefor, all letters patent of the United States which have been or

may be granted thereof and all foreign counterparts thereof, including any reissues or extensions
of letters patent granted thereon and any and all rights corresponding to any of the foregoing

. throughout the world, all priority rights rthelntemaiional Convention for the Protection of

Industrial Property for every member country (and any other international convention or treaty),
any and all accounts, contract rights, warranties, litigation claims and rights, including the right
to sue for and collect upon all claims for profits and damages as a result of future or past
infringement, and other general intangibles of Assignor related to any of the. foregoing, in each
case whether now existing or hereafter acquired or created, whether owned, leased or licensed
beneficially or of record and whether owned, leased or licensed individually, jointly or
otherwise, together with the products and proceeds thereof (including license royalties and the

-proceeds of infringement suits from the date of this Agreement forward), all payments and other
distributions with respect thereto fi'om the date of this Agreement forward, and the right to frilly
and entirely stand in the place ofAssignor in all matters related thereto.

2. Assignor hereby conveys, assigns, transfers and delivers to Assignee, its successors
and assigns, all of its right, title and interest throughout the world in and to any and all lab notes,
prototypes, draft patent applications, correspondence with the United States Patent and
Trademark Office or any foreign patent office, nondisclosure agreements, invention agreements
and nonoompete agreements, to the extent such materials relate to the Patents.

3. Assignor hereby requests the Commissioner for Patents (the “C.omrnissioner") to
record this assignment of the Patents to Assignee. Assignor hereby further requests the
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Commissioner to issue any and all letters patent of the United States resulting fiom applications
among the Patents or derived therefrom to Assignee as assignee of the entire interest. Assignor
hereby covenants that the Commissioner has full right to convey the entire interest herein
assigned, and that Assignor has not executed, and will not execute, any agreements inconsistent
herewith

4. Assignor further agrees that it shall on the date hereof and from time to time
thereafier, at the request of Assignee, perform‘ or cause to be performed such acts and execute,
acknowledge and deliver at the request of Assignee, such documents as may reasonably be
required to evidence or efi‘ectnate the sale, conveyance, assignment, transfer and delivery to
Assignee of the Patents or for the performance by Assignor of any of its obligations hereunder.

5. This Agreement will be binding upon and will inure to the benefit of the parties ‘
hereto and their "successors and assigns, and no person other than Assignor, Assignee or their
respective successors and assigns shall have any rights under this Agreement or the provisionscontained herein.

6. Anexecuted copy of this Agreement may -be filed with the proper governmental or
regulatory authority or public body by Assignee at any time.

V 7. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of

the State of New York without regard for the conflicts of laws. principles thereof, except that if it
is necessary in any other jurisdiction to have the law of such other jurisdiction govern this
Agreement inorder for this Agreement to be efl‘ective in any respect, then the laws of such other
jurisdiction shall govern this Agreement but only to such extent.

[SIGNA TURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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1N WITNESS WI IEREOF. the Pzuttics have caused this Agreement. to be duly executed,
as of Lhe dale first above written.

. ASSIGNEE

B y:
Nume: Peusf Mollcr
Title: Vice President

Date: Nnvemher_ 10. 2005

ASSIGNOR

C . Tau : President and Chief Executive otrm
Om M on lo!-LIJ-la o{- Wnflibl v/.1 ,v_,, 4, Date; November 10, 2005

(‘Am at 1x us Mn SS3

. On LIE: 0%‘ day of . 2005. before me personally came
SEO?‘ - . Q . to me known (gr Halisfacltrrily pnwenk who being by

me duly sworn. did depose and say that he is the \ l'1hd5n+‘ and C6 of
Assignor, the corporation described in. and which executed the foregoing instrument. and that he
was fully authorized to exeeute this Patent Assignment Agreement on behalf of said corporation.

NOBIBISSZI

otausbmmAfleorWC°m‘V
.  a¢mm.12.m8

ennsylvania Association 01 Nolifies

°'“°’l“fl -‘°“'3N=°J. B9EW_B£BIS WISNBDTI E=“’°-’.-I VHS! SBB2-BI—nDN
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EXHIBIT A

PATENTS AND PATENT APPLICATIONS

. A/VeC'ammerce Patents:

- Coung
01]

02]

03]
04 Ihnwdsmks

A/V Compression Patents:
01]
02]

03}

04]
05]

06]

07]
08]
09]

10]
11]

12]

13]
14]

15]

01]
02]
03]

04]
05]
06]

07]

O8]

09]
10]
11]

12]
13]
14]

15]

16]
17]
18]

United States
United States

United States

United States

Singapore
New Zealand
Australia
China '

United States

Hong Kong
Australia
Brazil

Canada

,China A

European Patent Office
Japan
United States

World Intellectual Property Organization

I I idppliedEncryption Patents:
New Zealand

United States

Taiwan
Singapore
Austmlia
Austia

Belgium
Cypress
Denmark

Finland
France

Germany
Greece

Ireland

Italy
Lichtenstein

Luxembourg
Monaco

Number

5,191,573

5,675,734
5,966,440

09/286,892

¢014A91
67158

337344
752057

1252917

6;72L491
1025208
6341198
9811455

2279853
11211240

0965128

2002508850T
2005038535

50287]

6515349
574641

93860
776005

EP2000300727
EP2000300727

EP2000300727

EP2000300727
EP2000300727

EP2000300727
EP2000300727
EPZOO0300727

EP2000300727

EP2000300727
EP2000300727
EP2000300727

EP2000300727

A-l

9843405

Issued
Issued

Issued
Issued -

Application In Process

Issued
Issued

Issued
Issued

Issued
Issued «
Issued

Application In Process .
Application In Process
Application In Process
Application In Process

Application In Process
Application In Process
Application In Process
Application In Process

Issued

Issued
Issued

Issued
Issued

Pending
Pending
Pending

Pending
Pending
Pending

Pending
Pending

Pending
Pending

Pending

Pending
Pending
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19]

20]
21]

22]

23]
24]

25]
26]

27]
28]

29]
30]
31]

Netherlands

Portugal
Sweden

Spain

Switzerland ,

United Kingdom
China

Hong Kong
Australia
Brazil

Canada

Japan
United States

Peer-to-Peer Patents:

EP2000300727
1392000300727

1=.1>20o0300727

EP20003O0727 ‘

EP2000300727
EP2000300727

CNl269549

I-IK1028466
1481000

0000702

2299056
2000259478
2004025037

Pending

Pending
Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending
Pending

Pending
Application In Process

Application In Process
Application In Process
Application In Process
Application In Process

01] European Patent ;Office ’ 1332428 Application In Process
02] Japan IP20045 l 3453T Application In Process
03] World Intellectual Property Organization 239253 Application In Process

All Intellectual Property to be free ofany liens or encumbrances.
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- .‘ V ' .. .. PARTMENTOFGOMMERC;:m'£,°‘“' ~ . 10-20-1995 "5 ‘*5 p.,.e....m.........mc.
oMeNo.oear-oon(axp._' 3‘ H‘. '\..

miiiimi . «L:
133375359 ocuments or copy thereof.

1_ Name of convaymg pmy(-.93)-' (,1 V 2. Name and address of receiving pany(ies)

Arthur R. Hair Name-_ Parsec Sight./Sound, Inc.
internal Address:

Auumonnr namo(s)oroonveyingpany(iee) attached? 0 Yes di No

3. Nature of conveyance:

in Assignment D Merger Sireemddress: 1518 Allison Drive

D Secumy Agreemem 0 Change omams

D °‘hm_ Cay: Upber St. Clairggate; PA z|p;lS2lsl

E’‘°°““°" 93”‘ Se tembe‘ 20’ 1995 Auamonainamaxsu. addres.s(es)etiec.hed7 D Yes Ki No

4. Application number(s) or patent number(s):

if this document is being fried together with a new application. the execution date oi the application is:

A. Patenmppiication No.(s)_ B. Patent No.(s)
5 , 191 , 573

Ariditienalnunrbereairached? D Yes E9 No

5. Name and address of pany to whom correspondence 6. Total number of applications and patents involved:conceming document should be mailed: - '

Name: Ansel M. Schwartz 7. Toiaifee (37 CF!-33.41)........... .,$ 40.00

inzemai Address: qg Endosed

— D Authorized to be charged to deposit accoum 

Street Address: 425 N- Crai Street 8. Deposit account number:
Suite 301_________________.______________j_.

City: Pittsburgh Slate: PA ZIP: 15 213 (Miach duplicate copy of me page if paying by deposit account)
_ oo N01’ use me srmc:

050 an 10/15/95 5;91nu3

9. Sretementend signature. ‘ I ‘ N

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing irwlorrnaiion ls_ true and correct and any attached copy /5 a this copy at
the original document. - , i T

Ansel M. Schwartz " ‘ L/»~J‘.ZlJ\/f
Name of Person Signing

Tore! number of pages including cover sheet. attachments. and document:

Men eocumenteloberecordodwmrrequirodcovereheet lmomwflonrnz
commlu|or\ero1Peterrtn&1’redermriu. Box

Wuhlngton.D.C. 20231 PA'l‘l §N'l'

RI-Z1.-Il..: 7656 l*'l{/\l\/11:‘: 0701
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Attorney’: Docket No. H-AIR PATENT

For. 3 U.S. and/or 2 Foreign Rights
For. Ci U.S. Application or

U U.S. Provisional Application
For: X] U.S. Patent

For. B PCT Appiication
By: X3 Inventoris) or :1 Present Owner

ASSIGNMENT OF INVENTION

in consideration of the payment by ASSIGNEE to ASSIGNOR of the sum of One Doliar

($1.00). the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and for other good and vaiuabie
consideration,
ASSIGNOR:

('IrWBMOI'(B) or personts) or Arthur R’ Hair
en(ity(ies) who own the (type or print name(s) of ASSlGNOR(S))invention)

1518 Allison Drive
Address

Upper St. Clair, PA 152b1

Nationality

(if assignment is by person or entity to whom invention was previously assigned and
this was recorded in PTO, add the following)

Recorded on Reel _________.____:______
Frame

hereby sells. assigns and transfers to

‘SIGNEE: Parsec Sight/Sound, Inc .
(type or print namo(s) of ASSIGNEE(S))

1518 Allison Drive__ 
Address

Upger St. Clair, PA 15241

Nationality

and the successors. assigns and legal representatives of the ASSIGNEE

(Assignment of invention [18-.1]—page 1 at 3)

P/\'l'l€N’l'

Ri—:i~-21.: 7656 l‘-‘R/\l\/ll-Z: 070;
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(complete one of the following)

ix: the entire right. title and interest

D an undivided percent (.;_.___%) interest
for the United States and its territorial possessions

(check the following box, If foreign rights are also to be assigned)

[3 and in all toreign countries, including all rights to claim priority,
in and to any and all improvements which are disclosed in the invention entitled:

METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNAL

Name of inventorlsi ___._________._'“'”“’1'3- H31’ __________.__________j_
______.__.._.____..____..__.._________j_..___._._.___

(check and complete (8). (D). (c). id). (9). if) or (9))
and which is found in

(a) D U.S. patent application executed on even date herewith
(b) D U.S. patent application executed on

(C) III U.S. provisional application naming the above inventor(s) for the above-entitledinvention.

D Express mail label no.:

Mailed:

To comply with 37 CFR 3.21 tor recordal of this assignment, I, an ASSIGNOR
signing below, hereby authorize and request my attorney to Insert below the filing
date and application number when they become known.
U.S. application no. I

tiled on

lntemational appliciation no. PCT] /__:______

U.S. patent no. _§_t.l;9_1_a.2l3__.___ issued  £Q___

i_.-’ A change of address to which correspondence is to be sent regarding patent
maintenance fees is being sent separately.

(also check (9). if foreign applicationls) is also being assigned)

(9) D and any legal equivalent thereof in a toreign country, including the right to claimpriority.

and. in and to. all Letters Patent to be obtained for said invention by the above application
or any continuation. division, renewal. or substitute thereof, and as to letters patent anyreissue or re-examination thereof

ASSIGNOR hereby covenants that no assignment, sale, agreement or encumbrance has
been or will be made or entered into which would conflict with this assignment;

(Assignment ol invention [16-3]-page 2 or 3)

P/\‘l‘l'.-lN‘l‘

RI‘.-Zl-21.: 7656 I"-‘RAIVII-1; 0703
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ASSIGNOR further covenants that ASSIGNEE will. upon its request, be provided promptly
with all pertinent facts and documents relating to said Invention and said Letters Patent
and legal equivalents as may be known and accessible to ASSIGNOH and will testify as
to the same in any interference, litigation or proceeding related thereto and will promptly
execute and deliver to ASSIGNEE or its legal representatives any and all papers. instruments
or alfidavits required to apply for, obtain. maintain. issue and enforce said application. said
invention and said Letters Patent and said equivalents thereol which may be necessary
or desirable to carry out the purposes thereo.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF. Wile have hereunto set hand and seal this

2 L‘ day of  [me of signing).

(If ASSIGNOR is a legal entity, complete the following lnfomrallon)

 _____:
(typeorpnhrtnenarneallheaboveperson
authorized to sign on behalf of ASSIGNOR)

essay. I! the asslgnment ls nomrized or legalized. then
. 35 use 261. Use next page I! nolarlzation is desired.

D Notarization or Legalization Page Added.

(Asslzrnment of invention [18-3)——oego 3 cl 3)

l’A’l“}f'-2N'Zl'

RJ:IC1()RJ')E5l'): 10/U2/1995 I.{)‘€F-2].: 7656 l:<'R/~\!\/H55: 0704
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FORM PTO-1595 ' . U.S. DEPARTM NT OF COMMERCE
(Has. 6-93) .- _ _ Patent and Trademark Otfice
om No. 0651-0011 (exp. - -«

Tab settin o c: I: -\_. 3 V V
' vi,

To the Honorabl ~- 3

1_ Name 0f conveying partyfles); 2. Name and address of receiving party(ies)

Parse‘: Sight/Sound’ Inc' Name: Sight:Sound.com Incorporated

Internal Address:

Additional name(s) of conveying party(ies) attached? D Yes H No

3. Nature of conveyance:

D Assignment D Merger 5"-ea‘ Address; 733 Washington Road,

0 Security Agreement I3 Change of Name Suite (‘O0

0 other Mt. Lebanon sate: PA

Execution Date: ———-?e—-?——-—-- ~ Additionainamets) 8 _address(es) attached? El Yes 5 No

4. Application number(s) or patent number(s):

If this document is being filed together with a new application. the execution date oi the application is:

A. Patent Application No.(s) 8. Patent No.(s)
08/023,398 09/469,802 5,191,573 5,966,440

09/286,892 09/256,432 5,675,734 6.014.491

Additional numbers attached? El Yes X: No

5. Name and address of party to whom correspondence 6. Total numberof applications and patents involved:
concerning document should be mailed:

Name: Ansel it Schwartz _._____ 7. Totalfee(37CFFi3.4‘i).............$ 320-00 V

"“9ma'Add'9$3 Q Enciosed

D Authorized to be charged to deposit account

StreetAddrws: 8. Deposit account number:

201 N. Craig Street, Suite 304

Ciw: State: PA ZlP:fl._3_ (Attach duplicate copy oi this page it paying by deposit account)
‘lb: Ill.-. "N . i...I. :.

DO NOT USE THIS SPACE

9. Statement and signature.
To the best 0! my knowledge and belief, the foregoing infomtation I
the original document. '

Ansel M. Schwartz

Name of Person Signing Signature

Total number or pages including cover sheet. attachmenftf

Malldocumentstoborecorded with requlredcovereheet Informatlonto:

commlssionerorPatentstttTrademarks,BoxAsslgnments PATENT

‘”""""°‘°"'°’°"°”' REEL: o1o77s FRAME: 0703
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Practitioner’s Docket No. _._._j__j__ PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CHANGE OF NAME IN RECORDED ASSIGNMENTS

. Particulars of assignments

A_ list of assignments recorded against patent applications and/or patents is set forth on

the attached page.

2. Old name of assignee

The old name for the assignee as shown for the assignments on the attached page is:

Parsec Sight/Sound , Inc .

(type or print old name of Assignee)

3. New name of assignee

The new name of the assignee is

SightSound.co1n Incorporated

(type or print new name of Assignee)

4. Proof of name change

Proof of assignee’s change of name is established by the attached

. K] certificate of the Secretary of Stateof .
showing the name change. (type "3"" °' SW9)

D certificate of name change from:
(type or print name of authority)

(check, if applicable)

D Because the certificate or the certified copy of the name change is not
in the English language, it is accompanied by a verified translation
signed by the translator. ‘

5. change of address for patent maintenance fees

(complete, if applicable)

[I A change of address to which correspondence_ is to be sent regarding patent
maintenance fees_for each patent listed is being sent separately.

(Change of Name in Recorded Assignments [16-12]—page 1 of 3)

PATENT

REEL: 010776 FRAME: 0704
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C 0 H H 0 N U E A L T H 0 F P E N N S Y L V A N I A

D E P A R T N E N T 0 F S T A T E

APRIL BB1 EUDD

TO ALL UHOH THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME: GREETING=

SIGHTSOUND-CON INCORPORATED

In Kim Pizzingrilliu Secretary of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania do hereby certify that the foregoing and annexed is a true

and correct photocopy of Articles of Incorporation and all Amendments

which appear of record in this department

IN TESTIMONY wHEREOF» I have

hereunto set my hand and caused

the Seal of the Secretary's
Office to be affixed: the day
and year above written.

Secretary of th_ nwealth
JSOw

PATENT

REEL: 010776 FRAME: 0705 --
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PTDOCSJ; E18356

4. Upon said merger becoming ettective. each share of common
capital stock of Digital shall be convened into one share of common capital steel: of
the Surv’ving Corporation. A Cerfiflcate for the npprvpfiate number of shares of the
common capital stock of the Surviving Corporation shall be delivered by the Surviving
Cor-pox-.tu‘on to each shareholder of Digital on or after the Effective Date. upon such
shareholder's delivery to the Surviving Corporation of the certificates representing all
of such shareholder’: shares of common capital stock of Digital. The shares of
common capital stock of the Surviving Coryoration presently outstanding shall
remain outstanding. .

5. Each shore of common capital stock of Dip'ta.l outstanding prior
to "re E.fl'ecu've Date shall after the Efl'eetive Date represent only the right to receive
one validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable share of cotnxnon capital stock of
the Surviving Corporation. As of the Effective Date, the equity interest of each
shareholder of Digital as a shareholder of Diatal shall be extinguished.

6. This Agreement and Plan of Merger shall be submitted to the
shareholders of each of the Corporations for approval by unanimous written consent
and agreement pursuant to and in accordance with §l924(a) of the Business
Corporation Law of 1988.

7. At any time prior to the Effective Date, this Apjeernent and Plan of
Merger may be terminated by the board of directors of eit.‘-ler of the Corporations.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto. with the intent to be legally
bound hereby, have entered into this Agreement. and Plan of Merger and have duly

‘ gumofized their respective offieers to execute the same in their respective corporate
names. the day and yea: (its! above written.

PARSEC SlGH’l'_/SOUND. INC.
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PCDOCSVI I38-R50

Exhi hi L "A"_

A§.E§.3§!"'_&7£P .1.’.'e&°FLMIEEB

f nus AGREEMENFAND PLAN or MERGER nus '
iMerger') made this .7J_'_“ day of September, 1998, ‘by
SIGHT/SOUND, INC. |'Parsec'), a Pennsylvania corporation with its registered omcc
located at 733 Washington Road. Suite 212, Mt. Lebanon, Pennsyhnnia 15223, “.5
DIQWAL SIGHT/BOUND. INC. (‘Digital’). a Permsylwania corporation with its
repsteted otfice located at 733 Washington Road, Suite 212, Mt. Lgbanan

‘Pl-‘fl53YlV3-m'3~ 1533- P3-“CC and Digital are also herein referred to eollectivelv as the
'Corpornt:'ons'. '

_ _ ‘WHEREAS, Parse: and Digital are corporations duly organized and
validly cnsung under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, having you,
been uteorpnrated on August 1, 1995. under and in accordance with the ptuviaions or

' the Pennsylvania Business Corpornfion Law of 1988, Act of December 21, 1988 P.L.
1 144, as amended (the ‘Burmese Corporation Law of 1988')‘ and

WHEREAS. the Corporations desire to rt:-rem Digital (mo P3335: ‘mag,
and in Iccordancc with the provisions of the Business Corporation Law of 1938.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the terms
and conditions hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto, with the intent to be legauy
hound hereby, mutually agree to merge the Corporations upon the following terms
and conditions:

1. Upon compliance with the applicable provisions of the Business
Corporation Law of 1988. on the Elfective Date (as defined herein). Digital shall be
merged with and into Parsec and thereupon the separate existence of Dipial snail
eeau. Parsec, as It shall exist after the Effective Date, is heteinafler referred to as the
‘surviving Corporation’.

_ 2. Articles of Merger shall be filed with the Department of State of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the merger shall be effective as of the date of
tiling of said Articles of Merger (the ‘Effective Date’).

3. The Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of Parsec. $5 ‘im¢m‘¢|4
through the Efleetire Date. shall oontinue to be the Articles of lnoorporanon and 3)"
laws of the surviving Caryomtion and shall not be amended or otherwise afieeted by
mg mgfggf provided for herein Cilcfpt 35 follows:

2. Article X of the Articles of lneorporntion and Section l.1 of
the Bylaws shall both read as follows: The name oi the C0|?°"3'-W“ 15-
SlG)ITSOUND.COM INCORPORATED.

b. Article 2 of the Articles of Incorporation shall read its
fouowg; The address of mi; cnrporationis registered office in this
Commonwealth and the county of venue I5 733 Wish-lf‘8‘°“ RM‘. Sm“
403. Mt. Lcbtnon, t‘cnnsylv.-mi: 15223. Allegheny.
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‘F9. l.l‘fl'.‘ .*:=54=t1 '1: yr; lfI(O‘.’[C scar

PCDOCSI: l390|i

Digital Sight/Sound, lnc. Adopted by the directors and
shareholders pursuant to 1:
Pa.C.S. 5 192m)

(Strike out this paragraph if no foreign corporation is :\ Fifty to the merger).

-...~.~~-.-..:.’:-..~;.; ~.::.:--;
1

(Check. and if appropriate complete, one of the followingl:

_K_ The plan of merger is set forth in full in Exhibit A attached hereto and
made a part hereof.

Pursuant to 15 Pa.C.S. §190l (relating to omission of certain provisions
from filed plane) the provisions of the plan‘ of merger that Amend or
constitute the operative Articles of Incorpomtiox-_l of the surviving
corporation as in clrcct subsequent to the effective date of the plan are
set forth in full in Exhibit A, attached hereto and mode a part hereof.
The full text of the plan of merger is on file at the principal place of
business of the surviving corporation. the address ofwhich is:

um . ____.--._..___
Number and Strce City State Zip County

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF. each undereiyxod corporation has caused these
Am‘ a of Merger to be signed by a duLy authorized otficer thereof this _&/_‘'day of

. 1999.
I-‘ARSEC SIG!-l.'l'/SOUND. INC. .

/5...
. antler. President

DIGITAL SIOI-*lT,’SOUND. INC.

37: / £'._———— '
Scott C under. Pfflidcul
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PCDOCS0- 129018

C/'r____ _ .. .__ __
Name of‘-Com rnereial Registered Office Provide; County

For a corporation represented by a commercial registered office provider, the
countv in (bi shall be deemed the count)‘ in which the corporatioii is located {or
venue and official publication purposes. -

3313 The surviving eorporatzon is a nonquaiified foreign business corporation
incorporated under the laws of and the address of its principal omee
under the laws of such domiciliary jurisdiction is:

Number and Street Cin’ State Zip County

The name and the address of the registered office in this Commonwealth or
name of its coromercial registered office provider and the county of venue of
each other domestic Business corporation and qualified foreign business
corporation which is a party to the plan of merger are as follows:

Address of Registered Office
or Name of Commercial

_r:!am;_.._z2.oTCo 0% Rs.:i5t.c_r.c.ti_Qtfis_LEt9_v_is1et 9955115!

Digital Sight/Sound. Inc. 733 Washington Road Allegheny-
Mt. Lebanon, PA 15928

4, (‘Cm-ck, and if appropriate complete. one of the fol1owinfl)5

_2( The plan of merger shall be r.ll'uc.t.ivv.- upon filmy, these Articles of Merger
in an Depaxttucnt. of State.

The plan of merger shall be effective on 2
_~’__—__  4:

Date ‘' H°“”'

. . , h d .t'
The mum“ m “.m,_], the P1,“ of mu-gar was odopted by eac omcs tc
corporation in as fallow‘!

.Mannc.r.qI_a<12pJ2n

.. . Ado ~ted by the directors and
rum‘ HEM/bmmd' Inc‘ Shflfcllbldtffi pursuant to 15

Pa.C.S- § 19240‘)

-S.mIr=_.9I.Cgn2.<2LveI.i-in

.E":l=tE“(:’ORDED: 6' o no
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This Page is Inserted by IFW Indexing and Scanning
Operations and is not part of the Official Record

BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES

Defective images within this document are accurate representations of the original
‘documents submitted by the applicant.

Defects in the images include but are not limited to the items checked:

A BLACK BORDERS .4 A

I IMAGE CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM OR SIDES

FADED TEXT OR DRAWING

- BLURRED OR ILLEGIBLE TEXT OR DRAWING

0 SKEWED/SLANTED IMAGES

0 COLOR BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
0 GRAY SCALE DOCUMENTS

LINES OR MARKS ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT

REFERENCE (S) OR EXHIBIT (S) SUBMITTED ARE POOR QUALITY

0 OTHER:

IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY.

As rescanning thesedocuments will not correct the image
problems checked, please do not report these problems to the
IFW Image problem Mailbox.
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r A‘- Form PTO-I595
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

U .
_ R

illllldllllllllllllfllllmlOMB NO. 065 I 0027 (exp. 5/31/2002) - Us" Pam °"d T'°d‘"“"‘ °’“°°

Vb settings =: = :3 D im-l0_1

l. N f ’ ' -
ame ° °°"Vey'"g pa"Y('°5)- . Name and address of receiving party(ies)

SightSound Technologies, Inc. Name: Kmyml & Kenyon

/a _g 7[.& / lntemal Address:
Additional names ofconve in ,, »_ ..

3‘ Nature of conveyance:

0 Assignment Cl Merger _
Street Address: One Broadway

0 Security Agreement D Change °fN1m€

Other Notice of Grant of Security Interest

City: New York State:N_Y._ zip;|ooo4

Execution Date: October 1,2001 Mdmmalnamqs) &addms(cs) Ra hcdc Y O3 C . A es No

. Application number(s) or patent number(s):

If this document is being filed together with a new application, the execution date of the application is:

A- PatentApnIicationNo.(s) 09/286 2 3. PatentNo.(s) 5,191,573 5,575,734

09/469,802 09/256,432 09/706,048 5,966,440 6,014,491

09/710,380 Additional numbers attached? D Yes El No

_ Name and address of party to whom correspondence 6_ Total number of applications and patents involved: B
concerning document should be mailed:

Name: Deborah Hartnett, Esq. 7. Total fee (37 CFR 3.4l)__________M____$ 360.00

Paul, Weiss, Ritkind, Wharton &
lntemal Address: Garrison E Enclosed

D Authorized to be charged to deposit account

8. Deposit account number:

Street Address: 1285 Avenue of the Americas

(Attach duplicate copy of this page if paying by deposit account)

City: New York State:NY Zip: l00l9

DO NOT USE THIS SPACE

9. Statement and signature

To the best ofmy knowledge and belief theforegoing information is true and correct and any attached copy
is a true copy ofthe original document. .

Minter Krotzer Z L‘ 0
Name of Person Signin Signature Date

Total it ~ ber ofpages including cover sheet, attachments, and documents: E
all out meat: to be recorded wlti: requ red cover ulieet Information to:

Commissioner of Patents &. Trademarks. Box Assignments
Washington, D.C. 2023i

l')ocll:NY(v: 6ll98.l ' PATENT

REEL: 012505 FRAME: 0415
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Additional Receiving Parties

Ansel M. Schwartz

One Sterling Plaza

. 201 N. Craig Street, Suite 304

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Waterview Partners, LLP

152 West 57"‘ Street, 46th Floor
New York, NY 10019

D&DF Waterview Partners, L.P.

152 West 57'“ Street, 46th Floor
New York, NY 10019

Doc.-1: NYO: 6I198.l ' PATENT
REEL: 012506 FRAME: 0416
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 ILIntemst in Patents

U ‘ ” NOTICE OF GRANT OF SECURITY INTEREST IN PATENTS (the
‘Notice ), dated as of October 2001, made by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES

INC., a Delaware corporation (“Pledgor”), in favor of KENYON & KENYON (“KK”)
Ansel M. Schwartz (“Schwartz”), Waterview Partners, LLP (“WPL”) and D&DF? ’
Waterview Partners, L.P. (“_lQ_WPL”), (each, a “Secured Parties” and collectively the
“Secured Parties”). '

_ i - WHEREAS, Pledgor is the owner of certain patents and patent
applications as set forth in Schedule 1 attached hereto (collectively, the “Patents”); and

h WHEREAS, pursuant to the Security Agreement, dated as of the date
eneof, between Pledgor and Secured Parties (the “Security Agreement”), Pledgor

granted to Secured Parties a security interest in, and lien on, certain intellectual property
of Pledgor, including (a) all letters patent of the United States or any other country and all
reissues and extensions thereof, including, without limitation, the Patents, and the

inventions and improvements described and claimed therein, if any, and patentable
inventions, (b) the reissues, divisions, continuations, renewals, extensions,

reexaminations and continuations-in-part of any of the foregoing, (c) all applications for

any of the foregoing in the United States or any other country and (d) all agreements,

whether written or oral, providing for the grant by or to Pledgor of any right to

manufacture, use or sell any invention covered by a Patent, including, without limitation,

any thereof referred to in Schedule 1 (“Patent Licenses”), in each case, now owned or
hereafter acquired or in which Pledgor now has or at any time in the future may acquire

any right, title or interest (collectively, the “Patent Collateral”).

WHEREAS, pursuant to the Security Agreement, Pledgor agreed to
execute and deliver to Secured Parties this Notice for purposes of filing the same with the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “PTO”) to confirm, evidence and perfect

the security interest in the Patent Collateral granted pursuant to the Security Agreement;

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and

sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, and subject. to the terms and COI‘l:liIt10l"lS of
the Security Agreement (as the same may be from time to time amended, restate or
supplemented), the terms of which are incorporated by reference herein, Pledgor hereby
grants to Secured Parties a security interest in, and lien, on the Patent Collateral.

Pledgor hereby acknowledges the sufficiency and completeness of this
Notice to create the security interest in the Patent Collateral and to grant the same to
Secured Parties, and Pledgor hereby requests the PTO to file and record the same
together with the annexed Schedule 1.

Pledgor and Secured Parties hereby acknowledge and agree that the
security interest in the Patent Collateral may only be terrmnated, and Secured Parties

Dock: NY6: 44643.!

PATENT

REEL: 012506 FRAME: 0417
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rights as secured parties may only be exercised, in accordance with the terms of the

S_ecun'ty Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has caused this Notice to be

duly executed and delivered as of the date first above written.

SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Doc#: “Y6: 44648.1

PATENT

REEL: 012506 FRAME: 0418
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STATE 05{W
: ss._:

)QQUNTYOF 
On the 1 S y of October, 2001, before me the undersigned. personallyappeared J51 (Z . 1:”. ,;,,¢ , personally known to me or

proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the individual whose name is

subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in

his capacity, and that by his signature on the instrument, the individual, or the person

upon behalf of which the individual acted executed the instrument.

Notary Public 3

Notarlal Seal
Eleanor A. Carpenter. Notary Public

Ml. Lab . All h co-438;My Com$r?l(:s'l31v%::pir§s9 % 2, 2 5

Docif: NY6: 44648.l

PATENT

REEL: 012506 FRAME: 0419
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Schedule 1

A. Issued Patents

'{]iit(li:;)l:/)l:t::gi£oggrfarismitting a Desired Digital
I/iitcl;:oS03£s:lr;r(1j ;c))rS”il‘grr2l12rl1lssn1itting Desired Digital

Title: Method and System for Manipulation of
Audio or Video Signals 6’0l4’49l

B. Patent Applications

Patent No. 0 Application No.

09/469,802

09/256,432

09/706.048

09/710,380

Patent Licenses

There was a license with Henry R. Moore, an individual doing business ‘as Moore
Multimedia Publishing, dated March 25, 1999. Under the terms ofthe license, It has
expired. However, Mr. Moore and S1'ghtSound have expressed an interest in renewing
the license.

Dock NY6: 446481

RECORDED: 10/24/2001 ‘ REEL. o12P5?);EFTQTAME. 0420
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PTOISB/82 (04-05)
Approved for use through 11/30/2005. OMB 0851-0035

U Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control

REVOCATION OF POWER OFIllliiilliiillilllllilli mm-‘A——
ATTORNEY WITH Arthur R. Hair

NEW POWEITASE ATTORNEY
O

Art Unit EEO

CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

Doc Code:

Be-inn-In E- banter
Attorney Docket Number 47274-2190994

I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the above-Identified application:

D A Power of Attorney is submitted herewith.

OR

B I hereby appoint the practitioners associated with the Customer Number: 23973

Please change the correspondence address for the above-identified application to:

23‘i '73The address associated with
Customer Number:

OR

El 8]Name Robert A. Koons, Jr.
Address Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP

One Logan Square
18th & Cherr Streets

Philadelphia EH
United States of America

Telephone (215) 988-3392 W
I am the:

D Applicantllnventor. .. ,,

19103-6996

robert.koons@dbr.com

Assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71
Statement under 37CFR 3. 73(b) is enclosed. (Form PTO/SB/96)

ATURE of A - - licant or Assi nee of Record
-1V” /

. , Assistant Secretary DMT Licensing, LLC

{@331
NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submitmultiple fonns it more than one signature is required, see below‘.

E] ‘Total of

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.36. The lnfonnallon is required to obtain or retain a baneiit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes
to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending on the Individual case.
Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden should be sent to the Chiet intonnalion
Oiflcer. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce, P.o. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. 00 NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: commissioner for Patents, Po. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

forms are submitted.

IIyou need assistance in completing the form, can 1-800-PTO—9199 and select option 2.
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D C d _ PTOISB/96 (09-04)00 0 6- Approved for use thro h 07/31/2006. OMB 0651-0031
u.s. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. EPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act oi 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of iniomtation unless It displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73]b|

Applicant/Patent Owner: DMT Licensing, LLC

Application No./Patent No.: S 191 573 Filed/issue Date: 03/02/1993

Entitled; Method for Transmitting a Desired Digital Video or Audio Signal

DMT Licensing, LLC , a Delaware Limited Liability Company
(Name of Assignee) (Type of Asslgnee, e.g._ corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc)

states that it is:

1. m the assignee of the entire right. title, and interest; or

2. D an assignee of less than the entire right, title and interest.
The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %

in the patent application/patent identified above by virtue of either:

A. [v] An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent appllcationlpatent identified above. The assignment was recorded in the United
' States Patent and Trademark Office at Real , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

OR

B. [ | A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent applicationlpatent identified above, to the current assignee as shown below:

1. From: ' To:
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel . Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2. From: _j__ To:
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereoi is attached.

3. From: To:
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Offlce at

Real , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

[ ]Add”rtional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet.

[J] Copies of assignments or other documents in the chain of title are attached.
[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e.. a true copy of the original assignment document (5)) must be submitted to Assignment Division in

accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, if the assignment is to be recorded in the records of the USPTO. §e_§ MPEP 302.08]

[1(1.21/ws’
Signature Date

Kenneth Glick /fl9’77/—7%
Printed or Typed Name Telephone number

ed below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

Assistant Secretary, DMT Licensing, LLC
Title

This collection oi infonnatlon is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. confidentiality is govemad by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 111 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete. including
gathering. preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTD. Time will vary dependin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time

Boo require to complete this fonn and/or suggestions for reducln this burden. should be sent to the Ch ei information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Oftice, U.S.apartment of Commerce. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1 50. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETE D FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner
for Patents. P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

I! you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800—PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Potent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.0. Box I450 _Alexandria, Virginia 221I3-I450www.usp1o.gnv

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION N0.

90/007,402 01/31/2005 5191573 NAPSOOI 2998

7590 01/l9flD06

Ansel M. Schwartz

425 N. Craig Street Suite 301

Pittsburgh, PA 15213 —

DATE MAILED: 0 1/19/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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Control Number Patent Under Reexamination

Notice Of Defective Paper In 90/007.402 5191573
' Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner Art Unit

Benjamin E. Lanier V 2132

--The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

1. D Since no proof of service was included with the paper filed on _____, it fails to comply with 37 CFR 1248 and 1.540. Proof of

service is required within ONE (1) MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS from the mailing date of this letter, whichever is longer.

Failure to provide proof of service may result in a refusal to consider the paper. lfthe failure to comply with this requirement

results in a_patent owner failure to file a timely and appropriate response to any Office action or any written statement of an

interview required under 37 CFR 1.560(b), the prosecution of the reexamination proceeding will be terminated under 37 CFR
1.550(d). ~

The paper filed on _ is unsigned. A duplicate paper or ratification, properly signed, is require_d within ONE (1) MONTH 9_r

THIRTY (30) DAYS from the mailing date of this letter, whichever is longer. Failure to comply with this requirement will result

in the paper not being considered. lfthe failure to comply results in a patent owner failure to file a timely and appropriate

response to any Office action or any written statement of an interview required under 37 CFR 1.560(b), the prosecution of the
reexamination proceeding will be terminated under 37 CFR ‘l.550(d).

The paper filed on __ is signed by __ , who is not of record. A duplicate paper or ratification signed by a person of

record, a person made of record by way of a new power of attorney, is required within ONE (1) MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS

from the mailing date of this letter, whichever is longer. Failure to comply with this requirement will result in the paper not

being considered. lfthe failure to comply results in a patent owner failure to file a timely and appropriate response to any
Office action or any written statement of an interview required under § 1.560(b), the prosecution of the reexamination
proceeding will be terminated under 37 CFR 1.550(d).

The Amendment filed on 27 December 2005 does not comply with 37 CFR 1.530(d)—(j). Patent owner is given ONE (1)

MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS from the mailing date of this letter, whichever is longer to correct this informality; otherwise, the
prosecution of the the reexamination proceeding will be terminated under (37 CFR 1.550(d)).

5. [I The amendment filed by patent owner on _:, does not comply with 37 CFR I:_]1.20(c)(3) and/or I:I1.20(c)(4), as to excess
claim fees. Patent owner is given a time period of ONE (1) MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS from the mailing date of this letter,

whichever is longer, to correct this fee deficiency, or the prosecution of the reexamination proceeding will be terminated under
37 CFR 1.550(d), to effect the “abandonment" set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(c)(5).

6. [:1 Other:

we/‘r~ 3 ~\/
GILBERTO BARRO/N an,

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
TECHNOLOGY cermzn 2100

NOTE: EXTENSION OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c). If the period for response specified above is
less than thirty (30) days, a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.

cc: Requester (if third party requester)

US. Patent and Trademark Office '

PTOL-475 (Rev. 7-05) Notice of Defective Paper in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No 20060118
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CERTIFICATE UNDER 37 C.F.R. 1.10

In Re: Arthur R. Hair

3::,';i‘£:;‘ lxlllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllum
Re-Examination Control No.: 90/007,402 1/2°’°6_
Re-Examination Filing Date: January 31, 2005 ' ‘ ‘ ' "”
Examiner: Benjamin E. Lanier

_7o1§'g u.s. PTQ

EXPRESS MAIL: EV 299886460 US

DATE OF DEPOSIT: January 20, 2006

I hereby certify that the following correspondence

Letter notifying Office of real party interest, and

Return receipt postcard

are being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to
Addressee" service under 37 CFR 1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to

Mail Stop Ex Parte Re-Examination, Commissioner for Patents, PO Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Jane D. Roberts

(Typed or printed name of person mailing paper) i gnature of person mailing paper or fee)

Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP

One Logan Square

18”‘ and Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Customer No. 23973

PHlP\A49843\l
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\

EVE‘l'‘lEBl:‘-|l:.UUS)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No.: 90/007,402

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005 ) METHOD FOR

) TRANSMITTING A DESIRED

Patent Number: 5,191,573 ) DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO

‘ ) SIGNAL

Examiner: Benjamin E. Lanier )

Mail Stop Ex parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In compliance with the duty of candor and good faith to the Office, Applicant

wishes to notify the Office of the recent assignment of the subject Patent No. 5,191,573,
in Reexamination Control Number 90/007,402 to DMT Licensing, LLC, whose owner,

and therefore the real party in interest is the General Electric Company. Further,

Applicant wishes to notify the Office that DMT Licensing, LLC and the real party in

interest, the General Electric Company, have also received by ‘assignment the ownership

of U.S. Patent Nos. 5,675,734 and 5,966,440, which are currently the subject of

Reexamination Control Nos. 90/007,403; and 90/007,407 respectively, and Patent

Application Control No. 09/286,892.

Respectfully submitted

Attmey for Patentee

DRINKER, BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square

18"‘ and Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

document was served via First Class United States Mail, postage prepaid, this 20"‘ day of

January, 2006, on the following:

Mr. Albert S. Penilla

Martine, Penilla, & Gencarella, LLP

.71 0—Lakeway— Drive; Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

Attorney for Third Party Reexaminat Requester

orney for Patentee
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Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATFS DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMM SIONER FOR PATENTSB0. B0 50

Alexmdtin, Vuy'nia 223I3-I450wwIv.urytn.guv

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371 (c) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NOJITTLE

90/007,402 01/31/2005 5191573 NAPSOOI

CONFIRMATION NO. 2998

23973 ' llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllDRINKER BIDDLE 3. REATH . .

ATTN: lNTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP °°°°°°°°°"9°2'65
ONE LOGAN SQUARE
18TH AND CHERRY STREETS

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-6996

Date Mailed: O1/24/2006

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 12/27/2005.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

MICHELLE R EASON

3921 (571)272-4231
OFFICE COPY
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Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED S’['A'l‘I<S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addnn; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.O.Box 1450

AI:xandI'ia.VI.lm'n.In 22:1:-M50www.u:p‘tn.guV

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 37] (c) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT AI I Y. DOCKET NO./TITLE

90/007,402 01/31/2005 5191573 NAPSO01

CONFIRMATION NO. 2998

Ame‘ “"- 3°“Wa"Z IlllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
425 N. Craig Street Suite 301 . .
Pittsburgh’ PA 15213 ocooooooo179o2147

Date Mailed: 01/24/2006

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 12/27/2005.

o The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

i

MICHELLE R EASON

3921 (571) 272-4231
OFFICE COPY

http://neo/preexam/projlink/prod/xml/17902147_3.xm1 1/24/2006
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'3 UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patcni and Trademark Officc
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box I450
Alexandria, Virginia 223lJ~l450
www.uxplo.gnv

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

90/007,402 01/31/2005 5191573 NAPSOOI 2998

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH
A'I'I'N: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUT’

ONE LOGAN SQUARE PAPER NUMBER
18TH AND CHERRY STREETS

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-6996 DATE MAILED: 01/27/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication conceming this application or proceeding.

PTO—90C (Rev. 10/03)
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. .....-m-s-u.......uw-u...«u-uu-u-mm---..—...«»«.-

Cmlnssmlar in! Patna
United $13129 Pmam am! Tradunanromte

P.O. Bax uso
NEXIIIOYII, VA 113-1 33)Vmlvtllptogpr

DO NOT USE IN PALM PRINTER

(THIFD PARTY REGUESTERS OORRE9ONDENCE ADDNES)

fir Albert S. Peniiia
MARTINE PENILLA 8- GENCARELLA. LLP
710 Lakeway Drive, S.iite 200
Sunnyvale. CA 94085

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO. 90/007 402.

PATENT NO. 5191573.

ART UNIT 2132. '

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent and Tradermrk
Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester. 37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a
reply has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex pane reexamination requester will be
acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).

PTOL-465 (Rex/.07-O4)
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Control Number Patent Under Reexamination

Notice Of Defective Paper In 90/001402 5191573
’ Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner

Benjamin E. Lanier

--The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

1. C] Since no proof of seNice was included with the paper filed on ___, it fails to comply with 37 CFR 1.248 and 1.540. Proof of
service is required within ONE (1) MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS from the mailing date of this letter, whichever is longer.
Failure to provide proof of service may result in a refusal to consider the paper. lfthe failure to comply with this requirement
results in a_patent owner failure to file a timely and appropriate response to any Office action or any written statement of an
interview required under 37 CFR 1.560(b), the prosecution of the reexamination proceeding will be terminated under 37 CFR
1.550(d).

The paper filed on is unsigned. A duplicate paper or ratification, properly signed, is required within ONE (1) MONTH o_r
THIRTY (30) DAYS from the mailing date of this letter, whichever is longer. Failure to comply with this requirement will result
in the paper not being considered. lfthe failure to comply results in a patent owner failure to file a timely and appropriate
response to any Office action or any written statement of an interview required under 37 CFR 1.560(b), the prosecution of the
reexamination proceeding will be terminated under 37 CFR 1.550(d).

The paper filed on is signed by , who is not of record. A duplicate paper or ratification signed by a person of
record, a person made of record by way of a new power of attorney, is required within ONE (1) MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS
from the mailing date of this letter, whichever is longer. Failure to comply with this requirement will result in the paper not
being considered. lfthe failure to comply results in a patent owner failure to file a timely and appropriate response to any
Office action or any written statement of an interview required under § 1.560(b), the prosecution of the reexamination
proceeding will be terminated under 37 CFR 1.550(d).

The Amendment filed on 27 December 2005 does not comply with 37 CFR 1.530(d)-(j). Patent owner is given ONE (1)
MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS from the mailing date of this letter, whichever is longer to correct this informality; otherwise, the
prosecution of the the reexamination proceeding will be terminated under (37 CFR 1.550(d)).

5. C] The amendment filed by patent owner on __, does not comply with 37 CFR I:]1.20(c)(3) and/or I:l1.20(c)(4), as to excess
claim fees. Patent owner is given a time period of ONE (1) MONTH or THIRTY (30) DAYS from the mailing date of this letter,
whichever is longer, to correct this fee deficiency, or the prosecution of the reexamination proceeding will be terminated under
37 CFR 1.550(d), to effect the "abandonment" set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(c)(5).

6. [:1 Other:

éfilw»/to 3 “V
GILBEHTO BAHRO/N Lift

SUPERVISOHY PATENT EXAMINER

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 2100

NOTE: EXTENSION OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c). If the period for response specified above is
less than thirty (30) days, a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.

cc: Requester (if third party requester)

US‘ Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-475 (Rev. 7-05) Notice of Defective Paper in Ex Farte Reexamination Part of Paper No 20060118
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:
70181 U.S. PTO

lllllllllllllllllll\\\|l\\\ll\ll\\l\||\\||l\\\\\\
02/06/06 '

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING

A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNAL

Reexamination Filed: Januaiy 31, 2005

Patent Number: 5,191,573

\J&/\¢/\/s/\/\&%/\.d\—4
Examiner: Benjamin E. Lanier

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF DEFECTIVE PAPER

IN EX PARTE REEXAMINATION

Sir:

In response to the Notice of Defective Paper in Ex Parte Reexamination mailed

January 27, 2006, Applicant respectfully submits herewith a corrected Response under 37

C.F.R. § 1.530 in Ex Parte Reexamination.

1. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § l.530(d)(2), Applicant has "listed the entire text of

all claims proposed to be changed or added by the instant amendment. Applicant

respectfully points out that the instant amendment only proposes to add claims 7 to 43.

No changes to existing claims 1 to 6 are proposed in the instant amendment.

2. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.530(6), Applicant has provided on a separate

sheet from the amendments a listing of the status of each claim in the reexamination as of

the date of the instant amendment, as either pending or canceled.

3. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.530(f)(2), Applicant has underlined the new text

of the claims being added by amendment.

4. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.530(g), Applicant has preserved the numbering
of the claims in the instant amendment.
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5. The terms used in the newly added claims correspond to terms appearing

in the specification of U.S. Patent Serial Number 5,191,573 as issued. Applicant

therefore believes that no amendment of the disclosure pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.530(h)

is necessary.

6. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § l.530(i), all amendments have been made relative

to the patent specification, including claims and drawings in effect as of the date of filing

the request for reexamination.

7. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.5300), the scope of the claims has not been

enlarged by the instant amendments, as noted at page 13 of the response.

Applicant respectfully submits that the amended response filed herewith complies

with all of the requirements of 37 C.F.R. § 1.530(d)-(i). If the Office believes that any

portion of the response does not comply with the requirements of 37 C.F.R. § 1.530(d)-

(j), the Office is hereby requested to contact the Applicant’s undersigned attorney

directly.

Respectfully submitted,

E & REATH LLP

Rob A. Koons, Jr.

Re stration No. 32,474

Attorney for Patentee

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square

18"‘ & Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone: (215) 988-3392

Facsimile: (215)988-2757
Customer No. 023973

February 6, 2006
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

document was served via First Class United States Mail, postage prepaid, this 6"‘ day of

February, 2006, on the following:

Mr. Albert S. Penilla

Martine, Penilla, & Gencarella, LLP

710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

Attorney for Third Party Reexaminaf

Att mey for Patentee
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005 ) METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING

) A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

Patent Number: 5,191,573 ) AUDIO SIGNAL

)

Examiner: Benjamin E. Lanier

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

RESPONSE

In response to the Office Action for the above—identified reexamination dated

October 26, 2005, please enter the following amendments and remarks.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 13 of this paper.
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Claim Amendments

Please add new Claims 7 to 43 as follows:

7. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital audio sigpal stored on a

first memom of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the stgps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party

at a location remote from the second memog and controlling use of the first memory from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memog;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital audio sigpal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital audio sigpal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

E;

storing the digital audio sigrial in the second memog; and

listin scrollin di ’tal audio si als from the second memo .

8. (New) A method as described in Claim 7 wherein the transferring step

comprises the steps of telpphoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the

second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory

to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is charged money.
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9. (New) A method as described in Claim 7 further comprising the stgp of

displa}g'ng a name of a digital audio sigal from the second memoiy.

10. (New) A method as described in Claim 7 further comprising the step of

displaying a duration of the digital audio sigpal from the second memory.

11. (New) A method as described in Claim 7 further comprising the step of

displafing a name of an artist of the digital audio sigiial from the second mernog.

12. (New) A method as described in Claim 7 fi1rther comprising the step of

displafing a name of an album associated with the digital audio sigI_ial from the second memory.

13. (New) A method as described in Claim 7 further comprising the step of

randomly selecting digital audio sigpals from the second memog by a second party integiated

circuit of a second party control unit.

14. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital video sigpal stored on a

first memog of a first party to a second memog of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party

location remote from the second memog and controlling use of the first memog, from a second

party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in possession of the

second memogg;
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connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the

second memogy such that the desired digital video sigpal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital xddeo sigpal from the first memopy with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memog at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

IE_Yt)L;

storing the digital sigpal in the second memory; and

listin scrollin di 'ta1 video si als from the second memo .

15. (New) A method as described in Claim 14 wherein the transferring step

comprises the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memog by the

second party controlling the second memog; providing a credit card number of the second party

controlling the second memog to the first party controlling the first memogy so the second party

controlling the second memogy is charged money.

16. (New) A method as described in Claim 14 further comprising the step of

displaflng a name of a digtal video sigpal from the second memogy.

17. (New) A method as described in Claim 14 further comprising the step of

listingfscrolling gueued digtal video sigals stored in the second memory.

18. (New) A method as described in Claim 14 further comprising the step of

displaying a duration of the digital video sigpal from the second memofl.
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19. (New) A method as described in Claim 14 further comprising the stpp of

displaying a name of an artist of the digital video sigpal from the second memoiy

20. (New) A method as described in Claim 14 further comprising the step of

displafing a name of an album associated with the digital video sigpal from the second memory.

21. (New) A method as described in Claim 14 further comprising the stg of

randomly selecting digital video sigpals from the second memogy by a second party integated

circuit of a second party control unit.

22. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital audio sigpal stored on a

first memofl of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the stgps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party

at a location remote from the second memopy and controlling use of the first memoiy from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memog;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memog with the

second memory such that the desired digital audio sigpal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital audio sigpal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first pgfl to a receiver having the second memog at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

I.
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storing the digital audio sigpal in the second memory; and

randomly selecting digital audio sigpals from the second memog by a second

pgrjy integrated circuit of a second party control unit.

23. (New) A method as described in Claim 22 wherein the transferring step

further comprises the step ofproviding a credit card number of the second party controlling the

second memogg to the first party controlling the first memog so the second party is charged

ITIOIICY.

24. (New) A method as described in Claim 22 further comprising the step of

listin scrollin ueued di 'tal audio si als stored in the second memo .

25. (New) A method as described in Claim 22 further comprising the step of

display_ing a name of a digital audio sigial from the second memory

26. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital audio sigal stored on a

first memog of a first party to a second memog of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party

at a location remote from the second memog and controlling use of the first memory from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memog;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memog with the

second memog such that the desired digital audio sigpal can pass therebetween;
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transmitting the desired digtal audio sigr_1al from the first memog with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first pa_rg to a receiver having the second memory at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

storing the digital audio sigpal in the second memog; and

displaying a name of an artist of the digital audio siggal from the second memog.

27. (New) A method as described in Claim 26 wherein the transferring step

further comprises the step ofproviding a credit card number of the second party controlling the

second memog to the first party controlling the first memog so the second party is charged

[T101162 .

28. (New) A method as described in Claim 26 further comprising the stgp of

listin scrollin ueued di 'tal audio si als stored in the second memo .

29. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital audio sigpal stored on a

first memog of a first party to a second memog of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party

at a location remote fi'om the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memog;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memog/_ with the

second memogr such that the desired digital audio sigpal can pass therebetween;
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transmitting the desired digital audio sigpal from the first memogg with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memog at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

PAM

storing the digital audio sig;r_1al in the second memog; and

disp1a}g'ng a duration of the digital audio sigpal from the second memog.

30. (New) A method as described in Claim 29 wherein the transferring step

further comprises the step ofproviding a credit card number of the second party controlling the

second memory to the first party controlling the first memog so the second party is charged

T110116 Y .

31. (New) A method as described in Claim 29 including the step of

listinggscrolling gueued digital audio sigpals stored in the second memory

32. (New) A method as described in Claim 29 including the step of displaflng a

name of a digital audio sigal from the second memog.

33. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital Video sigal stored on a

first memog of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party

at a location remote from the second memog and controlling use of the first memory from the
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second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memogg;

connecting electronically w'a a telecommunications line the first memog with the

second memory such that the desired digital video sigal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digtal video sigpal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

LEE;

storing the digtal video sig1_ia1 in the second memory; and

randomly selecting digital video sigals from the second memog by a second

party integrated circuit of a second party control unit.

34. (New) A method as described in Claim 33 wherein the transferring step

further comprises the step of providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the

second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is charged

IIIODCY.

35. (New) A method as described in Claim 33 further comprising the step of

listingzscrolling gueued digital video sigpals stored in the second memog.

36. (New) A method as described in Claim 33 including the step of displa}p'ng a

name of a digtal video sigI_1al from the second memog.
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37. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digtal video sigpal stored on a

first memog of a first party to a second memory of a second par1y comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first pg

at a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memog fi'om the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memog with the

second memory such that the desired digtal video sigal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video sigpal from the first memofl with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

Pill;

storing the digital video sigpal in the second memog; and

displa}p'ng a name of an artist of the digital video signal from the second memog.

38. (New) A method as described in Claim 37 wherein the transferring step

further comprises the step ofproviding a credit card number of the second party controlling the

second memory to the first party controlling the first memog; so the second party is charged

1'1'l0I'lCy .

39. (New) A method as described in Claim 37 including the step of

listingzscrolling gueued digjtal video sigpals stored in the second memory.
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40. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital video sigpal stored on a

first memog of a first pay to a second memogy of a second party comprising the stpps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party

at a location remote from the second memogy and controlling use of the first memog from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memogg;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memogg with the

second memory such that the desired digital video sigpal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video sigpal from the first memog with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

1&’tl;

storing the digital video sigpal in the second memogg; and

displafing a duration of the digital video sigal from the second memo1_'y.

41. (New) A method as described in Claim 40 wherein the transferring step

further comprises the step of providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the

second memogy to the first party controlling the first memog so the second party is charged

ITIOIICX.

42. (New) A method as described in Claim 40 further comprising the step of

listingzscrolling gueued digital video sigpals stored in the second memog.
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43. (New) A method as described in Claim 40 filrther comprising the stag; of

disglafing a name of a digital video sig1_1al from the second memog.
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REMARKS

Status of the Claims

Claims 1-43 are currently pending‘.

Amendments to the Claims

There have been no amendments to the previously pending claims, Claims 1

through 6, with this response. Claims 7-43 have been added. The newly added claims are fully

supported by the specification. Support for new Claims 7-43 can be found in column 5, lines 5-

25 ofU.S. Patent 5,191,573 Patent as issued.

In addition, all newly added claims contain at least the same limitations as set

forth in pending Claims 1 and 4. As a result, all of the newly added claims are presumed to be

allowable for at least the same reasons as set forth below with respect to pending independent

Claims 1 and 4. Further, Applicant respectfully submits that because the newly presented claims

place additional limitations on existing claim elements, the scope of the claims has not been

enlarged.

Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. § 1031a)

The Examiner has cited the combination of Akashi and Freeny in an effort to make out a

primafacie case of obviousness of Claims 1-6 under 35 U.S.C. § l03(a). Applicant respectfiilly

submits that the combination ofAkashi and Freeny is inadequate to make out a primafacie case

of obviousness of Claims 1-6.

1 In considering these claims, Applicant wishes to direct the Examiner's attention to the reference
identified as Number 849 in the Information Disclosure Statement filed July 21,2005, which may not have
been considered by the Examiner in the pending Office Action. Applicant does not believe this reference
constitutes prior art that anticipates or renders obvious any of the original or newly added claims.
Nonetheless, in view of the large number of references disclosed, Applicant wants to ensure that the
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Comments On Examiner's Response To Argments

In the Office Action dated October 26, 2005, the Examiner states in his Response to

Arguments that the “District Court decision was an analysis of F_refly as a Section 102 reference

and not as a secondary reference.” Applicant respectfully disagrees with this characterization of

the District Court’s opinion. Applicant maintains that a thorough review of the Opinion and

Order of Court dated October 23, 2003 (the "Opinion") in the Sigl_itsound v. N2K et al. litigation

demonstrates that the District Court analyzed Freeny as a Section 103 reference. Applicant

respectfully directs the Examiner to section 2 of the Opinion and Order beginning on page 45,

titled “Defendants ' Examples ofPrior Art giving Rise to Obviousness” (emphasis added),

attached hereto as Exhibit A. The District Court Judge goes on to analyze the Section 103

references cited by the defendants, including specifically “The Freeny Patent” at page 52 of the

Opinion. Accordingly, Applicant respectfiilly disagrees with the Examiner’s position that

Ergy was not analyzed as a secondary reference in an obviousness context. Moreover,

Applicant submits that, not only did the District Court consider my as a secondary reference,

but the Court also reasoned that fieeflg teaches away from Applicant’s claimed invention. See

Opinion, page 52-53.

Applicant also respectfully points out that the District Court specifically considered the

Examiner’s primary reference, Akashi in regard to obviousness in its Opinion. See Opinion,

page 50. Although not binding on the Examiner in this proceeding, Applicant respectfully

submits that a reasoned analysis by a competent Court should be regarded by the Examiner as

strongly persuasive against the suggested combination of F£¢:_r1_y with ¢1._kas:l1i and other

references in the present Section 103 (a) rejections.

Examiner has considered this reference.
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A Prima Facie Case Of Obviousness Under 35. U.S.C. § 103(a2 Over The Cited References Has
Not Been Established In The Instant Ofltce Action

MPEP 2144 explicitly requires the presentation of a rationale found “expressly or

impliedly in the prior art or drawn from a convincing line of reasoning based on established

scientific principles or legal precedent” in order to combine references under Section 103.

Further, MPEP 2142 states that, “[t]o reach a proper determination under 35 U.S.C. 103, the

examiner must step backward in time and into the shoes worn by the hypothetical ‘person of

ordinary skill in the art’ when the invention was unknown and just before it was made.” These

dual requirements ensure that an examiner does not fall into the trap of using hindsight based on

his own knowledge of the Applicant’s disclosure to reconstruct the claimed invention from the

prior art.

To avoid such hindsight reconstruction, the CAFC requires “a rigorous application of the

requirement for a showing of the teaching or motivation to combine prior art references.” In re

Beasley 117 Fed.Appx. 739, 742 (Fed. Cir. 2004). “This is consonant with the obligation of the

Board [of Patent Appeals and Interferences] to develop an evidentiary basis for its factual

findings to allow for judicial review under the substantial evidence standard that is both

deferential and meaningful.” Id. at 742-43. Neither an examiner nor the Board is entitled rely

only on their own knowledge as skilled artisans. Id. at 743.

Applicant respectfully submits that, even assuming each and every element of Claims 1-6

has been located in the combination of_A£1_sLi and , there nonetheless has been no

showing that one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of Applicant’s invention, over 17

years ago, would have found the requisite motivation and reasonable expectation of success in
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combining these references} Because a rigorous showing of teaching or motivation to combine

the cited references has not been provided as required by the CAFC, aprimafacie case of

obviousness has not been established.

Applicant will demonstrate that the cited combination of references does not establish a

primafacie case of obviousness.

mdiscloses an automated sales system for music on record albums. Akiln teaches

a recording reproducing apparatus with a built-in computer communication means which is

connected by a telephone line to a host computer storing data representing music on record

albums or similar information such as the composers, list of music stores, musicians and the like.

The data representing music on record albums is sent from the aforesaid host computer to the

recording reproducing apparatus when the host computer is accessed by the aforesaid recording

reproducing apparatus. See Akihi para. 4. The recording reproducing apparatus may be either

a digital audio tape recorder or a compact disk deck that employs a write-once, read-many times

recordable optical disk that allows data to be read immediately after the data is written. See

Akashi para. 6.

As recognized by the Examiner, @discloses no means or method whatsoever of

effecting payment. As also recognized by the Examiner, A_k;a§gi does not teach or suggest a hard

disk used by the purchaser to store the data.

Further, as set forth in the Declaration of Kenneth Pohlmann, attached as Exhibit B,

Ak__z§h_i does not teach any playback capability. Agfl is a simple inexpensive digital audio tape

recorder or compact disk device that has the ability to communicate with a host computer to

2 The ‘573 Patent has a priority date of June 13, 1988. Thus, Applicant's invention was made at least as early as thatdate.
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download music from the host computer onto an audio tape or an optical disk. It is submitted

that once the music is stored on the tape or the optical disk, the tape or optical disk is then

removed and carried away by the purchaser to be listened to on a completely distinct playback

device separate and remote from the tape recorder or compact disk device. See Pohlmann Dec.

para. 14.

The Examiner cites Freeny for the provision of video data and the element ofmaking a

payment by electronic means. Applicant submits that Freeny is non-analogous to, and plainly

teaches away from, gill @1111 discloses a material object offered for sale and purchasable

at a point-of—sale location. As disclosed in E_r_<ae_ny, the information used to manufacture a

material object is stored locally at the point of sale, such as a kiosk. Only the authorization to

make a copy is obtained from a remote location by a communication link at the time of the sale.

Eriny, col. 5, In. 32 to col. 6, ln. 1 1. This is directly contrary to _A_k1shi which teaches acquiring

a recording from a remote location at the time of the sale. It is well established that, “[i]f the

proposed modification or combination of the prior art would change the principle of operation of

the prior art invention being modified, then the teachings of the reference are insufficient to

render the claims primafacie obvious.” In re Ratti, 270 F.2d 810, 123 USPQ 349 (CCPA 1959).

Thus, on this basis alone, the teachings of Egegiy carmot be combined with flaslg because

Egeny teaches a system that operates in a fundamentally different way than Akashi.

Moreover, Applicant submits that the rationale provided for combining selected elements

of llegy with Akailii is inadequate to make out a primaflzcie case of obviousness. As held by

the CAFC in Beasley, “conclusoty statements of generalized advantages and convenient

assumptions about skilled artisans. . .are inadequate to support a finding of motivation, which is

a factual question that cannot be resolved on subjective belief and unknown authority.” Id. at
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744. (emphasis added) In the first instance, Applicant respectfully submits that the motivation

asserted by the Examiner in Freeny to modify Akashi for the sale of video information is

precisely the type of conclusory and generalized statements of advantage that the CAPC has

determined are inadequate to show obviousness. The portion of F_reg1y cited by the Examiner is

notably from the Background section of the patent, which states, unsurprisingly, that

manufacturing facilities and distribution systems are expensive. From this general statement in

Egefl, the Examiner concludes it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of Applicant’s invention to modify Am to provide video in addition to audio

information to take advantage of cost savings from eliminating manufacturing facilities and

distribution systems. Applicant submits this is not the necessary motivation to combine that

must be found in the prior art or knowledge of one of ordinary skill in the art, as required by In

re Vaeck, 947 F.2d 488, 493, 20 USPQ2d 1438, l442 (Fed. Cir. 1991). Applicant respectfiilly

submits that, instead, this is the type of hindsight reconstruction, based on the Applicant’s

disclosure, that the CAFC has repeatedly held to be improper. See Teleflex, Inc. v. KSR

International C0,, 119 Fed.Appx. 282, 285-86 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (“Combining prior art references

without evidence of. . .a suggestion, teaching, or motivation simply takes the inventor’s

disclosure as a blueprint for piecing together the prior art to defeat patentability——the essence of

hindsight”)

What has not been shown is some teaching in either Am or Frciy, or the knowledge

generally available to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of Applicant’s invention, which

would lead a person without knowledge of the claimed invention, to modify Akihi to provide

video rather than audio information from a remote system via communication lines. Further, the
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Examiner has provided no showing of the required reasonable expectation of success in thus

modifying _A_k_asfl.

With respect to the teaching in _F_r§_eny of an electronic payment, the cited section of

_F_rgiy refers to a process whereby an authorization to manufacture a material object is received

from a remote location. The information from which the material object is manufactured is

stored locally at the point of sale. There is no suggestion in Egcerry orithat transmission

of audio or video information from a remote location can be triggered by providing credit card

account information at the point of sale. Again, no prior art or knowledge generally available to

one of skill in the art has been pointed to that would lead a person of skill in the art at the time of

Applicant’s invention to that conclusion. Applicant therefore respectfially requests that &a_shi_

and py be withdrawn as references in the present case.

For the reasons set for the above regarding the improper combination ofgm and

Freeny, Applicant submits that a primafacie case of obviousness has not been established with

respect to any of Claims 1-6. Rather, it appears that the references were surveyed to find

individual elements that the Examiner believes correspond to the elements recited in the claims,

without regard to demonstrating some rational line of reasoning as to why it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time ofApplicant’s invention to combine the

references’ divergent teachings. Indeed, the Examiner has apparently overlooked teachings of

the references that demonstrate their incompatibility with each other and thus militate against

their combination.

Applicant respectfully submits this is precisely the type ofhindsight reconstruction that

the CAFC has proscribed. See In re Fritch; Teleflex, supra. To avoid hindsight reconstruction,

Examiners are required to apply a rigorous “showing of the teaching or motivation to combine
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prior art references.” In re Beasley. Applicant does not believe the Examiner has met the

foregoing burden in the current case. Applicant therefore respectfully requests reconsideration

and withdrawal of the rejections of Claims 1-6 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a).

Secondagg Considerations Of Non-Obviousness

In the Office Action response filed on July 21, 2005, Applicant provided evidence of

secondary considerations of non-obviousness, including evidence of commercial success of

distribution systems employing the claimed invention. The Examiner has indicated that he did

not find the secondary evidence provided by Applicant persuasive. In support of his conclusion,

the Examiner stated that “Applicant has not provided proof that the claimed features were

responsible for the commercial success of the mentioned distribution systems (i.e., ITunes).”

See Office Action, para. 3. The Examiner cites to Ex parte Remark, 15 USPQ2d 1498, 1502 for

the proposition that merely showing that there was commercial success of an article which

embodied the invention is not sufficient to provide a secondary consideration of non-

obviousness.3

In view of Applicant’s arguments refuting the Examiner’s rejection of Claims 1-6 under

35 U.S.C. § 103(a), presented above, Applicant respectfillly submits that a showing of secondary

considerations is not strictly necessary to establish the non-obviousness of Applicant’s invention.

However, further in view of the fact that such secondary considerations in fact do exist,

Applicant feels compelled to at least set forth below a summary of such indicia.

3 Additionally, the Examiner cites to certain comments the Examiner believes were made by the Inventor during an
Examiner’s Interview concerning the unavailability of content for sale via his invention. Applicant believes the
Examiner misunderstood the comments made by the Inventor during the Interview and respectfully disagrees with
the Examiner’s recollection of those comments. Nonetheless, in view of the additional ample evidence of secondary
indicia submitted with the current response, including the Declaration of Arthur R. Hair attached hereto as Exhibit
C, Applicant believes it unnecessary to pursue this issue here.
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The CAFC has explicitly set forth the factors, such as commercial success, long felt but

unresolved needs, skepticism by experts, and copying by competitors that can be used to

establish non-obviousness. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v. Philip Morris Inc., 229 F. 3d

1120, 1129 (Fed. Cir. 2000).

The CAFC has held that a nexus must be established between the merits of a claimed

invention and the evidence of non-obviousness offered if that evidence is to be given substantial

weight enroute to a conclusion of non-obviousness. Remark at 1502. The CAFC has also held,

however, that copying of a patented feature or features of an invention, while other unpatented

features are not copied, gives rise to an inference that there is a nexus between the patented

feature and the commercial success. Hughes Tool Company v. Dresser Industries, Inc. 816 F.2d

1549, 1556 (Fed. Cir. 1987). Moreover, it is well established that copying of a patented

invention, rather than one within the public domain, is by itself indicative of non-obviousness.

See Windsurfing International Inc., v. AMF, Inc., 782 F.2d 995, 1000 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

The Present Invention Has Been Cogied By Others With Commercial Success

The invention recited in Claims 1-6 generally comprises transferring “for pay” digital

video or digital audio signals between a first memory controlled by a seller and a second memory

at a remote location controlled by a buyer over a telecommunication line. As set forth in the

Declaration of Arthur R. Hair attached hereto as Exhibit C, the invention has in the past achieved

significant commercial success.

Moreover, the invention continues to achieve commercial success in that it has been

copied by a major participant in the field. The features of the invention generally included in

Claims 1-6 have been copied by at least one commercially successful system available today:

Napster Light. The Napster Light system (“Napster”) for purchasing digital music files online at
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www.napster.com is a commercially successful system that embodies the features of the claimed

invention. Applicant’s assertion that Napster is commercially successful and has copied the

claimed invention is supported by the Declaration of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D., is attached to

this response as Exhibit D. Dr. Tygar is a professor at the University of California, Berkley with

a joint appointment in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and the

School of Information Management and Systems. See Tygar Dec., para. 1. Dr. Tygar is an

expert in the field of computer science with significant experience in the field of electronic

commerce. See Tygar Dec., paras. 2-4.

Dr. Tygar has determined that Napster has achieved a level of commercial success. See

Tygar Dec., para. 6. Further, Dr. Tygar compared Napster to the invention recited in Claims 1-6

and determined Napster copied the invention. Specifically, Dr. Tygar found that Napster

operates a music download system incorporating servers having hard disks and memory, through

which it sells digital music files to a buyer for download over the intemet. See Tygar Dec., para.

10. The buyer using Napster has a computer at a home, office, or other location remote from

Napster. See Tygar Dec., para. 1 1. The buyer forms a connection between his or her computer

and Napster via the Internet, selects digital music file(s) he or she wishes to purchase, provides a

credit card number, and receives the music file via a download process where the file is

transferred from Napster’s server to the buyer’s computer and stored on the hard drive. The

buyer can then play the file using his or her computer system. See Tygar Dec., paras. 12-16. In

view of this comparison, Dr. Tygar properly concludes that Napster has copied the features

taught by the present invention. See Tygar Dec., para. 19.

Additionally, Applicant respectfully points out that Napster does not copy the closest

prior art cited by the Examiner, i.e., Freeny and Akashi. Freeny teaches a point—of-sale device
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(e.g., a kiosk) that dispenses a material object (e.g., tape) containing the music purchased. See

Freeny, col. 1, line 64 to col. 2, line 12. These features of Freeny are plainly not found in

Napster Light. See Tygar Dec., para. 16. _A_ka_sQ teaches writing data to a digital audio tape

recorder or a compact disk deck that employs a write-once, read-many times recordable optical

disk which allows data to be read immediately after the data is written. The user downloads data

to a RAM and then the data is written directly from the RAM to a recordable optical disk. See

Akashi para. 6. This process of ;AkL1shi_ is not how Napster Light operates. See Tygar Dec. para.

18.

Therefore, it is apparent that Napster chose to copy the system taught by the ‘573 patent.

See Tygar Dec. para. 19. It is also apparent that Napster choose not to copy the prior art systems

of Ergggy and Ajlmsfi. See Tygar Dec. para. 20 and 21. Applicant submits this selective copying

by Napster of the invention recited in Claims 1-6, while Napster ignored the systems of Ffigy

and Akashi provides a sound basis upon which the required nexus between commercial success

and Applicant’s claimed invention can be found. See Hughes T001, 816 F.2d at 1556.

Additionally, Napster’s selective copying of Applicant’s invention, coupled with Napster’s

disregard of the Friny and ikasm systems, is itself substantive evidence of a recognized

secondary indication of non-obviousness. See Windsurfing International Inc., 782 F.2d 995.

Applicant therefore respectfully submits that the foregoing remarks and the attached

Declaration of Dr. Tygar have established the requisite nexus between the commercial success of

Napster and Applicant’s claimed invention. Applicant also respectfully submits that these

remarks and the attached Declaration of Dr. Tygar similarly have established copying by Napster

as a secondary indicia of non-obviousness.
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Newly Added Claims Are Not Taught by the Prior Art

It is well established that, in order to establish a primafacie case of obviousness of a

claimed invention, all limitations must be taught or suggested by the prior art. In re Roy/ca, 490

F.2d 981, 180 USPQ 580 (CCPA 1974), MPEP §2143.03. The elements added via newly

presented Claims 7-43 are not taught or suggested in the cited prior art, i.e., Akashi and FLec;r;v,

or in any other art cited in the related co-pending reexaminations for U.S. Patent No. 5,675,734

and U.S. Patent No. 5,966,440. The newly added claims comprise various combinations of the

following limitations, as applied to both digital audio signals and digital video signals:

a) listing/scrolling the digital signals from the second memory (Claims 7-21, 24,

28, 31, 35, 39);

b) displaying a name of a digital signal from the second memory (Claims 9, 16,

25, 32, 36)

c) displaying a duration of the digital signal from the second memory (Claims 10,

18, 29-34);

(1) displaying a name of an artist of the digital signal from the second memory

(Claims 11, 19, 26-28, 37-39);

e) displaying a name of an album associated with the digital signal from the

second memory (Claims 12 and 20); and

i) randomly selecting digital signals from the second memory by a second party

integrated circuit of a second party control unit (Claims 13, 22-25, 33-36).

All of the limitations set forth above involve features surrounding playback from the

second memory. None of these limitations are taught in Akashi or Freeny.
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More specifically, limitation (a) set forth above is listinyscrolling the digital signals from

the second memory. iteaches a recording reproducing apparatus that either may be a

digital audio tape recorder or a compact disk deck which employs a write-once, read-many times

recordable optical disk. indoes not teach any listing/scrolling feature of a second memory.

E:e_ny teaches using information stored locally at the point of sale (e.g., kiosk) to manufacture a

material object. There is no teaching of listing/scrolling digital signals from the second memory

in Fig.

Limitations (b), (c), (d) and (e) set forth above all provide for displaying information

from the second memory regarding the digital audio or digital video signal. Specifically, a name,

duration, name of an artist, and name of an album are displayed. Neither Akiwln nor Erggny

teaches or suggests any display features concerning information in the second memory.

Limitation (f) set forth above is randomly selecting digital signals from the second

memory by a second party integrated circuit of a second party control unit. Neither Akashi or

Freeny teaches or suggests a second party integrated circuit of a second party control unit that

allows for random selection of the digital signal. No random selection of signals by any means is

taught or suggested in either reference.

As a result, in addition to being allowable for the reasons previously set forth concerning

Claims 1 through 6, Applicant respectfully submits that the newly added claims are allowable for

the further reason that the limitations found in the newly added claims are not taught or

suggested by the prior art.
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CONCLUSION

Applicant believes the foregoing remarks have overcome or rendered moot all grounds

for rejection of original Claims 1-6 and any potential grounds for rejection of newly added

Claims 7-43. Applicant therefore believes that all such claims are patentable over the art cited

by the Examiner. There being no other rejections or objections of record, Applicant believes that

the application is in condition for allowance.

Applicant understands, however, that the Examiner may have additional questions or

concerns prior to allowing Applicant’s claims. Applicant therefore respectfully requests that the

Examiner contact Applicant’s undersigned attorney directly to schedule an Interview before the

Examiner takes any further action in this case.

Respectfully submitted,

DRINKER BIDDLE & R ATH LLP

A. Koons, Jr.

Registration No. 32,474

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square

18”‘ & Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone: (215) 988-3392

Facsimile: (215) 988-2757
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I Control No. Patent Under Reexamination ’
90/007,402 5191573 ‘

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner A“ Unit
Benjamin E. Lanier 2132

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

a Responsive to the communication(s) filed on 06 Februag; 2006 . b® This action is made FINAL.
CD A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire g month(s) from the mailing date of this letter."
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c).
lfthe period for response specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 3. E] Interview Summary, PTO—474.
2. D Information Disclosure Statement, PTO-1449. 4. E]

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

1a. PX! Claims _1-L13 are subject to reexamination.

1b. Claims _.__ are not subject to reexamination.

-Claims __ have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.
Claims __ are patentable and/or confirmed.

Claims Lg; are rejected.

Claims'_____ are objected to.

The drawings, filed on __ are acceptable,

. [_—_I The proposed drawing correction, filed on __ has been (7a)Ij approved (7b)I:] disapproved.

. E] Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-( ) or (f).
a)l:] All b)D Some‘ c)Ij None of the certified copies have
1D been received.

2!] not been received.

3[:I been filed in Application No.

4I:I been filed in reexamination Control No.

5I:] been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.

" See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. I] Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance of an ex parte reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD.11,453 O.G. 213.

10. I] Other:

cc: Re uester if dtird
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-466 (Rev. 04~Ot) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20051011
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1. App1icant’s amendment filed 06 February 2006 adds claims 7-43. Applicant’s

amendment has been fiilly considered and is entered.

Response to Arguments

2. Applicant's arguments filed 06 February 2006 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive. In response to App|icant’s arguments with respect to the Freeny reference, the

District Court considered the Freeny reference, in the analysis on pages 52-53, with respect to

anticipation and obviousness in view of only the teachings within the Freeny reference. Nowhere

does the court decision discuss a combination of Akashi and Freeny, as applied in this

reexamination proceeding, as being non-obvious.

3. The Examiner disagrees with Applicant’s assessment of Akashi as a simple inexpensive

digital audio tape recorder because Akashi clearly shows that the user device that communicates

with the host computer is a personal computer (paragraph 4). The recording device that

Applicant is referring to is a device/module of the personal computer; much the same as a hard

drive or a CD—ROM drive is a device/module of a personal computer.

4. In response to applicant's argument that Freeny is nonanalogous art, it has been held that

a prior art reference must either be in the field of applicant’s endeavor or, if not, then be '

reasonably pertinent to the particular problem with which the applicant was concerned, in order

to be relied upon as a basis for rejection of the claimed invention. See In re Oetiker, 977

F.2d 1443, 24 USPQ2d 1443 (Fed. Cir. 1992). In this case, Akashi and Freeny both deal with
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music purchasing over telecommunication lines that enable users access to requested music (See

Akashi page 1 and Freeny Col. 5, line 1 — Col. 6, line 23 & Col. 13, lines 27-31).

5. Applicant argues that the proposed modification of Akashi, in view of Freeny, would

change the principle operation of the Akashi is not persuasive because the test for obviousness is

not whether the features of a secondary reference may be bodily incorporated into the structure

of the primary reference; ‘nor is it that the claimed invention must be expressly suggested in any

one or all of the references. Rather, the test is what the combined teachings of the references

would have suggested to those of ordinary skill in the art. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208

USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981). The proposed modification toithe automated purchasing component of

Akashi, which isn’t even described in the Akashi reference, would not change the principle

operation of the Akashi reference. Akashidiscloses that the digital music data is purchased

automatically but does not expressly detail how the purchase is transacted. Freeny discloses a

method of electronically distributing and selling audio and video data by way of having the

requesting user transmit a consumer credit card number along with their request for the audio

and video data (Col. 13, lines 25-29). This step allows the owner of the data to approve the sale

and charge the sale to the consumer credit card number (Col. 13, lines 30-31). It would have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have the

requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer credit card number along with their request for

the digital data so that the source unit could approve and charge the sale of the digital data to the

consumer credit card because this method of electronic sale allows the owner of the information

to receive directly the compensation for sale of recording and such compensation is received

before the reproduction is authorized as taught in Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-39). The subsequent
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transmission of data in Akashi has not been modified, and therefore, suggesting that the

modification of the purchasing component of Akashi would change the principle operation of

Akashi is simply not true.

6. Applicant’s argument that the motivation for the proposed modification of the purchasing

component of Akashi with the electronic sales procedure of Freeny is not persuasive because the

motivation is not a conclusory statement but instead is teaching directly from the Freeny

reference. See motivation below:

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to have the requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer credit card number

along with their request for the digital data so that the ‘source unit could approve and

charge the sale of the digital data to the consumer credit card because this method of

electronic sale allows the owner of the information to receive directly the compensation

for sale of recording and such compensation is received before the reproduction is

authorized as taught in Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-3 9).

This teaching in Freeny would lead one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to perform an electronic sale using credit card information so that the seller

could receive direct compensation.

7. In response to Applicant’s argument that no showing of a reasonable expectation of

success has been made, the incorporation of the electronic payment steps of Freeny into the

automated purchasing system of Akashi allow for a seller to receive direct compensation for the

data that the automated purchasing system of Akashi allows to be sold.
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A 8. Applicant’s argument that the combination of Akashi and Freeny do not suggest that

‘transmission of audio or video information from a remote location can be triggered by providing

credit card account information is not persuasive because taking into account the above-

mentioned modification of Akashi using the electronic payment steps of Freeny, the user’s

request for the data from the host computer of Akashi would be accompanied with the user’s

- credit card information. At the remote cite, access to the data would be allowed once the credit

card information is authorized (See Freeny Col. 13, lines 27-39). In Akashi the access provided

to the user is done through telecommunication lines (i.e. data being transmitted from the host

computer to the user’s personal computer over telecommunication lines)(See Akashi Page 1

through line 1 of Page 2 & Page 4 paragraph 1).

9. All of the Applicant’s arguments with the respect to the 103 rejections represent attacks

on the references individually where the rejections are based on combinations of references and

they represent allegations that various features of the secondary references cannot be bodily

' incorporated into the structure of the primary reference. These arguments cannot be relied upon

to show nonobviousness. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208 USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981); In re

Merck & C0., 800 F.2d l09l, 231 USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

10, Therefore, the cited prior art references were considered as a whole when making the

‘claim rejections and would have suggested to those of ordinary skill in the art the above-

mentioned combinations.

ll. Applicant’s arguments with respect to commercial success are not persuasive because

commercial success may have been attributable to extensive advertising and position as a market

leader before the introduction of the patented product, Pentec, Inc. v. Graphic Controls Corp.,
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776 F.2d 309, 227 USPQ 766 (Fed. Cir. 1985). The Napster name gained worldwide notoriety in

the late 1990’s because of their sofiware which allowed users to illegally download music. At its

‘height, Napster had 70 million unique users who were estimated to have traded over 3 billion

files a month (See Wired News “Napster is Alive, Alive”, Page 3). This would have given.

, Napster’s legitimate online music store a starting base of 70 million users who were familiar

with Napster products prior to their online music store’s launch. Therefore, Applicant has failed

to show that the commercial success of the Napster Light software is due to the alleged use of

Applicant’s claimed invention instead of being a direct result of Napster’s prominent name with

respect to music downloading.

12. Success of invention could be due to recent changes in related technology or consumer

demand, In re Fielder, 471 F.2d 690, 176 USPQ 300 (CCPA 1973). The existence and

profitability of the systems mentioned by Applicant are due to the advances in recent technology .

and not Applicant’s claimed invention. If the latter was responsible for the success, then it stands

to reason that the existence of a profitable system would have occurred earlier since Applicant’s

first application directed to the claimed subject matter was filed in June of I988. At the time of

Napster Light’s (“Napster”) launch, personal computer storage capacities were significantly

larger than they were at the time of the prior art systems. Hard drives routinely come in

capacities of 20 gigabytes or higher, whereas in"l988 the capacity was around 40 megabytes. Not

to mention the fact that when Napster was launched, audio file compression was advanced to the

point where a file could be compressed to a third of the size with little observable quality loss.

Add to that the proliferation of broadband Internet that simply did not exist at the time of prior

art systems and what you have is the ability to store a significantly larger amount of music
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‘ because of file size and storage capacity, and the ability to acquire this music much faster.

Therefore, Applicant cannot attribute the commercial success of Napster’s system to the alleged

use of their claimed invention when there is no reason to suggest that any of the prior art

distribution system would not have been just as S1.lCC6SSfLll given these same advances in

technology.

13. Applicant’s arguments with respect to the newly added claims and the Akashi andAFreeny

references have been persuasive, however, upon search and consideration of the newly added

claims, grounds of rejection are made in view of the previously cited Akashi and Freeny

references and in further view of Stokes and Kimura. Applicant's amendment necessitated the

new ground(s) of rejection presented in this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS

MADE FINAL.

Claim Rejections — 35 USC § 103

14. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
rrianner in which the invention was made,

15. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere C0., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459

(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness
or nonobviousness.
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16. Claims 1-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) as being unpatentable over Akashi,

“Automated Music Purchasing System”, in View of Freeny, US. Patent No. 4,528,643. Referring

to claims 1, 3, 4, 6, Akashi discloses a system for automatically selling recorded music via '

[telecommunication lines (Page 1 through line 1 of Page 2). This system utilizes the

telecommunications lines to transmit the recorded music data from a host computer that stores

the recorded music data to a personal computer (Page 2 Section 4), which meets the limitation of

connecting electronically via telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory

such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween, transmitting the desired digital

audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party

to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said

receiver in possession and control of the second party, storing the digital signal in the second

memory. Akashi discloses that the digital music data is purchased automatically but does not

expressly detail how the purchase is transacted. Freeny discloses a method of electronically

distributing and selling audio and video data by way of having the requesting user transmit a

consumer credit card number along with their request for the audio and video data (Col. 13, lines

25-29). This step allows the owner of the data to approve the sale and charge the sale to the

consumer credit card number (Col. 13, lines 30-31), which meets the limitation of transferring

money electronically via a telecommunications lines to the flrst party at a location remote from

the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the second party financially

distinct from the first party, said second party controllinguse and in possession of the second

memory, the transferring step includes the steps of telephoning the flrst party controlling use of

the first memory by the second party, providing a credit card number ofthe second party
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controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party

is charged money. ‘It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have the requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer credit card

number along with their request for the digital data so that the source unit could approve and

- charge the sale of the digital data to the consumer credit card because this methodof electronic

sale allows the owner of the information to receive directly the compensation for sale of

recording and such compensation is received before the reproduction is authorized as taught in I

Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-3 9).

Referring to claims 2, 5, Akashi discloses that personal computer contains a CPU (Figure

1). The personal computer sends an access signal to the host computer, and the host computer

returns a response signal that contains menu data displayed at the personal computer (Page 3

Paragraph 6). Using the monitor screen, the user chooses desired data using a control unit and

‘sending the selection data to the host computer in the same way theinitial transmission was sent

(Page 4 Paragraph 1), which meets the limitation of the steps of searching the first memory for

the desired digital audio signal and selecting the desired digital audio signal from the first

memory.

' 17. Claims 7-12, 14-20, 26-32, 37-43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) as being

unpatentable over Akashi, “Automated Music Purchasing System”, in View of Freeny, U.S.

Patent No. 4,528,643, and further in view of Stokes, US. Patent No. 4,870,515. Referring to

claims 7, 8, Akashi discloses a system for automatically selling recorded music via

telecommunication lines (Page 1 through line 1 of Page 2 & Page 3, lines 3-5). This system

utilizes the telecommunications lines to transmit the recorded music data from a host computer
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that stores the recorded music data to a personal computer (Page 2 Section 4), which meets the

limitation of connecting electronically via telecommunications line the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween, transmitting the

desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of

the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined by the second

"party, said receiver in possession and control of the second party, storing the digital audio signal

in the second memory. Akashi discloses that the digital music data is purchased automatically

but does not expressly detail how the purchase is transacted. Freeny discloses a method of

electronically distributing and selling audio and video data by way of having the requesting user

transmita consumer credit card number along with their request for the audio and video data

(Col. 13, lines 25-29). This step allows the owner of the data to approve the sale and charge the

sale to the consumer credit card number (Col. 13, lines 30-31), which meets the limitation of

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications lines to the first paityat a location

remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the second party

financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and inpossession of the

second memory, :l::~: tum-;2'i:;‘ring step includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling

use of the first men». . 1. .ie second party, providing a credit card number of the second party

controlling the secer.-ti :w.~:i‘:ory to the first party controlling the first memory so the secondiparty

is charged money. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the an at the time the

invention was made to have the requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer credit card

number along with their request for the digital data so that the source unit could approve and

charge the sale of the digital data to the consumer credit card because this method of electronic
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sale allows the owner of the information to receive directly the compensation for sale of

recording and such compensation is received before the reproduction is authorized as taught in

.Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-39). Akashi discloses that the music data is immediately readable after

it has been downloaded to the user computer and stored on the storage medium (Page 2,

“Operation” section through Page 3, line 1), but does not disclose how the stored music data is

read. Stokes discloses a music memory data recording, storage and playback system wherein a

computer data terminal (Figure 2, element 42), which has input devices and a monitor (Figure 2), ‘

is used along with storage devices and speakers to access-storage audio data (Col. 5, lines 11-48).

The audio data is stored such that it can be displayed to the user (Col. 2, lines 30-3 8) on the

user’s computer data terminal (Col. 5, lines 44-48), which meets the limitation of listing/scrolling

‘digital audio signals from the second memory. For the purposes of examination

“listing/scrolling” will be treated as its grammatical equivalent, which is “listing or scrolling”.

The cited portions of Stokes are meant to read on listing, however, Stokes also includes several

teaches of scrolling capabilities to enable selection of audio data (Col. 6, lines 17-18 & Col. 8,

lines 57-62). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to provide access/playback system of Stokes in the user personal computer

of Akashi in order for the user of the personal computer of Akashi to be choose which musical

selections are to be played, and in what order as taught in Stokes (Col. 1, lines 56-59).

Referring to claims 14, 15, 37-43, Akashi discloses a system for automatically selling

recorded music via telecommunication lines (Page 1 through line 1 of Page 2 & Page 3, lines 3-

5). This system utilizes the telecommunications lines to transmit the recorded music data from a

host computer that stores the recorded music data to a personal computer (Page 2 Section 4),
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which meets the limitation of connecting electronically via telecommunications line the first

memory with the second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass

therebetween, transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at

a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second

party, storing the digital audio signal in the second memory. Akashi does not disclose that the

digital data is video data. Freeny discloses a method of electronically distributing and selling

' audio and video data by way of having the requesting user transmit a consumer credit card

number along with their request for the audio andvideo data (Col. 13, lines 25-29). It would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the an at the time the invention was made to

distribute video data using the system of Akashi because distributors of video data would benefit

‘from the cost reduction that would occur when eliminating manufacturing facilities for

reproducing the information in material objects and a distribution network for distributing the

material objects to the various points of sale locations for sale to the consumer as taught in

Freeny (Col. 1, lines 10-26). Akashi discloses that the digital music data is purchased

"automatically but does not expressly detail how the purchase is transacted. Freeny discloses a

method of electronically distributing and selling audio and video data by way of having the

requesting user transmit a consumer credit card number along with their request for the audio

and video data (Col. 13, lines 25-29). This step allows the owner of the data to approve the sale

and charge the sale to the consumer credit card number (Col. 13, lines 30-31), which meets the

limitation of transferring money electronically via a telecommunications lines to the first party at

a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the
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' second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memory, the transferring step includes the steps of telephoning the first

party controlling use of the first memory by the second party, providing a credit card number of

the second party controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so

the second party is charged money. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art -

at the time the invention was made to have the requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer

credit card number along with their request for the digital data so that the source unit could

approve and charge the sale of the digital data to the consumer credit card because this method of

‘ electronic sale allows the owner of the information to receive directly the compensation for sale

of recording and such compensation is received before the reproduction is authorized as taught in

Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-3 9). Akashi discloses that the music data is immediately readable after

it has been downloaded to the user computer and stored on the storage medium (Page 2,

"‘Operation” section through Page 3, line 1), but does not disclose how the stored music data is

read. Stokes discloses a music memory data recording, storage and playback system wherein a

computer data terminal (Figure 2, element 42), which has input devices and a monitor (Figure 2),

is used along with storage devices and speakers to access storage audio data (Col. 5, lines 11-48).

4 The audio data is stored such that it can be displayed to the user (Col. 2, lines 30-38) on the

user’s computer data terminal (Col. 5, lines 44-48), which meets the limitation of listing/scrolling

digital audio signals from the second ‘memory. For the purposes of examination

“listing/scrolling” will be treated as its grammatical equivalent, which is “listing or scrolling”.

The cited portions of Stokes are meant to read on listing, however, Stokes also includes several

teaches of scrolling capabilities to enable selection of audio data (Col. 6, lines 17-18 & Col. 8,
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. lines 57-62). Stokes discloses that when the audio data is stored in the system, it is stored with

information that includes the artists name, title, album, playing time, track (song), and location of

the audio data (Col. 1, lines 8-14 & Col. 2, lines 27-20). This information is displayed when the

list of audio data is presented to the user for selection (Col. 2, lines 30-38 & Col. 4, line 65 — Col.

5, line 10, 44-48), which meets the limitation of displaying a duration, and a name of an artist of

the digital signal from the second memory. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to provide access/playback system of Stokes in the

user personal computer of Akashi in order for the user of the personal computer of Akashi to be

choose which musical selections are to be played, and in what order as taught in Stokes (Col. 1,

lines 56-59).

Referring to claims 26-32, Akashi discloses a system for automatically selling recorded

music via telecommunication lines (Page 1 through line 1 of Page 2 & Page 3, lines 3-5). This

system utilizes the telecommunications lines to transmit the recorded music data from a host

computer that stores the recorded music data to a personal computer (Page 2 Section 4), which

meets the limitation of connecting electronically via telecommunications line the first memory

with the second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween,

_transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control

and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined

by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second party, storing the

digital audio signal in the second memory. Akashi discloses that the digital music data is

purchased automatically but does not expressly detail how the purchase is transacted. Freeny

discloses a method of electronically distributing and selling audio and video data by way of
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having the requesting user transmit a consumer credit card number along with their request for

the audio and video data (Col. 13, lines 25-29). This step allows the owner of the data to approve

the sale and charge the sale to the consumer credit card number (Col. 13, lines 30-31), which

meets the limitation of transferring money "electronically via a telecommunications lines to the

first party at a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the flrst memory

"from the second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use

and in possession of the second memory, the transferring step includes the steps of telephoning

the first party controlling use of the first memory by the second party, providing a credit card

number of the second party controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first

memory so the second party is charged money. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have the requesting user’sof Akashi

transmit a consumer credit card number along with their request for the digital dataso that the

source unit could approve and charge the sale of the digital data to the consumer credit card

‘because this method of electronic sale allows the owner of the information to receive directly the

compensation for sale of recording and such compensation is received before the reproduction is

authorized as taught in Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-3 9), Akashi discloses that the music data_is

immediately readable afier it has been downloaded to the user computer and stored on the

‘storage medium (Page 2, “Operation” section through Page 3, line 1), but does not disclose how

the stored music data is read. Stokes discloses a music memory data recording, storage and

playback system wherein a computer data terminal (Figure 2, element 42), which has input

devices and a monitor (Figure 2), is used along with storage devices and speakers to access

storage audio data (Col. 5, lines 1 1-48). The audio data is stored such that it can be displayed to
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the user (Col. 2, lines 30-38) on the user’s computer data terminal (Col. 5, lines 44-48), which

meets the limitation of listing/scrolling digital audio signals from the second memory. For the

purposes of examination “listing/scrolling” will be treated as its grammatical equivalent, which

is “listing or scrolling”. The cited portions of Stokes are meant to read on listing, however,

Stokes also includes several teaches of scrolling capabilities to enable selection of audio data

(Col. 6, lines 17-18 & Col. 8, lines 57-62). Stokes discloses that when the audio data is stored in

the system, it is stored with information that includes the artists name, title, album," playing time,

track (song), and location of the audio data (Col. 1, lines 8-14 & Col. 2, lines 27-20). This

information is displayed when the list of audio data is presented to the user for selection (Col. 2,‘

lines 30-38 & Col.'4, line 65 — Col. 5, line 10, 44-48), which meets the limitation of displaying a

name of an artist, a-duration, and a nameof the digital audio signal from the second memory. It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to

provide access/playb ack system of Stokes in the user personal computer of Akashi in order for

the user of the personal computer of Akashi to be choose which musical selections are to be

played, and in what order as taught in Stokes (Col. 1, lines 56-59).

Referring to claims 9-12, 16-20, Stokes discloses that when the audio data is stored in the

system, it is stored with information that includes the artists name, title, album, playing time,

track (song), and location of the audio data (Col. 1, lines 8-14 & Col. 2, lines 27-20). This

information is displayed when the list of audio data is presented to the user for selection (Col. 2,

lines 30-38 & Col. 4, line 65 — Col. 5, line 10, 44-48), which meets the limitation of displaying a

name, duration, name of an artist, and name of an album associated with the digital audio signal

from the second memory. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the
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time the invention was made to provide access/playback _system of Stokes in the user personal

computer of Akashi in order for the user of the personal computer of Akashi to be choose which

,musical selections are to be played, and in what order as taught in Stokes (Col. 1,_ lines 56-59).

18. Claims 13, 21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Akashi,

“Automated Music Purchasing System”, in view of Freeny, US. Patent No. 4,528,643, and

further in view of Stokes, U.S. Patent No. 4,870,515 as applied to claims 7, 14 above, and further

_in view of Kimura, U.S. Patent No. 4,855,979. Referring to claim 13, 21, Akashi discloses that

the music data is immediately readable after it has been downloaded to the user computer and

stored on the storage medium (Page 2, “Operation” section through Page 3, line 1), but does not

disclose how the stored music data is read. Stokes discloses a music memory data recording,

storage and playback system wherein a computer data terminal (Figure 2, element 42), which has

input devices and a monitor (Figure 2), is used along with storage devices and speakers to access

storage audio data (Col. 5, lines 11-48). The audio data is stored such that it can be displayed to

the user (Col. 2, lines 30-38) on the user’s computer data terminal (Col. 5, lines 44-48). Stokes

« does not disclose that audio data can be played back randomly. Kimura discloses a playback

method for digital audio wherein the playback device sorts the audio files and plays them back

randomly (Col. 1, lines 31-58). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to sort the retrieved digital audio and play the files back

randomly in order to avoid repeating the same file with respect to the number of files in the

collection as taught in Kimura (Col. 2, lines 53-58).

19. Claims 22, 23, 33, 34 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Akashi, “Automated Music Purchasing System”, in view of Freeny, U.S. Patent No. 4,528,643,
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in view of Kimura, U.S. Patent No. 4,855,979. Referring to claims 22, 23, Akashi discloses a

‘ system for automatically selling recorded music via telecommunication lines (Page 1 through

line 1 of Page 2 & Page 3, lines 3-5). This system utilizes the telecommunications lines to

-transmit the recorded music data from a host computer that stores the recorded music data to a

personal computer (Page 2 Section 4), which meets the limitation of connecting electronically

via telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory such that the desired

digital audio signal can pass therebetween, transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the

‘first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having

the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and

control of the second party, storing the digital audio signal in the second memory. Akashj

discloses that the digital music data is purchased automatically but does not expressly detail how

the purchase is transacted. Freeny discloses a method of electronically distributing and selling

audio and video databy way of having the requesting user transmit a consumer credit card

number along with their request for the audio and video data (Col. 13, lines 25-29). This step

allows the owner of the data to approve the sale and charge the sale to the consumer credit card

number (Col. 13, lines 30-31), which meets the limitation of transferring money electronically

via a telecommunications lines to the first party at a location remote from the second memory

and controlling use of the first memory from the second party financially distinct from the first

party, said second party controlling use and in possession of the second memory, the transferring

step includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the

second party, providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory

to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is charged money. It would
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_have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have

the requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer credit card number along with their request

for the digital data so that the source unit could approve and charge the sale of the digital data to

the consumer credit card because this method of electronic sale allows the owner of the

.information to receive directly the compensation for sale of recording and such compensation is

received before the reproduction is authorized as taught in Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-39).

Referring to claims 33, 34, Akashi discloses a system for automatically selling recorded

music via telecommunication lines (Page 1 through line 1 of Page 2 & Page 3, lines 3-5). This

system utilizes the telecommunications lines to transmit the recorded music data from a host

computer that stores the recorded music data to a personal computer (Page 2 Section 4), which

meets the limitation of connecting electronically via telecommunications line the flrst memory

with the second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween,

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control

and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined

by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second party, storing_ the

digital audio signal in the second memory. Akashi does not disclose that the digital data is video

-data. Freeny discloses a method of electronically distributing and selling audio and video data by

way of having the requesting user transmit a consumer credit card number along with their

request for the audio and video data (Col. 13, lines 25-29). It would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to distribute video data using the

‘system of Akashi because distributors of video data would benefit from the cost reduction that

would occur when eliminating manufacturing facilities for reproducing the information in
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material objects and a distribution network for distributing the material objects to the various

' points of sale locations for sale to the consumer as taught in Freeny (Col. 1, lines 10-26). Akashi

discloses that the digital music data is purchased automatically but does not expressly detail how

the purchase is transacted. Freeny discloses a method of electronically distributing and selling

audio and video data by way of having the requesting user transmit a consumer credit card

number along with their request for the audio and video data (Col. 13, lines 25-29). This step

allows the owner of the data to approve the sale and charge the sale to the consumer credit card

number (Col. 13, lines 30-31), which meets the limitation of transferring money electronically

via a telecommunications lines to the first party at a location remote from the second memory

and controlling use of the first memory from the second party financially distinct from the first

party, said second party controlling use and in possession of the second memory, the transferring

step includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the

second party, providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory

‘to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is charged money. It would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to have

the requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer creditgcard number along with their request

for the digital data so that the source unit could approve and charge the sale of the digital data to

‘the consumer credit card because this method of electronic sale allows the owner of the

information to receive directly the compensation for sale of recording and such compensation is

received before the reproduction is authorized as taught in Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-3 9).

20. Claims 24, 25, 35, 36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as being unpatentable over

iAkashi, “Automated Music Purchasing System”, in view of Freeny, U.S. Patent No. 4,528,643,
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in View of Kimura, U.S. Patent No. 4,855,979 as applied to claims 22, 33 above, and fiirther in

view of Stokes, U.S. Pater1tNo. 4,870,515. Referring to claims 24, 25, 35, 36, Akashi discloses

that the music data is immediately readable after it has been downloaded to the user computer

and stored on the storage medium (Page 2, “Operation” section through Page 3, line 1), but does

not disclose how the stored music data is read. Stokes discloses a music memory data recording,

storage and playback system wherein a computer data terminal (Figure 2, element 42), whichhas

input devices and a monitor (Figure 2), is used along with storage devices and speakers to access

storage audio data (Col. 5, lines 1 1-48). The audio data is stored such that it can be displayed to

the user (Col. 2, lines 30-38) on the user’s computer data terminal (Col. 5, lines 44-48), which

meets the limitation of listing/scrolling digital audio signals from the second memory. For the

purposes of examination “listing/scrolling” will be treated as its grammatical eciuivalent, which

is “listing or scrolling”. The cited portions of Stokes are meant to read on listing, however,

Stokes also includes several teaches of scrolling capabilities to enable selection of audio data

(Col. 6, lines 17-18 & Col. 8, lines 57-62). Stokes discloses that when the audio data is stored in

the system, it is stored with information that includes the artists name, title, album, playing time,

track (song), and location of the audio data (Col. 1, lines 8-14 & Col. 2, lines 27-20). This

. information is displayed when the list of audio data is presented to the user for selection (Col. 2,

lines 30-38 & Col. 4, line 65 — Col. 5, line 10, 44-48), which meets the limitation of displaying a

name of a digital signal from the second memory. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time the invention was made to provide access/playback system of Stokes in

the user personal computer of Akashi in order for the user of the personal computer of Akashi to
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be choose which musical selections are to be played, and in what order as taught in Stokes (001.

1, lines 56-59).

’ Conclusion

21. Patent owner's amendment filed 06 February 2006 necessitated the new grounds of

rejection presented in this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See

MPEP § 706.07(a).

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire two monthsefrom

the mailing date of this action.

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) do not apply in reexamination

proceedings. The provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in

a reexamination proceeding. Further, in 35 U.S.C. 305 and in 37 CFR 1.550(a), it is required

that reexamination proceedings "will be conducted with special dispatch within the Ofiice."

Extensions of time in reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR

1.550(c). A request for extension of time must be filed on or before the day on which a response

to this action is due, and it must be accompanied by the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR l.l7(g).

The mere filing of a request will not effect any extension of time. An extension of time will be

granted only for sufficient cause, and for a reasonable time specified.

The filing of a timely first response to this final rejection willbe construed as including a

request to extend the shortened statutory period for an additional month, which will be granted

even if previous extensions have been granted. In no event, however, will the statutory period

for response expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final action. See

MPEP § 2265.
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i 22. The patentuowner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR l.565(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving

Patent No. 5,191,573 throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. The third party

"requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise the Oflice of any such activity or

proceeding throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282

and 2286.

23. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

' examiner should be directed to Benjamin E. Lanier whose telephone number is 571-272-3805.

The examiner can normally be reached on M-Th 7:30am-5:00pm, F 7:30am-4pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessfiil, the examiner’s

supervisor, Gilberto Barron can be reached on 571-272-3799. The fax phone number for the

' organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

njamin E. Lanier M
GILBERTO BARRON 3'/L

SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
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Defendant [COR LD NTC]

Quinn Emanuel, Urguhart, Oliver & fiegges
50 California Street
22ND Floor

San Francisco , CA 94111
USA

(415) 875-6600
Email: Charlesverhoeven@quinnemanuel.com

Kathryn M Kenyon
[COR LD NTC]
.E_613.9.§.E..t1§mlJ.t.QD.
500 Grant Street
50TH Floor, One Mellon Bank Center
Pittsburgh , PA 15219
USA

(412) 454-5000
Email: Kenyonk@pepperIaw.com

.l$.e..\_I.l!J..P..!?slJ.€I.l.
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 01/11/2005]
Thorg, Reed & Armstrong
301 Grant Street

One Oxford Centre, 14TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA 15219-1425
USA

(412) 394-2366
Email: Kallen@thorpreed.com

Laurence ; Shielgman
[COR LD NTC]
Pegger Hamilton Eighteenth 8t Arch Streets
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Napster, Llc A Delaware Limited Liability Company
Defendant
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3000 Two Logan Square
Philadelphia , PA 19103-2799
USA

(215) 981-4000
Email: Shiekmanl@pepperlaw.com

Michael E Williams

[COR LD NTC]
Quinn, Emanuel, Urquhart, Oliver & Hedges
865 South Figueroa Street
10TH Floor

Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213) 443-3000
Email: Michaelwilliams@quinnemanuel.com

Tlgran Guledjian
[COR LD NTC]
Qt.-'_i.r3.n1..Ema_uu§L..L!.rgy.hatt...Q.llx§r..§s..I:l.eQ.9es
865 South Figueroa Street
10TH Floor

Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213) 443-3000
Email: Tigranguledjian@quinnemanuel.com

.._V\.I.i_!.|.i.a_..r_r.I...l§’l.....\/.l./.v.s.<.>.ft
[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 01/11/2005]
morg, Reed & Armstrong
301 Grant Street
One Oxford Centre, 14TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA 15222-4895
USA
394-7782

Email: wwycoff@thorpreed.com

Charies K Verhoeven

[COR LD NTC]
95.1.‘fllJ1..Em§.l1.lA§L..L!.I:¢§ls!.!!§.l’L..QJ.l¥§r_§e.J:!.§QQ§§
50 California Street
22ND Floor

San Francisco , CA 94111
USA

(415) 875-6600
Email: CharIesverhoeven@quinnemanuel.com

.l$a.t,h.ry.v_1...l.‘.’!..l.§.<.=—..r.w..c.>.r.1..
[COR LD NTC]
Pegger Hamilton
500 Grant Street

50TH Floor, One Mellon Bank Center
Pittsburgh , PA 15219
USA

(412) 454-5000
Email: Kenyonk@pepperIaw.com

Kevin P Allen

[COR LD NTC]
[Term: 01/11/2005]
Thorg, Reed & Armstrong
301 Grant Street

One Oxford Centre, 14TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA 15219-1425
USA

(412) 394-2366
Email: Kallen@thorpreed.com

Laurence Z Shiekman
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Scott Sander
Counter Defendant

[COR LD NTC]
Pegger Hamilton Eighteenth & Arch Streets
3000 Two Logan Square
Philadelphia , PA 19103-2799
USA

(215)981-4000
Email: Shiekmanl@pepperIaw.com

Michael E Williams

[COR LD NTC]
.Q.U.i.l'1f.!...!3..|.TJ.§D.l!.§!...!JE!1!4D.§LL..QIlM§!i.§t..!t!§.QQ§§.
865 South Figueroa Street
10TH Floor

Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213)443-3000
Email: Michaelwi|liams@quinnemanue|.com

Michael T Zeller

[COR LD NTC]
Quinn Emanuel Urguhart Oliver & Hedges
865 S Figueroa Street, 10TH Floor
Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213)443-3000
Email: Michaelzel|er@quinnemanuel.com

I~gten..<.3.yl.e.clii§.n.
[COR LD NTC]
Quinn Emanuel, Urguhart, Oliver & Hedges
865 South Figueroa Street
10TH Floor

Los Angeles , CA 90017
USA

(213) 443-3000
Email: TigranguIedjian@quinnemanuel.com

William M Wycoff
[COR LD NTC]
[Termz 01/11/2005]
Thorg, Reed & Armstrong
301 Grant Street
One Oxford Centre, 14TH Floor
Pittsburgh , PA 15222-4895
USA
394-7782

Email: wwycoff@thorpreed.com

Brian S Mudge
[COR LD NTC]
Kenyon & Kenyon
1500 K Street, NW
Suite 700

Washington , DC 20005-1257
USA

(202) 220-4200
Firm: (202) 220-4201
Email: Bmudge@kenyon.com

Richard E Rinaldo
[COR LD NTC]
Meyer, Unkovic & Scott
1300 Oliver Building
Pittsburgh , PA 15222
USA

(412) 456-2876
Email: Rfr@muslaw.com

William K Wells
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[COR LD NTC]
.Kg.0y.9n..l$s..KenyQ0.
1500 K Street, NW
Suite 700

Washington , DC 20005-1257
USA

(202) 220-4200
Email: wwelIs@kenyon.com

Oocttrnents

Avafiabgégw t‘~°t’r>r.eet§ing; Text
10/08/2004?‘?/hggl/_;Ij:::)with summons issued; jury demand Filing Fee $ 150.00 Receipt # 05C

10/08/2004 2 DISCLOSURE statement by SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) (Entered: 10/08/2004)
; COPY of Complaint and Docket Entries mailed to the Commissioner of Patents and1°’°8"2°G4I (Entered: 10/00/2004)
; RETURN OF SERVICE executed as to ROXIO, INC‘ 11/5/04 Answer due on 11/26/0if 11/°8/20O4(tt) (Entered: 11/09/2004)
t _ RETURN or SERVICE executed as to NAPSTER L.L.C. 11/5/04 Answer due on 11/;11/°8’2°°"’ L.L.C. (tt) (Entered: :1/09/2004) '

ANSWER to Complaint; jury demand and COUNTERCLAIM by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTI
Runner 11/24/2004 5 William M. wycoff, Kevin P. Allen, Charles K. Verhoeven, Michael E. Williams) again

TECH (tt) Modified on 03/11/2005 (Entered: 11/24/2004)

11/24/2-DO4DISCLOSURE statement by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered: 11/24/20
11/24/2004 7 NOTICE Opting Out of Arbitration by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. (tt) (Entered:

12/15/2004 3.‘/S1\g/‘/EZRDgy)siGHTsouN0 TECH to is-2] counterclaims by NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXI.
ii 12/17/2004 9 Case Management Conference set for 9:15 1/11/05 (tt) (Entered: 12/17/2004)

INITIAL Case Scheduling Conference Statement by ROXIO INC. NAPSTER, L.L.C.{T°“1°’ 2°05 01/10/2005) ' '
Iii? 01/10/2005M3‘:I8l;l0%)gfIGHTSOUNO TECH for Preiimlnary Injunction , with Proposed Order. (

EXHIBITS by SIGHTSOUND TECH to [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction (tt) (
01/10/2005 01/11/2005)

, BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in support of [11~1} motion for Preliminary Injunctio
01/1°"°°5 13 TECH (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

, DECLARATION of Justin Douglas Tygar, Ph.D. concerning the Operation of Roxio/Nin: 01/10/Zoosmotion for Preliminary Injunction by SIGHTSOUND TECH (tt) (Entered: 01/11/200
01/11/2005 l‘041C;11'I1(3lgl0l:())y5;{OXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Substitute Attomev . With Proposed .

: MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Charles K. Verhoeven to Appear Pro
°1/11/2°°5$ 40.00 Receipt # 05001581 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/200s)

MOTION by ROXIO INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Tigran Guledjian to Appear Pro Hac°1/“/200540,00 Receipt # osootssx , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2c-05)
- O1/11/EOOSMOTTON by ROXIO, [NC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. for Michael E. Williams to Appear Pro H;40.00 Receipt 1:‘ 05001581 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/11/2005)

Status Conference held 1/11/05 before Chiefludge Donetta W. Ambrose [ Reports
01/11/2005 19 (Entered: 01/11/2005)

Deadiine updated; Response to Motion set to 2/11/05 for [11~1] motion for Prelim
01/11/2005 Reply to Response to Motion set to 2/21/05 for [11~1] motion for Preliminary Ingiur

Hearing set for 1:30 3/3/O5 for [11-1] motion for Preliminary Injunction (tt) (Ente
RESPONSE by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defis' [10-1} Initial Case Scheduling Confere

O1/‘"2005 2° (Entered: 01/11/2005)
ORDER upon motion granting [15~1] motion to Substitute Attorney ; terminated at
Wycoff for ROXIO, INC., attorney Kevin P. Allen for ROXIO, INC., attorney William
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i NAPSTER, L.L.C., attorney Kevin P. Allen for NAPSTER, L.L.C. and added Laurence
l3_Li_iji_n_er 01/11/2005 -- Kathryn M. Kenyon for defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/11

5 of record. (tt) (Entered: 01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [16-1] motion for Charles K. Verhoeven to Appear Pi
B_l._l_[l_r_l_§_rj 01/11/2005 of defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties:

‘ (Entered: 01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [17—1] motion for Tigran Guledjian to Appear Pro Ha

£‘.T'.E o1/11/zoos defts. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta w. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties or:01/12/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [18-1] motion for Michael E. Williams to Appear Pro

{ff} 01/11/2005 defizs. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta w. Ambrose on 1/11/05 ) CM all parties of:01/12/2005)
Status Conference via phone held 1/18/05 before Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose
Der: wants leave to amend counterclaims related to press release. Pltf doesn't obj:

Runner 01/18/2005 21 Ieaveto amend. Leave granted orally by the Court; Amended counterclaim due 1/I
Motion to Stay Case pending outcome of application to Patent & Trademark Office,
10 days. (tt) (Entered: 01/19/2005)

: MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Stay Pending Reexamination of Pater°1’21/2°05 Proposed Order. (jsp) (Entered: o1/24/zoos)
. BRIEF by ROXIO INC., NAPSTER L.L.C. in 5Lif)pOl"t of {22-1] motion to Stay Pendis°1’21’2°°5Patents in Suit by NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXIO, INC. (jsp) (Entered: 01/24/zoos)

FIRST AMENDED ANSWER to Complaint by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. amends
Runner 01/25/2005 24 NAPSTER, L.L.C., ROXIO, INC. and COUNTERCLAIMS against SIGHTSOUND TECH I

5 01/26/2005)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to Extend Time w/in which to respond to def-ts‘ mt
Runner 01/27/2005 25 receipt of defts‘ request for re-examination of patents and prior art which defts int-

Patent and Trademark Office , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)
, RESPONSE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to pitf‘s [25-1] motion to Extend Tim
O1/28/Zoosrespond to defts‘ motion to stay (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)

: ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE of First Amended Answer and Counterclaim as to Scott:01/28/2005 1/26/05 (tt) (Entered: 01/28/2005)
i - BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in support of [25-1] motion to Extend Time w/in wlii
01/28/4°05defts' motion to stay (tt) (Entered: 01/31/2005)

Status Conference via phone held 1/31/05 before Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambross
: _ Pltf‘s response to motion to stay due 2/11/OS ' Defts‘ reply due 2/16/05 ; P.-eiimin

unner O2/O2/2005 29 will be scheduled via order on motion to stay ;’Defts do not have to file answer to
by March. (tt) (Entered: 02/02/2005)
ORDER upon motion granting [25-1] motion to Extend Time w/in which to respond
stay pending receipt of defl:s' request for re—examination of patents and prior art V\
submit to the Patent and Trademark Office. Defts shall serve on counsel for pitf by

sent no later than 2/1/05 any request for re—examlnation of the patents in suit v-«hi
Ru I ~ 02/02/2005 with the PTO, including all prior art on which defts plan to rely in such request for E

Response to Motion set to 2/11/05 for defts' {22—1} motion to Stay Pending Reexa
Suit ; Defts‘ Reply Brief clue 2/16/05 ; Defts are not required to file an answer to t
preliminary injunction until further order of court. ( signed by ChiefJudge Donetta
1/31/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Entered: 02/02/2005)

: MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Brian S. Mudge to Appear Pro Hac Vice - Filing°2/03/2005# 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/zoos) '
I »; MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for William K. Wells to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing“ O2/03/2005# 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

02/03/200: 32 MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Duncan L. Williams to Appear Pro Hac vice ; Fi“ Receipt iii 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

gm. 02/03/7005 33 MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Clyde E. Findley to Appear Pro Hac Vice ; Filing
“ 05001943 Receipt fr 05001943 , with Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

; NOTICE of Lodging of Pending Requests for Reexamination by ROXIO, INC., NAPS'i
02/O4/2°°5 34 (Entered: o2/o4/2005)

: EXHIBITS (VOLUME I) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to [34~1] notice of lodging
rs °2/°4/2°05 35 for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/zoos)

. EXHIBITS (VOLUME II) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to [344] notice of lodgir
O2/O4/zoosrequests for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)

: EXHIBITS (VOLUME III) by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER L.L.C. to [34-11 notice of lodgiE 02/04/2oo5requests for reexamination. (tt) (Entered: 02/04/2005)
ORDER upon motion granting [30—1] motion for Brian S. Mudge to Appear Pro Hac

Runner 02/07/2005 ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM ali parties of record.
02/07/2005)

Runner 02/07/2005 __ ORDER.upon motion granting [31~1] motion for William K. Weils to Appear Pro Hat
«' pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of rec
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02/07/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [32-1] motion for Duncan L. Williams to Appear Pro
Runner 02/07/2005 pltf. ( signed by ChlefJudge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of rec

02/07/2005)

ORDER upon motion granting [33-1] motion for Clyde E. Findley to Appear Pro Ha:
Runner 02/07/2005 pltf. ( signed by Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/4/05 ) CM all parties of rec02/07/2005)

I _ REPLY by SIGHTSOUND TECH to [24—2] First Amended Counterclaims by NAPSTERO2’1“2°05 (tt) (Entered: o2/14/zoos)
. ‘ BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH in opposition to Napster's [22—1] motion to Stay Pen02'”/2°05of Patents in Suit (tt) (Entered: o2/14/zoos)

MOTION by SIGHTSOUND TECH, SCOTT SANDER to Dismiss defts‘ Amended Couni
°2/“’2°°5(Entereci: 02/14/2005)

-3 _ BRIEF by SIGHTSOUND TECH, SCOTT SANDER in support of their (40-15 motion tc°2’“’2°°5Amended Counterciaims 4-9 (tt) (Entered: oz/14/zoos)
02/16/200,: 42 REPLY by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. in support of their Motion to Stay pending" the Patents-In-Suit (tt) (Entered: 02/17/2005)

02/15/2005 43 DECLARATION of William E. Growney (tt) Modified or: 02/1s/zoos (Entered: 02/17

02/16/2005 44 lE\;(I)g‘::al\cl1:by)2F;(13;(/I2O6()Ilgl)C., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Seal [43—1] Deciaration , with Propo:
. OPPOSITION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defts' [44—1] motion to Seal [43-1] Declara°2’17’2°°5o2/1s/2oo5)
1 NOTICE OF FILING: Supplemental Declaration of Christopher Reese by SIGHTSOUI°2-’17’2°°5 umoerz SEAL) (tt) Modified on 02/28/2005 (Entered: 02/18/2005)

i iw 02/17/2005 47 REQUEST by SIGHTSOUND TECH for Oral Argument on Motion to Stay . (tr) (Enter

ORDER upon motion denying {44-1] motion to Seal [43-1} Declaration. The declar.
. vague unsuccessful attempts & no dollar values are set forth. I see no risk of conf

Runner 02/18/2005 being disclosed. ( signed by Chiefludge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/18/05 ) CM all
(Entered: 02/18/2005)
ORDER upon motion denying [47~1] motion for Oral Argument on Motion to Stay. '

02/18/200$ clearly represented their respective positions in the briefs and declarations flied. (
Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/18/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Entered: C-2/18/2i

O2/ZQIZOOS 48 MOTION by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. to Seal Supplemental Declaration of Ch" Proposed Order. (tt) (Entered: 02/23/2005)

_ - OPPOSITION by SIGHTSOUND TECH to defts' [48—I} motion to Seal Supplemental°2’2"2°°5 Christopher Reese (tt) (Entered: 02/24/zoos)
ORDER upon motion granting [48-1] motion to Seal Supplemental Declaration of C

Runner 02/28/2005 The Supplemental Declaration of Christopher Reese flied 2/17/05 shall be placed u
Chief Judge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/28/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (Enten

MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER granting defts' [22—1} motion to Stay. The deft:
Court immediately upon receiving any notification from the PTO regarding the outc

02/28/2005 50 for Reexamination. The preliminary injunction hearing scheduled for 3/3/05 is cam
motion for Preliminary Injunction is denied without prejudice to reassert once the :
by ChiefJudge Donetta W. Ambrose on 2/28/05 ) CM all parties of record. (tt) (En

V NOTICE OF APPEAL by SIGHTSOUND TECH from [50—1] memorandum opinion date°3’°3/2°05 FEE $ 255 RECEIPT # 2394 TPO issued. (lck) (Entered: o3/o7/zoos)
Certified copy of Notice of Appeal [51-1] appeai by SIGHTSOUND TECH , certified l

. certified copy of order dated 2/28/05 mailed to USCA; copy of Notice of Appeal an:
Runner O3/O3/2005 ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. and judge. Copy of information sheet to appellant. -

03/07/2005)

_ Transcript Purchase order re: {SL1} appeal by SIGHTSOUND TECH indicating that03-"“’2°°5orderea. (tt) (Entered: 03/11/2005)
03/21/2005 Text not available. (Entered: 03,/21/2005)

: NOTICE of PTO's Order granting ex parte Reexamination by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTEIO4/04/2O0S(Entered: 04/04/2005)
MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation Counterclaims by SIGHTS

07/21/2005 54 TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER. (Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order)(jsp) (
07/21/2005)

BRIEF in Support re 54 MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation C
Online 07/21/2005 55 SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER. (Attachments: # 1 Part 2 oi

07/21/2005)

: NOTICE: re 54 MOTION for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamation Countercl.°7/22’2°°5on or before 3/4/05. (jih) (Entered: o7/22/2005)
Q_[)l.i_i_1__e__ 03/04/2005 57 NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C. of P'l'O's Issuance of Office Actions in Ex
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(Attachments: # 1 # 2 # 3)(He§msen,‘Joseph) (Entered: 08/04/2005)

in: 08/04/2005 58 MOTION for attorney Michael T. Zeller to Appear Pro Hac Vice by ROXIO, lNC., NAl
(Attachments: # 1 Proposed Order}(Kenyon, Kathryn) (Entered: 08/04/2005)

3 08/04/2005 fiaO;"Ir$E])bE/EF:tOe)::(;f 2:134.’/:b,4t/\l2Acl)i’GS;ER, L.L.C. re 57 Notice (Other) Letter Notice of pm
BRXEF in Opposition re 54 MOTiON for Relief from Stay with Respect to Defamatior

i__,; Online 08/04/2005 60 by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, L.L.C.. (Attachments: 4!‘ 1 Exhibit A41‘ 2 Exhibit Bvi 3 Ex
5 Exhibit E# 6 Exhibit F# 7 Exhibit G# 8 Exhibit H)(Kenyon, Kathryn) (Entered: GE

5 --. Hac Vice Fees received in the amount of $ 40 receipt # 4877 re 58 Motion to A
: E Runner os/04/zoos Pm ,' (ept) (Entered: 08/0::/2005)

v--, ORDER granting 58 Motion to Appear Pro Ha: Vice . Signed by Judge Donetta W. A
;i' ; 08/08/2005 .5 ()lh } (Entered: 08/08/2005)

iw-I 09/01/2005 ORDER denying 54 Motion for Relief from Stay . Signed by Judge Donetta W. Ambi(jlh ) (Entered: 09/01/2005)
. - NOTICE by SIGHTSO‘-JND TECHNOLOGIES, INC., SCOTT SANDER NOTICE OF FIl_Il\09/06/‘OOSRECORD (Kerr, Benjamin) (Entered: 09/06/2005)
1 09/07/2005 64 Minute Entry for proceedings heid before Judge Donetta W. Ambrose : Status Cont

9/7/2005. Parties to keep Court informed of PTO Action. (jlh ) (Entered: 09/07/20%
NOTICE by ROXIO, INC., NAPSTER, LLC, of PTO's Issuance of Second Office Actic

11/02/2005 65 Reexamination (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A# 2 Exhibit B# 3 Exhibit C)(Kenyon, K;
11/02/2005)

MANDATE of USCA for the Federal Circuit as to [51] Notice of Appeal filed by SIGH
11/14/2005 66 TECHNOLOGIES, INC., that the appeal is dismissed, with each party to bear its ow

(Entered: 11/15/2005)
, MOTION by Clyde E. Findley to Withdraw as Attorney by SIGHTSOUND TECHNOLO
03/02/2O06(Entered: 03/02/2006)
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Source: Command Searching > Utility, Design and Plant Patent
Terms: patno=51915'l3 (Edit Search | Suggest Terms for My Searc )

535391 (07) 5191573 March 2, 1993

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE GRANTED PATENT

5191573

9 GET 1st DRAWING SHEET OF 2

Access PDF of Official Patent *

Check for Patent Family Report PDF availability *
* Note: A transactional charge will be incurred for downloading an
Official Patent or Patent Family Report. Your acceptance of this
charge occurs in a later step in your session. The transactional
charge for downloading is outside of customer subscriptions; it is
not included in any flat rate packages.

.Qrd.s.r_Ea.t._en_t._.E.ilg.Hi_§t9.ry..L.lALLappsr..f:9m..REE£2.EA2(.®.
Link to Claims Section

March 2, 1993

Method for transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal

REEXAM-LITIGATE: January 31, 2005 - Reexamination requested by Napster, Inc.; c/o
Albert S. Penilla, Martine, Penilla & Gencarella, LLP, Reexamination No. 90/007,402 (O.G.

March 29, 2005) Ex. Gp: 2655

NOTICE OF LITIGATION

Sightsound Technologies, Inc., a Delaware corporation v. Roxio, Inc., a Delaware
corporation, et al, Filed October 8, 2004, D.C. W.D. Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh), Doc. No.
O4-CV-1549

INVENTOR: Hair, Arthur R. - 301 Oaklawn Dr., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States

(US), 15241

CERT—CORRECTION: December 21, 1993 — a Certificate of Correction was issued for this
Patent

APPL-NO: 586391 (07)

FILED-DATE: September 18, 1990

GRANTED-DATE: March 2, 1993

ASSIGNEE-AFTER-ISSUE: October 2, 1995 - ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST

(SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS)., PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND, INC. 1518 ALLISON DRIVE
UPPER ST. CLAIR PENNSYLVANIA 15241, Reel and Frame Number: 07656/0701

May 3, 2000 - CHANGE OF NAME (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS)., SIGHTSOUND.COM
INCORPORATED 733 WASHINGTON ROAD, SUITE 400 MT. LEBANON PENNSYLVANIA
15228, Reel and Frame Number: 10776/0703
October 24, 2001 - NOTICE OF GRANT OF SECURITY INTEREST, D&DF WATERVIEW

PARTNERS, L.P. ONE STERLING PLAZA 152 WEST 57TH STREET, 46TH FLOOR NEW YORK

NEW YORK 10019; KENYON & KENYON ONE BROADWAY NEW YORK NEW YORK 10004;
SCHWARTZ, ANSEL M. ONE STERLING PLAZA 201 N. CRAIG STREET, SUITE 304

PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA 15213; WATERVIEW PARTNERS, LLP ONE STERLING PLAZA

152 WEST 57TH STREET, 46TH FLOOR NEW YORK NEW YORK 10019, Reel and Frame
Number: 12506/0415
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LEGAL-REP: Schwartz, Ansel M.

PUB-TYPE: March 2, 1993 - Utility Patent having no previously published pre-grant
publication (A)
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ENGLISH-ABST:

The present invention is a method for transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal
stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party. The

method comprises the steps of transferring money via a telecommunications line to the
first party from the second party. Additionally, the method comprises the step of then
connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired signal can pass therebetween. Next, there is the step of
transmitting the desired digital signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control
and in possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location
determined by the second party. The receiver is in possession and in control of the second
party. There is also the step of then storing the digital signal in the second memory.

N0-OF-CLAIMS: 6

EXMPL-CLAIM: 1

NO-OF-FIGURES: 2

NO-DRWNG-PP: 2

SUMMARY:

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
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The present invention is related to a method for the electronic sales and distribution of
digital audio or video signals, and more particularly, to a method which a user may

purchase and receive digital audio or video signal from any location which the user has
access to a telecommunications line.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The three basic mediums (hardware units) of music: records, tapes, and compact discs,
greatly restricts the transferability of music and results in a variety of inefficiencies.

CAPACITY: The individual hardware units as cited above are limited as to the amount of
music that can be stored on each.

MATERIALS: The materials used to manufacture the hardware units are subject to
damage and deterioration during normal operations, handling, and exposure to the
elements.

SIZE: The physical size of the hardware units imposes constraints on the quantity of
hardware units which can be housed for playback in confined areas such as in
automobiles, boats, planes, etc.

RETRIEVAL: Hardware units limit the ability to play, in a sequence selected by the user,
songs from different albums. For example, if the user wants to play one song from ten

different albums, the user would spend an inordinate amount of time handling, sorting,
and cueing the ten different hardware units.

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION: Prior to final purchase, hardware units need to be physically
transfered from the manufacturing facility to the wholesale warehouse to &:he retail

warehouse to the retail outlet, resulting in lengthly, lag time between music creation and
music marketing, as well as incurring unnessary and inefficient transfer and handling

costs. Additionally, tooling costs required for mass production of the hardware units and
the material cost of the hardware units themselves, further drives up the cost of music to
the end user.

QUALITY: Until the recent invention of Digital Audio Music, as used on Compact Discs,
distortion free transfer from the hardware units to the stereo system was virtually

impossible. Digital Audio Music is simply music converted into a very basic computer
language known as binary. A series of commands known as zeros or ones encode the
music for future playback. Use of laser retrieval of the binary commands results in
distortion free transfer of the music from the compact disc to the stereo system. Quality

Digital Audio Music is defined as the binary structure of the Digital Audio Music.
Conventional analog tape recording of Digital Audio Music is not to be considered quality

inasmuch as the binary structure itself is not recorded. While Digital Audio Music on
compact discs is a technological breakthrough in audio quality, the method by which the
music is sold, distributed, stored, manipulated, retrieved, played and protected from

copyright infringements remains as inefficient as with records and tapes.

COPYRIGHT PROTECTION: Since the invention of tape recording devices, strict control

and enforcement of copyright laws have proved difficult and impossible with home
recorders. Additionally, the recent invention of Digital Audio Tape Recorders now

jeopardizes the electronic copyright protection of quality Digital Audio Music on Compact
Discs or Digital Audio Tapes. If music exists on hardware units, it can be copied.

Accordingly, it is an objective of this invention is to provide a new and improved
methodology/system to electronically sell and distribute Digital Audio Music.

A further objective of this invention to provide a new and improved methodology/system

to electronically store and retrieve Digital Audio Music.
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Another objective of this invention is to provide a new and improved methodology/system

to electronically manipulate, i.e., sort, cue, and select, Digital Audio Music for playback.

Still another objective of this invention is to offer a new and improved

methodology/system which can prevent unauthorized electronic copying of quality Digital
Audio Music.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly, this invention accomplishes the above cited objectives by providing a new and
improved methodology/system of electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation,
retrieval, playback, and copyright protection of Digital Audio Music. The high speed

transfer of Digital Audio Music as prescribed by this invention is stored onto one piece of
hardware, a hard disk, thus eliminating the need to unnecessarily handle records, tapes,

or compact discs on a regular basis. This invention recalls stored music for playback as

selected/programmed by the user. This invention can easily and electronically sort stored
music based on many different criteria such as, but not limited to, music category, artist,

album, user's favorite songs, etc. An additional feature of this invention is the random
playback of songs, also based on the user's selection. For example, the user could have
this invention randomly play all jazz songs stored on the user's hard disk, or randomly

play all songs by a certain artist, or randomly play all of the user's favorite songs which
the user previously electronically "tagged" as favorites. Further, being more specific, the

user can electronically select a series of individual songs from different albums for
sequential playback.

This invention can be configured to either accept direct input of Digital Audio Music from
the digital output of a Compact Disc, such transfer would be performed by the private

user, or this invention can be configured to accept Digital Audio Music from a source
authorized by the copyright holder to sell and distribute the copyrighted materials, thus
guaranteeing the protection of such copyrighted materials. Either method of electronically
transfering Digital Audic Music by means of this invention is intended to comply with all
copyright laws and restrictions and any such transfer is subject to the appropriate

authorization by the copyright holder. Inasmuch as Digital Audio Music is software an this
invention electronically transfers and stores such music, electronic sales and distribution
of the music can take place via telephone lines onto a hard disk. This new

methodology/system of music sales and distribution will greatly reduce the cost of goods
sold and will reduce the lag time between music creation and music marketing from
weeks down to hours.

The present invention is a method for transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal

stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party. The
method comprises the steps of transferring money via a telecommunications line to the
first party from the second party. Additionally, the method comprises the step of then

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second
memory such that the desired digital signal can pass therebetween. Next, there is the
step of transmitting the desired digital signal from the first memory with a transmitter in
control and in possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a
location determined by the second party. The receiver is in possession and in control of
the second party. There is also the step of then storing the digital signal in the second
memory.

Further objectives and advantages of this invention will become apparent as the following
description proceeds and the particular features of novelty which characterize this
invention will be pointed out in the claims annexed to and forming a part of this
declaration.

DRWDESC:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF DRAWINGS
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For a better understanding of this invention, reference should be made to the following
detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a pictorial flow chart which may be used in carrying out the teachings of this
invention for the purposes of electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation,

retrieval, playback, and copyright protection of Digital Audio Music; and

FIG. 2 is a pictorial flow chart which may be used in carrying out the teachings of this

invention for the purposes of electronic storage, manipulation, retrieval, and playback of
Digital Audio Music.

DETDESC:

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to the FIG. 1, this invention is comprised of the following:

10 Hard Disk of the copyright holder

20 Control Unit of the copyright holder

20a Control Panel

20b Control Integrated Circuit

20c Sales Random Access Memory Chip

30 Telephone Lines/Input Transfer

50 Control Unit of the user

50a Control Panel

50b Control Integrated circuit

50c Incoming Random Access Memory Chip

50d Play Back Random Access Memory Chip

60 Hard Disk of the user

70 Video Display Unit

80 Stereo Speakers

The Hard Disk 10 of the agent authorized to electronically sell and distribute the

copyrighted Digital Audio Music is the originating source of music in the configuration as
outlined in FIG. 1. The Control Unit 20 of the authorized agent is the means by which the

electronic transfer of the Digital Audio Music from the agent's Hard Disk 10 via the

Telephone Lines 30 to the user's Control Unit 50 is possible. The user's Control Unit would
be comprised of a Control Panel 50a, a Control Integrated Circuit 50b, an Incoming
Random Access Memory Chip 50c, and a Play Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d.

Similarly, the authorized agent's Control Unit 20 would have a control panel and control
integrated circuit similar to that of the user's Control Unit 50. The authorized agent's
Control Unit 20, however, would only require the Sales Random Access Memory Chip 20c.

The other components in FIG. 1 include a Hard Disk 60, a Video (display Unit 70, and a
set of Stereo Speakers 80.
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Referring now to FIG. 2, with the exception of a substitution of a Compact Disc Player 40

(as the initial source of Digital Audio Music) for the agent's Hard Disk 10, the agent's
Control Unit 20, and the Telephone Lines 30 in FIG. 1, FIG. 2 is the same as FIG. 1.

In FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the following components are already commercially available: the

agent's Hard Disk 10, the Telephone Lines 30, the Compact Disc Player 40, the user's
Hard Disk 60, the Video Display Unit 70, and the Stereo Speakers 80. The Control Units
20 and 50, however, would be designed specifically to meet the teachings of this
invention. The design of the control units would incorporate the following functional
features:

1) the Control Panels 20a and 50a would be designed to permit the agent and user to

program the respective Control Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b,

2) the Control Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b would be designed tocontrol and execute

the respective commands of the agent and user and regulate the electronic transfer of
Digital Audio Music throughout the system, additionally, the sales Control Integrated
Circuit 20b could electronically code the Digital Audio Music in a configuration which would

prevent unauthorized reproductions of the copyrighted material,

3) the Sales Random Access Memory Chip 20c would be designed to temporarily store

user purchased Digital Audio Music for subsequent electronic transfer via telephone lines
to the user's Control Unit 50,

4) the Incoming Random Access Memory Chip 50c would be designed to temporarily store
Digital Audio Music for subsequent electronic storage to the user's Hard Disk 60,

5) the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d would be designed to temporarily
store Digital Audio Music for sequential playback.

The foregoing description of the Control Units 20 and 50 is intended as an example only

and thereby is not restrictive with respect to the exact number of components and/or its
actual design.

Once the Digital Audio Music has been electronically stored onto the user's Hard Disk 60,
having the potential to store literally thousands of songs, the user is free to perform the
many functions of this invention. To play a stored song, the user types in the appropriate
commands on the Control Panel 50a, and those commands are relayed to the Control
Integrated Circuit 50b which retrieves the selected song from the Hard Disk 60. When a

song is retrieved from the Hard Disk 60 only a replica of the permanently stored song is
retrieved. The permanently stored song remains intact on the Hard Disk 60, thus allowing

repeated playback. The Control Integrated Circuit 50b stores the replica onto the Play
Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d at a high transfer rate. The Control Integrated
Circuit 50b then sends the electronic output to the Stereo Speakers 80 at a controlled
rate using the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d as a temporary staging point
for the Digital Audio Music.

Unique to this invention is that the Control Unit 50 also serves as the user's personal disk
jocky. The user may request specific songs to be electronically cued for playback, or may

request the Control Unit 50 to randomly select songs based on the user's criteria. All of
these commands are electronically stored in random access memory enabling the control

unit to remember prior commands while simultaneously performing other tasks requested
by the user and, at the same &time, continuing to play songs previously cued.

Offering a convenient visual display of the user's library of songs is but one more new and
improved aspect of this invention. As the Control Unit 50 is executing the user's
commands to electronically sort, select, randomly play, etc., the Video Display Screen 70

is continually providing feedback to the user. The Video Display Screen 70 can list/scroll
all songs stored on the Hard Disk 60, list/scroll all cued songs, display the current

command function selected by the user, etc. Further expanding upon the improvements
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this invention has to offer, the Video Display Screen 70 can display the lyrics of the song

being played, as well as the name of the song, album, artist, recording company, date of
recording, duration of song, etc. This is possible if the lyrics and other incidental
information are electronically stored to the Hard Disk 60 with the Digital Audio Music.

The present invention is a method for transmitting a desired digital video or audio signal
stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party. The

method comprises the steps of transferring money via a telecommunications line to the
first party from the second party. Additionally, the method comprises the step of then

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second
memory such that the desired digital signal can pass therebetween. Next, there is the
step of transmitting the desired digital signal from the first memory with a transmitter in
control and in possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a

location determined by the second party. The receiver is in possession and in control of
the second party. There is also the step of then storing the digital signal in the second
memory.

In summary, there has been disclosed a new and improved methodology/system by which
Digital Audio Music can be electronically sold, distributed, transferred, and stored.
Further, there has been disclosed a new and improved methodology/system by which
Digital Audio Music can be electronically manipulated, i.e., sorted, cued, and selected for
playback. Further still, there has beer disclosed a new and improved methodology/system
by which the electronic manipulation of Digital Audio Music can be visually displayed for
the convenience of the user. Additionally, there has been disclosed a new and improved
methodology/system by which electronic copyright protection of quality Digital Audio
Music is possible through use of this invention.

Since numerous changes may be made in the above described process and apparatus and

different embodiments of the invention may be made without departing from the spirit
thereof, it is intended that all matter contained in the foregoing description or shown in
the accompanying drawings shall be interpreted as illustrative, and not in a limiting
sense. Further, it is intended that this invention is not to be limited to Digital Audio Music

and can include Digital Video, Digital Commercials, and other applications of digital
information.

ENGLISH-CLAIMS:

Return to Top of Patent

I claim:

1. A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a first memory of a
first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunication lien to the first party at a
location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and
in possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second
memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in

control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a
location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the
second party; and

storing the digital signal in the second memory.

2. A method as described in claim 1 including after the transferring step, the steps of
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searching the first memory for the desired digital audio signal; and selecting the desired
digital audio signal from the first memory.

3. A method as described in claim 2 wherein the transferring step includes the steps of

telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the second party;
providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory to the
first party controlling the first memory so the second party is charged money.

4. A method for transmitting a desired digital video signal stored on a first memory of a
first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at a

location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory, from a
second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in
possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second
memory such that the desired digital video signal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video signal from the first memory with a transmitter in

control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a
location determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the
second party; and

storing the digital signal in the second memory.

5. A method as described in claim 4 including after the transferring money step, the step

of searching the first memory for the desired digital signal and selecting the desired
digital signal from the first memory.

6. A method as described in claim 5 wherein the transferring step includes the steps of

telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the second party
controlling the second memory; providing a credit card number of the second party

controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the
second party controlling the second memory is charged money.
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. Canadian Press Newswire, September 4, 2001, S 4'01, 5191573, 81
words, Trio of alleged drug—smugglers from Montreal elect trial by judge alone

(Record in progress)

.The Toronto Sun, May 19, 2000, Friday,, Final EDITION, NEWS,, Pg. 32, 174
words, KILLER INSULTS VICTIM'S KIN, ALAN CAIRNS, TORONTO
SUN, BARRIE

. The National Law Journal, November 22, 1999, Monday, PATENT LAW; Pg.
B9, 2106 words, Business methods, Bradley C. Wright; Mr. Wright is a

shareholder and registered patent attorney at Washington, D.C.'s Banner &

Witcoff Ltd. He can be reached at wright@bannerwitcoff.com.
method (Patent No. 5,191,573, titled "Method for . .

. November 3,
1999, 02275027, 2096 words, US: Business Methods Patents - The Effects Of
State Street On Electronic Commerce And The Internet, Alter, Scott M

7. Patent number 5,191,573 and 5,675,734

. The National Law Journal, October 25, 1999, Monday, INTELLECTUAL

PROPERTY; Focus on Patent; Pg. C8, 2014 words, 'State Street’ sets stage for
new patents, battles, BY SCOTT M. ALTER, SPECIAL TO THE NATIONAL LAW
JOURNAL; Mr. Alter is a partner in the Washington, D.C., office of Boston's
Hale and Dorr L.L.P.

n6 Patent nos. 5,191,573 and 5,675,734. Sightsound.com has been

.The Computer Lawyer, October, 1999, PATENT; Vol. 16, No. 10; Pg. 3, 11742
words, What the General Intellectual Property Practitioner Should Know about

Patenting Business Methods, by David L. Hayes; David L. Hayes is a partner

and is Chairman of the Intellectual Property Practice Group at Fenwick & West
in Palo Alto. CA. Copyright © 1999 Fenwick & West LLP.

terms of the matched coupons. 5,191,573 Title: "Method for ..

US Pat. No. 5,191,573 described above. Enforcement:
Sightsound.com asserted this and the 5,191,573 patent above against
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_ Search -13 Results - 5191573 or 5,191,573 Page 2 of2

. §_a_i__c_>__r_)_.g_c_2_r_13_, March 9, 1999 Tuesday, Feature, 2469 words, How can they
patent that?, By Peter Wayner

eyes. Or consider patents 5191573 and 5675734, created by
NZK, is evaluating what patents 5191573 and 5675734 mean to his

company's

: Qgzmmgnd Searctjgg > News, All (English, Full Text
: 5191573 or 5,191,573 (Edit Search | Suggest Terms for My Search)
: Cite

: Friday, April 14, 2006 - 2:16 PM EDT

, ‘ About LexisNexis Terms & Conditions
Lggxggtxiexgg-:-ti C_oQyflgm_© 2005 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rightsreserved.
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(FR!) 4. 14' 06 15:36/ST. 15:35/NO. 4864940094 P 2

PTOL-413A (09-04)
Approved tor use thmugh o7I31r2oos. OMB 0651-0031

u.s. Patent and Irademark office U.s. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Applicant Initiated Interview_Request Form

. . 9o,oo',4o2- 90 .7 3- 07 407Application No; I ’ /upll‘S‘£ld)a.l1’lCd92£p icafitz Arthur Hair
Examner: 1 3,3; g: _ Art Unit: Status ofApplicati0n:Reexam1na tion

Tentative Participants:

(1) Kenneth Glick (2)  0 [!§i‘<«\u1\-L! R. C4‘-S<7
(3) Robert Koons (4) Examiner Lanier

Proposed Date oflntcrvicw: A 1-11 19 2006 Proposed Time: 2:001‘?-t (AMIPM)

Type of Interview Requested: _
(l)| ]Telephonic (2) IX] Personal (3) I ] Video Conference

Exhibit To Be Shown or Demonstrated: [ I YES [X] NO
Ifyes, provide brief description:

Issues To Be Discussed

Issues CIaimsl Discussed Agreed Not Agreed
(Rej., Obj., etc) Fig. #5

69-71

(l)_AJ.J.rm_ed_ _7_7;z9_ :/___ [ 1 I 1 [ 1
65-68

(2)Lbj-___ , 73-76 - [ ] [ ] [ ]

(3)fiJ‘-‘j _Al_l ___‘_ [ 1 [ ] ' [ ]New

(4) _Ql§._:i.m§ _____ I 1 [ I [ J
[ ] Continuation Sheet’Anached

Brief Description of Ar uments to be Presented:See attache

An interview was conducted on the above-identified application on / I °\ 0 .
NOTE: This form should be completed by applicant and submitted to the examiner In advance of the interview
(see MPEP § 713.01). '

This application wi.lLnqt delayed from issue because ol'appIicant’s failure to submit a written record of thisinterview. Tl:ereMre.,tlpp" cant is advised to file a statement cl‘ the substance of this ‘ a terview (37 CFR ].l33(b))

as soon as possible. ' ' ' l. I -

Robert'A. Koons Jr. .
Typed/Printed Name ofApplicant or Representative

32 474

‘ Registration Number, if applicafile
This mllzrrian at infnnuntinn is required by 37 CFR L133. The informalinn it required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is In file (and by the
USPTO to proeessl an Ipplltnrlon. Cr-nfldentislity is governed by 15 U.S.C. I11 and 37 CF“ LII and 1.14. Thin collection is utinutad to tale 1) minunn to
complete. including gathering, prtp:Iring_ nncl submitting lhl rtunpletetl nppliutian form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any
coimuznu on the muuunl ul’ lime ynu rcquire ta tmtlpiele this form Indlor mggutions for reduting this burden. should he sent to the Chief Information Omcer.
US. Patent and Trademark 0lT-re, l.l..\‘. Department nfCnmIn:r:¢. P.0. Box M50. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRE-‘sis. SEND TO‘ I.‘ommissioncr for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

[fyau nt-=rr!uxsi.»'I41ncn in completing Iheform. call I -800-PTO-9} 99 and select option 2.

PAGE 214 " RCVD AT 4114/2006 3:35:34 PM [Eastern Daylight Time] ' SVRIUSP-TO-EFXRF-216 ' DN|S:é733805 ' CSID: ' DURATION (mm-ss):o1-46
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It UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United Stats Patent and Tradematk Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box N50
Alcxaniria Virginia 27313-1450ww\v.uspm.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

90/007,407 01/31/2005 5966440 NAPSPO03 4782

23973 7590 04/21/2006

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP

ONE LOGAN SQUARE
18TH AND CI-[ERRY STREETS

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-6996 DATE MAILED: 04/21/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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-.

k Umrm STATE Perm! AND Tmomamc OFHCE.~' _ -...s....,- . ..___,.,....._..s,...~,._..w...._,........,...s...................._...sl.a..,......~,.s...a.m._...i...._s_....... .. .--‘KJ comnssimer tn: Pawns
' United 81325 Patel-i1 arI¢Tra¢anarkO1El:e

9.0. Bfllflfl
Axnandrln, VA am 1149:NE}

DO NOT USE IN PALM PRINTER

(mm Pmwnsauesvea-scoanssvounsucemoaessj
““"“ "“'”‘“l

Albert S. Penilla '

MARTINE PENILLA 8. GENCARELLA. u.P
710 Laxeway Drive. Suite 200
Sunnyvale. CA 94085

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO. 90/007 407.

PATENT NO, 5966440.

ART UNIT 2132.

Bmlosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent and Trademark

Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a
reply has passed, no submission on behalf of’ the ex parte reexamination requester will be
acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).

PTOL465 (Rev.o'/.04)
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

Ex Parte Reexamination Interview Summary 90I007.4b7 5966440
Examiner

Benjamin E. Lanier

Allparticipants (USPTO personnel, patent owner, patent owner’s representative):

(1) Beniamin E. Lanier (3) Robert Koons

(2) Kenneth Glick A (4) Michael R. Casey

Date of Interview: 19 April 2006

Type: a)I:] Telephonic b)l:I Video Conference
c)® Personal (copy given to: 1)D patent owner 2)EI patent owner’s representative)

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)E] Yes e)X No.
If Yes, brief description: ,

Agreement with respect to the claims f)EI was reached. g)I:I was not reached. h)® N/A.
Any other agreement(s) are set forth below under “Description of the general nature of what was agreed to...”

C|aim(s) discussed: 1 64 65 and 69.

Identification of prior art discussed: Mr. Koons discussed the claim limitations that were previously indicated as allowable
and asked Examiner to exglain the rationale behind the indication of allowability. Examiner Qrovided rationale for the
indication and Mr. Koons discusses Qossible amending the claims to include the allowable subiect matter.

Description of the general nature of “what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments:

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
patentable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims

patentable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE PATENT OWNER’S

STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP § 2281). IF A RESPONSE TO THE
LAST OFFICE ACTION HAS ALREADY BEEN FILED, THEN PATENT OWNER IS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS
INTERVIEW DATE TO PROVIDE THE MANDATORY STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW

(37 CFR 1.560(b)). THE REQUIREMENT FOR PATENT OWNER'S STATEMENT CAN NOT BE WAIVED. EXTENSIONS
OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR1.550(c).

cc: Requester (if third party requester) Exa iner’s signature, if required
U.S. Patent and Trademark Offioe ~ ,
PTOL-474 (Rev. 04-01) Ex Parte Reexamination Interview Summary ~ Paper No. 20060419
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

E.usQ1o.gov

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH : -

Attn: INTELLECTUAL" PROPERTY GROUP . 1 (For Patent Owner)

One Logan Square :
18"‘ and Cherry Streets :
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996 : W11’ '1 5 20116

REEXAM UNIT

Albert S. Panilla

MARTINE PENILLA GENCARELLA, LLP (For Requester)
710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200 '

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

DECISION, SUA SPONTE,
TO VACATE

REEXAMINATION OFFICE

ACTION

In re Arthur R. Hair

Ex Parte Reexamination Proceeding

' Control NO. 90/007,402

Filed: January 31, 2005

For: US Patent No. 5,191,573

The above captioned reexamination is before the Central Reexamination Unit for

Consideration, sua sponte, whether to vacate the Office action made Final dated March 20,
2006.

REVIEW OF FACTS

U. S. Patent No. 5,191,573 issued on March 2, 1993.

A request was filed by a third party requesterfor reexamination of US Patent No.
5,191,573 on January 31, 2005.

The Order granting reexamination is dated March 18, 2005.
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Reexamination Control No. 90/00 7,402

Non-final Office actions were mailed on June 21, 2005 and October 26, 2005
respectively. -

A final Office action was mailed on March 20, 2006.

DISCUSSION REGARDING VACAATING THE FINAL ACTION

‘ MPEP 2271 is directed to final Office actions in ex parte reexamination proceedings and states as
follows: i ‘

Before a final action is in order, a clear issue should be developed between the examiner

and the patent owner. To bring the prosecution to a speedy conclusion and at the same

time deal justlywith the patent owner and the public, the examiner will twice provide the

patent owner with such information and references as may be useful in defining the position

of the Office as to unpatentability before the action is made final. Initially, the decision

ordering reexamination of the patent will contain an identification of the new questions of

patentability that the examiner considers to be raised by the prior art considered. In

addition, the first Office action will reflect the considerationiof any arguments and/or

amendments contained in the request, the owner’s statement filed pursuant to 37 CFR

1.530, and any reply thereto by the requester, and should fully apply all relevant grounds

of rejection to the claims. -

In making the final rejection, all outstanding grounds of rejection of record should be

carefully reviewed and any grounds or rejection relied on should be reiterated. The

grounds of rejection must (in the final rejection) be clearly developedto such an

extent that the patent owner may readily judge the advisability of an appeal.

However, where a single previous Office action contains a complete statement of a

ground of rejection, the final rejection may refer to such a statement and also should

include a rebuttal of anyarguments raised in the patent owner’s response.

DECISION TO VACATE THE FINAL OFFICE ACTION

All pending reexamination proceedings which remained assigned to the USPTO Technology
Centers were transferred from the USPTO Technology Centers into the Central ‘

Reexamination Unit (CRU) by May 2006.

As a result of the reassignment of the present proceeding to the CRU, and the facts specific to

this proceeding, the Office is vacating the final Office action mailed on March 20, 2006 to

_ permit a CRU panel review and further analysis of the issues. The newly assigned CRU

examiner in charge will, in conjunction with a panel review, issue a new Office action .

The patent owner is relieved of the requirement to respond to the final Office action mailed

on March 20, 2006, in view of that Office action being vacated.
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Reexamination Conlrol No‘ 90/007,402

" CONCLUSION

By way of instant decision, the Office action mailed in reexamination proceeding 90/007,402

mailed March 20, 2006 is hereby sua sponte vacated.

Jurisdiction over the present proceeding is now forwarded to the newly assigned CRU
examiner who is directed to‘ issue a new Office action in due course.

No response is required on the part of the Patent Owner, either to the decision or the final

Office action mailed on March 20, 2006, which has now been vacated.

Correspondence may be submitted as follows:

' By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

(571) 273-9900.
Central Reexamination Unit

Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Telephone inquiries with regard to this decision should be directed to Mark Reinhart,

Special Program Examiner in the Central Reexamination Unit, Art Unit 3992, at

(571)272-1611 ”

4.3/’£.I—‘:- CK!’ - 37/2 (9/-
Lissi M. Marquis, .
Director,
Central Reexamination Unit

5/9/06
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66T1—&'i5 ‘u.s. Fro
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05/16/06

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING

A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNAL

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005

Patent Number: 5,191,573 %%%%%%\/\/\i\./%
Examiner: Roland G. Foster

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.560[b)

At the Interview with Examiner Lanier on April 19, 2006, in Reexamination Control Nos.

90/007,402, 90/007,403 and 90/007,407, Applicant’s counsel presented the following reasons as

warranting favorable action in the pending Reexamination applications:

1. The rejections of the pending claims in all three Reexaminations under Section 103 are

improper and should be withdrawn because the multiple references cited against those

claims are not properly combinable, for all the reasons set forth in Applicant’s response

to the second office actions filed on December 27, 2005. For the same reasons, the

objections to claims in Reexamination Control No. 90/007,407 also are improper.

PHlP\5 l72l0\l
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2. In Reexamination Control No. 90/007,407, if Applicant were to add claims having

limitations directed to specific types of tagging, those claims should be allowable to the

extent such types of tagging are not shown or suggested by the prior art; and

. Further in Reexamination Control No. 90/007,407, if Applicant were to add claims

having a limitation directed to executing a command on audio or video signals stored in

the second memory of Applicant’s invention, those claims should be allowable to the

extent the execution of such a command is not shown or suggested by the prior art.

Respectfully submitted,

' REATH LLP

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square

18”‘ & Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone: (215) 988-3392

Facsimile: (215) 988-2757

PH[P\5l72l0\l
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING BY "EXPRESS MAIL" (37 CFR 1.10) D°°l<et N0-

App|icant(s): Arthur R. Hair NApsoo1

Application No. Filing Date Examiner Customer No. Group Art Unit

90/007,402 January 31, 2005 Roland G. Foster 023973

'”"°““°"‘ METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNAL

I hereby certify that the following correspondence:

tatement Under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.560(b); Post Card

(ldenrrjjl type afcorrespamlence)

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" service under 37

CFR 1.10 in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on

May 16, 2006
(Date)

(Signature ofP rsan Mailing Correspondence)

V299884565US

("Express Mail" Mailing Label Number)

Note: Each paper must have its own certificate of mailing.

Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP

One Logan Square
18th & Cherry Streets

Philadelphia, PA 19103

POSA/REVO3

W
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE _

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

document was served via First Class United States Mail, postage prepaid, this 16”‘ day of

May, 2006, on the following:

Mr. Albert S. Penilla

Martine, Penilla, & Gencarella, LLP

710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

Attorney for Third Party Reexarnin ‘

A. .

Attorney for Patentee
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gy'—2§ ——'O Q

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005 METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING
A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

Patent Number: 5,191,573 DIGITAL AUDIO SIGNALS&/\/\/\/\/\/€%%%%
Examiner: Roland G. Foster

Mail Stop Petitions
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

PETITION UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.137§b[

On July 13, 2005, then counsel of record for Patentee, Ansel M. Schwartz, conducted an

in person Interview with the then examiner of record, Examiner Benjamin Lanier, in

Reexamination Control Nos. 90/007,402, 90/007,403 and 90/007,407. Following the Interview,

Mr. Schwartz did not file a formal Summary of Interview pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.560(b).

Current counsel of record for Patentee now submits the Summary of Interview along with the

required fee under 37 C.F.R. § l.137(b), and hereby respectfully petitions, as provided by 37

§ 1.550(e)(2), to have the Office accept the Summary of Interview as having been

unintentionally delayed after the period provided under 37 C.F.R. § 1.560(b).
;.,.A’._f..'-x.*_'.3 .....~-...',.}§ ‘s.'Ca‘.Lc.‘Q :C’..'...."'- "

In support of the instant Petition, current counsel of record for-'Patentee, after having ‘

made reasonable inquiry, hereby states that the entire delay in filing the Summary of Interview

was unintentional.

PHIP\5l7780\l
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Respectfully submitted,

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square ~

18”‘ & Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone: (215) 988-3392

Facsimile: (215)988-2757

PHlP\517780\l
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In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005 METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING
A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

Patent Number: 5,191,573 DIGITAL AUDIO SIGNALSg/g/g/y/\./g/g/\./g/\/a
Examiner: Roland G. Foster

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.560(g)

On July 13, 2005, then counsel of record for Patentee, Ansel M. Schwartz, conducted an

in person Interview with the then examiner of record, Examiner Benjamin Lanier, in

Reexamination Control Nos. 90/007,402, 90/007,403 and 90/007,407. Following the Interview,

Mr. Schwartz did not file a formal Summary of Interview pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § l.560(b),

which summary is now submitted herewith. Mr. Schwartz, as former counsel of record for

Patentee, hereby declares that the entire delay in filing the current Summary of Interview was

unintentional, and submits the following statement concerning the reasons presented to Examiner

Lanier as warranting favorable action in the pending Reexaminations.

1. Patentee stated that favorable action to Claim 11 of Reexam 90/007407, as well as all the

active claims in Reexam 90/007407, Reexam 90/007403 and 90/007402 was warranted.

PHlP\5 1781 l\l
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This is because neither of the references Freeny or Gallagher anticipated any of the

claims, and in view of the secondary evidence of patentability presented, the claims were

allowable.

Respectfully submitted,

Ansel M. Schwartz  
Registration No. 30,587

PHIP\5l78l]\l
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TRANSMITTAL LETTER Docket No.

: . , NAPSPOOI

Arthur R. Hair

Patent No. 5,191,573 1

In Re Application Of:

Application No. Filing Date ' :7 ;*' Customer No. Group Art Unit Confirmation No.

90/007,402 01/31/2005 2998

Title: Method for Transmitting a Desired Digital Video or Digital Audio Signals

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS:

Transmitted herewith is:

Petition Under 37 C.F.R. 1.l37(b)
Statement Under 37 C.F.R. l.560(b)
Check for $1,500.00 (Petition Fee)
Post Card

in the above identified application.

C] No additional fee is required.

IX] A check in the amount of $1,500.00 is attached.

[Z] The Director is hereby authorized to charge and credit Deposit Account No. 50-0573
as described below.

CI Charge the amount of

Credit any overpayment.

Charge any additional fee required.

Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be

R0 . Koons, Jr., Reg. No. 32,474
DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

one L033“ Square I hereby certify that this correspondence is being
18th & Cherry Streets deposited with the United States Postal Service with

phi|ade]phia’pA 19103-6996 sufficient postage as first class mail in an envelope
Telephone (215) 988_3392 addressed to the "Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box
Facimile: (215) 988_2757 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450" [37 CFR1.8(a)] on

(Date)

Signature afPers0n Mailing Carrespandence

Typed or Printed Name ofPerson Mailing Correspondence
P16AlREVO3
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING BY "EXPRESS MAIL" (37 CFR 1.10) D°°ket N0-

App|icant(s): Arthur R. Hair NApsp001

Application No. Filing Date Examiner Customer No. Group Art Unit

90/007,402 01/31/2005 Roland G. Foster 23973

I hereby c;'tify that the following correspondence:

I’ etition Under 37 C.F.R. 1.137(b), Statement Under 37 C.F.R. 1.560(b), Transmittal Letter, Check for $1,500.00, Post

(Identifjv type ofcorrespondence)

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" service under 37

CFR 1.10 in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on

May 24, 2006
(Date)

Lorraine T. Lewis

pg (Typed or Printed Name ofPerson Mailing Correspondence)
(Signature 0fPersan Mailing Correspondence)

EV547 1l0458US

("Express Mail " Mailing Label Number)

Note: Each paper must have its own certificate of mailing.

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square

18th & Cherry Streets

Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone (215) 988-3392
Facsimile: (215) 988-2757

POSAIREVDS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

Petition Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.137(b) with the attached Statement Under 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.560(b) was served, via First Class United States Mail, postage prepaid, this 24‘'‘ day

of May, 2006, on the following:

Mr. Albert S. Penilla

Martine, Penilla, & Gencarella, LLP

710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

Attorney for Third Party Reexamin '

. obert A. Koons, Jr.
Attorney for Patentee

PH[P\5l78l2\l
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UNITED STATES PATEN T AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Currmlssiunertar Pale-ns
United States Patent and Trademark Office

PO. Bax145O
Alexandria. VA 22313-1wwnlustuo.

6/19/06THIRD PARTY REQUE?T'ER'S conmzspouoeucs ADDRESS

ALBERT S. PENILA

MARTINE PENILLA & GENCARELLA LLP

710 LAKEWAY DRIVE, SUITE 200

SUNNYVALE, CA 94085

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO 90/007402

PATENT NO. 5,191,573

ART UNI 3993

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent
and Trademark Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination

proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the

time for filing a replly has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte

reexamination requester will be acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box I450
Alexandria, Virginia 22] I 3-I450www.uspln.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO,

90/007,402 01/31/2005 5 I 9 I 573 NA PSOOI 2998

23973 7590 O6/I 9/2006 EXAMINER

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP

ONE LOGAN SQUARE ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
18TH AND CHERRY STREETS

‘ PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-6996 DATE MAILED: O6/I 9/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO—90C (Rev. I0/03)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent and Trademark Office
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
wwmuxptogav

DRINKER, BIDDLE & REATH, LLP (For Patent Owner)

Attn: Intellectual Property Group

One Logan Square

18th and Cherry Streets

Philadelphia Pa 19103-6996

MAILED
Albert S. Penilla (For Third Party Requester)

Martine, Penilla & Gencarcella, LLP ‘JUN 1 9 Z006

mu-ML m=_ExAM|NATl0N UNIT710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

In re Reexamination Proceeding 9
Arthur R. Hair :

Control No. 90/007,402 : DECISION GRANTING PETITION

Filed: January 31, 2005 '

U.S. Patent No. 5,191,573

Attorney Docket No. NAPSPO01

This is a decision on the petition under 37 CFR 1.137(b) filed by the patent owner on

May 24, 2006, for entry of late papers based upon unintentional delay.

The petition is before the Office ofPatent Legal Administration (OPLA) for decision.

37 CFR 1.l37fl>) states:
“Unintentional. If the delay in reply by applicant or patent owner was unintentional,.a petition may be filed
pursuant to this paragraph to revive an abandoned application, a reexamination proceeding terminated under _
§§ l.550(d) or l.957(b) or (c), or a lapsed patent. A grantable petition pursuant to this paragraph must be
accompanied by: (1) The reply required to the outstanding Office action or notice, unless previously filed; (2)
The petition fee as set forth ir1 § 1.l7(m); (3) A statement that the entire delay in filing the required reply from
the due date for the reply until the filing of a giantablc petition pursuant to this paragraph was unintentional. The
Director may require additional information where there is a question whether the delay was unintentional; and
(4) Any terminal disclaimer (and fee as set forth in § 1.20(d)) required pursuant to paragraph (d) of this
section.”

§ 1.560 Interviews in ex parte reexamination proceedings.
(a) Interviews in ex parte reexamination proceedings pending before the Office between examiners

and the owners of such patents or their attorneys or agents of record must be conducted in the Office at such
times, within Office hours, as the respective examiners may designate. Interviews will not be permitted at any
other time or place without the authority of the Director. Interviews for the discussion of the patentability of
claims in patents involved in ex parte reexamination proceedings will not be conducted prior to the first official
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action. Interviews should be arranged in advance. Requests that reexamination requesters participate in
interviews with examiners will not be granted.

(b) In every instance of an interview with an examiner in an ex parte reexamination proceeding, a

complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as warranting favorable action must be
filed by the patent owner. An interview does not remove the necessity for response to Office actions as
specified in § 1.111. Patent owner’s response to an outstanding Office action afier the interview does not
remove the necessity for filing the written statement. The written statement must be filed as a separate part of a

response to an Office action outstanding at the time of the interview, or as a separate paper within one month
from the date of the interview, whichever is later.

The present petition under 37 CFR 1.l37(b) includes the requisite response (written

statement)(item 1), a $1500.00 petition fee under 37 CFR 1.17(m) (item 2) and the requisite

statement (item 3).

The petition for entry of the late papers is granted.

Jurisdiction over the reexamination proceeding is being returned to Technology Center A11 Unit

3992 for fiirther examination and consideration of the written statement filed May 24, 2006,

along with the present petition, in due course.

Any further communications as to the merits of the reexamination proceeding should be directed

to the primary examiner, Roland Foster, in Technology Center Art Unit 3992, who can be
reached at 571-272-7538.

Telephone inquiries related to this decision should be directed to Fred A. Silverberg at
571-272-7719.

,:ma.,>7~
Fred A. Silverberg

Senior Legal Advisor

Office of Patent Legal Administration

Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Patent Examination Policy

/am an /4,./
Conferee: Kenneth M. Schor
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

I'.O. Box l450_ _ .Alexandria. VI|’gII"II.B 223 I3-I450www.usplo.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

90/007,402 OI/31/2005 5I9I573 _ NAPSO0I 2998

23973 7590 09/29/2006 EXAMINER ‘

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP

ONE LOGAN SQUARE ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
18TH AND CHERRY STREETS

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-6996 DATE MAILED: 09/29/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO—90C (Rev. I0/03)
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commlsslonerfor Palenls
Unlled States Patent and Trademark offlce

P.O. Box145o
Alexandria, VA 22313-1wuwuspvo.

9/29/06
THIRD PARTY REQUESTER'S coamssponoence ADDRESS

ALBERT S. PENILA

MARTINE PENILLA & GENCARELLA LLP

710 LAKEWAY DRIVE, SUITE 200

SUNNWALE, CA 94085

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO 90/007402

PATENT NO. 5,191,573

ART UNI 3992

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent

and Trademark Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination
proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the
time for filing a replly has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte

reexamination requester will be acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

90/007,402 5191573

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner M Unit
Roland G. Foster 3992

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

aIZ Responsive to the communication(s) filed on 06 February 2006 . bE] This action is made FINAL.
cl: A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire g month(s) from the mailing date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(0).
If the period for response specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Part I THE FOLLOWING AT|'ACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. 8 Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 3. El Interview Summary, PTO-474.

2. D Information Disclosure Statement, PTO-1449. 4. E] .

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

1a. Claims 1-43 are subject to reexamination.

1b. Claims_are not subject to reexamination.

Claims __ have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.

Claims __ are patentable and/or confirmed.

Claims Lg are rejected.

Claims ____ are objected to.

The drawings, filed on_are acceptable.

The proposed drawing correction, filed on?has been (7a)[:l approved (7b)Ij disapproved.

Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(3)-(d) or (f).

a)D All b)EI Some* c)[:l None of the certified copies have

1I:] been received.

2I:I not been received.

3):] been filed in Application No. __

4I:I been filed in reexamination Control No._

5I:] been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.j

' See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. E! Since the proceeding appears to be in condition for issuance of an ex pane reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 C.D.
11,453 O.G. 213.

E]

E]

.D

.l:i

.X|

.EJ

.Cl

.El

.12]

10. C] Other:

cc: Re uester ifthird
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL~466 (Rev. 04-01) Oftice Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20060710
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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

The Patent Owner submitted various responses to the Final Rejection, mailed on March

20, 2006, rejecting all claims of the instant U.S. Patent No. 5,191,573 patent under

reexamination (the ‘"573 Patent").

Patent Owner arguments were considered, but deemed moot in view new issues

concerning the earliest effective filing date ofthe ‘S73 Patent, which as discussed below is

September 18, 1990 (at the earliest) with respect to the original claims, and concerning 35 U.S.C.

112 issues with respect to the new claims. Thus, new grounds of rejection are set forth below.

Benefit ofEarlier Filing Date Regarding Original Claims

As an initial matter, the instant '573 Patent and the earlier filed application are related as

follows. The ‘S73 Patent under reexamination issued from U.S. Application No. 07/586,391

(hereinafter the "Child Application"), which was filed on September 18, 1990. The parent

(earlier filed) application to the Child Application is U.S. Application No. 07/206,497, filed on

June 13, 1988 (hereinafier the "Parent Application"). All of the above applications are alleged to

be related as "continuation" applications (i.e., no new matter was introduced, thus the

applications allegedly share a common specification, see MPEP § 201.06(c).I]I). 1 However,

the specification of the Child Application (issuing as the '573 Patent under reexamination) and

the specification of the original Parent application are gr; common, as discussed below.

1 Note that all the applications above were filed under the old "file wrapper continuation" procedures under 37 CFR 1.62, see
MPEP § 20l.06(a).
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The prosecution history of the Child Application (issuing as the ‘S73 Patent under

reexamination) does not show that the examiner had reason to consider the propriety of the

benefit (continuation) claim set forth in the patent. In addition, the prosecution history of the

Child patent does not contain any substantive, written discussion between the applicant and the

examiner regarding such a claim.

Intervening Patents and Printed Publications Are Available as Prior Art In a Reexamination

Proceeding According to 35 U.S.C. 120

A rejection may be made in an ex-parte reexamination proceeding based on an

intervening patent when the patent claims under reexamination, under 35 U.S.C. 120, are entitled

only to the filing date of the patent under reexamination. Specifically:

Rejections may be made in reexamination proceedings based on intervening patents or printed
publications where the patent claims under reexamination are entitled only to the filing date of the

patent and are not supported by an earlier foreign or United States patent application whose filing
date is claimed. For example, under 35 U.S.C. 120, the effective date ofthese claims would be

the filing date ofthe application which resulted in the patent. Intervening patents or printed
publications are available as prior art under In re Ruscetta, 255 F.2d 687, 118 USPQ 101 (CCPA

1958), and In re van Langenhoven, 458 F.2d 132, 173 USPQ 426 (CCPA 1972). See also MPEP
§2o1.11

MPEP § 2258.I.C, Scope ofReexamination (emphasis added).

As discussed above, 35 U.S.C. 120 applies to ex-parte reexamination procedure. To be

entitled to benefit of an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. 120, the previously filed specification

of the Parent Application must support the invention claimed in the Child Application. See 35

U.S.C. 120.
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I_he Original Claims ofthe Child Patent Under Reexamination Lack Benefit to the Filing Date of
the Original Parent Application Under 35 USC. 120 Because the Original Parent Application

Fails to Support Several Features Claimed in the Child Patent Under Reexamination

A review of the prosecution history reveals that a significant amount of new text (directed

to various features) added in a series of amendments is n_ot found in the original Parent

Application. Consider the following Table I:
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Table I. New Matter Chart

Parent Appln. 07/206,497, filed 6/ 13/88 Child Appln. 07/586,391, filed
Abandoned 9/18/90 5,191,573

Date First Date First Date First Date First

Appearing in Appearing in Spec. Appearing in Appearing
Claims of Parent of Parent Appln. Claims of Child in Spec. of
Appln. Appln. Child

A 0 I In.

Hard Disk/Control Filing Date of the Filing Date of the Filing Date

Unit o_f Seller/User Original Original of the
Application — Application — Child

Electronic sales 6/13/88 6/ 13/88 Application
and distribution of
the music
Broad Statement

at end of spec.
regarding Video
Applicability,

Filing Date of the
Original
Application —
6/ 13/88

— 9/ 1 8/90

Filing Date
of the
Child

Application
Note * — 9/18/90

Transferring 12/22/88 Filing Date of the
Money from (2/28/90) Child Application
Second Party to a —— 9/18/90

Filing Date of the
Child Application
— 9/ 18/90 « ‘

Filing Date of the 12/11/91Controlling Use of 12/22/88 ,
First/Second Child Application
Memo —- 9/18/90 ,

Transmitting to a 2/28/90 Filing Date ofthe 12/11/91
Location . Child Application 7
Determined by - 9/18/90
Second P 1

Specific Video 2/28/90 Filing Date of the 12/1 1/91
Download Child Application Note **
Procedures — 9/ 1 8/90

First Party in 8/24/90, but not Filing Date ofthe 12/1 1/91
entered Child Application 1 » *

— 9/.118/90 *
Possession of
Transmitter

Second Party in 8/24/90, but not Filing Date of the 12/11/91
Possession of 1 entered Child Application

Receiver and —_ 9/18/90
Second Memo

Key: Clear row means original matter present in the original Parent Application. Shaded row means new matter introduced by
amendment into both the Parent and Child Applications subseguent to the date of the original Parent Application.

Note " - The original specification also describes using a "convenient visual display of the user's library of songs" (page 5),
however this section appears to relate to displaying category/lyrical infonnation to the user regarding downloaded audio content,
and not directed to the actual download, processing, and display of video content.

Note ** - Even more detailed video download procedures are added to the specification of subsequent child applications, see the
90/007,403 and 90/007,407 reexarninations.
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Applicant failed to provide adequate support for all the new text added by amendment (as

identified in Table I above) to the Parent and Child applications. Applicant should specifically

point out the support for any amendments made to the original disclosure. MPEP § 714.02,

2l63.II.A.2(b), and 2163.06. Consider the following:

Parent Application No. 07/206,497 (filed June 13, 19881

a. Amendment ofDec. 22, 1988

New Matter in Claims

New Independent Claim 11 — " ransferring money to a party
controlling use of the first memory"

New Dependent Claim 13 - "providing a credit card number of the

party controlling use of the first memory by the party controlling
the second memory"

New Matter in Spec.

No new matter added to specification.

Support for New Matter

Applicant made a statement in the amendment that "support for
these new claims is found in the figures." This statement however

is very broad. Applicant does not specifically point out where in
the figures the added features are found and the examiner cannot

find support for such features.
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b. Amendment ofFeb. 28, 1990

New Matter in Claims

New Dependent Claim 14 - "transmitting the digital signal from

the first memory to the second memory at a location determined by
the second party..."

New Independent Claim 15 —

* "transmitting a desired digital, a video or audio music

signal...."

[detailed recitation of a method for transmitting
follows]

.* "charging a fee to the first pgy controlling use of the
mom memory"

New Dependent Claim 18 — "charging a fee to a party controlling

the use and thelocation ofthe second memogg."

New Matter in Spec.

Abstract briefly mentions storing video signals onto a hard disk.

Support for New Matter

Applicant made a statement in the amendment that "antecedent

support for these claims is found in Figure 1." This statement is

very broad. Applicant does not specifically point out where in the
figures the added features are found and the examiner cannot find

support for such features.

c. Proposed Afier-final Amendment ofAugust 24, 1990 (Not Entered)

New Matter in Claims

Independent Claim 11 —

*"second party controlling use and in possession of the

second memory"

* "with a transmitter in control and possession of the first

party to a receiver having a second memory at a location

determined by the second party, said receiver in possession
and control of the second party"
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Independent Claim 15 —

* "charging a fee by a first party controlling use of the first
memory

* new limitations similar to claim 11 above

New Matter in Spec.

Title amended to state "Method for Transmitting a Desired Video

or Audio Signal"

Support for New Matter

No support was provided.

II. Child Application No. 07/586,391 {filed September 18, 1990] (FWC) (Issued
as 5,191,573)

Preliminary Amendment ofSeptember 18, 1990

New Matter in Claims

Independent Claims 11 and 15 — Same limitations as set forth in

the proposed, after-final amendments of 8/24/1990 (not entered) as

discussed above in parent application.

New Matter in Specification

No amendment to the specification.

Support for New Matter

No support was provided.

Amendment ofDecember 11, 1991

New Matter in Claims

New Dependent Claim 22 — providing a credit card number of the

party controlling the second memory to the party controlling the

first memory so the party controlling the second memory is
charged money
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New Matter in Specification

Introduces large amount ofnew text into the specification directed

to earlier claim amendments, such as the Sept. 18, 1990

Amendment, and directed to adding specific video download
details.

Support for New Matter

No support was provided.

Amendment ofJune 25, 1992

New Matter in Claims

Dependent Claim 13 — fiarther detailed ‘limitation regarding
providing a credit card number.

New Independent Claim 23 — contains various limitations set forth
in the above amendments.

New Matter in Specification

New abstract related to limitations set forth in the above

amendment.

Support for New Matter

Applicant made a statement in the amendment that "antecedent

support for the amendments to the claims [including new claim 23]
is found in the figures and page 6, line I.''

This statement is very broad. Applicant does not specifically point
out where in the figures the added features are found and the

examiner cannot find support for such features.
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d. Amendment ofOctober 5, 1992

New Matter in Claims

No issues of new matter

New Matter in Spec.

No issues of new matter

Support for New Matter

N/A

Thus, as discussed above, the Applicant failed to point out support in the original Parent

Application for all ofthe new text added by the series of amendments. Applicant should

specifically point out the support for any amendments made to the original disclosure. MPEP §

714.02, 2163.II.A.2(b), and 2163.06.

Furthermore, the new text added by the amendments identified above is in the nature of

additional, narrowing limitations and elements undisclosed by the generic statements in the

original disclosure of the Parent Application. When an explicit limitation in a claim “is not

present in the written description whose benefit is sought it must be shown that a person of

ordinary skill would have understood, at the time the patent application was filed, that the

description 331% that limitation.” Hyatt v. Boone, 146 F.3d 1348, 1353, 47 USPQ2d 1128,

1131 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (emphasis added) (Certiorari Denied). “To establish inherency, the

extrinsic evidence must make clear that the missing descriptive matter is necessarily present in

the thing described in the reference... Inherency, however, may not be established by

probabilities or possibilities." In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 743, 745, 49 USPQ2d 1949, 1950-51
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(Fed. Cir. 1999) (citations omitted, emphasis added). As for speculation about undisclosed uses

of the originally disclosed elements, it is not sufficient that the written description, when

"combined with the knowledge in the art, would lead one to speculate as to modifications that the

inventor might have envisioned, but failed to disclose." Lockwood v. American Airlines, Inc.,

107 F.3d 1565, 1571, 41 USPQ2d 1961, 1965-66 (Fed. Cir. 1997). See also MPEP §

2163.II.A.2(b) and § 2163.05.11.

In the instant case, it is clear that the explicit limitations added by amendment but

missing from the original written description are not required by or necessarily present in the

original written description. The recited details as to how money is transferred from a second

party to the first party, a fee is charged, or how a credit card number is provided are not disclosed

or required by the original, generic statement "electronic sales and distribution of the music..."

For example, during the originally disclosed electronic sale, money could instead be transferred

from a third party buyer (e.g., advertiser, local network provider, local retail store, friend, etc.)

and/or transferred to a third party seller (e.g., remote wholesale music provider, local network

provider, local retail store, etc.). Furthermore, a fee would not necessarily be charged upfront

during a sale (e.g., a free preview or trial period). Finally, digital content would not necessarily

be purchased using a credit card (e.g., person downloading the content could receive the bill in

the mail).

Similarly, the ability to control and possess a transmitter, receiver, and memory and to

determine the location to which data is transmitted is not disclosed or required by the original,

generic statements such as "control unit of the user." For example, the originally disclosed
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control unit of the seller or user could instead mean that seller and/or buyer instead rent or lease

the equipment as is commonplace in the computer network industry rather than possess the

equipment. Neither is the seller or user required to exercise control over their equipment, for

example, the downloading services could be provided by a third party offering a tum-key

solution.

The specific video download features added to the original specification and claims by

the above amendments are not disclosed nor required by the one sentence, generic statement at

the end of the original specification that "this invention is not to be limited to Digital Audio

Music and can include Digital Video...."2 Undisclosed digital video features (assuming

enablement) could be implemented into the broadly termed "invention" in an almost unlimited

number of specific, possible (but not required) ways, such as at various levels of integration with

the originally disclosed au_d_i<_> system and at various levels of detail. By introducing new text

directed to specific video download features in the subsequent amendments, the applicant simply

chose one possible (but not required) way to integrate video features into the originally disclosed

audio system.3 Indeed, the applicant continued to add specific, video download and transmission

procedures not found in the original specification (i.e., chose other possible ways to integrate

video features) during the prosecution of subsequent, allegedly "continuation" applications, see

the 90/007,403 and 90/007,407 reexaminationsfl Thus, the original, one sentence generic

2 The original specification also describes using a "convenient visual display of the user‘s library of songs" (page 5), however this
section appears to relate to displaying category/lyrical information to the user regarding downloaded fldg content, and not
directed to the actual download, processing, and display of video content
3 See the amendments ofFebruary 28, 1990, December 11, 1991, and June 25, 1992.
4 Although adding text that replaces all appearances of "audio" with "video" would be one possible (but not required) way to
integrate undisclosed video features into the originally disclosed audio system, this is not what the applicant has done here,
probably because such a rote replacement would create a dysfunctional system. For example, those originally disclosed audio
features directed to listening to the audio during cannot be simply replaced with the word video. For example, applicant waited
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statement does not require all the many instances of undisclosed, specific details later added by

the applicant.

Furthermore, transmission and storage of digital video content significantly differs in

technology from the transmission and storage of digital audio content, thus the originally

disclosed audio transmission features fail to imply or require any video transmission features.

For example, the decoding of digital video data is much more processor intensive than the

decoding of digital audio data due to the increased information content and bandwidth of a

typical video signal. In the mid 1980(5), at the time ofthe filing date of the original Parent

specification, only compact g1_d_ig disks players were routinely available.5 Personal user devices

with the processing power capable ofplaying back much larger and more complex digi;1_l3

files, such as DVD players, were not routinely available until the late 1990(5), and even these

devices initially only read video data from read-only DVD disks capable of storing large digital

video files, not from video data downloaded (recorded) from a remote server via a

communications network. 5 Thus, undisclosed devices capable of decoding and playing back

digital vicii files would n_ot have been required nor necessarily present based on the original

disclosure of an integrated circuit 50 ofthe user, which was also originally disclosed to process

and store audio information. For the same reasons, it is also not clear how the originally

until the child application to add new text directed toward displaying downloaded video, see page 10 of the amendment, filed
January 3, 1994, in child application 08/023,398.

5 See "The History ofRecordings", Recording Industry of Association, retrieved from

ht_tpJ/www.riaa.com/issues/audio/hiso%.asp on September 19, 2006. See also the "History of CD Technology", citing as a
source "The compact Disc Handbook, 2 Edition," by Ken C. Pohlmarm, retrieved from
ht_t]g://www.oneoffcd.conr/irrfo/hisogcd.cfrn on September 19, 2006.

6 See the "History of MPEG", University of California, Berkeley, School of Information Management and Systems, retrieved
from htt ://www\a.sims.berkele .edu/courses/is224/599/Grou /re rt1.htrnl on September 19, 2006. See also the "History of
CD Technology", citing as a source "The compact Disc Handbook, 2" Edition," by Ken C. Pohlmann, retrieved from
ht_tp://www.oneofl'cd.corn/info/hisogcd.cfin on September 19, 2006.
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disclosed, incoming RAM 50c and playback RAM 50d could have supported storage of

downloaded video and playback.

Further regarding the original equipment of the user (consumer), in 1988 a large capacity

drive for a user (e.g., 3.5 inch form factor) was around 30 megabytes7, yet the digital bandwidth

required to transmit a video signal at even VHS quality was 1.5 megabits per second

(approximately 30 megabytes in 3 minutes) and this even using a Moving Picture Coding

Experts Group Standard " l " ("MPEG-1") video compression technology ;19_t even available in

1988.8 Thus, undisclosed devices capable of downloading and storing digital video files would

n_ot have been required or necessarily present based on the original disclosure of hard disk 60,

which was also originally disclosed to process and store audio information.

Regarding video equipment used at the library (server) end, even large mainframe

computers (e.g., IBM mainframe computers) typically only provided hard drives with capacity

well below 10 gigabytes.9 Thus, undisclosed devices capable of supporting even a small-sized

_v_idQ library, with its steep storage requirements as discussed above, would m have been

required or necessarily present based on the original disclosure of the library (server) hard disk

10 ofthe copyright holder, which was originally disclosed as storing audio information.

Regarding the transfer of these large video files over a network, the proliferation of

broadband communication network capable of delivering these large files to consumers, such as

7 See "IBM HDD Evolution" chart, by Ed Grochowski at Almaden, retrieved from
ht_tp://www.soragereviewcom/ggidelrnages/z ibm sorageevolut.ion.gif" on September 19, 2006.
3 See the "History of MPEG", University of California, Berkeley, School of Information Management and Systems, retrieved
from http://ww»\Q.sims.berkeley. edu/courses/is224/s99/G1'oup_( 3/rep_qrtl .html on September 19, 2006.
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the Internet, simply did not exist or were not well known in 1988. Furthermore, it is not clear

how the digital video would have been coded and decoded during transmission, as digital video

coding standards for purposes of transmission and file downloading were not settled in 1988. As

an example of the above points, the MPEG-1 standard, which was designed to code/decode

digital video information and to transmit the video via a telephone (telecommunications) network

in NTSC (broadcast) quality for archiving, was only established in 1992.") Thus, undisclosed

devices capable of coding, transmitting, and decoding video digital data would n_c>t have been

required or necessarily present based on the original disclosure of telephone line 30

(transmission line) and control IC(s) 20b and 50b (coding/decoding devices), which were

originally disclosed as processing audio information.

In view ofthe above, all of the new text introduced by amendment into the Child

Application (as identified in Table 1 above) is considered new matter to the original Parent

Application for the purposes of this reexamination. Thus, the previously filed specification of

the Parent Application fails to support the invention claimed in the Child Application and thus is

not entitled to priority under 35 U.S.C. 120, See 35 U.S.C. 120. Thus, the effective filing date

(priority) of the instant '573 Patent under reexamination is latest date at which time the priority

chain was broken, namely September 18,1990 (at the earliest), which is also the filing date of the

Child Application (which issued as the ‘S73 Patent under reexamination).

9 IBM HDD Evolution chart, supm.
10 Histog of MPEG, suza.
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Claim Rejections — 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of making
and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it
pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall set forth the best mode
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.

Claims 7-43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as failing to comply with

the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter, which was not

described in the specification in such a way as to reasonably convey to one skilled in the relevant

art that the inventor(s), at the time the application was filed, had possession of the claimed

invention.

35 U.S.C. 112 issues can be addressed in a reexamination proceeding with respect to new

claims or amendatory subject matter. MPEP § 2258.

"Most typically, the [112] issue will arise in the context of determining whether new or

amended claims are supported by the description of the invention in the application as filed...

whether a claimed invention is entitled to the benefit of an earlier priority date or effective filing

date under 35 U.S.C. 119, 120, or 365(c)." MPEP § 2163.1. Here, the '573 Patent under

reexamination claims benefit under 35 U.S.C. 120 to the earlier filing date of the Parent

Application.

The new claim(s) contain subject matter, which was not described in the specification in

such a way as to reasonably convey to one skilled in the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the
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time the original Parent Application was filed, had possession of the claimed invention. Indeed,

the new claims contain extensive new text that is not found in the written description of the

original Parent Application (see Table I in the priority section above).

To comply with the written description requirement of 35 U.S.C. 112, para. 1, or to be
entitled to an earlier priority date or filing date under 35 U.S.C. 119, 120, or 365(c), each

claim limitation must be expressly, implicitly, or inherently supported in the originally
filed disclosure. When an explicit limitation in a claim “is not present in the written

description whose benefit is sought it must be shown that a person of ordinary skill would
have understood, at the time the patent application was filed, that the description requires
that limitation.” Hyatt v. Boone, 146 F.3d 1348, 1353, 47 USPQ2d 1128, 1131 (Fed. Cir.

1998). See also In re Wright, 866 F.2d 422, 425, 9 USPQ2d 1649, 1651 (Fed. Cir. 1989).

MPEP § 2163.H.A.2.(b), emphasis added.

Here, the Patent Owner, on page 13 in the amendment ofFebrua1y O6, 2005, points to

col. 5, ll. 5-25 of the '573 Patent. However, this section fails to provide support for the extensive

set of limitations introduced by thirty-six new claims, such as those limitations directed to a first

party controlling use of the first memory, a second party controlling use and in possession of the

second memory, transmitting the desired signal to a second memory at a location determined by

the second party, a transmitter in control and possession of the first party, and a receiver in

possession and control of the second party. Neither are these limitations or inherent to

the originally filed disclosure in the Parent Application, as extensively discussed in the "Benefit

of Earlier Filing Date Regarding the Original Claims" section above.

Claims 14-21 and 33-43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as failing to

comply with the enablement requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter, which was not
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described in the specification in such a way as to enable one skilled in the art to which it pertains,

or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and/or use the invention.

35 U.S.C. 112 issues can be addressed in a reexamination proceeding with respect to new

claims or amendatory subject matter. MPEP § 2258.

The new claim(s) contain subject matter, which was not described in the specification in

such a way as to reasonably convey to one skilled in the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the

time both original Parent Application was filed, that the specification would have taught one

skilled in the art how to make and/or use the full scope ofthe claimed invention without undue

experimentation. In re Wright, 999 F.2d 1557, 1562, 27 USPQ2d 1510, 1513 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

See also MPEP § 2164.01 and 2164.05(a).

Undue Experimentation Factors

There are many factors to be considered when determining whether there is sufficient

evidence to support a determination that a disclosure does not satisfy the enablement requirement

and whether any necessary experimentation is “undue.” These factors include, but are not limited

to whether the scope and breadth ofthe claims are reasonably related to the scope of enablement

within the original specification, the level of ordinary skill in the art, and the quantity of undue

experimentation. See MPEP 2 1 64.0 1 (a).

Here, the subject claims recite extensive new text directed to specific and detailed video

download and processing procedures that is not found in original specification of the Parent
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Application. The original specification does contain a general statement at the end of the

specification stating "[f]urther, it is intended that this invention is not to be limited to Digital

Audio Music and can include Digital Video....", however this broad, generic statement fails to

enable specifically claimed video download and processing procedures.“

The detailed and extensive claim limitations directed to video download and processing

stand in contrast to the brief, generic one sentence disclosure in the original specification, as

discussed above. Thus, the scope and breadth of the claims are not reasonably correlated to the

scope of enablement in the original specification. The scope of enablement must at least bear a 4

“reasonable correlation” to the scope of the claims. See, e.g., In re Fisher, 427 F.2d 833, 839,

166 USPQ 18, 24 (CCPA 1970). See also MPEP § 2164.08.

The original specification would not have been enabling to one ofordinary skill in the art

and firrthermore an undue quantity of experimentation would have been required to make or use

the scope of the claimed invention (video download and processing features) based on the

original specification. The specification must be enabling as of the filing date of the

specification. MPEP § 2164.05(a). Here, the filing date of the Parent Application was June 13,

1988. In the mid 1980(5) however, only compact ay_tfi_o disks players were just becoming

popular.” Personal user devices with the processing power capable of playing back much larger

and more complex digital video files, such as DVD players, were not routinely available until the

1] The original specification also describes using a "convenient visual display of the user's library of songs" (page 5), however
this section appears to relate to displaying category/lyrical information to the user regarding downloaded audio content, and not
directed to the actual download of video content

'2 See "The History of Recordings", Recording Industry of Association, retrieved from
hgpz//www.n'aa.com/issues/audio/hisog.asp on September 19, 2006. See also the "History of CD Technology", citing as a
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late l990(s), and even these devices initially only read video data from read-only DVD disks

capable of storing large digital video files, not from video data downloaded (recorded) from a

remote server via a communications network. '3 Thus, it is not clear how the originally

disclosed, integrated circuit 50 of the user would have had the processing power to decode and

playback downloaded, digital video signals. For the same reasons, itis also not clear how the

originally disclosed, incoming RAM 50c and playback RAM 50d could have supported storage

of downloaded video and playback.

Further regarding the equipment of the user (consumer), in 1988 a large capacity drive

for a user (e.g., 3.5 inch form factor) was around 30 megabytes”, yet the digital bandwidth

required to transmit a video signal at even VHS quality was 1.5 megabits per second

(approximately 30 megabytes in 3 minutes) and this even using a Moving Picture Coding

Experts Group Standard "1" ("MPEG-1") video compression technology Q even available in

1988.” Thus, it is not clear how a how downloaded video files of any appreciable or viable size

would have been downloaded and stored on originally disclosed hard disk 60 of the user in the

original specification.

Regarding the equipment used at the library (server), even large mainframe computers

(e.g., IBM mainframe computers) typically only provided hard drives with capacity well below

source "The compact Disc Handbook, 2"“ Edition," by Ken C. Pohlmann, retrieved from
hgp://www.oneoffcd.com/info/hisoggcd.cfrn on September 19, 2006.

13 See the "History of MPEG", University of California, Berkeley, School of Information Management and Systems, retrieved
from htt ://www2.sims.berkele .edu/courses/is224/s99/Grou /re rtl.html on September l9, 2006. See also the "History of
CD Technology", citing as a source "The compact Disc Handbook, 2 Edition," by Ken C. Pohlmann, retrieved from
ht_tp://www.oneoffcd.com/info/hisot_rycd.cfm on September 19, 2006.

'4 See "IBM HDD Evolution" chart, by Ed Grochowski at Almaden, retrieved from
htgg://www.soragereview.com/ggidelmages/z ibm sorageevolutiongi ‘on September 19,2006.
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10 gigabytes.“ Thus, it is not clear how even a small-sized video library, with its steep

bandwidth (storage) requirements (as discussed above), would have been stored in the hard disk

10 of the copyright holder in the original specification, without requiring details directed toward

a complex mainframe operating environment.

Regarding the transfer of these large video files over a network, the proliferation of

broadband communication network capable of delivering these large files to consumers, such as

the Internet, simply did not exist or were not well known in 1988. Furthermore, it is not clear

how the digital video would have been coded and decoded during transmission, as digital video

coding standards for purposes of transmission and file downloading were not settled in 1988. As

an example of the above points, the MPEG-1 standard, which was designed to code/decode

digital video information and to transmit the video via a telephone (telecommunications) network

in NTSC (broadcast) quality for archiving, was only established in 1992.”

Thus, based on the evidence regarding each of the above factors, the specification, at the

time the Parent application was filed, would not have taught one skilled in the art how to make

and/or use the filll scope of the claimed invention without undue experimentation.

'5 see the "History of MPEG", University of Ca.lifornia, Berkeley, School of Information Management and Systems, retrieved
from http;//wwvtQ.sims.berkeley.edu/courses/is224/s99/Grougg1/report1 .html on Septembu 19, 2006.
'6 IBM HDD Evolution chart, supra.
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Claim Rejections Based on Bush

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date ofapplication for patent in the United States.

Claims 1-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Bush.

Regarding claim 1,

A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising
the steps of:

Bush teaches transmitting a desired digital, audio or video signal (col. 2, 11. 18-29 and col.

3, ll. 26 - 35). The digital audio or video signals are stored on compact disc machines 41-46

(first memory) of a pay per view entertainment system provider associated with source 10 (first

party) (Figs. 1, 4 and col. 2, 11. 19-47). The digital signals are transmitted via a network to the

consumer's receiver 14 (Fig. 1) (also illustrated as receiver 100 in Fig. 5, see also col. 3, ll. 14-

17). The signals are stored on cassette recording unit and an associated cassette tape (second

memory) (Fig. 5 and col. 4, 11. 1-11). Note that the second memory is also a compact disc

recorder (col. 10, claim 14) and thus the second memory is also a CD.

transferring money electronically via a telecommunication line to the first

” History of MPEG, sugm.
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party at a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the

first memory from the second party financially distinct from the first party,

said second party controlling use and in possession of the second memory;

Bush teaches that money is electronically transferred via a telephone line

(telecommunications line) and clearing house 200 to the source 10 (first party) by way of a credit

card transaction (Fig. 3 and col. 2, 11. 58-63, col. 4, 11. 44-47, col. 5, 11. 1-3, col. 6, 11. 25-28, and

ll. 45-48). The first party's location (source 10) is remote via a network from the consumer (Fig.

1). The second party (consumer) commands the download ofaudio/video from the memories of

the first party (source 10) (Fig. 7, col. 1, 11. 59-64, and col. 6, I]. 11-48). Thus, the first memory

is controlled from the second party. ‘ Clearly, the second party (consumer) is financially distinct

from the first party (source 10). The second party (consumer) also controls the use and also

possesses the second memory, such as by the ability to determine what contents are stored in the

second memory (col. 6, 11. 11-48)

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory

with the second memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass
therebetween;

The limitation broadly recites "a telecommunications line," which lacks antecedent basis

to the previous recitation of a telecommunications line. The examiner interprets a

"telecommunications line'' to mean a electronic medium ofcommunicating between computers,

which requires end-to-end connectivity, which is an interpretation consistent with an

interpretation advanced by the Patent Owner and adopted by the district court. Sights0und.com

Inc. v. NSK Inc. Cdnow Inc. and Cdnow Online Inc., Civil Action No. 98-118, pp. 50 and 57
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(District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania, Feb. 2002). Here, Bush teaches of a

cable system (electronic medium) that provides end-to-end communications between computer at

the central cable system associated with source 10 and the consumer's computer Gigs. 1, 2 and

5). The audio and video files are downloaded via the telecommunications line and thus connect

the first and second memories, as discussed above.

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a receiver having

the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver
in possession and control of the second party; and

The desired digital audio or video signal is transmitted from the first memory as

discussed above using a transmitter (Fig. 4, CADA transceiver 40) in control (col. 2, 11. 18-21)

and possession of the first party, such as when the first party (source 10) determines what

contents are stored in the first memory (col. 2, 11. 30-42). The second party (consumer)

determines the location to which the audio/video data is transmitted as broadly recited by the

claims, such as the consumer operates the invention by turning on the television and interacts

with the pay per view channel at a location (e.g., consumer's home) determined by the consumer.

The receiver 14 includes a cassette tape (or CD) (as discussed above) that is in possession and

control of the second party (col. 1, 11. 59-64).

storing the digital signal in the second memory.

The received audio/video digital signal is stored in the second memory (cassette tape or

CD) associated with the second party (consumer) as discussed above. See also col. 5, 11. 24-52.
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Claim 4 differs substantively from claim 1 in that claim 4 recites that digital "video"

signal is transmitted (downloaded) as opposed to the audio signal in claim 1. However, the claim

1 rejection clearly explained how Bush teaches that both audio and video digital signals are

downloaded. Therefore, see the claim 1 rejection for additional details.

Regarding claims 2 and 5, alter the money transfer step, the recording system searches

for a recording signal from the remote library (e.g., forward and reverse roll commands) and then

for a subsequent video/audio file from the remote library for the purposes of recording, where the

video/audio file is stored in the first memory, as discussed above (col. 5, 11. 35-44 and col. 6, 11.

23-48.

Regarding claims 3 and 6, Bush teaches (similarly to Yurt) of a system for downloading

audio and video files fiom a central library to a user, where the user pays for the audio files and

stores the audio files (abstract and Figs. 1 and 6). Bush also teaches that the user provides a

credit card number to the second party (library) (col. 4, 11. 44-47, col. 5, 11. 1-3, col. 6, 11. 25-28,

and 11. 4543).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. l03(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.
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Claims 7-43 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as being unpatentable over Bush in

view ofU.S. Patent No. 4,870,515 ("Stokes"), of record.

Claim 7 differs substantively from claim 1 in that claim 7 recites the additional limitation

"listing/scrolling digital audio signals from the second memory." For the purposes of

examination “listing/scrolling” will be interpreted as “listing or scrolling.”

Although Bush teaches of limited scrolling capability via akeypad interface and date/PIN

display (Fig. 6), Bush does not clearly teach listing or scrolling from the second memory

associated with the second party (consumer).

Stokes however (similarly to Bush) teaches of a tape or CD playback device (abstract and

Figs. 3 and 3a) that provides extensive listing or scrolling capability regarding the available

selections (including the name ofthe digital audio signal, such as title of the track, duration of

the digital audio signal, and name of the artist, and name of the album) (abstract, col. 2, 11. 3-3 8,

11. 57-61, and col. 3, 11. 4-35). Note also that Stokes (similarly to Bush) teaches of supporting a

compact disc (col. 3, 11. 49-56).

The suggestion/motivation for adding the teachings of Stokes would have been to

increase the user friendliness and operational efficiency of the playback device by adding the

ability to "display to the user a wide variety of data about musical selections recorded on the

magnetic tape or other medium," "display[] identifying information concerning the musical
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selections, for example, artist, title, track, playing time, album name," "enable the user to choose

which tracks or musical selections are to be played," and store the track data in a library memory,

"so that a user can quickly locate a given selection of music" (Stokes, col. 1, l. 43 — col. 2, 1. 2

and col. 3, ll. 4-13).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time

the invention was made to add the listing or scrolling teachings (including the name of the digital

audio signal, such as title of the track, duration of the digital audio signal, and name of the artist,

and name of the album) as taught by the tape or CD playback device of Stokes to the tape or CD

playback device ofBush.

Claim 14 does not substantively differ fiom claims 4 and 7 above.

Claim 22 differs substantively from claims 1 and 7 in that claim 22 recites the additional

limitation "randomly selecting digital audio signals from the second memory by a second party

integrated circuit of a second party control unit." Stokes teaches that the second memory in the

receiver also includes an interchangeable, gamim access memory ("RAM) 48 (Fig. 13, co]. 5, 11.

20-34 and col. 9, l. 58 — col. 1, 2). More generally, the user can retrieve data using random

access commands, such as play, fast forward, rewind, stop, pause, and play slow commands (col.

5, 11. 64-66). The circuits used to randomly select the digital audio or video are integrated

circuits, such as 8-bit CPU 10. Thus, Bush teaches the literal language of the claims ("randomly

selecting digital audio signals from the second memory by a second party"), namely that the

second party (user) randomly accesses the second memory for media content, such as when
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randomly entering media playback commands (e.g., forward, rewind, stop, pause, etc.) by a

integrated circuit of the second party.

Claim 26 differs substantively from claims 1 and 7 in that claim 26 recites the additional

limitation "displaying a name of an artist of the digital audio signal from the second memory."

This limitation was addressed in the details of the claim 7 rejection above.

Claim 29 differs substantively from claims 1 and 7 in that claim 29 recites the additional

limitation "displaying a duration ofthe digital audio signal from the second memory." This

limitation was addressed in the details of the claim 7 rejection above.

Claim 33 does not substantively differ from claims 7 and 22 above.

Claim 37 does not substantively differ from claims 7 and 26 above.

Claim 40 does not substantively differ from claims 7 and 29 above.

Regarding claims 8, 15, 23, 27, 30, 34, 38, and 41, see the claim 3 rejection above for

additional details.

Regarding claims 9, 25, and 32, see the claim 26 rejection and col. 12, 11. 61-65

regarding the "name of a digital audio signal."
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Regarding claim 10, see the claim 29 rejection for additional details regarding "duration

of digital audio signal"

Regarding claim 11, see the claim 26 rejection regarding the "name of an artist of the

digital audio signal."

Regarding claim 12, see the claim 26 rejection and col. 12, 11. 61-65 regarding the "name

of an album with the digital audio signal."

Regarding claim 13, see the claim 22 rejection-for additional details regarding "randomly

selecting digital audio signals."

Regarding claims 16, 36, and 43, see the claims 9 and 26 rejections for additional details

regarding "name of a digital video. "

Regarding claims 17, 35, 39, and 42, see the claim 14 rejection for additional details

regarding "listing/scrolling queued digital video signals."

Regarding claim 18, see the claim 40 rejection for additional details regarding "duration

of the digital video signal."

Regarding claim 19, see the claim 37 rejection for additional details regarding "name of

artist of the digital video signal."
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Regarding claim 20, see the claim 12 regarding the "name of an album", where this name

also refers to a video signal, as discussed in the claim 4 rejection above.

Regarding claim 21, see the claim 33 rejection for additional details regarding "randomly

selecting digital video signals."

Regarding claims 24, 28 and 31, see the claim 7 rejection for additional details regarding

"listing/scrolling."

Regarding claim 35, see the claim 17 rejection for additional details.

Claims 22, 24, 25 and 33, 35, and 36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03(a) as being

unpatentable over Bush in view of Stokes as applied above, and fiarther in view ofU.S. Patent

No. 4,787,073 ("Masaki"), newly cited.

Claims 22 and 33 differ substantively from claim 7 in that claim 22 recites the additional

limitation "randomly selecting digital audio signals from the second memory by a second party

integrated circuit of a second party control unit."

Bush teaches that the second memory in the receiver also includes an interchangeable,

random access memory ("1U\M) 48 (Fig. 13, col. 5, 11. 20-34 and col. 9, l. 58 — col. 1, 2). More

generally, the user can retrieve data using random access commands, such as play, fast forward,
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rewind, stop, pause, and play slow commands (col. 5, 11. 64-66). The circuits used to randomly

select the digital audio or video are integrated circuits, such as 8-bit CPU 10. Thus, Bush could

be said to impliedly teach the literal language ofthe claims ("randomly selecting digital audio

signals from the second memory by a second par_ty"), namely that the second party (user)

randomly accesses the second memory for media content, such as when randomly entering media

playback commands (e.g., forward, rewind, stop, pause, etc.) by a integrated circuit of the second

party.

Bush however fails to explicitly teach randomly selecting the digital audio by the

second party (user).

Masaki (similarly to Bush) teaches of a digital playback system (col. 1, 11. 5-12) that

randomly plays back audio files from a storage system (col. 3, 11. 40-67).

The suggestion/motivation for combining the random playback teachings ofMasaki with

Bush would have been to increase user-friendliness and the effectiveness and enjoyment of the

stored content by avoiding the situation where "order of playing back the musical pieces

[is]...known beforehand, which spoils the enjoyment" (Masaki, col. 1, 11. 25-27).

Therefore, to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made, it would

have been obvious to add the random playback from digital storage as taught by Masaki to the

playback device using digital storage as taught by Bush.

Regarding claims 23 and 34, see the claim 8 rejection above for fiirther details.
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Regarding claim 24, see the claim 7 rejection above for additional details.

Regarding claim 25, see the claim 9 rejection above for additional details.

Regarding claim 35, see the claim 17 rejection above for additional details.

Regarding claim 36, see the claim 16 rejection above for additional details.

Claim 21 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Bush as applied

above, and fiirther in View ofMasaki. See the claim 22 rejection above for additional details.

Claim Rejections Based on Cohen

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

Claims 1, 2, 4, and 5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by U.S.

Patent No. 4,949,187 ("Cohen"), of record.

The filing date of the Cohen patent is December 16, 1988. The earliest priority date of

the '573 Patent under reexamination however is September 18, 1990, as discussed extensively

above in the Priority section. Thus, Cohen is available as 102(e) type prior art.
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With respect to claim 1, Cohen clearly teaches a method for transmitting a desired digital

movie signal (abstract) comprising video and audio components (col. 1, 11. 7-12 and 11. 46-50) of

a first party (central source of audio and video data, Fig. 4) to a second memory (disk storage

system 114) of a second party (home viewer) (abstract). Money is electronically transferred via

a telephone (telecommunication) line, where the first (central source) and second party (home

viewer) are clearly financially distinct (abstract and Fig. 4, telephone line 60). The desired

digital movie (video and audio) is in the first memory (principal on line movie storage 12-26,

Fig. 4) is connected to and transferred via the telephone (telecommunications) line 60 to the

second memory (disk storage system 114), where it is stored (col. 4, 11. 1-68).

Claim 4 differs substantively fiom claim 1 in that claim 4 recites that digital "video"

signal is transmitted (downloaded) as opposed to the audio signal in claim 1. However, the claim

1 rejection clearly explained how Cohen teaches that both audio and video digital signals are

downloaded. Therefore, see the claim 1 rejection for additional details.

Regarding claims 2 and 5, see col. 4, 11. 19-29 and 11. 47-63, where afier the money

transfer (accounting) step, the system searches for the desired selection by the home viewer and

commences downloading.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

Claims 3 and 6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cohen as

applied to claims 1, 2, 4, and 5 above, and fiirther in view of Bush.
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Cohen teaches of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory and

transferring money (as discussed above in the claim 1 rej ection). Cohen however fails to teach

providing a credit card number of the second party.

Bush teaches (similarly to Cohen) of a system for downloading audio and video files

from a central library to a user, where the user pays for the audio files and stores the audio files

(abstract and Figs. 1 and 6). See also the Bush, claim 1 rejection above. Bush also teaches that

the user provides a credit card number to the second party (library) (col. 4, 11. 44-47, col. 5, ll. 1-

3, col. 6, ll. 25-28, and 11. 45-48).

The suggestion/motivation for providing a credit card number to the second party would

be to reduce the expenses involved in operating a download service, because financial service

organizations, such as credit card organizations, "enable the source 10 to [be] paid be a service

fee for the subscriber's use of the system." Bush, col. 2, 11. 58-63. Obviously, providing a credit

card number would have been required to use the services of a credit card organization.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to add the step of the user providing a credit number to the second party as

taught by the audio/video download system of Bush to the audio/video download of Cohen,

which teaches that the user pays for the download.
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Claim Rejections Based on Akashi

Claims 1-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) as being unpatentable over Japanese

Patent Application No. 62-284496 ("Akashi") using the English translation of record, in view of

U.S. Patent No. 4,528,643 ("Freeny").

Regarding claims 1, 3, 4, 6, Akashi discloses a system for automatically selling recorded

music via telecommunication lines (Page 1 through line 1 ofPage 2). This system utilizes the

telecommunicationslinestultansmit theremrded.mLLsic.da.ta from ahnst..cn.mp.ut.et;.t.ha.L stores...

the recorded music data to a personal computer (Page 2 Section 4), which meets the limitation of

connecting electronically via telecommunications line the first memory with the second memory

such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween, transmitting the desired digital

audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party

to a receiver having the second memory at a location determined by the second party, said

receiver in possession and control of the second party, storing the digital signal in the second

memory.

Akashi discloses that the digital music data is purchased automatically but does not

expressly detail how the purchase is transacted.

Freeny discloses a method of electronically distributing and selling audio and video data

by way of having the requesting user transmit a consumer credit card number along with their

request for the audio and video data (Col. 13, lines 25-29). This step allows the owner of the data
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to approve the sale and charge the sale to the consumer credit card number (Col. 13, lines 30-31),

which meets the limitation of transferring money electronically via a telecommunications lines to

the first party at a location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first

memory from the second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party

controlling use and in possession of the second memory, the transferring step includes the steps

oftelephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the second party, providing a

credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory to the first party

controlling the first memory so the second party is charged money.

The suggestion/motivation for combining Akashi with Freeny would have been because

this method ofelectronic sale allows the owner of the information to receive directly the

compensation for sale of recording and such compensation is received before the reproduction is

authorized as taught in Freeny (Col. 13, lines 36-39).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to have the requesting user’s of Akashi transmit a consumer credit card

number along with their request for the digital data so that the source unit could approve and

charge the sale of the digital data to the consumer credit card

Regarding claims 2 and 5, Akashi discloses that personal computer contains a CPU

(Figure 1). The personal computer sends an access signal to the host computer, and the host

computer returns a response signal that contains menu data displayed at the personal computer

(Page 3 Paragraph 6). Using the monitor screen, the user chooses desired data using a control
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unit and sending the selection data to the host computer in the same way the initial transmission

was sent (Page 4 Paragraph 1), which meets the limitation of the steps of searching the first

memory for the desired digital audio signal and selecting the desired digital audio signal from the

first memory.
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Conclusion

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.l36(a) do not apply in reexamination

proceedings. The provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in

a reexamination proceeding. Further, in 35 U.S.C. 305 and in 37 CFR 1.550(a), it is required

that reexamination proceedings "will be conducted with special dispatch within the Office."

Extensions of time in reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR

1.550(c). A request for extension oftime must be filed on or before the day on which a response

to this action is due, and it must be accompanied by the petition fee set forth in 37 ‘CFR 1.17(g).

The mere filing of a request will not effect any extension of time. An extension of time will be

granted only for sufficient cause, and for a reasonable time specified.

The Patent Owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR 1.565(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding, involving

U.S. Patent No. 5,191,573 throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. The third

party requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise the Office of such activity or

proceeding throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282,

and 2286.

A complete response should be made in response to this Office Action since the next

Office Action is expected to be a Final Action. Thus, in order to ensure fiill consideration of any

amendments, afiidavits or declarations, or other documents as evidence ofpatentability, such

documents must be submitted in response to this Office Action. Submissions after the next
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Office Action, which is intended to be a Final Action, will be governed by the requirements of

37 C.F.R. 1.116(b), which will be strictly enforced. Any amendment after a Final Action must

include "a showing ofgood and sufficient reasons why the amendment is necessary and was not

earlier presented" in order to be considered. See MPEP § 2260.
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All correspondence relating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed as
follows:

By U.S. Postal Service Mail to:

Mail Stop “Ex Parte Reexam”
ATTN: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

By FAX to:

(571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand to:

Customer Service Window

Central Reexamination Unit

Randolph Building, Lobby Level

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Reexamination Legal Advisor or Examiner, or as to the status of this proceeding, should be

directed to the Central Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 272-7705.

i/_/fifi‘
Roland G. Foster

Central Reexamination Unit, Primary Examiner
Electrical Art Unit 3992

(571) 272-7538 W(3>vL. I
/"‘ MARK J. REINHART

SCOIT L. WEAVER 5pfig.Au 3992
CRUEXAMINER-AU3992 sguraataaammnmnruonuuw
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:Business & Industry(R) Jul/1994-2006/Aug 10
(c) 2006 The Gale Group

:ABI/Inform(R) 1971-2006/Aug 11
(c) 2006 ProQuest Info&Learning

:Gale Group PROMT(R) 1990-2006/Aug 10
(c) 2006 The Gale Group

:Dialog Global Reporter 1997-2006/Aug 11
(c) 2006 Dialog

:Gale Group Magazine DB(TM) 1959L2oo6/Aug 10
(c) 2006 The Gale group

:TGG Management Contents(R) 86-2006/Jul W5
(c) 2006 The Gale Group

:TGG Aerospace/Def.Mkts(R) 1982-2006/Aug 10
(c) 2006 The Gale Group

:Ga1e Group Business A.R.T.S. 1976-2006/Aug 01
(c) 2006 The Gale Group

:General Sci Abs 1984-2005/Jan
(c) 2006 The HW Wilson Co.

:UBM Industry News 1998-2004/Jam 27
(c) 2004 United Business Media

:Readers Guide 1983-2006/Jun
(c) 2006 The Hw Wilson Co

:Gale Group Trade & Industry DB 1976-2006/Aug 10
(c)2006 The Gale Group

:Gale Group PROMT(R) 1972-1989
(c) 1999 The Gale Group

:Gale Group Computer DB(TM) 1983-2006/Aug 10
(c) 2006 The Gale Group

:DIALOG Defense Newsletters 1989-2006/Aug 09
(C) 2006 Dialog ‘

:New Scientist 1994-2006/Jul W2
(c) 2006 Reed Business Information Ltd.

:Science 1996—1999/Jul W3
(c) 1999 AAAS

:Periodical Abs Plustext 1986-2006/Aug W1
(c) 2006 ProQuest

:WilS0n Bus. Abs. 1982-2006/Jul
(C) 2006 The HW Wilson Co

:Gale Group MARS(R) 1984-2006/Aug 10
(c) 2006 The Gale Group I

:KR/T Bus.News. 1992-2006/Aug 11
(c)2006 Knight Ridder/Tribune Bus News

:EIU:Viewswire 2006/Aug 10
(C) 2006 Economist Intelligence Unit

:PR Newswire 1999-2006/Aug 11
(c) 2006 PR Newswire Association Inc

:Ga1e Group New Prod.Annou.(R) 1985-2006/Aug 10
(c) 2006 The Gale Group

:Business Week 1985-2006/Aug 11

(C) 2006 The McGraw-Hill Compandes Inc
:McGraw-Hill Publications'l985-2006/Aug 11

(c) 2006 McGraw-Hill Co. Inc

:San Jose Mercury Jun 1985-2006/Aug 10
(c) 2006 San Jose Mercury News

:Business Dateline(R) 1985-2006/Aug 11
(c) 2006 ProQuest Info&Learning

:Gale Group Newsletter DB(TM) 1987-2006/Aug 10
(c) 2006 The Gale Group

:CMP Computer Fulltext 1988-2006/Sep W3
(c) 2006 CM? Media, LLC

:DIALOG Telecom. Newsletters 1995-2006/Aug 10
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(c) 2006 Dialog
File 674:Computer News Fulltext 1989-2006/Jul W5

(c) 2006 IDG Communications '

File 810:Business Wire 1986-1999/Heb 231
(c) 1999 Business Wire

File 813:PR Newswire 1987-1999/Apr 30
(c) 1999 PR Newswire Association Inc

File 587:Jane‘s Defense&Aerospace 2006/Aug W1
(c) 2006 Jane‘s Information Group

Set Items Description
S1 11113135 AUDIO? ? OR VIDEO?? OR MUSIC?? OR SONG?? OR MOVIE?? OR FIL-

M? ?

S2 325971 (DOWNLOAD??? OR DOWN()LOAD???)(7N)S1
S3 1080058 (INTERNET??? OR ONLINE OR ON()LINE OR WEBSITE?? OR WWW OR -

WEB()SITE??)(7N)S1
S4 727799 (NETWORK? ? OR WAN? ? OR LAN? ? OR NET()WORK?? OR INTRANET-

??)(7N)S1

S5 911794 (BUY??? OR PUCHAS??? OR RENT??? OR PA¥???? OR SELL??? OR S-
ALE??? OR BOUGHT?? OR SOLD?? OR SHOPP????)(7N)S1

S6 101248 (CREDIT???? OR CHARG????)(5N)Sl
1988516 (STOR??? OR SAV???? OR RECORD???? OR TAP???)(5N)S1

10223577 LIBRARY?? OR SERVER?? OR MEMORY?? OR STORAGE?? OR DATA()(B-

ASE?? OR BANK??) OR DATABASF?? OR DATABANK?? OR BULLETIN()BOA-RD?? OR BBS ,

1079207 AOL? ? OR COMPUSERV? ? OR COMPU()SERV? ? OR GENIE? ? OR PR-
ODIGY? ? OR AMERICAN()ONLINE? ? OR EARTHLINK? ? OR EARTH()LIN-
K?? OR DELPHI??

2 AU=(HAIR A? OR HAIR, A?)
1177 (82 OR S3 OR S4)(S)(S5 OR S6)(S)(S7 OR S8)(S)S9
667 RD (unique items)

1 S12 NOT PY>1991

40858 (S2 OR S3 OR S4)(S)(S5 OR S6)(S)(S7 OR S8)
22672 RD (unique items)

506 S15 NOT PY>1991 I
29 S16(20N)(S2 OR s3)

467 S16(20N)S5
327 S18(20N)S7
313 S19 NOT S17

1 s2o(s) (S2 012 s3)
108579 (S2 OR S3)(30N)S5

126 S22 NOT PY>1991

102 RD (unique items)
82 S24 NOT (S17 OR S13 OR S21)

5 s25(s) (s7 on se) .77 S25 NOT S26
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File 348:EURoPEAN PATENTS l978—2006/ 200§32
(c) 2006 European Patent Office

File 349:PCT FULLTEXT 1979-2006/UB=20060803,UT=20060727
(c) 2006 WIPO/Univentio

Set Items Description
s1 578215 AUDIO? ? OR VIDEO?? OR MUSIC?? OR SONG?? OR MOVIE?? OR FIL-

' M? ?

S2 5048 (DOWNLOAD??? OR DOwN()LOAD???)(7N)s1
s3 13432 (INTERNET??? OR ONLINE OR ON()LINE OR WEBSITE?? OR www OR -

WEB()SITE??)(7N)Sl .
s4 21562 (NETWORK? ? OR wAN? ? ORILAN? ? OR NET()WORK?? OR INTRANET-

??)(7N)S1
s5 12242 (BUY??? OR PUCHAS??? OR RENT??? OR PAY???? OR SELL??? OR s-

ALE??? OR BOUGHT?? OR SOLD?? OR SHOPP????)(7N)Sl
S6 9341 (CREDIT???? OR CHARG????)(5N)S1
s7 37374 (STOR??? OR sAv???? OR RECORD???? OR TAP???)(5N)S1

_ sa 699969 LIBRARY?? OR SERVER?? OR MEMORY?? OR STORAGE?? OR DATA()(B-3
ASE?? OR BANK??) OR DATABASE?? OR DATABANK?? OR BULLETIN()BOA-
RD?? OR BBS

14228 AOL? ? OR COMPUSERV? ? OR COMPU()SERV? ? OR GENIE? ? OR PR-

ODIGY? ? OR AMERICAN()ONLINE? ? OR EARTHLINK? ? OR EARTH()LIN-
K?? OR DELPHI?? '

7 AU=(HAIR A? OR HAIR, A?)
12 (s2 OR s3 OR s4)(s)(s5 OR s6)(s)(s7 OR S8)(S)S9
11 s11 NOT AD=1991l2ll:1994081l/PR

8 s12 NOT AD=199408l1:1997081l/PR
1 s13 NOT AD=l99708ll:2000081l/PR

(S2 OR s3 OR s4)(s)(s5 OR s6)(s)(s7 OR se)
s15 NOT AD=199112l1:1994081l/PR
S16 NOT AD=199408ll:19970B11/PR
s17 NOT AD=1997081l:20000811/PR
S18 NOT AD=2oooo811:2oo3Bs11/PR
s19 NOT AD=200308l1:200608ll/PR
(s2 OR s3 OR s4)(35N)(s5 OR se)
s21 NOT s15

s22 NOT AD=200308l1:200608ll/PR
s23 NOT AD=20000811:20030811/PR
s24 NOT AD=199708l1:200008ll/PR
s25 NOT AD=19940811:1997081l/PR
s25 NOT (s13 OR s20)
s27 NOT AD=199l12l1:199408l1/PR
s10 AND (s2 OR s3 OR s4):AND (s5 OR S6)
s29 NOT (s13 OR s14 OR s20 OR 325)
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File 344:Chinese Patents Abs Jan 1985-2006/Jan
(c) 2006 European Patent Office

File 347:JAPIO Dec 1976-2005/Dec(UpdateQ 060404)
(c) 2006 JPO & JAPIO ’

350:Derwent WPIX 1963-2006/UD=200651
2006 The Thomson Corporation

File
(c)

Iteme
2263545

Set
S1

Description

AUDIO? ?~OR VIDEO?? OR MUsIc?? OR SONG?? OR MOVIE?? OR FIL-‘M? ?

(DOWNLOAD??? OR DowN()LOAD???)(7N)s1
(INTERNET??? OR ONLINE OR ON()LINE OR WEBSITE?? OR www OR -

WEB()SITE??)(7N)S1

(NETWORK? ? OR WAN? ? Ofl LAN? ? OR NET()WORK?? OR INTRANET-
??)(7N)s1

(BUY??? OR PUCHAS??? OR RENT??? OR PAY???? OR SELL??? OR s-
ALE??? OR BOUGHT?? OR SOLD?? OR SHOPP????)(7N)S1

(CREDIT???? OR cHARG????)(5N)s1
(sTOR??? OR sAv???? OR RECORD???? OR TAP???)(5N)S1
LIBRARY?? OR SERVER?? OR MEMORY?? OR STORAGE?? OR DATA()(B-

ASE?? OR BANK??) OR DATABASE?? OR DATABANK?? OR BULLETIN()BOA-
RD?? OR BBS

AOL? ? OR COMPUSERV? ? OR COMPU()SERV? ? OR GENIE? ? OR PR-
ODIGY? ? OR AMERICAN()ONLINE? ? OR EARTHLINK? ? OR EARTH()LIN-
K?? OR DELPHI?? '

9 AU=(HAIR A? OR HAIR, A?)
(82 OR S3) AND 55
s11 NOT AD=l99l121l
s12 NOT AD=l994081l
s13 NOT AD=l9970811

s14 NOT AD=2000081l:200308ll/PR
s15 NOT AD=20030811:2006081l/PR
(s2 OR S3 OR s4) AND S6
s17 NOT AD=1991121l:l994081l/PR

S2
S3

2436
9494

S4 16744

S5 11278

S6
S7
S8

14071
334872

2286571

1256

:l994081l/PR
:l99708l1/PR
:2000081l/PR

S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23

‘S10
S25

S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
AND
AND

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

AD=19940811
AD=1997081l:
AD=l9970811:
AD=20000811:
AD=2000O811:

AD=20030811:2006081l/PR
(S5 OR S6)

:1997b81l/PR
20000811/PR
20000811/PR
20030811/PR
20030811/PR

(S1 OR S2 OR S3)
S4 AND SS

AD=199112ll:

AD=1994081l:AD=199708ll:
AD=2000O81l:
AD=200308ll:

(S24 OR s25)

19940811/PR
19970811/PR
20000811/PR
20030811/PR
20060811/PR
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File 344:Chinese Patents Abs Jan 1985-2006/Jan
(c) 2006 European Patent Office

File 347:JAPIO Dec 1976-2005/Dec(Updated 060404)
(C) 2006 JPO & JAPIO

File 350:Derwent WPIX 1963-2006/UD=2006S«1
(c) 2006 The Thomson Corporation

Items Description
2263545 AUDIO? ? OR VIDEO?? OR MUsIc?? OR SONG?? OR MOVIE?? OR FIL-

M? ?

2436 (DOwNLOAD??? OR DOwN()LOAD???)(7N)s1
9494 (INTERNET??? OR ONLINE OR ON()LINE OR WEBSITE?? OR www OR -

WEB()SITE??)(7N)Sl
16744 (NETWORK? ? OR wAN? ? OR LAN? ? OR NET()wORK?? OR INTRANET-

??)(7N)s1 ,
11278 (BUY??? OR PUCHAS??? OR RENT??? OR PAY???? OR SELL??? OR s-

ALE??? OR BOUGHT?? OR sOLD?? OR SHOPP????)(7N)S1
14071 (CREDIT???? OR cHARG????)(5N)s1

334872 (STOR??? OR SAV???? OR RECORD???? OR TAP???)(5N)Sl
2286571 LIBRARY?? OR SERVER?? OR MEMORY?? OR STORAGE?? OR DATA()(B—

ASE?? OR BANK??) OR DATABASE?? OR DATABANK?? OR BULLETIN()BOA—
RD?? OR BBS .

1256 AOL? ? OR COMPUSERV? ? OR COMPU()SERV? ? OR GENIE? ? OR PR-

ODIGY? ? OR AMERICAN()ONLINE? ? OR EARTHLINK? ?VOR EARTH()LIN—
K?? OR DELPHI??

9 AU=(HAIR A? OR HAIR, A?H
1 (s2 OR s3 OR S4) AND (s5 OR 86) AND (S7 OR sa) AND s9

837 (S2 OR s3 OR S4) AND (s5 OR 86) AND (S7 OR S8)
819 s12 NOT AD=199l12l1:l994081l/PR
747 s13 NOT AD=199408l1:1997081l/PR
515 s14 NOT AD=199708l1:20000811/PR
124 s15 NOT AD=200008l1:20030811/PR

1o s16 NOT AD=200308l1:20060811/PR
1 s10 AND (s2 OR s3 OR s4)
1 s18 NOT (s11 OR s17)
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:INSPEC 1898-2006/Jul W5 ‘
(c) 2006 Institution of Electrical Engineers

:NTIS 1964-2006/Jul W5
(c) 2006 NTIS, Intl Cpyrght All Rights Res

:Ei Compendex(R) 1970-2006/Jul W5
(c) 2006 Elsevier Eng. Info. Inc.

:SciSearch(R) Cited Ref Sci 1990-2006/Aug W1
(C) 2006 The Thomson Corp

35 Dissertation Abs Online 1861-2006/Jun
(c) 2006 ProQuest Info&Learning .

56:Computer and Information Systems Abstracts 1966-2006/Jul
(c) zoos CSA. '

57:Electronics & Communications Abstracts 1966-2006/Jul
(C) 2006 CSA.

65:Inside Conferences 1993-2006/Aug 11
(C) 2006 BLDSC all rts. reserv.

94:JICST-EPlus l985—2006/Apr W5
c)2006 Japan Science and Tech Corp(JST)

9S:TEME-Technology & Management 1989-2006/Aug W1
C) 2006 FIZ TECHNIK

99:Wilson Appl. Sci & Tech Abs 1983-2006/Jul
C) 2006 The HW Wilson Co. 3

144:Pasca1 1973-2006/Jul W3
C) 2006 INIST/CNRS

239 Mathsci 1940-2006/Sep
c) 2006 American Mathematical Society

434:SciSearch(R) Cited Ref Sci 1974-1989/Dec
c) 2006 The Thomson Corp

583:Gale Group Globa1base(TM) 1986-2002/Dec 13
c) 2002 The Gale Group

603:Newspaper Abstracts 1984-1988

c)2001 ProQuest Info&Learningi
483:Newspaper Abs Daily l986=2006/Aug 09

c) 2006 ProQuest Info&Learning
248:PIRA 1975-2006/Jul W4

(C) 2006 Pira International

Items Description
3886257 AUDIO? ? OR VIDEO?? OR MUSIC?? OR SONG?? OR MOVIE?? OR FIL-

M? ?

3697 (DOWNLOAD??? OR DOWN()LOAD???)(7N)Sl
25646 (INTERNET??? OR ONLINE OR ON()LINE OR WEBSITE?? OR WWW OR —

WEB()SITE??)(7N)Sl 4
(NETWORK? ? OR WAN? ? OR LAN? ? OR NET()WORK?? OR INTRANET-

??)(7N)Sl
32572 (BUY??? OR PUCHAS??? OR RENT??? OR PAY???? OR SELL??? OR S-

ALE??? OR BOUGHT?? OR SOLD?? OR SHOPP????)(7N)Sl

34810 (CREDIT???? OR CHARG????)(5N)Sl
255889 (STOR??? OR SAV???? OR RECORD???? OR TAP???)(5N)S1

2985962 LIBRARY?? OR SERVER?? OR MEMORY?? OR STORAGE?? OR DATA()(B—
ASE?? OR BANK??) OR DATABASE?? OR DATABANK?? OR BULLETIN()BOA—
RD?? OR BBS

222805 AOL? ? OR COMPUSERV? ? OR COMPU()SERV? ? OR GENIE? ? OR PR-
ODIGY? ? OR AMERICANC)ONLINE? ? OR EARTHLINK? ? OR EARTH()LIN—
K?? OR DELPHI??

40 AU=(HAIR A? OR HAIR, A?)
67 (S2 OR S3 OR S4) AND (S5 OR S6) AND (S7 OR S8) AND S9
67 RD (unique items)

1 S12 NOT PY>1991

1506 (S2 OR S3 OR S4) AND (S5 OR S6) AND (S7 OR S8)
1449 RD (unique items)

48990
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NOT PY>l99l
NOT S13

oR S3) AND s5

(unique items)
NOT PY>199l

NOT (S17 OR s13)
AND (S5 OR S6)
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S2

S3

S4

55

S19

S20

S21

S22

S23

S24

525
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2 and @ad<="19980101"

4 and (voice or audio or movies or
music)

(709/217,219).CCLS.

6 and @ad<="19980101"

7 and (voice or audio or movies or
music)

8 and (down|oad$ or (down adj load))

("5191S73").PN.

("4528643").PN.

(("5675734") or ("5996440")).PN.

(("5675734") or ("5966440")).PN.

("4499568").PN.

"379"/$.cc|s.

S19 and (audio or (voice adj
message))

520 and (subscribe or subscription or
buy or (credit adj card))

521 and @pn < "530000O"

"pay-per—view" or (pay adj3 view) and
"379"/$.cc|s.

S23'and @pn < "530000O"

"pay-per-view" or (pay adj3 view) and US-PGPUB; OR
isdn USPAT

Page 1

OFF

OR OFF

OR ON

OR ON

OR ON

OR OFF

OR ON

OR ON

OR ON

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

2006/08/15 13:01

2006/08/15 13:01

2006/08/ 15 13:02

' 2006/08/15 13:50

2006/08/ 15 13:51

2006/08/15 13:50

2006/08/ 15 13:50

2006/08/15 13:51

2006/08/15 13:51

2006/04/24 08:02

2006/04/20 11:59

2006/04/20 12:00

2006/04/20 12:00

2006/04/20 14:50

2006/04/24 08:17

2006/04/24 08:17

2006/04/24 09:30

2006/04/24 08:44

2006/04/24 09:08

2006/04/24 09:08

2006/04/24 09:08
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("pay-per-view" or (pay adj3 view)) US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:09
and isdn USPAT

("pay-per-view" or (pay adj3 view)) US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:11
and (isdn or idsn) USPAT

S27 and @pn < "5300000" US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:09
USPAT

music and (isdn or idsn) US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:11
USPAT

S29 and @pn < "5300000" US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:11
USPAT

("3766324" | "433293o" | "4381522"| US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:21
"4506387"|"4654866"|"4755872"| USPAT;
"4761684"|"4763191"|"4792849"| USOCR
"4797913"|"4807023"|"4829372"|

"4849811”|"4852154“|"4890320"|
"4a97se7"|"49491s7"|"4995o73"|
"5o1o399"|"5o14125"|"513o792"|
"5132992"|"5133079")PN.

(videotex or videotext or (video adj US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:22
tex) or (video adj text)) and isdn USPAT;

USOCR

S32 and @pn < "5300000" US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:24
USPAT;
USOCR

((bulletin or Bulletin) adj board) and US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:26
modem and music and (buy or order USPAT;
or credit) USOCR

S34 and @pn < "5300000" US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:25
USPAT;
USOCR

((bulletin or Bulletin) adj board) and US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:27
modem and video and (buy or order USPAT;
or credit) USOCR

$0md@m<"BmmW usmmm; mmwwmomm
USPAT;
USOCR

((bulletin or Bulletin) adj board) and US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:27
modem and video USPAT;

USOCR

S40 and @pn < "5300000" US—PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:29
USPAT;
USOCR

542 16087 isdn and video US—PGPUB; OR ON 2006/04/24 09:30
USPAT;
USOCR

8/15/06 1:58:38 PM
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S42 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:30
USPAT;
USOCR

S43 and (subscribe or subscription or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:30
buy or (credit adj card)) USPAT

(US-3718906—$ or us-4071597-$ or USPAT 2006/04/24 10:59
us-4500751-$ or US-4567359-$ or

us-4549533-$ or US-4694490—$ or
US-4789863-$ or US-4792849-$ or
us—4s37797-$ or US-4852154-$ or

US-4665516-$ or us-4710955-$ or
US-4829569-$ or US-4890319-$ or

US—4893248-$ or us—513o792-$ or

US-4849811-$ or US-4924492-$).did.

("4789868").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 11:00
USPAT

(US-4694490-$ or US-4649533-$ or USPAT 2006/04/24 12:39
US-4567359-$ or US-4500751-$ or

US-4893248-$ or US-4890319-$ or
US-4789863-$ or US-4852154-$ or
US-4837797-$ or US-4792849-$ or

US-4071697-$ or US-3718906-$ or
US-4710955-$ or US-4665516-$ or

US-4829569-$ or US-4849811-$ or
US-4924492-$ or US-5130792-$).did.

("3718906" | "4163254" I "4272791" | US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 12:50
"43ooo4o" | "4359631" I "44332o7" | USPAT;
"4471379" 1 ''4506387'' | "4513315" I USOCR
"4538176" | "45s7512" | "4S90516" |
"4685131" | "4700386" | "Re31639").
PN.

("4789863").URPN. USPAT 2006/O4/24 13:43

(("5191573") or ("5966440") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 13:44
("5675734")).PN. USPAT

("3718906" I "3990710" I "4124773" I US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 13:44
"4506387" I "4521806" | "4528643" I USPAT;
"4538176" I "4567359" I "4647989" I USOCR
"4654799" I "4789863" I "4789868" I
"5191193" I "5191573").PN.

("4124773").URPN. USPAT 2006/04/24 13: 50

(455/412.1).CCLS. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 13:50
USPAT

("7and@pn<5200000").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 13:51
USPAT

S53 and (@pn < "520000O") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 13:53
USPAT

(379/88.13).CCLS. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:03
USPAT

8/15/06 1:58:38 PM
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556 and (@pn < "5200000") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:04
USPAT

(379/88.17).CCLS. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:03
USPAT

S58 and (@pn < "52000O0") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:04
USPAT

(video and (charge or buy or credit)) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:05
and (@pn < "5200000") USPAT

(video and (credit adj card)) and (@pn US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 15:36
< "52000O0") USPAT

S61 and network US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:06
- USPAT

(video and audio and (down|oad$ or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:13
(down adj load$))) and (@pn < USPAT
"5200000")

S63 and network US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:13
USPAT

S63 and (network or communication) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 14:14
USPAT

("3599178" I "3746780" I "4009344" I US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 15:30
"4009346" I "4028733" I "4062043" I USPAT;
"4071697" I "4122299" I "4381522" I USOCR
"4400717"|"4450477"|"4506387"|

"4518989"I"4521806"I"4533936"I
"4538176"|"4567512"|"4590516"I
"4679079"|"4688246"|"4734765"|
"4755872"I"4763191"|"4785349"|
"4807023"|"4833710"|"4847677"I
"4868653"|"4890320"I"4907081"|
"4914508"|"4920432"|"4937821"|

"4947244"I"4949169"I"4949187"I
"496399S"|"5032927")PN.

(("4953995") or 05995705") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 15:32
("5057932")or("5164839"))PN. USPAT

("4179709" I "4400717" I "4516156" I US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 15:35
"4698664" I "4709418" I "4724491" I USPAT;
"4768110" I "4774574" I "4851931"). USOCR
PN.

audio and video and (hard adj (drive US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 15:36
or disk)) and network USPAT;

USOCR

S69 and (@pn < "520000O") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:28
USPAT

music same down|oad$ US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:28
USPAT

S71 and (@pn < "5200000") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:32
USPAT

8/15/06 1:58:38 PM
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("4949187").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:30
USPAT

("3718906" I "3990710" | "4232295" I US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 16:30
"4597058" I "4597098" I "4769833" I USPAT;
"4789961").PN. USOCR

("4949187").URPN. USPAT 2006/04/24 16:32

music and isdn USPAT 2006/04/24 16:32

S76 and (@pn < "52000O0") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:45
USPAT

audio and music and (down|oad$ or EPO; JPO; 2006/04/24 16:40

(down adj load$)) DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

audio and music and isdn EPO; JPO; 2006/04/24 16:41
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

audio and video and isdn EPO; JPO; 2006/04/24 16:42
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

audio and video and (charge or buy or EPO; JPO; 2006/04/24 16:43
(credit adj card)) DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

audio and video and (charge or buy or EPO; JPO; 2006/04/24 16:44
(credit adj card)) and DERWENT;
(communications or network) IBM_TDB

(digital adj3 (audio or video)) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:45
(network or communication) USPAT

S83 and (@pn < "520000O") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:45
USPAT

(digital adj3 (audio or video)) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:06
(network or communication) and (buy USPAT '
or charge or (credit adj card))

S85‘and (@pn < "5200000") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:06
USPAT

(digital adj3 (audio or video)) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:06
(network or communication) and (buy USPAT
or (credit adj card))

(digital adj3 (audio or video)) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:06
(network or communication) and (buy USPAT
or purchase or (credit adj card))

588 and (@pn < "5200000") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:40
USPAT

(real adj audio) and (bulletin adj US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:40
board) USPAT

(real adj audio) and (bul|et$1n adj US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:40
board) USPAT

8/15/06 1:58:38 PM -
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8/15/06 1:58:38 PM

(real adj audio) and (bu|i$1tin adj
board)

(bu|i$1tin adj board) and (download$
near3 audio)

(bu|i$1tin adj board) and kermit

(bu|i$1tin adj board) and (audio or
video)

(computer adj bu|i$1tin adj board)

(computer adj bu|i$1tin adj board) and
(audio and video)

zmodem

zmodem and _audio

zmodem and video

ymodem

S102 and (audio or video)

xmodem

S104 and (audio or video)

download$ adj5 (audio or video)

S106 and @pn < "53000O0"

C3263158”|"4529870"|"4658093"|

"4924378"|"4932054"|"4937863"|
"49532o9"|"4951142"|"4977594"|
"so1o571"|"5o14234"|"5o239o7"|
"5047928"|"5050213“|"5058164"|
"5103476"|"5113519"|"5146499"|
"5159182"|"5191193"|"5204897"|
"5235s42"|"s247575"|"525o999"|

"5263157"l"5291596"|"5339091"|
"5432849"|"5438508"|“5504814"|
"5530235")PN.

("4636876").PN.

«"5428606")or("5132992")or
("$130792")or("4999806")or
("re35184")).PN. _.jl

uspcpum
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

uspepum
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspa;:es\900074023.wsp

2006/04/24 17:41

2006/04/24 17:42

2006/04/24 17:44

2006/04/24 17:43

2006/04/24 17:44

2006/04/25 13:12

2006/04/25 13:12

2006/04/25 13:13

2006/04/25 13:14

2006/04/25 13:14

2006/04/25 13:15

2006/04/25 13:15

2006/04/25 13: 17

2006/04/25 13:17

2006/04/25 13:17

2006/04/25 14:11

2006/04/25 14:44

2006/04/25 14:49
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(("3244809") or ("3696297") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 14:51
("3718906") or ("3824597") or USPAT

("3947882") or 03990710") or
("4028733")).PN.

(04124773") or 04300040") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 15:04
("4335809") or ("4370649") or USPAT

04422093") or 04499568") or

("4506387") or 04520404") or
04521806") or 04521857") or

("4586430")).PN.

(("4533948") or ("4536856") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 15:05
("4538176") or ("45673S9") or USPAT ‘

("4567512") or ("460S973") or
("4647989") or ("4648037") or

("4658093") or ("4667802") or
("4672613") or ("4674055“)).PN.

(("4688105") or ("4703465") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 15:27
("4725977") or ("4739510") or USPAT
("4754483") or ("4755872") or
("4759060") or ("4761684") or
("4763317") or ("4766581") or

("4787050") or ("4789863")).PN.

(("4792849") or ("4797918") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 16:20
("4829372") or ("4894789") or USPAT
("4918588") or ("4949187") or

("5003384") or 05019900") or
05041921") or ("5089885") or
05099422") or ("5191410")).PN.

compusonic _ US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 16:22
‘ USPAT

bbs and (audio or video) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 16:33
USPAT

S117 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 16:33
USPAT

bbs and (audio and video) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 16:33
USPAT

S119 and @pn < "530000O" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 17:05
USPAT

(("4870515") or ("4528643")).PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 17:05
USPAT

8/15/06 1:58:38 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAS|'\Workspaces\900074023.wsp
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40 (US-4694490-$ or US-4649533-$ or 2006/04/26 08:38
US-4567359-$ or US-4500751-$ or
US-4893248-$ or US-4890319-$ or
US-4789863-$ or US-4852154-$ or
US-4837797-$ or US-4792849-$ or

US-4071697-$ or US-3718906-$ or

US-4710955-$ or US-4665516-$ or
US-4829569-$ or US-4849811-$ or
US-4924492-$ or US-5130792-$ or
US-4538176-$ or US-4300040-$ or
US-4521806-$ or US-4124773-$ or
US-4829372-$ or US-4916737-$ or

US-4623920-$ or US-4866770-$).did.
or (US-4956768-$ or US-4949187-$ or
US-4920432-$ or US-4894789-$ or

US-4839745—$ or US-5113518-$ or
US-4872151-$ or US-4724521-$ or

US-5083271-$ or US-4658093-$ or
US-4499568-$ or US-4422093-$ or

US-5003384—$ or US-4935870-$).did.

("3347988" | "3444324" I "3444550" | US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:02
"3448216" | "3471648" I "3590381" | USPAT;
"3969680").PN. OR ("4124773").URPN. USOCR

music and (hard adj (drive or disk)) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:28
USPAT;
USOCR

5124 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:29
USPAT;
USOCR

audio and video and (hard adj (drive US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:09
or disk)) USPAT;

USOCR

S126 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:29
USPAT;
USOCR

audio same video same (hard adj US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:54
(drive or disk)) USPAT;

USOCR

S128 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:55
USPAT;
USOCR

((audio or video) near5 (stored or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:09
store or storing)) near5 (hard adj USPAT;
(drive or disk)) USOCR

S130 and @pn < "530000O" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:10
USPAT;
USOCR

(disk adj streamer) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:58
USPAT;
USOCR

8/15/06 1:58:38 PM
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(audio and video and (hard adj (drive
or disk))).ab.

((hard adj (drive or disk)) and (audio
or video)).ab.

S134 and @pn < "5300000"

((hard adj (drive or disk)) and (audio
or video)).ab.

((hard adj (drive or disk)) and (audio
and video)).ab.

((hard adj (drive or disk)) near5
(audio and video)).ab.

media near5 (hard adj (drive or disk))

media near5 (hard adj (drive or disk)).
ab.

media near5 (hard adj (drive or disk))

S141 and @pn < "5300000"

S142 and (video or audio)

jukebox and (sound adj card)

library and (sound adj card)

5146 and @pn < "53ooooo"

".wav" and (sound adj card)

"wav" and (sound adj card)

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPU B;

USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

2006/04/26 10:10

2006/04/26 10:11

2006/04/26 10:21

2006/04/26 10: 12

2006/04/26 10:20

2006/04/26 10:12

2006/04/26 10:21

2006/04/26 10:21

2006/04/26 10:21

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:50

2006/04/26 10:51

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10: 53

2006/04/26 10:53

8/15/06 1:58:38 PM
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S149 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:57
USPAT;
USOCR

(digital adj audio) same (hard adj US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:56
(drive or disk)) USPAT;

USOCR

S151 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:16
USPAT;
USOCR

(compact adj disc adj player) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:18
(hard adj (drive or disk)) USPAT;

USOCR

s153 and @pn < "53ooooo" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:21
USPAT;
USOCR

(compact adj disc adj player) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:21
menu USPAT;

USOCR

S155 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14:10
USPAT;
USOCR

(compact adj disc) and (artist or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:21
composer) USPAT;

USOCR

(compact adj disc) and (search near5 US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:21
(artist or composer)) USPAT;

' USOCR

S158 and @pn < "53ooooo" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/2611:39
USPAT;
USOCR

("3999050" | "4279022" | "4628193" | US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:39
"4634845" | "4912640" I "4961158" I USPAT;
"5047614" I "Re32655").PN. USOCR

mpeg and (hard adj (disk or drive)) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:39
USPAT;
USOCR

S159 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 12:25
USPAT;
USOCR

"4s7o515" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 12:25
USPAT;
usoca

8/15/06 1:58:38 PM
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52 (US-4694490-$ or US-4649533-$ or USPAT OR ON 2006/04/26 14:09
US-4567359-$ or US—4S00751—$ or
US-4893248-$ or US-4890319-$ or

US—4789863-$ or US-4852154-$ or
US-4837797-$ or U5-4792849-$ or

US—4071697—$ or US-3718906—$ or
US-4710955-$ or US-4665516-$ or

US-4829569—$ or US-4849811-$ or
US-4924492-$ or US-5130792-$ or
US—4538176-$ or US-4300040-$ or
US-4521806-$ or US-4124773-$ or
US-4829372—$ or US—4916737-$ or

US-4623920-$ or US-4866770-$).did.
or (US—4956768-$ or US-4949187-$ or
US-4920432-$ or US—4894789-$ or
US-4839745-$ or US-5113518-$ or

US-4872151-$ or US—4724S21-$ or
US-5083271-$ or US-4658093-$ or
US—4499568-$ or us-4422093-$ or
US-5003384-$ or US-4935870-$ or

US-4864301-$ or US-4905003—$ or
US-5065345-$ or US-5041921-$ or

US-5040110-$ or US-5034980—$ or
US-5012334-$ or US-4974178-$ or
US-4851931—$ or US-4763207—$ or

US-4527262-$ or US-4873589-$).did.

S164 and record.ab. USPAT 2006/04/26 12:48

video adj clips USPAT 2006/04/26 14:09

S167 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14:14
USPAT;
USOCR

((download or downloading) adj3 US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14:13
video) and @pn < "5300000" USPAT;

USOCR

videotext US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14: 13
USPAT;
USOCR

118 S170 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14:14
USPAT;
USOCR

S17 1 ("5191573").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/08/11 11:44
2 USPAT

8/15/061:58:38 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\900074023.wsp



Page 00645

8/15/061158138 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\900074023.wsp

$18 142 itunes
3 .

EAST Search History

53 (US-4916737-$ or US-4789863-$ or
US-4665516-$ or US-4694490-$ or
US-5003384-$ or US-4890319-$ or

US-4071697-$ or US-4567359-$ or
US-4893248-$ or US-4724521-$ or

US-4837797-$ or US-4710955-$ or
US-4500751-$ or US-3718906-$ or
US-4866770-$ or US-4792849-$ or

US-4829569-$ or US-4852154-$ or
US-4849811-$ or US-4829372-$ or

US-4924492-$ or US-4920432-$ or
US-4949187-$ or US-5130792-$ or

US-4300040-$ or US-4521806-$).did.
or (US-4124773-$ or US-4538176-$ or

US-5083271-$ or US-4864301-$ or
US-4905003-$ or US-4935870-$ or

US—4623920-$ or US-4450477-$ or
US-5012334-$ or US-4956768-$ or

US-4839745-$ or US-4851931-$ or
US-4894789-$ or US-4499568-$ or
US-4872151-$ or US-5113518-$ or

US-4422093-$ or US-4658093-$ or
US-5041921-$ or US-5065345-$ or
US-S034980—$ or US-4763207-$ or
US-4527262-$ or US-5040110-$ or

US-4974178-$ or US-4873589-$ or
US-4649533-$).did.

S173 and (buy or pay or credit or

purchase)

S173 and (credit)

("4789863").PN.

("4870515").PN.

("4789863").PN.

("4870515").PN.

("4870515").PN.

burks$.in. and boska$.in.

("5191573").PN.

USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

ON 2006/08/11 12:35

2006/08/11 12:36

2006/O8/ 11 16:32

2006/08/11 16:34

2006/08/11 16:55

2006/08/ 14 11:39

2006/08/14 11:39

2006/08/15 11:37

2006/08/15 12:15

2006/08/15 12:25

2006/08/15 12:25



Page 00646

EAST Search History

Search Query

8/15/061:59:05 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\900074022.wsp

76 ("5191573").URPN.

74 ("5675734").URPN.

(("513o792") or ("4949187") or

DB5

US-PGPUB;

04920432") or ("4829372") or USPAT
("4789863")).PN.

("5130792").URPN.

("4949187").PN.

("4949187").URPN.

54 not 52

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

USPAT

("4506387" I "47o941s" | "49491s7" | US-PGPUB;
"5144661" | "5172413" 1 "5216515" I USPAT;
"521s4s4" | "52298S0").PN. USOCR

("5130792").URPN.

("4920432").PN.

("4920432").URPN.

("4829372").PN.

("4829372").URPN.

("4789863").PN.

("4789863").URPN.

("5721827").PN.

("5966440").URPN.

("5133079").PN.

("5133079").URPN.

("5172413").PN.

("5172413").URPN.

(("5191573") or ("5966440") or
("5675734")).PN.

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

USPAT

2006/08/01 14:09

2006/08/01 15:25

2006/08/01 15:25

2006/08/01 15:27

2006/08/01 15:27

2006/08/01 17:09

2006/08/01 17:40

2006/08/01 17:40

2006/08/03 11:58

2006/08/03 11:59

2006/08/03 12:41

2006/08/03 13:14

2006/08/03 12:44

2006/08/03 12:44

2006/08/03 12:58

2006/08/03 13:14

2006/08/03 13:35

2006/08/03 13:35

2006/08/03 13:40

2006/08/03 13:41

2006/08/03 13:41

2006/08/03 13:43



Page 00647

EAST Search History

(US-7017178-$ or US-6463207-$ or USPAT OR ON 2006/08/03 13:47
US-5717814-$ or US-5544228-$ or
US-5528281-$ or US-5253275-$ or
US-5132992-$ or US-5133079-$ or
US-5172413-$ or US-5696869-$ or
US-5550863-$ or US-5790174-$ or

US-5594490-$ or US-5247347-$ or
US—5220420—$ or US—5181107-$ or
US-5119188-$ or US-5014125-$ or

US-6609105—$ or US—6496802-$ or
US-6072982—$ or US-5966440-$ or
US-5745678-$ or US-5636276-$ or

US-5555441-$ or US-5390172-$).did.
or (US—5497502-$ or US-5410343-$ or
US-5394182-$ or US-5371532-$ or
US—6002720—$).did.

("20010033659" I "399o71o" | US-PGPUB; OR ON 2006/08/03 14:44
"4o54911"|"43ooo4o"|"4355339'[ usnxn
"4449198"|"4468751"|"4481412'| USOCR
"4506387"I"4521806"|"4703456"|

"4725977"|"4789863"I"4792849"|

"4811325"|"4851931"|"4924303"|
"4937807"I"5021893"|"5041921"|
"5051822"|"5084768"|"5099422"|

"5168481"|“5208665"I"5233477"|
"5237157"|"5260778"I"5267351"I
"53197o7"|"5319774"I"535s3o2"|
"5365381"|"5400401"|"5418654"I
"S440637"|"5481296"|"5S02601"|
"5532920"|"5541638"|"5557541"|

"556366S"|"5572442"|"5585866"|
"5592511"|"5600573"I"5627867"|

"5629733"I"5629867"|"5629980"|
"5633839"|"5638443"|"5646992"I

"5661787"|“5675734"|"5689648"|
"5703795"|"5715403"|"5721827"|
"5726909"|"5734961"|"5758257"|
"5794217"|"5806068"|"5809246"|

"5815471"|"S845262"|"5877755"|
"5894119"I"5900830"|"5913204"|

"5915090"|"5918213"I"5931901"|
"5949411"|"5949476"|"5956491"|
"5959944"|"5959945"|"5960411"|
"5963916"|"5974004"|"5987525"|

"6005597"|"6006251"|"6011758"|
"6014184"|"6044403"|"6061680"|
"60884S5“|"6088710"|”6092105"|
"6092197")PN.

("4789863").URPN. USPAT OR 2006/08/03 14:46

("4710921" I "4789863" I "4790010" I US-PGPUB; OR 2006/08/03 16:28
"4991207" I "5191611" I "5208665"). USPAT;
PN. OR ("5636276").URPN. USOCR

8/15/06 1:59:05 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAS|'\Workspaces\900074022.wsp



Page 00648

EAST Search History

19 ("4956768" I "5113496" I "5191410" I US-PGPUB; 2006/08/03 16:44

"5195092" I "5418713" I "5423003" I USPAT;
"5550577" I "5555441" I "5560038" I USOCR

"5583763" I "5590282" I "5619247" I
"5636276" I "5729281" I "5756280" I

"5781889" I "5790423" I "5867155" I
"5870553").PN.

8/15/06 1:59:05 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\900074022.wsp



Page 00649

C: \Docu

"S692214"|"5701161"|"5701383"|

8/15/06 1:59:05 PM I 57 I

ents and Seri

EAST Search History

("20010002852"|"20010003846"|
"20010005906"|"20010010045"I
"20010010095"|"20010013037"|
"20010013120"|"20010014882"|
"20010016836”|"20010017920"|
"20010018742"|"20010018858"|
"20010023416"|"20010023417"|

"20010023428"|"20010024425"|
"20010024S66"|"20010025259"|
"20010025269"|"20010025316"|
”20010027561"|"20010027S63"|
"20010029491"|"20010029538"|
"20010029583"|"20010030660"|
"20010031066"|"20010032131"|
"20010032132"|"20010032133"|

"20010032187"|"20010032312"|
"20010034635"|"20010034714"|

"20010034883"|"200200S7799"|
"20020062261"|"20020066025"|
"20020073038"|"3373517"|

"3376465”|"3848193"|"3941926"|
"3983317"|"3993955"|"4094010"|
"4155042"|"4332022"|"4368485"|
"4476488"|"4536791"|"45S9480"|
"4575750"|"4595950"|"4654482"]
"4716410"|"4734779"|"4734858"|

"4761641"|"4789863"|"4797913"|
"4809325"|"4812843"|"4829569"|
"4847825"|"4862268"|"4908713"|
"4949187"l"5046090”|"5051822"|
"5073925"|"5107107"|"5121430"|
"5123046"|"5133079"|"S182669"|
"5191573"|"S214793"|”S233423"|
"5235587"|"5251193"|"52S7017"|
"5260778"|"5274762"|"5283731"|
"5297204“|"5311423"|"5319735"|

"5355302"|"5365282"|"5373330"|
"5414756"|"5418713"|"5420647"|

"5420923"|"5428606"|"S438355"|
"5465291"|"5469020"|"5469206"|
"5473584"|"5486819"|"S495283"l
"5497186"|"5497479”|"5508815"|
"5512935"|"5513260"|"5530751"|
"5532920"|"5543856"|"555754P3.
PN.OR("5559549"|"5565909"|
"5568272"|"5592511"|"5592551"|
“5592626"|"5600839"|"5610653"|
"5612741"|"5619247"|"5621840"|
"5621863"|"5627895"|"5628050"|

"5630067"| "5638113"| "5640453"I
"5644859"|"5646603"|"5646997"|

”5654747"|"5659366"l"5659613"|
"5661516"|"5664018"|"5675734"|
"5684918"|"5686954"|"S689799"l

US-PGPUB; OR

USPAT;
USOCR

aggggogsg :3pa;ggggg+{g;§;\gg§,;+.acfs\9ooo74o22.wsp"E77071A"l"E7?4A12“|":74n?7R"l

2006/08/04 12:42



Page 00650

EAST Search History

46 (US—7017178-$ or US-6463207-$ or 2006/08/07 15:23
US-5717814-$ or US-5544228-$ or

US-5528281-$ or US-5253275—$ or
US-5132992-$ or US-5133079-$ or

US-5172413-$ or US—5696869—$ or
US-5550863-$ or US-5790174-$ or
US—5S94490—$ or US-5247347-$ or
US-5220420-$ or US-5181107-$ or

US—5119188-$ or US—5014125-$ or
US-6609105-$ or US-6496802-$ or
US-6072982—$ or US—5966440—$ or
US-5745678-$ or US-5636276-$ or

US—5555441—$ or US—5390172-$).did.
or (US-5497502-$ or US-5410343-$ or
US—5394182—$ or US—5371532-$ or
US-6002720-$ or US-5041921-$ or

US—5267351—$ or US—5418654-$ or
US-5638443-$ or US-5734961-$ or
US—4789863—$ or US—6182128-$ or
US-4956768-$ or US-5191410-$ or

US—5195092—$ or US-5418713—$ or
US-5550577-$ or US-5619247-$ or

US—5781889—$ or US-5790423-$).did.

1 ("5191573").PN. US—PGPUB; 2006/08/08 11 :53
USPAT

1 ("5436960").PN. US—PGPUB; 2006/08/08 11:53
USPAT

8/15/06 1:59:05 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAS‘|'\Workspaces\900074022.wsp



Page 00651

EAST Search History

Search Query DBs Default 1'Ime Stamp
Operator

(("s13o792") or ("4949187") or US-PGPUB; 2006/08/01 14:09

("492o432") or ("4829372") or USPAT
("4789863")).PN.

("5130792").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/01 15:25

("4949187").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/08/01 15:25
USPAT

("4949187").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/01 15:27

54 not 52 USPAT 2006/08/01 15:27

("4506387" | "47o9413" | US-PGPUB; 2006/08/01 17:09
"4949187" 1 "5144661" | "$172413" USPAT;
| "521e515" | "5218454" | USOCR
"5229850").PN.

("5130792").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/01 17:40

("4920432").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/08/01 17:40
USPAT

("4920432").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/03 11:58

("4829372").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/08/03 11:59
USPAT

("4829372").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/03 12:41

("4789863").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/08/03 13 : 14
USPAT

("4789863").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/03 12:44

("5721827").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/08/03 12:44
USPAT

("5966440").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/03 12:58

("5133079").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/08/03 13:14
USPAT

("5133079").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/03 13:35

("5172413").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/08/03 13:35
USPAT

("5172413").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/03 13:40

(("5191573") or ("5966440") or US-PGPUB; 2006/08/03 13:41
("5675734")).PN. USPAT

("5191573").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/03 13:41

("5675734").URPN. USPAT 2006/08/03 13:43

8/15/06 1:59:30 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAS'|'\Workspaces\900074021.wsp



Page 00652

EAST Search History

31 (us-7017173-$ or US—6463207-$ or 2006/08/03 13:47
US-5717814-$ or us-5544223-$ or

US-5528281—$ or us-5253275-$ or
us-5132992-$ or us-5133079-$ or

us-5172413-$ or US—S696869—$ or
US-5550863-$ or us-5790174-$ or

us-5594490-$ or us-5247347-$ or
us—522o42o-$ or us-5131107-$ or

US-5119188—$ or us-5014125-$ or
US-6609105-$ or US-6496802-$ or

US-6072982-$ or us-5955440-$ or
US-5745678-$ or US-5636276-$ or

us-5555441—$ or us-5390172-$).
did. or (us-5497502-$ or
us-5410343-$ or US-5394182-$ or

us-5371532-$ or us-5002720-$).
did.

8/15/06 1:59:30 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\900074021.wsp



Page 00653

EAST Search History

93 ("20010033659" | "399071o"| US-PGPUB; OR ON 2006/08/0314:44
"4054911"|"4300040"|"4355338" USPAT;
|"4449198"|"4468751"| USOCR
"4481412"I"4506387"|"4521806"
|"4703455"I"4725977"|
"4789863"I“4792849"I"4811325"
|"4s51931"|"49243o3"|

"4937s07"|"5021a93"|"5041921"
|"5051822"|"5084768"|

"5099422"I"5168481"|"5208665"
|"s233477"|"5237157"|

"5260778"|"52673S1"|"5319707"
|"5319774"|"5355302"|

"53e5331"|"54o0401"|"541ss54"
I"5440637"|"5481296"|

"S502601"|"5532920"|"$541638"
|"5557541"|"5563665"I

"S572442"|"5585866"I"5592511"
I"5600573"I"S627867"|

"5629733"|"5629867"|"5629980"
|"5633839"|"5638443"|

"5646992"I"5661787"|"5675734"
|"5689648"|"5703795"I
"5715403"|"5721827"I"5726909"
|"5734961"|"5758257"|

"5794217"|"5806068"|"5809246"
|"5815471”|"5845262"|
"587775S"|”5894119"|"S900830“
|"5913204"|"s915090"|
"5918213"|”5931901"I“5949411"

|"s94947e"|"595s491"|
"5959944"I"5959945"|"5960411"
|"5963916"I"5974004"I
"5987525"|"6005597"|"6006251“

|"6011758"I"6014184"I
"6044403"|"6061680"|"6088455"

|"6088710"|"6092105"|
"6092197")PN.

("4789863").URPN. USPAT ON 2006/08/03 14:46

("4710921" I "4789863" I US-PGPUB; ON 2006/08/03 16:28
"4790010"|"4991207"|"5191611" USPAT;

I"5208665")PN.0R("563627€§. USOCR

URPN.

("4956768" I "5113496" I US-PGPUB; OR ON 2006/08/03 16:44
"5191410" I "5195092" I "5418713" USPAT;
I "5423003" I "5550577" I USOCR

"5555441" I "5560038" I "5583763"

I "5590282" I "5619247" I
"5636276" I "S729281" I "5756280"

I "5781889" I "5790423" I
"5867155" I "5870553").PN.

8/15/06 1:59:30 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\900074021.wsp



Page 00654

EAST Search History

("20010002852" | "20010003846" | US—PGPUB; 2006/08/04 12:42
"20010005906" |"2oo1oo1oo45"| USPAT;

"2oo1oo1oo9s"|"2oo1oo13o37"| usocn
"20010013120“|"20010014882"|

"20010016836"|“20010017920”|
"20010018742"|"200100188S8"|

"2oo1oo2341s"|"2oo1oo23417"|
"20010023428"|"2001002442S“|

"20010024566"|"2001002S259"|
"20010025269"|"20010025316"|
"20010027561"|"20010027563"|

"2oo1oo29491"|"2oo1oo29538"|
"2oo1oo29s33"|"2oo1oo3o55o"|
"2oo1oo31oee"|"2oo1oo32131"|

"2oo1oo32132":"2oo1oo32133"|
"20010032l87"|"20010032312"|

"2oo1oo34e35"|"2oo1oo34714"|
"20010034883“|"20020OS7799"|

"20020062261"|"20020066025"|
“20020073038"|"3373517“|

"3376465"|"3848193"|"3941926"
|"3983317"|"3993955"|

"4o94o1o"|"4155o42":"4332o22"
|"4368485"|"4476488"|

"4536791"|”4S59480"|"4575750"
|"4595950"|"4654482"|

"471541o"|"4734779"|"4734s5s"
|"4761641"|“4789863"|

"4797913"1"4so9325"|"4s12s43"
|"4829569"|"4847825"|

"4862268"|"4908713"|"4949187"
|"5046090"|"5051822"|
"5o73925"|"51o71o7"|"512143o"
]"5123046"["5133079"|
"5182669"|"5191573"|"5214793"
|"5233423"|"52355s7"|

"5251193"|"5257o17"|"525o77s"
|"S274762"|"5283731"|

"52972o4"|"5311423"|"5319735"
|"s3553o2"|"535s2s2"|

“5373330"|"5414756“l"5418713"
|"542os47"|"542o923"|

"5428606"|"S438355"[“5465291"
|"S469020"|"5469206"|

"5473584"|"5486819"|"5495283"
|"s49713e"|"5497479"|
"5508815"|“5512935"|"5S13260"
|"553o751"|"553292o"|

'$543856"|"5557541“)PN.OR
cs559s49"|"55s59o9"|

”5568272"|"5592511"|"5S92551"

|"5S92626"|"5600839"|
”5610653”|”5612741"|"5619247"

|"5621840"|"5621863"|
"5627895"|"5628050"|"S630067"l|_‘.‘

/15/06 1:59:30 PM

:\Docu ents and Se %:6g%3g%t!s}'EE§R%9g1:|'<saces\90007401.wsp
‘I-:;u:o:11-I I "-:m:1:1a-- I "|2AR4n1R"



Page 00655

EAST Search History

Search Query E Default Plurals Time StampOperator

("5191573").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 08:02
USPAT

("4528643").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/20 11:59
USPAT

(("567S734") or ("5996440")).PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/20 12:00
A USPAT

(("5575734") or ("5966440")).PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/20 12:00
USPAT

("4499568").PN. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/20 14:50
USPAT

"379"/$.cc|s. US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 08:17
USPAT

S19.and (audio or (voice adj US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 08:17
message)) USPAT

S20 and (subscribe or subscription or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:30
buy or (credit adj card)) USPAT

S21 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 08:44
USPAT

"pay—per-view" or (pay adj3 view) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:08
"379"/$.cc|s. USPAT

S23 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:08
USPAT

"pay-per-view" or (pay adj3 view) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:08
isdn USPAT

("pay—per-view" or (pay adj3 view)) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:09
and isdn USPAT

("pay-per-view" or (pay adj3 view)) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:11
and (isdn or idsn) USPAT

S27 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:09
USPAT

music and (isdn or idsn) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:11
USPAT

S29 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:11
' USPAT

("3766324" I "4332980" I "4381522" I US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:21
"4506387" I "4654866" I "4755872" I USPAT;
"4761684" I "4763191" I "4792849" I USOCR
"4797913" I "4807023" I "4829372" I
"4849811" I "4852154" I "4890320" I

"4897867" I "4949187" I "4995078" I
"5010399" I "5014125" I "S130792" I
"5132992" I "5133079").PN.

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAS‘l'\Workspaces\napster.wsp



Page 00656

EAST Search History

(videotex or videotext or (video adj US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:22
tex) or (video adj text)) and isdn USPAT;

USOCR

S32 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:24
USPAT;
USOCR

((bu||etin or Bulletin) adj board) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:26
modern and music and (buy or order USPAT;
or credit) USOCR

534 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:25
USPAT;
USOCR

((bul|etin or Bulletin) adj board) and US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 09:27
modem and video and (buy or order USPAT;
or credit) USOCR

S36 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:28
USPAT;
USOCR

((bu||etin or Bulletin) adj board) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:27
modem and video USPAT;

USOCR

S40 and @pn < "530000O" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:29
USPAT;
USOCR

isdn and video US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:30
USPAT;
USOCR

S42 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:30
. USPAT;

USOCR

S43 and (subscribe or subscription or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 09:30
buy or (credit adj card)) USPAT

(US-3718906-$ or US-4071697-$ or USPAT 2006/04/24 10:59
US-4500751-$ or US-4567359-$ or
US-4649533-$ or US-4694490-$ or
US-4789863-$ or US-4792849-$ or
US-4837797-$ or US-4852154-$ or

US-4665516-$ or US-4710955-$ or
US-4829569-$ or US-4890319-$ or
US-4893248-$ or US-5130792-$ or

US-4849811-$ or US-4924492-$).did.

("4789868").PN. US-PGPUB; OR OFF 2006/04/24 11:00
USPAT

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM
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EAST Search History

(U5-4694490-$ or US-4649533-$ or
US-4567359-$ or US—4500751-$ or

US-4893248-$ or US-4890319-$ or
US-4789863-$ or US-4852154-$ or

US-4837797-$ or US-4792849-$ or
US-4071697-$ or US-3718906-$ or
US-4710955-$ or US-4665516-$ or
US-4829569-$ or US-4849811-$ or

US-4924492-$ or US-5130792-$).did.

("3718906" I "4163254" I "4272791" I

"4300040" I "4359631" I "4433207" I
"4471379" I "4506387" I "4513315" I

"4538176" I "4567512" I "4590516" I
"4685131" I "4700386" I "Re31639").
PN.

("4789863").URPN.

(("5191573") or ("5966440") or
("5675734")).PN.

("3718906" I "3990710" I "4124773" I
"4506387" I "45Z1806" I "4528643" I
"4538176" I "4567359" I "4647989" I
"4654799" I "4789863" I "4789868" I
"5191193" I "5191573").PN.

("4124773").URPN.

(455/412.1).CCLS.

("7a‘nd@pn<520000O").PN.

553 and (@pn < "520oooo")

(379/88.13).CCLS.

S56 and (@pn < "52ooooo")

(379/88.17).CCLS.

S58 and (@pn < "5200000")

(video and (charge or buy or credit))
and (@pn < "5200000")

(video and (credit adj card)) and (@pn
< ''5200000'')

561 and network

(video and audio and (down|oad$ or

(down adj |oad$))) and (@pn <
"5200000")

8/15/06 2:00: 18 PM

USPAT

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
USOCR

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\napster.wsp

2006/04/24 12:39

2006/04/24 12:50

2006/04/24 13:43

2006/04/24 13:44

2006/04/24 13:44

2006/04/24 13:50

2006/04/24 13:50

2006/04/24 13:51

2006/04/24 13:53

2006/04/24 14:03

2006/04/24 14:04

2006/04/24 14:03

2006/04/24 14 :04

2006/04/24 14:05

2006/04/24 15:36

2006/04/24 14:06

2006/04/24 14: 13
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EAST Search History

S63 and network

S63 and (network or communication)

U3599178"|"3746780"|"4009344"|
"4009346"|"4028733"|"4062043"|
"4o71e97"|"4122299"|"43s1522"|

"4400717“|"4450477"|"4506387“|
"4518989“|"4521806"|"4533936"|
"4538176“|"4567512"|"4590516"|
"4679079"|"4688246"|"4734765"|
"4755872"|"4763191"|"4785349"|
“4807023"|"4833710"|"4847677"|
“4868653"|"4890320"|"4907081"|

"4914508"|"4920432"|"4937821"|
"4947244"|"4949159"|"49491s7"|
"4963995"|"5032927")PN.

«"4963995")or("59957o5")or

("5057932")or("5164839"».PN.

("4179709"|"4400717"|"4516156"|

"4698664"|"4709418"|"4724491"|
"476s11o"|"4774574"|"485193r0.
PN.

audio and video and (hard adj (drive
or disk)) and network

S69 and (@pn < "520000O")

music same downioad$

S71 and (@pn < "5200000")

("4949187")PN.

("3718906"|"3990710"|"4232295"|
"4597058"|"4597098"|"4769833"|
"4789961")PN.

("4949187").URPN.

music and isdn

S76 and (@pn < "5200000")

audio and music and (down|oad$ or
(down adj |oad$))

audio and music and isdn

US-PGPUB; OR

US-PGPUB; OR

US-PGPUB; OR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

2006/04/24 14: 13

2006/04/24 14: 14

2006/04/24 15:30

2006/04/24 15:32

2006/04/24 15:35

2006/04/24 15:36

2006/04/24 16:28

2006/04/24 16:28

2006/04/24 16:32

2006/04/24 16:30

2006/04/24 16:30

2006/04/24 16:32

2006/O4/24 16:32

2006/04/24 16:45

2006/04/24 16:40

2006/04/24 16:41

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM
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EAST Search History

audio and video and isdn EPO; JPO; 2006/04/24 16:42
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

audio and video and (charge or buy or EPO; JPO; 2006/04/24 16:43
(credit adj card)) DERWENT;

IBM_TDB

audio and video and (charge or buy or EPO; JPO; 2006/04/24 16:44
(credit adj card)) and DERWENT;
(communications or network) IBM_TDB

(digital adj3 (audio or video)) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:45
(network or communication) USPAT

S83 and (@pn < "S200000") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 16:45
USPAT "

(digital adj3 (audio or video)) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:06

(network or communication) and (buy USPAT
or charge or (credit adj card))

S85 and (@pn < "5200000") US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:06
USPAT

(digital adj3 (audio or video)) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:06
(network or communication) and (buy USPAT
or (credit adj card))

(digital adj3 (audio or video)) and US-PGPUB; 2006/04/24 17:06

(network or communication) and (buy USPAT
or purchase or (credit adj card))

S88 and (@pn < "5200000") US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 17:40
USPAT

(real adj audio) and (bulletin adj US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 17:40
board) USPAT

(real adj audio) and (bu|let$1n adj US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 17:40
board) USPAT

(real adj audio) and (bu||$1tin adj US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 17:41
board) USPAT

(bu|l$1tin adj board) and (download$ US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 17:42
near3 audio) USPAT

(bu||$1tin adj board) and kermit US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 17:44
USPAT

S96 (bul|$1tin adj board) and (audio or US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 17:43
video) USPAT

S97 (computer adj bull$1tin adj board) US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/24 17:44
USPAT

$98 116 (computer adj bull$1tin adj board) and US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/25 13:12
(audio and video) USPAT

599 101 Zmodem US-PGPUB; OR 2006/04/2513112
USPAT

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM
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EAST Search History

zmodem and audio US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 13:13
USPAT

zmodem and video US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 13:14
USPAT

ymodem US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 13: 14
USPAT

S102 and (audio or video) US-PGPUB; ‘ 2006/04/25 13:15
USPAT

xmodem US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 13: 15
USPAT

$104 and (audio or video) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 13:17
USPAT

down|oad$ adj5 (audio or video) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 13:17
USPAT

S106 and @pn < "53000OO" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 13:17
USPAT

("3263158" 1 "4529870" 1 "4658093" | US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 14:11
"4924378" | "4932054" | "4937863" | USPAT;
"49$3209" | "49s1142" | "4977$94" | USOCR
"5010571" | "5014234" | "$023907" |

"5047928" 1 "5050213" | "5058164" 1
''5103476'' | "$113519" 1 "5146499" |
"5159182" I "5191193" | "5204897" |
"5235642" | "5247575" | "5260999" |
"$253157" 1 "5291596" | "$339091" |
"5432849" | "5438508" | "$504814" |
"5530235").PN.

("4636876").PN. US-P(5PUB; 2006/04/25 14:44
USPAT

(("5428606") or ("$132992") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 14:49
("5130792") or ("4999806") or USPAT
("re35184")).PN.

(("3244809") or ("3696297") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 14:51
("3718906") or ("3824597") or USPAT
("3947882") or ("3990710") or
("4028733")).PN.

(("4124773") or ("430004o") or US-PGPUB; 2005/04/25 15:04
("4335809") or ("4370649") or USPAT
("4422o93") or ("4499568") or
("4506387") or ("45204o4") or
("4521806") or ("45218S7") or
("4586430")).PN.

(("4533948") or ("4536856") or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/25 15:05
("4538176") or ("4567359") or USPAT
("45s7512") or ("4s05973") or
("4647989") or ("4648037") or
("4658093") or ("4667802") or

("4672613") or ("4674055")).PN.

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM
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EAST Search History

(04588105") or 04703455") or

04725977") or 04739510") or
04754483") or ("4755872") or

04759050") or ("4761684") or
04753317") or ("4766581") or
("4787050") or ("4789863")).PN.

(("4792849") or 04797918") or
("4829372") or ("4894789") or

("4918588") or ("4949187") or
("5003384") or 05019900") or
05041921") or ("5089885") or

05099422") or ("5191410")).PN.

compusonic

bbs and (audio or video)

5117 and @pn < "5300000"

bbs and (audio and video)

S119 and @pn < "5300000"

(("4870515") or ("4528643")).PN.

(US-4694490-$ or US-4649533-$ or

US-4567359-$ or US-4500751-$ or
US-4893248-$ or US-4890319-$ or

US—4789863—$ or US-4852154—$ or
US-4837797-$ or US-4792849-$ or
US-4071697—$ or US—3718906-$ or

US-4710955-$ or US-4665516-$ or
US-4829569—$ or US-4849811—$ or
US-4924492-$ or US-5130792-$ or
US-4538176-$ or US-4300040-$ or
US-4521806-$ or US-4124773—$ or
US-4829372-$ or US-4916737-$ or

US-4623920-$ or US—4866770-$).did.
or (US-4956768-$ or US-4949187-$ or
US-4920432-$ or US—4894789-$ or
US-4839745-$ or US-5113518-$ or

US—4872151—$ or us-4724521-$ or
US-5083271-$ or US-4658093-$ or

US—4499568-$ or US—4422093—$ or

US-5003384-$ or US-4935870-$).did.

03347988" | "3444324" 1 "3444550" I
"3448216" | "3471648" | "3590381" |

"3969680").PN. OR ("4124773").URPN.

14870 music and (hard adj (drive or disk))

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

USPAT

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
USOCR
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2006/04/25 15:27

2006/04/25 16:20

2006/04/25 16:22

2006/04/25 16:33

2006/04/25 16:33

2006/04/25 16:33

2006/04/25 17:05

2006/04/25 17:05

2006/04/26 08:38

2006/04/26 09:02

2006/04/26 09:28
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EAST Search History

5124 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:29
USPAT;
USOCR

audio and video and (hard adj (drive US—PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:09
or disk)) USPAT;

USOCR

S126 and @pn < "530000O" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:29
USPAT;
USOCR

audio same video same (hard adj US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:54

(drive or disk)) USPAT;
USOCR

S128 and @pn < "53ooooo" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:55
USPAT;
usoca

((audio or video) nears (stored or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:09
store or storing)) near5 (hard adj USPAT;
(drive or disk)) USOCR

S130 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:10
USPAT;
USOCR

(disk adj streamer) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 09:58
USPAT;
USOCR

(audio and video and (hard adj (drive US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:10
or disk))).ab. USPAT;

' USOCR

((hard adj (drive or disk)) and (audio US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:11
or video)).ab. USPAT;

USOCR

S134 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 10:21
USPAT;
USOCR

((hard adj (drive or disk)) and (audio EPO; JPO; 2006/04/26 10:12
or video)).ab. DERWENT

((hard adj (drive or disk)) and (audio EPO; JPO; 2006/04/26 10:20
and video)).ab. DERWENT

((hard adj (drive or disk)) near5 EPO; JPO; 2006/04/26 10:12
(audio and video)).ab. DERWENT

media near5 (hard adj (drive or disk)) EPO; JPO; 2006/04/26 10:21
DERWENT

media near5 (hard adj (drive or disk)). EPO; JPO; 2006/04/26 10:21
ab. DERWENT

media near5 (hard adj (drive or disk)) USPAT 2006/04/26 10:21

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM
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EAST Search History

434 S141 and @pn < ''5300000''

5142 and (video or audio)

jukebox and (sound adj card)

library and (sound adj card)

5146 and @pn < "53000O0"

".wav" and (sound adj card)

"wav" and (sound adj card)

S149 and @pn < "5300000"

(digital adj audio) same (hard adj
(drive or disk))

S151 and @pn < "5300000"

(compact adj disc adj player) and
(hard adj (drive or disk))

S153 and @pn < "5300000"

(compact adj disc adj player) and
menu

S155 and @pn < "53000OO"

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

uspcpus;
USPKD
USOCR

uspepum
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;

USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;

usPAn
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

uspcpua;
usnxn
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR

USPGPUB;

usPAn
USOCR

C:\Documents and Settings\rfoster1\My Documents\EAST\Workspaces\napster.wsp

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:50

2006/04/26 10:51

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:53

2006/04/26 10:57

2006/04/26 10:56

2006/04/26 1 1: 16

2006/04/26 11:18

2006/04/26 11:21

2006/04/26 11:21

2006/04/26 14: 10
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EAST Search History

(compact adj disc) and (artist or US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:21

composer) USPAT;
USOCR

(compact adj disc) and (search near5 US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:21

(artist or composer)) USPAT;
USOCR

S158 and @pn < "ssooooo" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:39
USPAT;
USOCR

("3999oso" | "4279o22" | "4628193" | US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:39
"4634845" | "4912640" | "4961158" | USPAT;
"5047614" | "Re32655").PN. USOCR

mpeg and (hard adj (disk or drive)) US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 11:39
USPAT;
USOCR

S159 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 12:25
USPAT;
USOCR

"437o515" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 12:25
USPAT;
USOCR

(US-4694490-$ or US-4649533-$ or USPAT 2006/04/26 14:09
US-4567359-$ or US-4500751-$ or
US-4893248—$ or US—4890319—$ or
US-4789863-$ or US-4852154-$ or
US—4837797—$ or US-4792849-$ or
US-4071697-$ or US-3718906-$ or
US-4710955-$ or US-4665516-$ or

US-4829569-$ or US—4849811-$ or
US-4924492-$ or US-5130792-$ or

US—4538176—$ or US-4300040—$ or
US-4521806-$ or US-4124773-$ or
US—4829372—$ or US-4916737—$ or

US-4623920-$ or US-4866770-$).did.
or (US—4956768—$ or US—4949187—$ or
US-4920432-$ or US-4894789-$ or
US—4839745—$ or US-5113518-$ or
US-4872151-$ or US-4724521-$ or
US-5083271-$ or US-4658093-$ or

US-4499568—$ or US-4422093—$ or
US-5003384—$ or US-4935870-$ or

US-4864301-$ or US—4905003-$ or
US-5065345-$ or US-5041921-$ or
US-5040110-$ or US—5034980-$ or
US-5012334-$ or US-4974178-$ or

US-4851931-$ or US—4763207-$ or

US-4527262-$ or US-4873589-$).did.

S16 5164 and record.ab. ON 2006/04/26 12:48
6

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM
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video adj clips USPAT 2006/04/26 14:09

S167 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14:14
USPAT;
USOCR

((download or downloading) adj3 US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14:13
video) and @pn < "5300000" USPAT;

USOCR

videptext US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14:13
USPAT;
USOCR

S170 and @pn < "5300000" US-PGPUB; 2006/04/26 14:14
USPAT;
USOCR

8/15/06 2:00:18 PM
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

90/007,402 5191573

Examiner Art Unit

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

11-1988 Masaki, Naoki
07-1996 Rossmere et al. 358/537

08-1993 Goldwasser et al. 386/109

Notice of References Cited

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)

"The History of Recordings", Recording Industry of Association, retrieved from http://www.riaa.com/issues/audio/hisotry.asp on
September 19, 2006.

"History of CD Technology", citing as a source "The compact Disc Handbook, 2nd Edition," by Ken C. Pohlmann, retrieved from
http:l/www.oneoffcd.com/info/hisotrycd.cfm on September 19, 2006.

"History of MPEG", University of California, Berkeley, School of Information Management and Systems, retrieved from
http://wvvw2.sims.berkeley.edu/courses/is224/s99/GroupG/report1.htm| on September 19, 2006.

''IBM HDD Evolution" chart, by Ed Grochowski at Almaden, retrieved from
http://vvvvw.soragereview.com/guidelmages/z_ibm_sorageevolution.gif" on September 19. 2006.

‘A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates ln MM-YYYY format are publication dates. Classifications may be US or foreign.
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5‘ "3 1.

FROM DRINKER BIDDI-E (war); 11. 15' 05 15:37/sr. 15:36/NO. 4864940528 P 1

D LNKEB RWY?"-E 8: DEATH LL-P

One Logan Square
18”‘ and Cherry Streets

Philadelphia, PA 19103
215-988-2700

FACSIMILE INFORMATION SHEET

FROM: Matthew P. Mcwilliams (215) 988-3381

TO: Examiner Roland Foster FAX NO: (571) 273-9900

DATE; November 15, 2006 DOCUNIENT NAME: Request for
- Interview

NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING COVER): 3

OUR FILE: 219099
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Dear Exaxniner Foster

Please find attached :1 fonnal Request for Interview for November 16, 2006. If you have any

questions whatsoever, please feel fi'ee_ to contact Bob Koons, (215) 988-3392 or‘ myself (215)
988-3381. '

‘Regards, Matthew Mcwilhams
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FROM DRINKER BIDDLE (WED) 11. 15' O6 15:37/ST. 15:36/N0. 4864940528 P 2

PTOL-413A (0904)
Approved for use through 0751/2006. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofiiea: U.$. DEPARTMENT OF OOMMERCE

Applicant Initiated Interview Request Form

fi¥,,,inn""‘"“‘fifi',p‘""fi,~. 90/‘B07903 _ ., pp iCai .. 90/O07 ,l_i07 __ ‘ First Named Applicant: Arthur Hair
Examiner: Ro_l3n_d Fos___ter- An Unit: Status of Appiication:Ree:-tamination

Tentative I-‘articipanis: .

(1) Robert A. [(00:15 (2) Michael R. Casey

(3)________________ (4)

Proposed Date u.|'lnlt‘r\'ie\\': 11/16/06 ‘ Proposed Time: 1:00 (An/1%)

Type of Interview Requested:
(i) | | Teleplmnic (2) {X1 Personal (3) I ] Video Conference

Exhibit To Be Shown or Demonstrated: [X] YES ' [ ] NO
if yes, provide brieiflcscription: See attached _

Issues To Be Discussed

Issues Discussed Not Agreed
(Rei-. Obi-. etc)

(1)_Rej. _ ‘ ___T_ [i [1 [1

(2>__.[ . __.____ (1 [1 [1

(3)___.. p I ] [ i [ I

(4)__ ____.T___ i ] [ ] I 1
[ ] Contintigtilnn She-ct Anziciied .

Brief Description of Arguments to be Presented:
All claims are entitled to June 13, 1988 filing data. References that are

appropriate pric-r_art do not disclose novel features of invention.

An interview was conducted on the above-identified application on .
NOTE: This form should be completed by applicant and submitted to the examiner in advance of the interview
(see MPEP § 713.01). '

This application wili_r_mt htyieiayed from issue because of applicant's failure to submit a written record of this
interview. 'l‘hcre_[a‘Fc."npplicpnt is advised to tile a statement of the substance or this interview (37 Ci-‘R1.133(b))

as soon as possible? ‘ .'
.: , ~“fi:.'q"t_A

App , pp-iic3nl“s Rep esent-alive Signature Examiner/SPE Signature

Robert l<oons_ ~
Typed/Printed Name nl" Appiicant or Representative

32 ,li7lt _
Regisiratiori :‘ mnsicr, ii appiicafi c

This (alumina or irIi.1r1||:Iiiul. is rennin-d Li, 17 (‘FR I.13.i. The information is required to obtain or retain I benefit lay the public which is to file (anti by the
USPTO in protest; an applimrinn. fonfinluitiality is guvernzd by 35 U.S.C. in and 37 (JFK i.iI nnti LN. This cniiettlon is estimated to talc: ll miuulu to
cumpleiz. including xalhuing, pl-cn.ix'i-lg, and subm ng the eumpittcd nppiication form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
cummeum an lhl‘ zlrfluuni oi um: _In-. «(quire to l‘lArIl|Z:l‘.(: lhin form and/or auggzsfians in reducing :hh_buniuL lhouid be uni lo the (‘.hir.i‘ intnrmntinn Omar.
U.$ Pnleul nmi '|'r:nirrmn'|: tiii'».. ‘.5. i.\cnnrnn:n( of (Commerce. P.O. Bax 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRFM. SEN1) T.')-- ('m.imissinucr for Patents. P.O. ii_»ox 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

if)‘:-.-. .-' .,'n~-.-i.m7nm» in completing Ihefarm, cull 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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FROM DRINKER BIDDLE ‘ (WED) 11. 15' 06 15:38/ST. 15:36/NVO. 4864940528 P 3

Attachment to Request for Interview

Summgy of Exhibits to be Presented

Claim charts demonstrating that the issue of alleged new matter was considered by
and passed on by Fxaminer in original examination of patents in reexamination.

Claim charts showing that each and every limitation of claims currently in
reexamination has support in the specification filed on June 13, 1988.

PAGE 3K! " RCVD AT 11I15I20fl8 3:34:31 PM [Eastern Standard Time] ‘ SVR:US7PT0-EFXRF-3/21 ‘ DNIS:27399OD " CSlD:215 988 2757 ‘ DURATION (mm-ss):o1-18
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE-
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addxess: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.0. Box‘I450 ’Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450
www.usplo.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION N0.

90/007,402 0|/31/2005 5I9I573 NAPSOOI 2998

23973 7590 11/1 6/2006 EXAMINER

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH '
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP

ONE LOGAN SQUARE
18TH AND CHERRY STREETS

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-6996

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

DATE MAILED: I I/I6/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. I0/03)
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Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.0. Bax145o
Alexandria, VA 223134450wmwuspvogav

11/21/06THIRD PARTY REQUE5rER'S CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

ALBERT S. PENILA

MARTINE PENILLA & GENCARELLA LLP

_710 LAKEWAY DRIVE, SUITE 200

SUNNYVALE, CA 94085

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO 90/007402

PATENT NO. 5.191.573
ART UNI 3992

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent

and Trademark Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination -

proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the

time for filing a replly has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte

reexamination requester will be acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).
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' ' ' 90/007,402 .Ex Parte Reexarnination Interview Summary , I, I.” I
Examiner Art Unit
Roland G. Foster 3992

All participants (USPTO personnel, patent owner, patent owner's representative):

(1) RoIandG. Foster _ ' , (3) RUMILT A‘ KOOIU-S
(2)IT0D0 OICKIKISU-IJ (4) IIAICHAEL‘ CMFLI I

. .H was . A100/LG i</\§HIi<l9WDate of Intewiew._L I . CUIV-(T0/\)"" (Jfi/3/\kL{ I
Type: a)|:I Jfelephonic b)l:] Video Conference un'T N (.f\\/ FK

c) Personal (copy given to: 1)[] patent owner 2) atent owner's representative)

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d){:I Yes e)fi]/N6
If Yes, brief description:

ControlNo. _ _. KHE PatentUr 

Agreement with respect to the claims f)I:l was reached. g)D Was not reached. h)IE/l\l/A.
Any other agreement(s) are set forth below under “Description of the general nature of what was agreed to..."

C|aim(s) discussed: N

Identification of prior art discussed: A-II
Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments:

figmmr o wueii. 5 Ag/>fl£$ (.«\/-mnué s 015 u/s5(—0 I F’RloiklT‘f iron uh I§S\/6 8mm swmc; in T0 Os/6ns.COI\/\é «TH 6i~/\. IN aoomw Possuaté A/View/J («~15 WW 0'51
(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
patentable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the’ claims

patentable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.) H11’ N—I‘I€'
( HNLTS

A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE PATENT OWNER’S

STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP § 2281 )4 IF A RESPONSE TO THE
LAST OFFICE ACTION HAS ALREADY BEEN FILED, THEN PATENT OWNER IS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS
INTERVIEW DATE TO PROVIDE THE MANDATORY STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW
(37 CFR 1.560(b)). THE REQUIREMENT FOR PATENT OWNER'S STATEMENT CAN NOT BE WAIVED. EXTENSIONS
OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550(c). -

cc_: Requester (if third party requester) Examiner's signature, if required
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office I

PTOL-474 (Rev. 04-01) Ex Parte Reexamlnatlonlnterview summary Paper No. 20061116
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Transferring
Mo_ney from
Second

Party to a
First Party
(Charging a
Fee)

Parent Application
07/206,497 filed June 13,
1988

Date First

Appearing in
Specification
of Parent

Application

Date First

Appearing
in Claims
of Parent

Application

December

22, 1988
February
28, 1990

Providing a
Credit Card
Number

Controlling
Use of
First/Second

Memory

Transmitting
to a

Location
Determined

by Second
Party

Specific
Vida?
Down load
Procedures

December

22, 1988

December

22, 1988

Child Application
07/586,391 filed

September 18, 1990

Date First

Appearing
in Claims
of Child

Application

Date First

Appearing in
Specification
of Child

Application

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

Office Action in

Application 07/586,391 and
response

Consideration Response
by Examiner by

Applicant

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

Objection
specifically
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

Objection

specifically
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1 992

Objections
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

Objection
responded
to June 25,
1992

Issuance of
‘573 Patent

Subsequent .
Action by
Examiner

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action
Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

'28, 1990
fiptember

18, 1990

No

response
was ever .

necessary
since no
issue was

ever raised

No new
matter issues
were ever

raised

First Party
in
Possession

September
18, 1990

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,

Objections
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action
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Possession
of Receiver
and Second

Memory

August 24,
1990 (not
entered)

September
18, 1990

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

Objection
specifically
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Claims
allowed in

September
2 l , 1992
Office
Action
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Claim Features of ‘440 Patent

Claims Written Description Comments

Reciting of Feature in Original
Feature S - ecification

A method/system p. 1, Ins. 13-15 ipsis verbis
for transferring ' p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-26
desired digital video

or digital audio (video) p. 5, Ins. 36-43
signals

forming a p. 3, Ins. 35-40 ipsis verbis
connection through
telecommunications
lines between a first

memory of a first‘

party and_ a second
memory of a
second party
control unit of a

second party

first memory having p. 3, Ins. 35-37 ipsis verbis
desired digital video

or digital audio
signals

selling electronically p. 2, Ins. 47-52 ipsis verbis
by the first party to p. 3, Ins. 35-40
the second party
through
telecommunications
lines

transferring the p. 2, In. 47-52 ipsis verbis
desired digital video p. 3, Ins. 35-40 .

or digital audio _ Fig. 1
signals from the
first memory of the
first party to the
second memory of

the second party

control unit ofgthe
second party
through
telecommunications
lines
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the second party
control unit with the

second memory is

in possession and
control of the

second party

playing through
speakers of the
second party
control unit the

digital video or
digital audio signals
in the second

memory

speakers of the

second party
control unit
connected with the

second memory of
the second party
control unit

528758

1-41,
46-52,
62

1-10,

28, 35,
62

p. 3, Ins. 26-33, 40-43

p. 2, Ins. 26-32

p. 3, Ins. 25732

p. 4, Ins. 47-50
Fig. 1

The as filed original

specification includes

ipsis verbis support for a
second party control unit,
where the user is the

second party.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that the
second memory is in
possession and control of

the second party, since
the specification as
originally filed states

throughout that the user
can store, sort and play
thousands of songs from
the user unit. A skilled

artisan would clearly
understand that this

means the second party
controls and possesses
the second party control

unit. This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur Hair

submitted May 5, _1992.

ipsis verbis

ipsis verb/‘s
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first control unit in
possession and
control of first party

second party
location remote

from the first party
location,

determined by the
second party

528758

p. 2, Ins. 38-43

p. 3, Ins. 35-49

p. 2, Ins. 47-50
p. 3, Ins. 20-40
Fig. 1
p. 4, Ins. 21-23

The as filed original

specification includes

ipsis verbis support for a ‘
first party control unit,
where the authorized

agent is the first party.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that the
first party control unit is

in possession and control
of the first party because ‘

as an “agent authorized
to electronically sell and

distribute” digital audio

or digital video, the first
party would necessarily
have to possess and
control the source of the

digital audio and digital
video. This was

previously pointed out in
the declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5,
1992.

The original as filed

specification states

-throughout that digital
audio or digital video

signals are sold and
transferred via telephone
lines.‘ A skilled artisan

would readily understand
this to comprehend
transfers between two
remote locations. Since

the second party
possesses the second

memory the second
party can determine its

location. This was

previously pointed out in
the declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5,
1992.
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charging a fee via
telecommunications

lines by the first
party to the second
party

second party has an

account, charging
the account of the

second party

Possibly Amend

to: “Charging the
second party"

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, ins. 8-10, 20-23,
47-50

p. 3, Ins. 2033
Fig. 1 -

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, lns. 8-10, 20-23,
47-50

p. 3, ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

telephoning the first
party controlling
use of the first

memory by the
second party

Possibly Amend
to: “establishing
telephone
communications

between the first

memory and the
second memory"

p. 2, ins. 47-50
p. 3, ins. 20-40
Fig. 1

p. 4, Ins. 21-23

The specificationdiscloses electronic sales

viatelephone lines.

Because the agent is
authorized to sell and to

transfer via telephone

lines, there is implicitly
support for selling and

thereby charging a fee.
This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur Hair

submitted December 30,
1993. ~

The specification
discloses electronic sales

via telephone lines. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
charging a fee via
telecommunications lines
would include the second

party having an account

that can be charged.
This was previously

pointed out in the

declaration of Arthur Hair
submitted December 30,
1993.

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that digital

audio or digital video
signals are sold and
transferred via telephone

lines. A skilled artisan
would readily recognize

this as comprehending
the telephoning of the
first party by the second

party to initiate a
transaction. This was

addressed previously in
the declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5,
1992.
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providing a credit
card number of the

second party
controlling the

second memory to

the first party
controlling the first
memory so the

second party is

charged money

storing the desired
digital video or

digital audio signals
in the second

memory

electronically coding
the desired digital
video or digital
audio signals into a
configuration which

would prevent
unauthorized

reproduction of the
desired digital audio
signals

first memory
includes first party
hard disk

second party can
view desired digital
video signals

528758

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
38-52

p. 3, Ins. 12-15, 35-37

p. 2, Ins. 23-27

p. 2, Ins. 17-19
p. 4, Ins. 15-20

p. 5, Ins. 36-43

p. 3,‘|ns. 26-33

The original as filed

specification states

throughout that the
invention provides for

electronic sales of digital
audio or digital video
signals. A skilled artisan

would readily recognize

credit card sales as being
comprehended within
electronic sales. This

was addressed previously
in the affidavit of Arthur

Hair dated.May 5, 1992.

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

The as filed original V
specification has ipsis
verbis supportfor a video
display. Since the

specification explicitly
says that the invention is

applicable to video, a
' skilled artisan would

recognize that a user
could view the desired

video signals on the
video display.
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second party can
listen to the desired

digital audio signals

first memory
includes a sales
random access

memory chip

second party
control unit includes

second memory '

second party
control unit has a
second party
control panel

second party
control panel

connected to the
second party
integrated circuit

p. 4, Ins. 27-28, 36-50

p. 3, Ins. 19-24
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 26-30

Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 26-27
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 26-28
Fig. 1

second memory of
the second party
control unit includes

an incoming
random access

memory chip

second memory of

the second party
control unit includes

a second party hard

disk for storing the
desired digital video
or digital audio
signals

528758

p. 3, In. 26-29
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 26-31

Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support for a
second party control unit.
A skilled artisan would

readily understand that
the second party hard
disk corresponds to a

second memory.

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis
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second memory of

the second party
control unit includes

a playback random

access memory chip

for temporarily
. storing the desired

digital video or

digital audio signals
for sequential
playback

a first party control
unit having a first
memory

second party

control unit having
means or a

mechanism for

playing the desired
digital video or

digital audio signals
connected to the

second memory and

the second party
control panel

p. 3, Ins. 26-30
p. 4, Ins. 39-50

Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 20-24

Fig. 1

p. ,3, Ins. 26-33
Fig. 1

first party control
integrated circuit
connected to the

first party hard

disk, the first party
sales random

access memory,
and the second

party control
integrated circuit

through the
telecommunications
lines

528758

p. 3, Ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

ipsis verb/'5

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verb/s support for
speakers and video
display which are means

for playing.

ipsis verbis
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second party
control integrated
circuit connected to

the second party
hard disk, the

playback random
access memory,

and the first party
control integrated

circuit through the ‘
telecommunications
lines

first party control

integrated circuit
and second party
control integrated
circuit regulate the
transfer of the

desired digital video
or digital audio
signals

first party control
panel connected to

the first party
control integrated
circuit

incoming random

access memory chip
connected to the

second party hard
drive and the

- second party
control integrated
circuit, and the first

party control unit
through the
telecommunications
lines

p. 3, Ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

p. 4, Ins. 15-20

p. 3, Ins. 20-24
Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

p. 3, Ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

second party
control unit includes

a video display unit
and/or speakers

528758

p. 3, lns. 26-33
Fig. 1

. ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis
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second party
control unit having
a receiver, second

memory connected
to the receiver

second party
financially distinct

from the first party

first memory with a
transmitter in

control and

possession of the

first party

2528758

p. 2, Ins. 47-49

p. 3, ins. 35-38

p. 4, Ins. 24-26

p. 2, Ins. 8-16, 20-27,
38-52

p.35—49

p. 1, Ins. 10-12

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-26,
47-52 .

p. 3, ins. 20-25

p. 4, ins. 21-23

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize in order

to receive digital audio or
digital video signals over
telecommunications lines

as disclosed throughout

the specification, part of

the second party control
unit would act as a
receiver. This was

addressed previously in
the affidavit of Arthur

Hair dated May 5, 1992.

Throughout the
specification discloses

electronic sales of digital
video or digital audio
signals. V
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that the
first and second parties
would be financially
distinct since this is

required in order to have
a sale. This issue was

previously addressed in
the affidavit of Arthur

Hair filed on May 5,
1992.

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support for
electronic distribution via

telecommunications ,
lines. A skilled artisan

would readily recognize
that this requires
transmission of those

signals, where the
telecommunications lines
act as the transmitter.
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receiver is in

possession and
control of the

second party

22-24,
29-35,

41, 58-
61, 63

p. 2, ins. 47-49
p. 3, Ins. 35-38

p. 4, Ins. 24-26

means or

mechanism for

transferring money

electronically via
telecommunications
lines from the

second party to the

first party
controlling use of

the first memory

528758

. 10-12

. 8-10, 20-26,

. 20-25

. 21-23

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize in order
to receive digital audio or
digital video signals over
telecommunications lines

as disclosed throughout

the specification, part of

the second party control
unit would act as a
receiver. This was

addressed previously in
the affidavit of Arthur

Hair dated May 5, 1992.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that the

receiver is in possession
and control of the second

party, since the

specification as originally
filed states throughout
that the user can store,
sort and play thousands
of songs from the user
unit. A skilled artisan

would clearly understand
that this means the

second party controls

and possesses the
second party control unit.

This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur Hair

submitted December 30,
1993.

The as filed original
specification has ipsis
verbis support for
electronic sales via

telecommunications

lines. A skilled artisan

would readily recognize
that electronic sales via

telecommunications lines

would include the

transfer of money via
telecommunications
lines. This was

addressed previously in
the ‘affidavit of Arthur

Hair dated May 5, 1992.
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second 'party

choosing desired
digital video or

digital audio from

first memory with
second party

control panel

means or

mechanism for

connecting

electronically via

telecommunications
lines the first

memory with the

second memory

means or a

mechanism for

transmitting the _
desired digital video
or digital audio
signals from the

first memory to a
receiver having the
second memory

528758

p. 2, ins. 8-16, 20-27,
38-52

p. 35-49

. 10-12

. 8-10, 20-26,

. 20-25

. 21-23

Throughout the
specification discloses

electronic sales of digital

video or digital audio
signals. '
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
this includes the
selection of individual

desired signals by the
purchaser.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize from

the specification that the
first memory would
include a means for

connecting to the second

memory via the disclosed
telephone lines.

The.as filed original
specification has ips/s

verbis support for
electronic distribution via
telecommunications
lines. A skilled artisan

would readily recognize
that this requires

transmission of those
signals, where the
telecommunications lines
act as the transmitter.

A skilled artisan would
also readily recognize in

order to receive digital

audio or digital video
signals over
telecommunications

lines, part of the second
party control unit would
act as a receiver. This

was addressed previously
in the affidavit of Arthur

Hair dated May 5, 1992.
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means or a

mechanism for

storing the digital
video or digital
audio signals in the

second memory

playing means or
mechanism

connected to the

second memory

second memory
connected to

receiver and video

display

telecommunications

lines include ‘
telephone lines

p. 3, Ins. 26-31

p. 4, ins. 15-20

Fig. 1

The second party control
unit includes a second

party control integrated
circuit which regulates
the transfer of the digital
audio and digital video
signals. A skilled artisan

would readily recognize

that the second party
integrated circuit

regulates storage of the

digital audio or digital
video signals.‘

incurring a fee by
second party to first
party for use of
telecommunication

lines, the desired

digital video or

audio signal, in first
memory

528758

ipsis verbis

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support for a video
display connected to the

second memory.
A skilled artisan would

also readily recognize in
order to receive digital
audio or digital video
signals over
telecommunications

lines, part of the second
party control unit would
act as a receiver. This

was addressed previously
in the affidavit of Arthur

Hair dated May 5, 1992.

ipsis verbis

(CANCEL)
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claim Features f ‘573 Patent

A method for

transmitting a desired

digital audio signal

stored on a first

memory of a first
party to a second

memory of a second
P8FtY

transferring money via
a telecommunications

line to a first party
location remote from

the second memory

Claims

Reciting
Feature

written Description

f Feature in Original
Specification

p. 1, Ins. 7-9

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-26

p. 3, Ins. 35-40

p. 4, ins. 12-26

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
47-50

p. 3, ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

The specification
states ipsis verbis that
the hard disk in the
control unit of the

authorized agent is
the source of the

digital signal. Further,
the specification states

that the digital signal
is transferred to the

hard disk in the
control unit of the
user. A skilled artisan

would understand this

as transferring signals
stored on a first

memory to a second
memory.

The specification

discloses electronic
sales via telephone
lines. Because the

agent is authorized to
sell and to transfer via

telephone lines, there

is implicitly support for
selling and thereby

transferring money.
This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5,
1992. A skilled artisan

would readily
understand this to

comprehend transfers
between two remote
locations.
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second party

financially distinct

from the first party

second party

controlling use and in
possession of the

second memory

connecting

electronically via a
telecommunications

line the first memory
with the second

memory

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
47-50

p. 3, Ins. 20-33 .

. 26-33, 40-43

p. 3, lns. 35-40

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
a sale requires the

parties to be

financially distinct.

This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5,
1992.

The as filed original
specification includes

ips/'5 verbis support for
a second party control
unit, where the user is

the second party.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that

the second memory is
in possession and
control of the second

party, since the

specification as

originally filed states

throughout that the
user can store, sort
and play thousands of
songs from the user
unit._ A skilled artisan

would clearly
understand that this
means the second

party controls and
possesses the second

party control unit.

This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5,
1992."

ipsis verbis
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transmitting the

desired digital audio
signal from the first
memory with a
transmitter in control

and possession of the

first party

to a receiver having ‘ 1, 4

the second memory at
a location determined

by the second party;
said receiver in

possession and control

of the second. party

p. 2, In. 47-52
p. 3, Ins. 35-40
Fig. 1

p. 2, lns; 47-50
p. 3, lns. 20-40
Fig. 1

p. 4, lns. 21-23

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support
transmitting a desired

digital audio signal
and that the hard disk

in the control unit of

the authorized agent
is the source. A

skilled artisan would

recognize that in order

to regulate distribution

of the signals the

authorized agent
would have to possess
and control the
transmitter. This was

previously pointed out
in the declaration of

Arthur I-lair submitted
May S, 1992.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize in
order to receive digital
signals over
telecommunications

lines as disclosed

throughout the

specification, part of
the second party
control unit would act
as a receiver. This
was addressed

previously _in the
affidavit of Arthur Hair

dated May 5, 1992. A
skilled artisan would

also readily '
understand this to

comprehend transfers

between two remote,
locations. Since the

second party
possesses the second
memory the second
party can determine
its location. This was

addressed previously
in the declaration of .
Arthur‘ Hair submitted

May 5, 1992.
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storing the digital
audio signal in the

second memory

searching the first
memory for the

desired digital audio
signal

p. 2, ins. 23-27

p. 3, lns. 35-40
p. 4, Ins. 12-28

selecting the desired
digital audio signal
from the first memory

p. 3, Ins. 35-40
p. 4, Ins. 12-28

ipsis verbis

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support for
electronic sales and
electronic transfer of

digital signals from a
control unit of an

authorized agent to a
control unit of a user.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
this would include

searching the hard

disk of the first party
to locate desired

digital signals for
purchase.

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support for '
electronic sales and
electronic transfer of

digital signals from a
control unit of an

authorized agent to a
control unit of a user.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
this would include

selecting desired

digital signals from the
hard disk of the first

party for purchase.
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telephoning the first

party controlling use

of the first memory by
the second party

providing a credit card 3, 6
number of the second

party to the first party
so that the second

party is charged
money

p. 2, Ins. 47-50
p. 3, ins. 20-40

Fig. 1
p. 4, Ins. 21-23

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
38-52

p. 3, ins. 12-15, 35-37

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that digital
audio or digital video
signals are sold and
transferred via

telephone lines. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize this

as comprehending the

telephoning of the first
party by the second
party to initiate a
transaction. This was

addressed previously

in the declaration of
Arthur Hair submitted

May 5, 1992.

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that the
invention provides for
electronic sales of

digital audio or digital
video signals. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize
credit card sales as

being comprehended
within electronic sales.

-This was addressed

previously in the
affidavit of Arthur Hair

dated May 5, 1992.
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first party controlling

the first memory

p. 2, Ins. 38-43

p. 3, Ins. 35-49

A method for

transmitting a desired
digital video signal

p. 5, Ins. 36-43

The as filed original

specification includes

ipsis verbis support for
a first party control
unit, where the

authorized agent is
the first party.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that

the first party control
unit is in possession
and control of the first

party because as an
“agent authorized to

electronically sell and
distribute” digital
audio or digital video,

the first party would
necessarily have to
possess and control
the source of the

digital audio and
digital video. This was

previously pointed out
in the declaration of
Arthur Hair submitted

May 5, 1992.

ipsis verb/‘s
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transmitting the
desired digital video
signal from the first
memory with a
transmitter in control

and possession of the

first party

storing the digital

video signal in the

second memory

p. 5, Ins. 36-43

p. 2, In. 47-52
p. 3, Ins. 35-40

Fig. 1

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support
transmitting a desired

digital audio signal
and that the hard disk

in the control unit of

the authorized agent
is the source. A

skilled artisan would

recognize that in order
to regulate distribution

of the signals the

authorized agent
would have to possess
and control the

transmitter. This was

previously pointed out
in the declaration of

Arthur Hair submitted

May 5, 1992.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on
the disclosure at the
end of the

specification that this
procedure could also

be used for digital
video.

p. 5, Ins. 36-43
p. 2, Ins. 23-27

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support for
storing digital signals
on the hard disk of the

user control unit. A
skilled artisan would

recognize based on
the disclosure at the

end of the

specification that this
procedure could also

be used for digital
video.
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searching the first

memory for ‘the

desired digital video ,
signal

4 selecting the desired
digital video signal

from the first memory

p. 3, Ins. 35-40

p. 4, lns. 12-28

p. 5, lns. 36-43

The as filed original ‘

specification has ipsis
verbis support for
electronic sales and
electronic transfer of

digital signals from a
control unit of an

authorized agent to a
control unit of a user.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
this would include

searching the hard

disk of the first party
to locate desired

digital signals for
purchase.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on
the disclosure at the
end of the

specification that this
procedure could also

be used for digital
video.

p. 3, ins. 35-40

p. 4, ins. 12-28
p. 5, ins. 36-43

The as filed original
specification has ips/‘s

verbis support for-
electronic sales and
electronic transfer of

digital signals from a
control unit of an

authorized agent to a
control unit of a user.

A skilled artisan would

readily. recognize that
this would include

selecting desired
digital signals from the

hard disk of the first
party for purchase.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on
the disclosure at the

end of the

specification that this
procedure could also

be used for digital
video.
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A method/system for
transferring desired

digital video or digital
audio signals

forming a connection

through
telecommunications

lines between a first

memory of a first party

and a second memory _
of a second party

first party location and
second party location
remote from the first

party location, the

second party location

determined by the
second party

the first party memory
having a first party
hard disk having a
plurality of digital video

or digital audio signals,
including coded digital
video or digital audio
signals

Claim Features of ‘734 Patent

Claims

Reciting
Feature

written Description

of Feature in Original
Specification

p. 1, Ins. 7-9

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-26

(video) p. 5, ins. 36-43

ipsis verbis

p. 3, Ins. 35-40

p. 2, ins. 47-50

p. 3, Ins. 20-40
Fig. 1

p. 4, Ins. 21-23

p. 3, Ins. 35-37

ipsis verbis

The original as filed
specification states
throughout that

digital audio or digital
video signals are sold
and transferred via

telephone lines. A
skilled artisan would

readily understand

this to comprehend
transfers between

two remote locations.

Since the digital
audio or digital video
signals are
transferred to the

user's (second

party's) control unit,
a skilled artisan

would readily
understand that the

second party can
determine the second
location.

ips/s verbis
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the first memory
having a sales random
access memory chip

telephoning the first
party controlling the

first memory by the _
second party
Possibly Amend to:

“establishing
telephone
communications

between the first

memory and the
second memory”

providing a credit card
number of the second

party to the first party
so that the second

party is charged money

electronically coding
the digital video or

digital audio signals to

form coded digital
audio signals into a

configuration that
would prevent
unauthonzed

reproduction

p. 1, ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
38-52

p. 3, Ins. 12-15, 35-37

ipsis verbis

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that

digital audio or digital
video signals are sold
and_transferred via

telephone lines. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize this
as comprehending
the telephoning of the
first party by the
second party to
initiate a transaction.

This was addressed

previously in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May
5, 1992.

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that the
invention provides for
electronic sales of

digital audio or digital

video signals. A"
skilled artisan would

readily recognize
credit card sales as

being comprehended
within electronic
sales. This was

addressed previously
in the affidavit of
Arthur Hair dated

May 5, 1992.

p. 2, ins. 17-19
p. 4,'|ns. 15-20

ipsis verbis
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storing a replica of the V

coded desired digital
video or digital audio
signals from the ha rd
disk to the sales

random access memory
chip

transferring the stored
replica of the coded

desired digital video or
digital audio signal
from the sales random

access memory chip of
the first party to the
second memory of the

second party through
telecommunications
lines while the second

memory is in
possession and control

of the second party

storing the transferred

digital video or digital
audio signals in the‘
second memory

p. 4, Ins. 15-23

p. 4, Ins. 15-23

p. 4, In. 35 to p. 5, ln.
21

p. 2, lns. 23-27

ipsis verbis

The original as filed
- specification includes

ipsis verbis support

for storing a replica of
the coded desired

digital audio or digital
video signal to the

first. party sales
random access

memory, then

transferring it to the
memory of the

second party.
A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the

second memory is in_
possession and
control of the second

party, since the
specification as

originally filed states
throughout that the
user can store, sort

and play thousands of
songs from the user
unit. A skilled artisan

would clearly
understand that this
means the second

party controls and
possesses the second

memory. This was

previously addressed
' in the declaration of

Arthur Hair filed May
5, 1992.

ipsis verbis
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a second party
integrated circuit which
controls and executes

v commands of the
second party connected

to a second party
control panel

commanding the
second party integrated
circuit with the second

party control panel to

initiate the purchase of
the desired digital
video or digital audio
signals from the first

party hard disk

p. 3, Ins. 26-28

p. 4, Ins. 15-20
Fig. 1

p. 4, Ins. 12-20

the second memory

includes a second party
hard disk and an

incoming random

access memory chip

the second memory
includes a playback

random access memory
chip

playing the desired

digital video or digital
audio signal from the
second party hard disk

ipsis verbis

(CANCEL)

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis
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a first party control unit 4, 11,
(in possession and
control of the first

party)

p. 2, Ins. 38-43
p. 3, lns. 35-49

The as filed original
specification includes

ips/'5 verb/‘s support
for a first party
control unit, where

the authorized agent
is the first party.
A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the

first party control unit
is in possession and
control of the first

party because as an

“agent authorized to
electronically sell and

distribute" digital
audio or digital video,
the first party would
necessarily have to
possess and control
the source of the

digital audio and
digital video.
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a second party control

unit (in possession and
control of the second

party)

p. 2, ins. 38-43
p. 3, Ins. 35-49

The as filed original
specification includes

ipsis verbis support

for a second party
control unit, where
the user is the second

party.
A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the

second memory is in
possession and
control of the second

party, since the
specification as

originally filed states
throughout that the
user can store, sort

and play thousands of
songs from the user
unit. A skilled artisan

would clearly '
understand that this
means the second

party controls and
possesses the second
party control unit.

This was previously
addressed in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair filed May 5,
1992.
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the first party control

unit has a first party
hard disk, a sales

random access memory
chip, and means or
mechanism for ‘

electronically selling
desired digital video or
digital audio signals

the second party
control unit has a

second memory
connected to the

second party control
panel

the second party

control unit has_ means
for playing desired '

digital video or digital
audio signals connected

to and controlled by the
second party control
panel

selling digital video or

digital audio signals
through
telecommunications
lines

p. 2, ins. 8-10‘
p. 3, ins. 20-40
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 26-31
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 26-33
Fig. 1 .

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, Ins. 47-
50

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support for a

first party control unit
with a hard disk, and
sales random access

memory chip.
A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the .

first party control unit
would include a

means or mechanism

for executing an
electronic sale
because the

electronic sale is
described in the‘

original specification
as separate from

electronic transfer
and electronic
distribution.

The as filed original
specification has ipsis
verbis support for a

control panel
connected to the

second party control
unit. A skilled artisan

would readily
understand that the

second party hard

disk corresponds to a
second memory.

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis
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the first party control
unit includes a first

party control integrated
circuit connected to the

first party harddisk,
the sales random

access memory and the
second party control

panel through
telecommunications
lines

the first party control
unit includes a first

party control panel
connected to and

through which the first
party control integrated

circuit is programmed

the second party
control unit includes a

second party control
integrated circuit
connected to the

second party hard disk,
the playback random
access memory and the
first party control
integrated circuit

the second party
control integrated
circuit and the first

party control integrated

circuit regulate the
transfer of desired

digital video or digital
audio signals

the second party
control unit includes a

second party control
panel connected to and

through which the
second party control
integrated circuit is

programmed

p. 3, Ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 20-24

p. 4, ins. 12-14
Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

p. '3, Ins. 20-33
p. 4, ins 15-20

Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

p. 4, ins. 15-20 ipsis verbis

p. 3, Ins. 26-28
p. 4, Ins. 12-14

Fig. 1

ipsis verbis
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the playing means of

the second party _
control unit includes a

video display

the telecommunications

lines include telephone
lines

means or mechanism

for transferring money
electronically via
telecommunications
lines from the second

party to the first party

means or mechanism

for the first party to
chargea fee to the
second party and
granting access to

desired digital video or
digital audio signals

p. 3, Ins. 26-33
p. 5, Ins. 9-21
Fig. 1

p. 3, In. 25
_Fig. 1

p. 1, Ins. 10-12

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-26,
47-52

p. 3, ins. 20-25
p. 4, ins. 21-23

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
47-50

p. 3, ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

The as filed original
specification has ipsis
verbis support for
electronic sales via

telecommunications
lines. A skilled

artisan would readily
recognize that .
electronic sales via

telecommunications
lines would include

the transfer of money.
via

telecommunications

lines. This was.

addressed previously
in the affidavit of

Arthur Hair dated

May 5, 1992.

The specification
discloses electronic

sales via telephone
lines. Because the

agent is authorized to
sell and to transfer

via telephone lines,

there is implicitly
support for selling

and thereby charging
a fee. This was

previously pointed
out in the declaration
of Arthur Hair
submitted December

30, 1993.
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means or mechanism

for connecting

electronically via
telecommunications

lines the first memory
with the second

memory

the second party
control unit includes an

incoming random
access memory

means or mechanism

for transmitting desired
digital video or digital
audio signals

p. 4, ins. 15-20
Fig. 1

. 10-12

. 8-10, 20-26,

. 20-25

. 21-23

A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize from the

specification thatthe

first memory would
include a means for

connecting to the

second memory via
the disclosed

telephone lines.

ipsis verbis

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support for
electronic distribution
via

telecommunications.
lines. Askilled

artisan would readily
recognize that this
requires transmission

of those signals,
where the

telecommunications
lines act as the
transmitter.

A skilled artisan

would also readily
recognize in order to

receive digital audio
or digital video
signals over
telecommunications

lines, part of the
second party control
unit would act as a
receiver. This was

addressed previously
in the affidavit of

Arthur Hair dated

May 5, 1992.
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a transmitter connected 11, 16
to the first memory and
the telecommunications

lines, the first party in
possession and control
of the transmitter

p. 1, ins. 10-12

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-26,
_47-52

p. 3, Ins. 20-25

p. 4, Ins. 21-23

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support for
electronic distribution
via

telecommunications
lines. A skilled

artisan would readily
recognize that this
requires transmission

of those signals,
where the

telecommunications
lines act as the
transmitter.
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a receiver connected to

the second memory
and the

telecommunications

lines, the second party
in possession and
control of the receiver

p. 2, Ins. 47-49
p. 3, Ins. 35-38

p. 4, Ins. 24-26

A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize in order to

receive digital audio
or digital video

signals over
telecommunications

lines as disclosed

throughout the .

‘ specification, part of

the second party
control unit would act
as a receiver. This
was addressed

previously in the
affidavit of Arthur

Hair dated May 5,
1992.

A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the
receiver is in

possession and
control of the second

party, since the

specification as

originally filed states
throughout that the
user can store, sort
and play thousands of
songs from the user

unit. A skilled artisan

would clearly
understand that this
means the second

party controls and

possesses the second
party control unit.

This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur
Hair submitted

December 30, 1993.
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the transmitter remote

from the receiver, the
receiver at a location

determined by the
second party in
electrical
communication with

the connecting means
or mechanism

means or mechanism

for storing desired

digital video or digital
audio signals with the
receiver

p. 2, Ins. 47-50
p. 3, Ins. 20-40

Fig. 1
p. 4, lns. 21-23

p. 3, Ins. 26-31

p. 4, ins. 15-20
Fig. 1

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that

"digital audio or digital
video signals are sold
and transferred via

telephone lines. A
skilled artisan would

readily understand

this to comprehend
transfers between

two remote locations.
A skilled artisan
would further

recognize that in
order for transmission

of the digital audio or
video signals to occur
the transmitter and
receiver have to be in
electrical

communication with

the connecting
means.

The second party
control unit includes a

second party control
integrated circuit

-which regulates the

transfer of the digital
audio and digital

video signals. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize that-
the second party
integrated circuit

regulates storage of
the digital audio or

digital video signals.
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speakers in possession
and control of the

second party

the second party
choosing desired digital
audio signals from the
first party's hard disk

p.3,ln.33,47-49 The as filed original
specification has ipsis
verb/s support for
speakers. A skilled

artisan would readily
recognize that the

speakers would be in
possession and
control of the second

party since the
specification

throughout states

that the second party
may repeatedly listen

to stored songs

through the speakers.

p.2,lns.8—16,20—27,
38-52

p.35-49

Throughout the
specification discloses
electronic sales of

digital video or digital
audio signals.
A skilled artisan

would readily '
recognize that this
includes the selection
of individual desired

signals by the
purchaser.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE?
0187

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING

A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNAL

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005

Patent Number: 5,191,573
%/\¢/\./\./%\'/\)%/\2\2

Examiner: Roland Foster

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

RESPONSE

In response to the Office Action for the above—identified reexamination dated September

29, 2006, please enter the following amendments and remarks.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper.

Remarks begin on page 6 of this paper.

PHlP\530059\4
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In the Claims

l.(Amended) A method for transmitting a desired digital audio signal stored on a first memory of

a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at a

location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired digital audio signal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital audio signal from the first memory with a transmitter in

control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location

determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second party;

and storing the digital signal in a non-volatile storage portion of the second memory,

wherein the non-volatile storage portion is not a tape or a CD.

4.(Amended) A method for transmitting a desired digital video signal stored on a first memory of

a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at a

location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memory from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired digital video signal can pass therebetween;
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transmitting the desired digital video signal from the first memory with a transmitter in

control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memory at a location

determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second party;

and storing the digital signal in a non-Volatile storage portion of the second memory,

wherein the non-volatile storage portion is not a tape or a CD.

7 - 43. (Canceled)

44. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital audio sig1_ial stored on a first memog of a

first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferring money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at a

location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memog; from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memory;

the second memory including a second party hard disk;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memory with the second

memog such that the desired digital audio sigpal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital audio sig1_ial from the first memory with a transmitter in

control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memogg at a location

determined by the second party: said receiver in possession and control of the second party;

and storing the digital sigpal in the second party hard disk.
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45.(New) A method as described in claim 44 including after the transferring step, the steps of

searching the first memog for the desired digital audio sigal‘, and selecting the desired digital

audio sig1_ial from the first memog.

46. (New) A method as described in claim 45 wherein the transferring step includes the steps of

telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memog by the second party; providing a

credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory to the first party

controlling the first memog so the second party is charged money.

47. (New) A method for transmitting a desired digital video signal stored on a first memory of a

first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

transferfing money electronically via a telecommunications line to the first party at a

location remote from the second memory and controlling use of the first memog from the

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party controlling use and in .

piossession of the second memog;

the second memory including a second party hard disk;

connecting electronically via a telecommunications line the first memogy with the second

memog such that the desired digital video sigpal can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video sigal from the first memory with a transmitter in

control and possession of the first party to a receiver having the second memog at a location

determined by the second party, said receiver in possession and control of the second party;

and storing the digital sig1_1al in the second party hard disk.
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48.(New) A method as described in claim 47 including afier the transferring step, the steps of

searching the first memog for the desired digital sigpal; and selecting the desired digital sigal

from the first memog.

49. (New) A method as described in claim 47 wherein the transferring step includes the steps of

telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memog by the second party; providing a

credit card number of the second party controlling the second memory to the first party

controlling the first memory so the second party is charged money.
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REMARKS

Claims 1 through 6, which originally issued in the patent under reexamination, and new

Claims 44 through 49, are currently pending in the reexamination. Patentee has amended Claims

1 and 4. Patentee has canceled Claims 7 through 43 without prejudice. Patentee has added new

Claims 44 through 49.

I. SUMMARY

Patentee first wishes to thank the Examiner and the Office for taking time to conduct the

Interview held on November 16, 2006 to discuss the instant reexamination and the two

copending reexaminations.

In the most recent Office Action, the Office has raised new rejections based on prior art

and alleged failure of the patents in reexamination to comply with the written description and

enablement requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph. Related to the alleged failure of

the claims to be supported properly or enabled by the originally filed specification, the Office has

further alleged that the claims in the instant reexamination are not entitled to the priority date

corresponding to the filing date of the original specification.

To establish either primafacie anticipation or obviousness of the claims, the Office has

cited patent references that do not qualify as prior art based on the June 13, 1988 priority date, to

which the Patentee believes the claims in reexamination are entitled. As a predicate for citing

this post 1988 art, the Office has asserted that the claims of U.S. Patent No. 5,191,573 (the “’573

Patent”) are not entitled to the June 13, 1988 filing date due to an alleged failure of the originally

filed specification to provide an adequate written description and/or properly enable the claimed

invention. For the reasons set forth below, Patentee respectfully submits that it is improper for

the Office to reconsider the priority date awarded to the claims as issued in the original
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examination. In addition, notwithstanding the impropriety of considering the issue, Patentee

respectfully submits for the reasons set forth below that the claims as issued in the ‘573 Patent

both are described adequately and enabled by the original specification as filed. As a result, the

claims as issued are entitled to the June 13, 1988 priority date and the post 1988 references cited

by the Office, i.e., U.S. Patent No. 4,949,187 to Cohen (Cohen); U.S. Patent No. 5,132,992 to

Yurt (Yurt); and U.S. Patent No. 5,241,428 to Goldwasser et al (Goldwasser), cannot be

considered for the purposes of 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103.

The Office also has cited several references that antedate the June 13, 1988 priority date.

However, all of these references relate to reproducing copies of audio or video signals on tapes

and/or CDs. As set forth below, the claimed invention obviates the need for tapes and CDs as a

storage medium for audio and video signals. As a result, none of the applicable prior art of

record, either alone or in combination, shows suggests, or teaches each and every limitation of

the claimed invention.

Further, the rejections of Claims 7 through 43 under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph

have been mooted by the cancellation of those claims. As recognized by the Office, it is

inappropriate to apply rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 112 to unarnended claims, as is the case with

originally issued Claims 1 through 6. Specifically, under 37 C.F.R. § 1.552, it is only

appropriate to consider 35 U.S.C. § 112 “with respect to subject matter added or deleted in the

reexamination proceeding.”

Patentee has introduced amendments to originally issued Claims 1, and 4 that are fiilly

supported by the specification filed on June 13, 1988, as set forth below. Patentee respectfully

submits that, because the claims as issued in the ‘S73 Patent are entitled to the June 13, 1988

priority date, and because the amendatory subject matter added by the instant amendments is
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supported fully by the originally filed specification, the claims as amended also are entitled to the

June 13, 1988 priority date, and further are allowable over the applicable prior art of record for

the reasons set forth below.

11. CLAIM AMENDMENTS

Patentee has amended Claims 1 and 4 to recite that the digital audio or digital video

signals are stored in a non-volatile storage portion of the second memory, wherein the non-

volatile storage is not a tape or CD. Support for this feature is found in the originally filed

specification for example at page 4, lines 35 to 49, et seq., which recites specifically a hard disk

for storing digital audio or digital video signals. A hard disk is a form of non-volatile storage.

See e.g. http://en.wikipedia.orgfwiki/Non-volatile storage (“Non-volatile memory, or non-

volatile storage, is computer memory that can retain the stored information even when not

powered.”) Examples of non-volatile storage include computer hard disks. See Id. This

definition is consistent with the usage of the term “non-volatile storage” at the time the original

specification was filed. See eg. U.S. Patent No. 4,458,109 at column 10, lines 60 to 62 (“The

message MSG is stored on a non-volatile mass storage subsystem 43, for instance a hard disk.”);

U.S. Patent 4,872,064 at column 8, lines 15 to 17 (“More generally, Remote Storage 3 can be

any non-volatile storage device including hard disk”) Thus it is clear that at the time of filing,

June 13, 1988, a skilled artisan would have understood that a hard disk is a non-volatile storage

and therefore supports the limitation. Therefore, no new matter has been added by the

amendments.

Patentee has canceled Claims 7 through 43 without prejudice. Claims 7 through 43 were

added during reexamination in response to rejections presented by the previous examiner,

Examiner Lanier. Since the previous rejections have been vacated, sua sponte, by the Office,
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Patentee respectfiilly submits that the reasons for the addition of Claims 7 through 43 have been

mooted. Therefore, in order to expedite the instant reexamination, Patentee has canceled those

claims.

Patentee has added new Independent Claims 44 and 47 which mirror Claims 1 and 4

except that Claims 44 and 47 recite specifically that the second memory includes a second party

hard disk and that the digital audio or digital video signals are stored on the second party “hard

disk”, whereas Claims 1 and 4 recite that the digital audio or digital Video signals are stored in a

non-volatile storage portion of the second memory that is not a tape or CD. The “hard disk” is

explicitly supported throughout the originally filed specification as, for example at page 4, lines

35 to 49, et seq. Patentee has also added new dependent Claims 45 and 46, which mirror original

Claims 2 and 3, and new dependent Claims 48 and 49, which mirror original Claims 5 and 6. No

new matter has been added.

III. THE CLAIMS OF THE ‘573 PATENT ARE ENTITLED TO THE JUNE 13, 1988
PRIORITY DATE AWARDED DURING THE INITIAL EXAMINATION

The Office asserts that the claims of the ‘573 Patent are not entitled to the June 13, 1988

priority date awarded during the original examination of the patent. As a basis for depriving the

claims of the original priority date, the Office has asserted that the claims are not supported by an

adequate written description and/or not enabled by the originally filed specification. The Office

has used this assertion as a predicate to assign a later priority date to the claims and thereby

introduce new references, i.e., Yurt, Cohen and Goldwasser, that do not qualify as prior art based

on the proper June 13, 1988 priority date.

Patentee wishes to point out that the ‘S73 Patent issued from an application that was a

continuation of the parent application originally filed on June 13, 1988. The application was

accorded the priority date of June 13, 1988 by the original Examiner (“Examiner Nguyen”)

-9-
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based on a thorough examination, including amendments to the claims and specification during

prosecution of the application. For the reasons set forth below, Patentee respectfully submits that

the Office lacks authority in reexamination to revisit the issue of priority decided in an initial

examination, especially where the facts, as in the present case, clearly show that the issue was

dealt with in detail by the original examiner. Moreover, Patentee further respectfully submits

that the claims, in fact, are adequately supported and enabled by the originally filed specification.

As a result, the claims are entitled to the June 13, 1988 priority date, and Yurt, Cohen and

Goldwasser are not available as prior art.

A. As a Matter of Law, the Office Lacks Jurisdiction in Reexaminations to Reassign

Priority Dates for Originally Issued Claims in the Absence of a Previous

Continuation-in-Part Application

Patentee respectfully submits that the Office lacks jurisdiction in reexamination

proceedings, as a matter of law, to reassign priority dates to originally issued claims, where there

is no continuation—in—part (“CIP”) application in the chain of prior applications.

1. Jurisdiction to Reassign Priority Dates Is Limited to Claim Limitations

Added or Deleted in Reexamination and to Claims Relying on a

Continuation-in-Part Application

Patentee respectfully submits that it is impermissible, in the context of a reexamination,

to apply 35 U.S.C. § 120 to reassign priority dates for originally issued claims. It is well

established that the primary determination under Section 120 is whether priority is claimed to an

earlier application that “fulfills the requirements of Section 112, first paragraph.” Callicrate v.

Wadsworth Mfg, 427 F.3d 1361, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (citation omitted). It equally is well

established, however, that the scope of a reexamination proceeding is limited to whether claims

are patentable under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103 “on the basis of patents and printed publications.”

37 C.F.R. § 1.552. The reexamination rules explicitly preclude consideration of issues arising
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under 35 U.S.C. § 112, except “with respect to subject matter added or deleted in the

reexamination proceeding.” Id. ; see In also re Etter, 756 F.2d 852, 856 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (en

banc) (“only new or amended claims are also examined under 35 U.S.C. §§ 112 and 132”).

Moreover, the inquiry under Section 120 as to whether the language of a particular claim, as filed

or amended during an original prosecution, was supported or unsupported by sufficient

disclosure is, by definition, not a new question. Rather, it is an issue that necessarily arises at the

time of original filing or amendment, and one that necessarily is before the original examiner. It

cannot, therefore, raise a “substantial new question of patentability in reexamination,” 35 U.S.C.

§ 303, because it is never a “new question” at all. Accordingly, Patentee respectfully submits

that Section 120 cannot be used as a back door through which a reexamination proceeding may

reach Section 112 issues for originally issued unamended claims.

The Office apparently relies on MPEP §§ 2258(I)(C) and 2217 for an implicit grant of

authority to cite intervening art based upon a newly determined effective filing date for claims.

Patentee respectfully submits, however, that a close reading of these MPEP Sections requires

they properly be limited to situations where there was a continuation-in-part (“CIP”) application

in the chain of applications leading to the patent under reexamination. In fact, both of the cases

cited for support of MPEP §§ 2217 and 2258(I)(C), In re Ruscetta, 255 F.2d 687 (CCPA 1958)

and In re van Langenhoven, 458 F.2d 132 (CCPA 1972), are cases involving CIPs. These cases

thus should be read as limited to CIP applications, and their holdings are inapplicable to

situations involving pure continuation or divisional applications. Moreover, since both cases

predate the enactment by Congress of the reexamination statute, 35 U.S.C. §§ 301 et seq., the

cases cannot be read to justify, in the special context of reexamination, something that would

plainly be impermissible by an examiner in the context of an original examination.
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The Jurisdiction of a Reexamination Examiner Cannot Exceed the Authority

of an Original Examiner to Reassign Priority Dates

During an original examination, if disclosure has been added to a specification and an

examiner believes claims in an application are unsupported by the specification as originally

filed, the proper procedure is to object under 35 U.S.C. § 132 to any alleged new matter

appearing in the specification, and reject the claims as unsupported under Section 112. See

MPEP § 706.03(o). Thereafter, if the applicant does not overcome the objection and rejection,

the applicant has the option of refiling the application as a CIP including a new oath or

declaration in support of the new matter, with the rejected claims being relegated to the actual

filing date of the CIP for prior art purposes. However, in the absence of a CIP an original

examiner cannot simply elect to assign a later effective priority date to claims the examiner

believes are unsupported by an original specification, and then proceed to cite intervening art

based upon the newly determined date. Such a procedure would amount to creation of a “de

facto CIP” by the original examiner, an undertaking plainly unsupported by statute, regulation,

case law, or MPEP provision, or any other authority or precedent.

During reexamination, it is well established that the scope of the proceeding is limited,

and is considerably narrower than the scope of the original examination.‘ See 37 C.F.R. 1.552.

Accordingly, it is undisputed that a reexamination examiner can have no greater authority than

an original examiner. As a result, because an original examiner cannot create a “defacto CIP,”

reassign priority dates, and reject claims over intervening prior art, it is clear that a

reexamination examiner cannot do that either.

In the present case, no CIP was ever required by the original examiner or filed by the

Applicant, and the original examiner therefore could not -- and did not -- reassign priority dates

to the original claims. Patentee therefore respectfully submits that the present Examiner likewise

-12-
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lacks authority -- and therefore jurisdiction -- to reassign priority dates to the pending

unamended claims in reexamination that originally issued in the ‘573 Patent.

The Issue of Compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 112 was Considered and Passed on

During the Original Examination Resulting in the ‘573 Patent and the Office

Therefore Lacks Jurisdiction to Revisit the Same Issue in this Proceeding

Patentee respectfully submits that the Office further lacks jurisdiction under the facts in

this proceeding to challenge the priority date of the unarnended originally issued claims in

reexamination, because the issue of those claims’ entitlement to the filing date of the original

application previously was considered and decided during the original examination of the ‘573

Patent.

The Issue of Compliance With 35 U.S.C. § 112 Was Considered and Passed

On By the Original Examiner

The Office has asserted in the present Office Action that additional unsupported

disclosure was added to the specification of the ‘573 Patent during its original prosecution. The

Office has asserted further that the original examiner, Examiner Nguyen, did not consider or

have reason to consider the issue of whether the additions to the specification constituted new

matter. In support of these assertions, Examiner Foster has provided a helpful chart in the Office

Action, showing when and under what circumstances additions to the specification and resulting

claim amendments were made in the ‘S73 Patent and its predecessor applications.

In order to demonstrate that Examiner Nguyen did in fact consider the various additions

to the specification and concluded those additions did not constitute new matter and the subject

claims therefore were supported under Section 112, Patentee has reproduced Examiner Foster’s

chart in amended form. The chart has been amended by adding three columns, subtitled
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respectively “Consideration by Examiner Nguyen,” “Response by Applicant,” and “Subsequent

Action by Examiner Nguyen.” That chart is set forth immediately below:

Parent Application Office Action in Application Issuance of
07/206,497 filed June 13, O7/586,391 and response ‘573 Patent
1988 Setember 18, 1990
Date First Date First Date First Date First Consideration Response by Subsequent

Appearing Appearing in Appearing Appearing in by Examiner Applicant Action by
in Claims Specification in Claims Specification Nguyen Examiner
of Parent of Parent of Child of Child Nguyen

ylication Aplication A lication Aplication

Child Application
O7/586,39] filed

Transferring
Money from
Second

Party to a
First Party
(Charging a

Providing a
Credit Card
Number

Controlling
Use of
First/Second

Memory

Transmitting
to a

Location
Determined

by Second
Party

Specific
Video
Download
Procedures

First Party
in
Possession
of
Transmitter

December

22, 1988
February
28, 1990

December

22, 1988

December

22, 1988

February
28, 1990

February
28, 1990

August 24,
1990 (not
entered)

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1 992

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

No new
matter issues
were ever

raised

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

Objection/rejections
specifically
responded to in
June 25, 1992
response

Objection/rejections
specifically
responded to in
June 25, 1992
response

Objection/rejections
responded to in
June 25, I992
response

Objection/rejections
responded to June
25, 1992

No response was
ever necessary
since no issue was
ever raised

Objection/rejections
responded to in
June 25, 1992
response

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action
Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action
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August 24, September Considered in Objection/rejections Claims
1990 (not 18, 1990 Office Action specifically allowed in

Possession entered) February 24, responded to in September
ofReceiver 1992 June 25, 1992 21, 1992

and Second response Office
Memory Action

The foregoing chart shows that, following submission of the subject additions to the

specification and corresponding amendments to the claims, Examiner Nguyen considered those

additions and amendments in the Office Action of February 24, 1992. That consideration

included an obj ection to the specification as containing new matter under Section 132, and

corresponding rejections of the relevant claims under Section 112. The Applicant responded to,

and overcame, that objection and those rejections in the Response of June 25, 1992. In that

Response, the Applicant included arguments and a Declaration under 37 CFR 1.132 establishing _

that the additions to the specification had ample antecedent support in the originally filed

specification because the subject matter of the additions was implicitly disclosed and understood

by those skilled in the art. After considering this Response by the Applicant, Examiner Nguyen

withdrew the objection to the specification and the Section 112 rejections of the claims, and

thereby determined the claims were allowable.

Patentee respectfully submits that the amended chart set forth above demonstrates

indisputably that Examiner Nguyen did consider, or at least had every reason and opportunity to

consider, the very same new matter and Section 112 rejections the Office has made in the present

Office Action. Moreover, even though no objection or rejections were made by Examiner

Nguyen concerning the additional “video feature” disclosure and claim elements, it is clear from

the Examiner N gu1yen’s overall thorough analysis of the other Section 132 and Section 112

issues that she similarly had every reason and opportunity to object to the “video feature”

disclosure and reject those claims as well. She did not, however, do that. As a result, it is clear
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Examiner Nguyen at least implicitly considered and passed on the “video feature” specification

additions and claims as well, thereby allowing all of the pending claims to issue in the September

21, 1992 Office Action.

2. The Office Lacks Jurisdiction to Review Again the Same Section 112 Issues

Determined by the Original Examiner

As established above, the question of Section 112 support, and hence the appropriate

priority date for the claims in the issued ‘S73 Patent, were considered and passed on by

Examiner Nguyen in the original examination. The Patentee therefore respectfully submits that,

as a matter of established law, the Office lacks jurisdiction under the facts in this proceeding to

challenge again the Section 112 support and the 1988 priority date of the same claims in

reexamination.

In Patlex v. Quiqq, 680 F.Supp. 33, (D.D.C. 1988), the United States District Court for

the District of Columbia addressed a situation substantially identical to the circumstances of the

present reexamination. In that case, the District Court reversed, on summary judgment, a

decision by the BPAI upholding the final rejection of three claims in a reexamination

proceeding. The claims in question had issued in a patent that resulted from a string of

continuation and divisional applications relating back to an original priority application. The

reexamination examiner took the position that the three claims were not entitled to the original

priority date, and instead reassigned a later effective priority date, based on the reexamination

examiner’s determination that the specification had not enabled the three claims under Section

112 as of the original filing date.

The District Court determined, however, that the issue of whether the three claims were

enabled under Section 1 12 previously had been considered and decided by the original examiner,
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and the Court therefore explicitly held that the reexamination examiner lacked jurisdiction to

consider that issue again:

Entitlement to the [original priority] filing date was decided in the [original]

examination. Plaintiffs contended then they were entitled to the [original priority] filing

date, and the first Examiner considered then whether the [original] disclosure was

enabling. Consequently, in order to reexamine [the patent] on the basis of whether the

claims were anticipated by [later prior art], the reexamination examiner had to

“reexamine” the question of whether the specification of the [original application]

contained an enabling disclosure of the subject matter claimed in the [patent]. As

noted above, however, the reexamination statute does not contemplate a “reexamination”

of the sufficiency of a disclosure. Rather it is limited to reexamination of patentability

based on prior art patents and publications. Hence, the Court concludes that the

Examiner and the Board lack jurisdiction in this case to “reexamine” the sufficiency of

the specification of the [original application].” Id. at 36. (Emphasis added)

The holding of the Patlex case, therefore, is clear. Where, as in the present case, an original

examiner already has considered and determined the sufficiency of a specification’s disclosure

under Section 112 and the resulting entitlement of claims to an original priority date, there is no

“substantial new” question ofpatentability for reexamination, as required by 35 U.S.C. §§ 301,

et seq. As a result, the Office lacks jurisdiction to “reexamine” that same issue for those same

claims in a subsequent reexamination proceeding.

Patentee therefore respectfully requests that, for this reason as well, the Office withdraw

the current Section 112 rejections and reassignment of later priority dates for the originally

issued unamended claims.

C. In Any Event, the Claims as Issued in the ‘S73 Patent Plainly Were Supported by

the Originally Filed Specification

As previously described, the Office has asserted in the present Office Action, inter-alia,

that the claims as originally issued in the ‘573 Patent rely for written description support on

certain alleged new matter added to the specification during the original prosecution of the ‘573

Patent. The Office also has asserted that the claims directed to the video embodiment of the
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invention are not supported by disclosure that was enabling as of the original June 13, 1988

filing date claimed by Patentee. As set forth above in Sections III(A) and (B) above, Patentee’s

position is that the Office lacks jurisdiction to review issues of adequate written description and

enablement, especially where the particular issue was dealt with explicitly in the original

prosecution of the patent in reexamination. Nonetheless, Patentee further respectfully traverses

these rejections because, in any event, it is clear the originally filed specification in fact does

provide both adequate written description for all of the issued claims and an enabling disclosure

for those claims directed to the “video feature” of the invention.

1. The Claims as Issued in the ‘573 Patent are Supported by Adequate Written

Description in the Originally Filed Specification

In the current Office Action, Examiner Foster provided a helpful chart showing alleged

new matter added to the specification of"the ‘573 Patent during prosecution. Patentee

reproduced an amended version of the examiner’s chart above in Section III(B)(1), thereby

demonstrating that the alleged new matter was considered by Examiner Nguyen and was

determined, in fact, not to be new matter. However, for the sake of thoroughness and to

reinforce that Examiner Nguyen correctly determined the issues, Patentee provides below an

analysis demonstrating that each element in Claims 1 through 6 as issued in the ‘573 Patent in

fact was supported, either explicitly or implicitly, by the original specification filed on June 13,

1988.

The Proper Standard for Determining if the Claims are Adequately

Supported by the Specification as Filed

As a preliminary matter, Patentee wishes to point out that the standard for written support

in the absence of ipsis verbis recitation of a claim limitation is not strictly the inherency or

required interpretation standard urged by the Office. Rather, the proper standard generally is
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whether the written description reasonably conveys to the skilled artisan that the inventor was in

possession of the claimed subject matter.

The issue of whether the written description requirement has been met is a question of

fact, to be determined on a case-by-case basis. Vas-Cath, Inc. v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1562

(Fed. Cir. 1991). The legal standard for determining whether the facts of a particular case meet

the written description requirement is not in dispute, however. In Vas-Cath, the CAFC held that

A “[t]he test for sufficiency of support in a patent application is whether the disclosure of the

application relied on ‘reasonably conveys to the skilled artisan that the inventor had possession

at that time of the later claimed subject matter.”’ Vas-Cath 935 F.2d at 1563 (emphasis added).

As further held by the CAFC in Union Oil Co. ofCal. v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 208 F.3d 989

(Fed. Cir. 2000), “[t]he written description does not require the applicant ‘to describe exactly the

subject matter claimed, [instead] the description must clearly allow persons of ordinary skill in

the art to recognize that [the inventor] invented what is claimed.”’ Union Oil, 208 F.3d at 997.

Because the written description requirement is fact—based, various decision makers have

at times appeared to drifi from the “reasonably conveys” standard mandated by the CAFC. The

CAFC, however, has never wavered from this standard. For example, in Hyatt v. Boone, 146

F.3d 1348 (Fed. Cir. 1998) the court reviewed a BPAI decision holding that one party to an

interference (Hyatt) lacked the necessary written description in his originally filed application to

support a later claim drawn to a count of the interference. The phraseology used by the BPAI in

setting forth the standard for compliance with the written description requirement was that “the

written description must be sufficient, when the entire specification is read that the ‘necessary

and only reasonable construction’ that would be given it by a person of ordinary skill in the art is

one that clearly supports each positive limitation in the count.” Hyatt, 146 F.3d at 1353. The
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appellant argued that the “necessary and only reasonable construction” standard applied by the

BPAI was different from and more rigorous than the “reasonably conveys standard” set forth in

Vas-Cath.

The CAFC determined, however, that the different phraseology used by the BPAI in fact

did not a set different standard for meeting the written description requirement. Rather, the

standard remains that “the written description must include all of the limitations. . .or the

applicant must show that any absent text is necessarily comprehended in the description

provided and would have been so understood at the time the patent application was filed.” Hyatt,

at 1354-55 (emphasis added). Moreover, the CAFC has on subsequent occasions repeatedly

reinforced that the standard of Vas—Cath remains in effect. See, e.g. Pandrol USA, LP v. Airboss

Ry. Products, Inc., 424 F.3d 1161 (Fed. Cir. 2005)(“[t]he applicant must. . .convey with

reasonable clarity to those skilled in the art that, as of the filing date sought, he or she was in

possession of the invention”). In contrast, the general standard does not require that the “only

reasonable interpretation” of the general features in the specification be the more specific

features in the claims. Vas-Cath at 1566 (“[t]he [district] court further erred in applying a legal

standard that essentially required the drawings of the ‘O81 design application to necessarily

exclude all diameters other than those within the claimed range.”)(emphasis in original).

In addition to Hyatt, the Office has cited In re Robertson, 169 F.3d 734 (Fed. Cir. 1999)

and Lockwood v. American Airlines, Inc., 107 F.3d 1565 (Fed. Cir. 1997) as establishing a strict

inherency standard for finding written support for a claim element not having ipsis verbis support

in the specification. In the first instance, Patentee respectfully submits that the citation of In Re

Robertson is inapposite. In Robertson, the CAFC reiterated the well known standard for

determining anticipation or obviousness of a claim by prior art where the prior art does not
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include literal disclosure of one or more elements of the claim. As such, Robertson was a case

directed solely to Section 102/103 issues, and does not even mention Section 112. Moreover,

nowhere in Hyatt or Lockwood does either court even allude to an inherency standard for

showing support for claim limitations not described ipsis verbis in the specification. Rather, the

CAFC simply held in Lockwood that “exact terms need not be used in haec verba. . ., the

specification must contain an equivalent description of the claimed subject matter.” Lockwood,

107 F.3d at 1572 (citations omitted).

Patentee therefore respectfully submits that the requirement of an inherency standard

under Section 112 is unsupported by Hyatt, Robertson, or Lockwood. Rather the proper standard

to be applied by the Examiner in determining compliance with the written description

requirement remains “whether the disclosure of the application as originally filed reasonably

conveys to the artisan that the inventor had possession at that time of the later claimed subject

matter, rather than the presence or absence of literal support in the specification for the claim

language.” In re Kaslow, 707 F.2d 1366 (Fed. Cir. 1983).

ii) All Features of Claims 1 Through 6 in the ‘S73 Patent Find Written Support

in the Originally filed Specification

Applying the proper standard for compliance with the written description requirement

under Section 112, Patentee respectfully submits that all of the limitations in Claims 1 through 6

of the ‘S73 Patent were supported by the originally filed specification. To illustrate this point,

Patentee has prepared a detailed chart showing each feature of the invention, the claims in which

those features are recited, and where support in the originally filed specification is found for each

feature. That chart is set forth immediately below:

Claims Written Description of Comments
Reciting Feature in Original
Feature Specification
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A method for transmitting a I
desired digital audio signal

stored on a first memory of a
first party to a second
memory of a second party

transferring money via a
telecommunications line to a

first party location remote
from the second memory

second party financially
distinct from the first party

second party controlling use
and in possession of the
second memory

14

p. 1, lns. 7-9
p. 2, lns. 8-10, 20-26

, ns. 13-15
ns. 8-10, 20-23, 47-50

1 l
2 l

3, lns. 20-33

g. 1

P
P
P
Fr

ns. 8-10, 20-23, 47-50
ns. 20-33

p. 3, lns. 26-33, 40-43

ipsis verbis support

The specification states ipsis
verbis that the hard disk in
the control unit of the

authorized agent is the
source of the digital signal.
Further, the specification
states that the digital signal
is transferred to the hard
disk in the control unit of the
user. A skilled artisan
would understand this as

transferring signals stored
on a first memory to a
second memory.

The specification discloses
electronic sales via

telephone lines. Because the
agent is authorized to sell
and to transfer via telephone
lines, there is implicitly
support for selling and
thereby transferring money.
This was previously pointed
out in the declaration of

Arthur Hair submitted May
5, 1992. A skilled artisan
would readily understand
this to comprehend transfers
between two remote
locations.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that a sale
requires the parties to be
financially distinct. This
was previously pointed out
in the declaration ofArthur

1-lair submitted May 5, 1992.

The as filed original
specification includes ipsis
verbis support for a second
party control unit, where the
user is the second party.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that the
second memory is in
possession and control of the
second party, since the
specification as originally
filed states throughout that
the user can store, sort and
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connecting electronically via
a telecommunications line

the first memory with the
second memory

transmitting the desired
digital audio signal from the
first memory with a
transmitter in control and

possession of the first party

to a receiver having the
second memory at a location
determined by the second
party; said receiver in
possession and control of the
second party

p. 3, lns. 35-40

p. 2, ln. 47-52
p. 3, lns. 35-40
Fig. l

p. 2, lns. 47-50
p. 3, Ins. 20-40
Fig. 1
p. 4, lns. 21-23

play thousands of songs
from the user unit. A skilled

artisan would clearly
understand that this means

the second party controls
and possesses the second
party control unit. This was
previously pointed out in the
declaration ofArthur Hair

submitted May 5, 1992.

ipsis verbis support

The as filed original
specification has ipsis verbis
support transmitting a
desired digital audio signal
and that the hard disk in the
control unit of the

authorized agent is the
source. A skilled artisan

would recognize that in
order to regulate distribution
of the signals the authorized
agent would have to possess
and control the transmitter.

This was previously pointed
out in the declaration of

Arthur I-lair submitted May
5, 1992.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize in order to
receive digital signals over
telecommunications lines as

disclosed throughout the
specification, part of the
second party control unit
would act as a receiver.

This was addressed

previously in the affidavit of
Arthur Hair dated May 5,
1992. A skilled artisan

would also readily
understand this to

comprehend transfers
between two remote
locations. Since the second

party possesses the second
memory the second party
can determine its location.
This was addressed

7II'CVi0llS] in the declaration
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storing the digital audio
signal in the second memory

searching the first memory
for the desired digital audio
signal

selecting the desired digital
audio signal from the first
memory

telephoning the first party
controlling use of the first
memory by the second party

providing a credit card
number of the second party
to the first party so that the
second party is charged
money

of Arthur Hair submitted

May 5, 1992.

p 2, Ins.
2

3
l

p. 2, lns. 47-50
p. 3, lns. 20-40
Fig. 1
p. 4, lns. 21-23

p. 1, lns. 13-15
p. 2, lns. 8-10, 20-23,
38-52

p. 3, lns. 12-15, 35-37

The as filed original
specification has ipsis verbis
support for electronic sales
and electronic transfer of

digital signals from a control
unit of an authorized agent
to a control unit of a user. A

skilled artisan would readily
recognize that this would
include searching the hard
disk of the first party to
locate desired digital signals
for purchase.

The as filed original
specification has ipsis verbis
support for electronic sales
and electronic transfer of

digital signals fi'om a control
unit of an authorized agent
to a control unit of a user.’ A

skilled artisan would readily
recognize that this would
include selecting desired
digital signals from the hard
disk of the first party for
purchase.

The original as filed
specification states
throughout that digital audio
or digital video signals are
sold and transferred via

telephone lines. A skilled
artisan would readily
recognize this as
comprehending the
telephoning of the first party
by the second party to
initiate a transaction. This

was addressed previously in
the declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5, 1992.

The original as filed
specification states
throughout that the
invention provides for
electronic sales of digital
audio or digital video
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signals. A skilled artisan
would readily recognize
credit card sales as being
comprehended within
electronic sales. This was

addressed previously in the
affidavit of Arthur Hair

dated May 5, 1992.

first party controlling the p. 2, lns. 38-43 The as filed original
first memory p. 3, lns. 35-49 specification includes ipsis

verbis support for a first
party control unit, where the
authorized agent is the first
party.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that the
first party control unit is in
possession and control of the
first party because as an
“agent authorized to
electronically sell and
distribute” digital audio or
digital video, the first party
would necessarily have to
possess and control the
source of the digital audio
and digital video. This was
previously pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur Hair

submitted May 5, 1992.

A method for transmitting a 4 p. 5, lns. 3643 ipsis verbis support
desired digital video signal

transmitting the desired The as filed original
digital video signal from the specification has ipsis verbis
first memory with a support transmitting a
transmitter in control and desired digital audio signal
possession of the first party and that the hard disk in the

control unit of the

authorized agent is the
source. A skilled artisan

would recognize that in
order to regulate distribution
of the signals the authorized
agent would have to possess
and control the transmitter.

This was previously pointed
out in the declaration of

Arthur Hair submitted May
5, 1992.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on the
disclosure at the end of the

_oecification that this
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procedure could also be used
for digital video.

storing the digital video . 5, lns. 3 The as filed original
signal in the second memory . 2, his. 2 specification has ipsis verbis

support for storing digital
signals on the hard disk of
the user control unit. A
skilled artisan would

recognize based on the
disclosure at the end of the

specification that this
procedure could also be used
for digital video.

searching the first memory The as filed original
for the desired digital video specification has ipsis verbis
signal support for electronic sales

and electronic transfer of

digital signals from a control
unit of an authorized agent
to a control unit of a user. A

skilled artisan would readily
recognize that this would
include searching the hard
disk of the first party to
locate desired digital signals
for purchase.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on the
disclosure at the end of the

specification that this
procedure could also be used
for digital video.

selecting the desired digital The as filed original
video signal from the first specification has ipsis verbis
memory support for electronic sales

and electronic transfer of

digital signals from a control
unit of an authorized agent
to a control unit of a user. A

skilled artisan would readily
recognize that this would
include selecting desired
digital signals from the hard
disk of the first party for
purchase.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on the
disclosure at the end of the

specification that this
procedure could also be used
for digital video.
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For all the reasons set forth in the chart immediately above, Patentee respectfully submits that the

written description standard was satisfied for originally issued Claims 1 through 6 of the ‘573

Patent.

The “Video Feature” of the Invention in Claims 4 Through 6 of the ‘S73

Patent was Enabled by the Originally Filed Specification

The Office asserts the “video feature” of the invention in Claims 4 through 6 was not

enabled by the disclosure in the originally filed specification. Patentee respectfully traverses this

for the reasons set forth below.

The Office acknowledges the “original specification does contain a general statement at

the end of the specification stating ‘[f]urther, it is intended that this invention not be limited to

Digital Audio Music and can include Digital Video. . ..”’ The Office, however, generally asserts

“this broad, generic statement fails to enable specifically claimed video download and processing

procedures.” Office Action, page 12. Since the Office has not specifically identified which

portions of the claims allegedly are not enabled, Patentee will discuss below the issue of

enablement with respect to particular comments made in the Office Action.

Initially, Patentee respectfully submits that it appears the Office is attempting to apply a

“mass production” standard to the claims when, in actuality, the enablement standard of Section

112 has no such requirement. As the CAFC held in Christianson v. Colt Indus. Operating Corp,

822 F.2d 1544 (Fed. Cir. 1987) “the law has never required that a patentee must disclose in its

patent the dimensions, tolerances, drawings, and other parameters of mass production not

necessary to enable one skilled in the art to practice (as distinguished from mass-produce) the

invention.” Nonetheless, it appears this kind of “mass production” information is exactly the

kind of information the Office now seeks. For example, the Office Action states “[p]ersonal user
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devices with the processing power capable of playing back much larger and more complicated

digital video files, such as DVD players, were not routinely available until the late l990(s).”

Office Action, pages 19-20. (emphasis added.) Whether such devices “routinely” were

available is not part of the test for enablement, nor is it one of the eight factors for reasonable

experimentation that were laid out by the CAFC in In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

Rather, the only relevant test is whether, without undue experimentation, one of ordinary skill in

the art could have made and used the claimed invention.

As further evidence that the Office seeks to apply a “mass production” standard, it is

noted that the Office Action states “the digital bandwidth required to transmit a video signal at

even VHS guality was around 1.5 megabits per second (approximately 30 megabytes in 3

minutes).” Office Action, page-14. (emphasis added.) However, while VHS quality may be

appropriate for “mass production,” a limitation requiring VHS quality video is not included in

any of the claims, and thus it is impermissible for the Office to use that level of quality as a

benchmark for enablement. In fact, the recent success of very small screen video players shows

that “mass production” can be achieved with even less than VHS quality.

Moreover, even if VHS quality were a requirement for enablement of the claims, there is

no articulated basis to believe the original specification would not have enabled one of ordinary

skill in the art to meet that quality for a short period of time. This fact is accentuated by the

statement in the Office Action that “it is not clear how downloaded files of any appreciable or

viable size would have been downloaded and stored on originally disclosed hard disk 60 of the

user in the original specification.” Office Action, page 20. (emphasis added.) The use of

“appreciable” and “viable” makes it clear that short videos are enabled, and nothing more is

required. Moreover, the Office appears to acknowledge that even a 30 megabyte hard drive
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could store a three—minute movie if encoded at 1.5 megabits/second. Id. That alone is sufficient

to meet the enablement requirement.

Moreover, Patentee respectfully submits that the Office impermissibly limits the scope of

what it referenced when the Office Action cites the size of available hard drives. While a 30

megabyte hard drive would have been available in a 3.5 inch fomi factor, the same chart relied

on by the Office illustrates that hard drives larger than 1.89 gigabytes were available at the same

time. See Exhibit “A” to this Response, which is a copy of the chart cited in footnote 14 of the

Office Action.

The Office has applied the same “mass production” requirement to the library server.

The Office initially seems to acknowledge that mainframes did exist which could have operated

as repositories for copyrighted materials using hard disk drives. However, the Office then seems

to discount the relevance of the existing mainfiames by stating “it is not clear how even a small-

sized video library would have been stored in the hard disk of the copyright holder without

requiring details directed to a complex mainframe operating environment.” Patentee respectfully

submits this unsupported statement on “complexity” is insufficient to prove that mainframe

operating environments capable of storing digital video files were not already known at the time

the original specification was filed, or that undue experimentation would have been required to

store digital video files in such an environment. The statement also leaves unanswered how the

Office is defining “small” -- according to the enablement standard under Section 112 or the

improper “mass production” standard?

The Office Action further states “[r]egarding the transfer of these large video files over a

network, the proliferation ofbroadband communication network[s] capable of delivering these

large files to consumers, such as the Internet, simply did not exist or were not well known in
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1988.” Office Action, pages 14-15. (emphasis added.) Such a statement raises at least two

issues. First, “not well known” to whom? Those of ordinary skill in the art of computer systems

knew of telephony-based wide area networks at the time the original specification was filed. See

http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc-index.htrnl for a list of computer communications standards

including those available at the time of filing. Second, utilization of a “broadband” network is

not required. In fact, the originally filed specification discloses that the audio and video files can

be transferred over telephone lines. While this may not be an extremely fast method of transfer,

it nonetheless clearly is enabling under Section 112.

The Office further questions “how the digital video would have been coded and decoded

during transmission, as digital video coding standards for purposes of transmission and file

download were not settled in 1988. [T]he MPEG-1 standard which was designed to code/decode

digital video information and to transmit the video via a telephone (telecommunications) network

in NTSC (broadcast) guality for archiving, was only established in 1992.” Office Action, page

21. (emphasis added.) Again, Patentee respectfully notes that standardization of video coding

and the use of “NTSC quality” relate to “mass production” rather than enablement under Section

112. Thus, the Office has not alleged -- and cannot allege -- that one of ordinary skill in the art

could not have coded video at some other resolution or using some other encoding technique at

the time the original specification was filed.

Accordingly, Patentee respectfully submits that Claims 4 through 6 directed to the “video

feature” embodiment of the invention were enabled by the originally filed specification under the

proper standard for Section 112 enablement.

D. Because the Originally Issued Claims of the ‘573 Patent are Entitled to the June 13,

1988 Priority Date Awarded During the Original Examination, the References Yurt,

Cohen and Goldwasser are not Appropriate Prior Art
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Based on the foregoing, Patentee respectfully submits that originally issued Claims 1

through 6 of the ‘573 Patent are entitled to the June 13, 1988 priority date. In the first instance, it

is improper for the Office to reconsider the issue of priority in the present reexamination for the

reasons set forth in Sections III(A) and (B) above. Further, even if it were proper to reconsider

the issue of priority, Patentee respectfully submits the facts of record clearly show the claims

were described adequately and enabled by the originally filed specification for the reasons set

forth in Section III(C) above. Patentee therefore respectfully submits that the references Yurt,

Cohen and Goldwasser are not appropriate prior art because all of these references post—date the

applicable June 13, 1988 priority date of the claims. Patentee therefore respectfully requests that

all rejections based on these references be withdrawn.

IV. THE AMENDED AND NEW CLAIMS ARE NEITHER ANTICIPATED BY, NOR

OBVIOUS OVER, THE APPROPRIATE PRIOR ART OF RECORD

Claims 1 through 6 have been rejected as either anticipated by or obvious over several

references that antedate the proper June 13, 1988 priority date of the claims, and one reference

that post-dates the proper June 13, 1988 priority date. Specifically:

Claims 1 through 6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § l02(b) as anticipated by U.S. Patent

No. 4,789,863 to Bush (Bush);

Claims 1, 2, 4 and S are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(6) as anticipated by U.S. Patent

No. 4,949,187 to Cohen (Cohen);

Claims 3 and 6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as obvious over Cohen in view of

Bush;

Claims 1 through 6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as obvious over Japanese

Published Application No. 62-284496 to Akashi (Akashi) in view of U.S. Patent No. 4,528,643

to Freeny (Freeny).
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Patentee has amended Claims 1 and 4 to specify that the digital audio or digital video

signals are stored in a non-volatile storage portion of the second memory, wherein the non-

volatile storage portion is not a tape or CD. Patentee also has added new Claims 44 and 47 to

specify that the second memory includes a hard disk and that the digital audio or digital video

signals are stored in the second party hard disk. As a result, Patentee respectfully submits that

none of the appropriate prior art of record, either alone or in combination, shows, suggests or

teaches each and every limitation of independent Claims 1, 4, 44, and 47. By extension, none of

the appropriate prior art, either alone or in combination, shows, suggests or teaches each and

every limitation of dependent Claims 2, 3, 5, 6, 45, 46, 48 or 49.

A. The Rejections Based on Cohen are Improper and Should be Withdrawn

As demonstrated above in Section III, Claims 1 through 6 of the ‘573 Patent as issued

were entitled to the June 13, 1988 priority filing date of the original application. Further, as

shown above in Section II, the added recitations of “wherein the second memory comprises a

non-volatile storage that is not a tape or CD” and “wherein the second memory comprises a hard

disk” are both supported in the original specification filed June 13, 1988. As a result, amended

Claims 1 and 4, new Claims 44 and 47, and all of their respective dependent claims are entitled

to the June 13, l988 priority date. Cohen therefore is not appropriate prior art against these

claims for the purposes of 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103. Patentee therefore respectfully submits

that the rejections based on Cohen alone, and Cohen in combination with Bush, cannot be

sustained and should be withdrawn.

B. None of Bush, Akashi, Freeny or Their Combination Shows, Suggests or Teaches

Each and Every Limitation of Claims 1 Through 6, 44 or 45

As described above, amended Claims 1 and 4 recite the limitation, storing the digital

audio or digital video signal in a non-volatile storage portion of the second memory, wherein the

-32-
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non-volatile storage is not a tape or CD. Patentee respectfully submits that none of Bush, Akashi

or Freeny, either alone or in combination, shows, suggests or teaches this feature. In fact, it is

apparent that all of these references teach away from this feature. Further, new Claims 44 and 47

state that the second memory includes a second party hard disk and that the digital audio or

digital video signals are stored in the second party hard disk. It similarly is clear that none of

Bush, Akashi or Freeny, either alone or in combination, shows, suggests or teaches this feature,

and that all of the references teach away from it.

In particular, Bush discloses a system whereby a user can receive selected pre-recorded

entertaimnent over cable lines. Bush, col. 1, lns. 46-48. The pre-recorded entertainment includes

audio and video selections that are stored at a control source in CD format. Bush, col. 2, lns. 30-

34. According to the disclosure of Bush, the audio or video selection received by the user must

be recorded on a cassette tape. Bush, col. 4, lns. 7-58. Bush also discloses that a CD may be

used to record the audio or video entertainment. Bush, col. 5, lns. 24-29.

Akashi discloses a system whereby a user can select and download audio signals and

record them to a tape or CD. Akashi, translation page 2, (6) Embodiment. Specifically, Akashi

states, “[t]he record reproducing apparatus 1 may either be a digital audio tape recorder or a

compact disk deck that employs a write-once, read-many recordable optical disk that allows data

to be read immediately after the data is written.” Id.

Freeny discloses a kiosk system wherein audio and/or video signals are stored on a

storage medium at a point of sale location. See Freeny, Abstract. The main teaching of Freeny

is the reproduction of information, for example audio or video, in the form of a tangible object,

such as a cassette tape or video disk. Freeny, col. 4, lns. 36-55.
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It is clear all of the foregoing references expressly require that audio or video signals be

transferred from a first memory to a second memory that is a CD or tape. Thus, all of the

references recognized the same problem in the prior art -- the inherent disadvantages in centrally

producing CD’s, tapes, and other fixed media at a remote manufacturing location and then

distributing those objects for sale to ultimate consumers via traditional “brick and mortar”

wholesale and retail distribution channels. However, all of these references failed to recognize,

and therefore stopped short of, the ultimate and superior solution to the prior art problems

provided by the invention of the ‘573 Patent -- the elimination of the need to produce CD’s,

tapes, or other fixed media objects at the second party’s location. Thus, where the cited

references still required the production of CD’s and tapes at the second party’s location, with all

of the attendant localized problems of production, physical storage, and risk of damage, the

invention of the ‘573 Patent solved these problems by providing storage in a non-volatile storage

permitting repetitive playback of audio and video without requiring the second party to make,

handle, physically store, or otherwise deal with CD’s or tapes.

As a result, Patentee respectfully submits that none of the above references, either alone

or in combination, shows, suggests, or teaches transferring audio or video signals from a first

memory to a second memory wherein the signals are stored in a non-volatile storage portion of

the second memory that is not a tape or CD and/or which is a hard disk. To the contrary, all of

the references expressly teach away from this invention by requiring that the digital audio or

digital video signals be transferred to a CD or tape in the second memory, while failing to

recognize or deal with the problems and disadvantages associated with CD’s and tapes. It

therefore follows that none of these references, either alone or in combination, teaches storing

digital audio or video signals in a portion of a memory that is a non-volatile storage and is not a
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CD or tape, or which is a hard disk. Patentee therefore respectfiilly submits that none of the

above references, or their combination, shows, suggests or teaches each and every limitation of

Claims 1, 4, 44 or 47. As a result, none of Claims 1, 4, 44 and 47, or their dependent claims, can

be anticipated by or obvious over Bush, Akashi, Freeny, or their combination.

Respectfully submitted,

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

R0 , Jr.

R istration No. 32,474

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square

18"‘ & Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone: (215) 988-3392

Facsimile: (215) 988-2757
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing

Statement Under 37 C.F.R. §l.560(b) in Reexamination No. 90/007,402 was served via

First Class United States Mail, postage prepaid, this 1ST day of December, 2006, on the

following:

Mr. Albert S. Penilla

Martine, Penilla, & Gencarella, LLP

710 Lakeway Drive, Suite 200

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

Attorney for Third Party Reexamina '

A rney -for Patentee
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING BY "EXPRESS MAIL" (37 CFR 1.10) Docket No-

Applicant(s): Arthur R. Hair 219099 (NAps001)

Application No. Filing Date Examiner Customer No. Group Art Unit

90/007,402 01/31/2005 Roland G. Foster 23973

Method for Transmitting a Desired Digital Video or Digital Audio Signals 3 q 612/ , 70181 Us PTO

llllllllllillllllllillillfl/llillilil/Ii
12/01/O6

Invention:

I hereby certify that the following correspondence:

statement Under 37 C.F.R. 1.560(b) w/chart attachments, Post Card.

(ltienrifjr type ofcorrespondence)

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" service under 37

CFR 1.10 in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on

December 1, 2006
(Date)

Lorraine T. Lewis

(Typed or Primed Name ofPerson Mailing Correspondence)

xiiMa,‘ mafia,
(siglmture ofPerson Mailing Correspondence)

EV592625220US

("Express Mail " Mailing Label Number)

Note: Each paper must have its own certificate of mailing.

DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square
18th & Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone (215) 988-3392
Facsimile: (215)988-2757

POSA/REV03
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

T0

In re Application of: US’ P

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Reexamination Control No. 90/007,402

METHOD FOR TRANSMITTING

A DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNAL

Reexamination Filed: January 31, 2005

Patent Number: 5,191,573 %/%/\_J\_/9/\_/\_/\./Q/%/%
Examiner: Roland G. Foster

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.560§b[

At the Interview with Examiners Foster, Weaver, Laba1le,- and Supervisory Examiner

Kashnikow on November 16, 2006 in Reexamination Control Nos. 90/007,402; 90/007,403; and

90/007,407, Patentee’s counsel presented the following reasons as warranting favorable action in

the pending Reexamination applications:

1. The rejections of the pending claims in all three Reexaminations under Section 112 are

improper and should be withdrawn because, as a matter of law, the Office is without

jurisdiction to consider whether originally issued claims meet the requirements of Section

1 12, first paragraph.

2. The rejections of the pending claims in all three Reexaminations under Section 112 also

should be withdrawn because where, as here, the original examiner considered whether

PHlP\53l379\l

/(H81
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the originally issued claims in the patents in Reexamination met the requirements of

Section 1 12, first paragraph, the Office is without jurisdiction in these three

Reexaminations to consider again those same issues for those same claims under Section

112, first paragraph. Patentee’s counsel presented a chart showing the manner in which

the original examiner considered and passed on the issue of the originally issued claims

meeting the requirements of Section 112, first paragraph. That chart is attached hereto.

. Although the Office is without jurisdiction to consider the issue of whether the originally

issued claims in all three Reexaminations meet the requirements of Section 112, first

paragraph, it is clear that, in fact, those claims do meet the requirements of Section 112,

first paragraph, because they'find written support and are enabled by the original

specification as it was filed on June 13, 1988. Patentee’s counsel presented charts for all

three patents in Reexamination, showing where support for all of the limitations in the

originally issued claims find support in the original specification as filed on June 13,

1988. Those charts also are attached hereto.

Since all of the claims in the three Reexaminations properly are supported under Section

112 by the original specification as filed on June 13, 1988, those claims are entitled to

June 13, 1988 as their priority date.

Since all of the claims in the three Reexaminations are entitled to a June 13, 1988 priority

date, certain of the references cited by the Office in the pending Office Actions, i.e.,

United States Patent No. 5,241,421 to Goldwasserg United States Patent No. 5,132,992 to

Yurt, and United States Patent No. 4,999,187 to Cohen, are inapplicable and not available

PHlP\531379\l
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as prior art to the pending claims, because all three references postdate the June 13, 1988

priority date of those claims.

. All of the other references cited by the Office in the pending Office Actions which

antedate the June 13, 1988 priority date of the claims require that audio or digital signals

be downloaded from a first memory to a second memory that requires a CD or tape.

Patentees have amended the pending claims to make it clear those claims do not require

the second memory be a CD or a tape and, as a result, those claims are not obvious over

any of the pre—June 13, 1988 references, either alone or in combination.

Respectfully submitted,

DRINKE IDDLE & REATH LLP

Ro ert A. Koons, Jr.

Registration No. 32,474

December 1, 2006
DRINKER BIDDLE & REATH LLP

One Logan Square

18”‘ & Cherry Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-6996

Telephone: (215) 988-3392

Facsimile: (215)988-2757

PHlP\53 l 379\l
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Transferring
Money from
Second

Party to a
First Party
(Charging a
Fee)

Providing a
Credit Card
Number

Controlling
Use of
First/Second

Memory

Transmitting
to a

Location
Determined

by Second
Party

First Party
in
Possession
of

Transmitter

Parent Application
07/206,497 filed June 13,
1988

Date First

Appearing
in Claims
of Parent

Application

December

December

22, 1988

December 1

22, 1988

Date First

Appearing in
Specification
of Parent

Application

Child Application
07/586,391 filed

September 18, 1990

Date _First
Appearing
in Claims
of Child

Date First

of Child

Application

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

September
18, 1990

Office Action in

Application 07/586,391 and
response

Consideration Response

Office Action

February 24,
1992

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992 _

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

No new
matter issues
were ever

raised

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1992

' Objection

Issuance of
‘S73 Patent

Subsequent
Action by
Examiner

Nguyen

specifically
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Objection
specifically
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Objections
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Objection
responded
to June 25,
1992

No

response
was ever

necessary
since no
issue was
ever raised

Objections
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action
Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action
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Possession
of Receiver
and Second

Memory

August 24,
1990 (not
entered)

September
18, l990

Considered in
Office Action

February 24,
1 992

Objection

specifically
responded
to in June

25, 1992
response

Claims
allowed in

September
21, 1992
Office
Action
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A method for

transmitting a desired
digital audio signal

stored on a first

memory of a first
party to a second
memory of a second
party

transferring money via
a telecommunications

line to a first party
location remote from

the second memory

Claim Features of ‘573 Patent

Claims

Reciting
Feature

Written Description

of Feature in Original
Specification

p. 1, ins. 7-9
p. 2, ins. 8-10, 20-26

p. 3, Ins. 35-40
p. 4, Ins. 12-26

p. 1, ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
47-50

p. 3, ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

ipsis verb/s

The specification

states ipsis verbis that
the hard disk in the
control unit of the

authorized agent is
the source of the

digital signal. Further,
the specification states

that the digital signal
is transferred to the

hard disk in the

control unit of the
user. A skilled artisan

would understand this

as transferring signals
stored on a first

memory to a second
memory.

The specification
discloses electronic

sales via telephone
lines. Because the

agent is authorized to
sell and to transfer via

telephone lines, there

is implicitly support for
selling and thereby
transferring money.

This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5,
1992. A skilled artisan

would readily
understand this to

comprehend transfers
between two remote
locations.
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second party
financially distinct

from the first party

second party
controlling use and in
possession of the

second memory

connecting

electronically via a
telecommunications

line the first memory
with the second

memory

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
47-50

p. 3, Ins. 20-33

. 26-33, 40-43

p. 3, ins. 35-40

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
a sale requires the
parties to be

financially distinct.

This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May S,
1992.

The as filed original
specification includes

ipsis verbis support for
a second party control
unit, where the user is

the second party.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that

the second memory is
in possession and
control of the second

party, since the
specification as

originally filed states

throughout that the
user can store, sort

and play thousands of
songs from the user
unit. A skilled artisan

would clearly
understand that this
means the second

party controls and ,
possesses the second

party control unit.

This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May 5,
1992.

ipsis verbis
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transmitting the
desired digital audio

signal from the first

memory with a
transmitter in control

and possession of the

first party

to a receiver having

the second memory at
a location determined

by the second party;
said receiver in

possession and control

of the second party

p. 2, In. 47-52

p. 3, ins. 35-40
Fig. 1

p. 2, Ins. 47-50
p. 3, ins. 20-40

Fig. 1
p. 4, Ins. 21-23

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support
transmitting a desired
digital audio signal
and that the hard disk

in the control unit of

the authorized agent
is the source. A
skilled artisan would

recognize that in order
to regulate distribution

of the signals the

authorized agent
would have to possess
and control the
transmitter. This was

previously pointed out
in the declaration of
Arthur Hair submitted

May 5, 1992.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize in
order to receive digital
signals over
telecommunications
lines as disclosed

throughout the
specification, part of

the second party
control unit would act
as a receiver. This
was addressed

previously in the
affidavit of Arthur Hair

dated May 5, 1992. A
skilled artisan would

also readily
understand this to

comprehend transfers
between two remote

locations. Since the

second party
possesses the second

memory the second

party can determine
its location. This was

addressed previously
in the declaration of

Arthur Hair submitted

May 5, 1992.
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storing the digital
audio signal in the
second memory

searching the first
memory for the

desired digital audio

signal

p. 2, Ins. 23-27 ipsis verbis

selecting the desired
digital audio signal
from the first memory

p. 3, lns. 35-40
p. 4, lns. 12-28

p. 3, Ins. 35-40
p. 4, lns. 12-28

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support for
electronic sales and

electronic transfer of

digital signals from a
control unit of an

authorized agent to a
control unit of a user.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
this would include

searching the hard

disk of the first party
to locate desired

digital signals for
purchase.

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support for
electronic sales and
electronic transfer of

digital signals from a
control unit of an

authorized agent to a
control unit of a user.
A skilledartisan would

readily recognize that
this would include

selecting desired
digital signals from the
hard disk of the first

party for purchase.
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telephoning the first

party controlling use

of the first memory by
the second party

providing a credit card
number of the second

party to the first party
so that the second

party is charged
money

p. 2, Ins. 47-50

p. 3, Ins. 20-40

Fig. 1
p. 4, Ins. 21-23

p. 1, ins. 13-15

p. 2, ins. 8-10, 20-23,
38-52

p. 3, Ins. 12-15, 35-37

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that digital
audio or digital video
signals are sold and
transferred via

telephone lines. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize this
as comprehending the
telephoning of the first
party by the second
party to initiate a
transaction. This was

addressed previously
in the declaration of

Arthur Hair submitted

May 5, 1992.

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that the
invention provides for
electronic sales of

digital audio or digital
video signals. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize
credit card sales as

being comprehended
within electronic sales.
This was addressed

previously in the
affidavit of Arthur Hair

dated May 5, 1992.
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first party controlling
the first memory

A method for

transmitting a desired
digital video signal

p. 2, Ins. 38-43
p. 3, Ins. 35-49

p. 5, Ins. 36-43

The as filed original
specification includes

ipsis verbis support for
a first party control
unit, where the

authorized agent is

the first party.
A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that

the first party control
unit is in possession
and control of the first

party because as an
“agent authorized to
electronically sell and

distribute” digital
audio or digital video,
the first party would
necessarily have to
possess and control
the source of the

digital audio and
digital video. This was

previously pointed out
in the declaration of

Arthur Hair submitted

May 5, 1992. '

ipsis verbis
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transmitting the
desired digital video

signal from the first
memory with a
transmitter in control

and possession of the

first party

storing the digital
video signal in the

second memory

p. S, Ins. 36-43
p. 2, In. 47-52

p. 3, Ins. 35-40

Fig. 1

p. 5, Ins. 36-43
p. 2, ins. 23-27

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support

transmitting a desired

digital audio signal
and that the hard disk
in the control unit of

the authorized agent
is the source. A

skilled artisan would

recognize that in order

to regulate distribution

of the signals the

authorized agent
would have to possess
and control the

transmitter. This was

previously pointed out
in the declaration of

Arthur Hair submitted

May S, 1992.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on
the disclosure at the
end of the

specification that this

procedure could also

be used for digital
video.

The as filed original
specification has ipsis
verbis support for

storing digital signals
on the hard disk of the
user control unit. A
skilled artisan would

recognize based on
the disclosure at the
end of the

specification that this

procedure could also

be used for digital
video.
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searching the first
memory for the

desired digital video
signal

selecting the desired

digital video signal
from the first memory

p. 3, Ins. 35-40
p. 4, ins. 12-28
p. 5, lns. 36-43

p. 3, ins. 35-40

p. 4, Ins. 12-28
p. 5, Ins. 36-43

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support for
electronic sales and
electronic transfer of

digital signals from a
control unit of an

authorized agent to a
control unit of a user.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
this would include

searching the hard

disk of the first party
to locate desired

digital signals for
purchase.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on
the disclosure at the
end of the

specification that this
procedure could also

be used for digital
video.

The as filed original
specification has ipsis
verbis support for
electronic sales and

electronic transfer of

digital signals from a
control unit of an

authorized agent to a
control unit of a user.

A skilled artisan would

readily recognize that
this would include

selecting desired
digital signals from the
hard disk of the first

party for purchase.
A skilled artisan would

recognize based on
the disclosure at the

end of the

specification that this
procedure could also

be used for digital
video.
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Claim Features of ‘734 Patent

Claims Written Description Comments

Reciting of Feature in Original
Feature Specification

p. 1, Ins. 7-9 ipsis verbis
p. 2, ins. 8-10, 20-26

(video) p. 5, ins. 36-43 A

p. 3, Ins. 35-40
The original as filed
specification states

throughout that

digital audio or digital

A method/system for

transferring desired

digital video or digital
audio signals

forming a connection
through
telecommunications

lines between a first

memory of a first party
and a second memory

of a second party

first party location and p. 2, Ins. 47-50
second party location p. 3, Ins. 20-40
remote from the first Fig. 1

party location, the p. 4, Ins. 21-23
second party location

determined by the
second party

video signals are sold
and transferred via

telephone lines. A
skilled artisan would

readily understand

this to comprehend
transfers between
two remote locations.

Since the digital

audio or digital video
signals are
transferred to the

user's (second

party's) control unit,
a skilled artisan

would readily
understand that the

second party can
determine the second
location.

the first party memory
having a first party
hard disk having a

plurality of digital video
or digital audio signals,
including coded digital
video or digital audio-
signals

1, 4, 16 p. 3, Ins. 35-37 ipsis verbis
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the first memory
having a sales random

access memory chip

telephoning the first
party controlling the
first memory by the
second party
Possibly Amend to:

“establishing
telephone
communications

between the first

memory and the

second memory”

providing a credit card
number of the second

party to the first party
so that the second

party is charged money

electronically coding
the digital video or

digital audio signals to

form coded digital
audio signals into a
configuration that
would prevent
unauthorized

reproduction

p. 1, Ins. 13-15

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-23,
38-52

p. 3, ins. 12-15, 35-37

p. 2, Ins. 17-19
p. 4, ins. 15-20

ipsis verbis

The original as filed

specification states

throughout that
digital audio or digital
video signals are sold
and transferred via

telephone lines. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize this
as comprehending

the telephoning of the
first party by the

second party to
initiate a transaction.

This was addressed

previously in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair submitted May
5, 1992.

The original as filed
specification states

throughout that the

invention provides for
electronic sales of

digital audio or digital
video signals. A
skilled artisan would

readily recognize
credit card sales as

being comprehended
within electronic
sales. This was

addressed previously
in the affidavit of

Arthur Hair dated

May 5, 1992.

ipsis verbis
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storing a replica of the

coded desired digital
video or digital audio
signals from the hard
disk to the sales

random access memory
chip

transferring the stored
replica of the coded

desired digital video or
digital audio signal

- from the sales random

access memory chip of

the first party to the
second memory of the

second party through
telecommunications

lines while the second

memory is in
possession and control

of the second party

storing the transferred

digital video or digital
audio signals in the

second memory

p. 4, Ins. 15-23

p. 4, ins. 15-23

p. 4, In. 35 to p. 5, In.
21

p. 2, Ins. 23-27

ipsis verbis

The original as filed
specification includes

ipsis verbis support
for storing a replica of
the coded desired

digital audio or digital
video signal to the
first party sales
random access

memory, then

transferring it to the
memory of the
second party.
A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the

second memory is in
possession and
control of the second

party, since the

specification as

originally filed states
throughout that the
user can store, sort

and play thousands of
songs from the user
unit. A skilled artisan

would clearly
understand that this
means the second

party controls and

possesses the second
memory. This was

previously addressed
in the declaration of

Arthur Hair filed May
5, 1992.

ipsis verbis
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a second party
integrated circuit which
controls and executes
commands of the

second party connected
to a second party

control panel

commanding the

second party integrated
circuit with the second

party control panel to
initiate the purchase of

the desired digital
video or digital audio
signals from the first

party hard disk

the second memory
includes a, second party
hard disk and an

incoming random

access memory chip

the second memory

includes a playback

random access memory
chip

playing the desired
digital video or digital
audio signal from the

second party hard disk

p. 3, ins. 26-28
p. 4, Ins. 15-20
Fig. 1

p. 4, Ins. 12-20

ipsis verbis

(CANCEL)

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis
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a first party control unit 4, 11,

(in possession and
control of the first

party)

16, 19,

26, 28

p. 2, Ins. 38-43
p. 3, Ins. 35-49

The as filed original
, specification includes

ipsis verbis support
for a first party
control unit, where

the authorized agent
is the first party.
A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the

first party control unit
is in possession and
control of the first

party because as an

“agent authorized to
electronically sell and

distribute” digital

audio or digital video,
the first party would
necessarily have to
possess and control
the source of the

digital audio and

digital video.
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a second party control p. 2, Ins. 38-43 The as filed original
unit (in possession and p. 3, ins. 35-49 specification includes
control of the second ipsis verbis support

party) ‘ for a second party
control unit, where
the user is the second

party.
A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the

second memory is in
possession and
control of the second

party, since the
specification as

originally filed states

throughout that the
user can store, sort

and play thousands of
songs from the user
unit. A skilled artisan

would clearly
understand that this
means the second

party controls and

possesses the second

party control unit.

This was previously
addressed in the
declaration of Arthur

Hair filed May 5,
1992.
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the first party control
unit has a first party
hard disk, a sales

random access memory
chip, and means or
mechanism for

electronically selling
desired digital video or

digital audio signals

the second party
control unit has a

second memory
connected to the

second party control
panel

the second party
control unit has means

for playing desired
digital video or digital

audio signals connected
to and controlled by the
second party control
panel

selling digital video or

digital audio signals

through
telecommunications

lines

p. 2, Ins. 8-10

p. 3, ins. 20-40
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 26-31
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 26-33
Fig. 1

p. 2, Ins. 8-10, Ins. 47-
50

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verbis support for a
first party control unit
with a hard disk, and
sales random access

memory chip.
A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the

first party control unit
would include a

means or mechanism

for executing an
electronic sale

because the

electronic sale is
described in the

original specification
as separate from
electronic transfer
and electronic

distribution.

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support for a
control panel
connected to the

second party control
unit. A skilled artisan

would readily
understand that the

second party hard
disk corresponds to a

second memory.

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis
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the first party control
unit includes a first

party control integrated
circuit connected to the

first party hard disk,
the sales random

access memory and the
second party control

panel through
telecommunications
lines

the first party control
unit includes a first

party control panel
connected to and

through which the first
party control integrated
circuit is programmed

the second party
control unit includes a

second party control
integrated circuit
connected to the

second party hard disk,
the playback random
access memory and the

first party control
integrated circuit

the second party
control integrated
circuit and the first

party control integrated
circuit regulate the
transfer of desired

digital video or digital
audio signals

the second party
control unit includes a

second party control
panel connected to and

through which the
second party control
integrated circuit is
programmed

p. 3, lns. 20-33
Fig. 1

p. 3, Ins. 20-24

p. 4, ins. 12-14
Fig. 1

p. 3, ins. 20-33
p. 4, lns 15-20

Fig. 1 «

p. 4, ins. 15-20

p. 3, ins. 26-28
p. 4, ins. 12-14
Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis
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the playing means of
the second party
control unit includes a

video display

the telecommunications

lines include telephone
lines

means or mechanism

for transferring money

electronically via
telecommunications
lines from the second

party to the first party

means or mechanism

for the first party to
charge a fee to the

second party and
granting access to

desired digital video or
digital audio signals

p. 3, ins. 26-33

p. 5, Ins. 9-21

Fig. 1

. 10-12

. 8-10, 20-26,

. 20-25

. 21-23

p. 1, ins. 13-15
p. 2, ins. 8-10, 20-23,
47-50

p. 3, Ins. 20-33
Fig. 1

ipsis verbis

ipsis verbis

The as filed original
specification has ipsis

verb/s support for
electronic sales via

telecommunications
lines. A skilled

artisan would readily
recognize that
electronic sales via
telecommunications
lines would include

the transfer of money
via

telecommunications
lines. This was

addressed previously
in the affidavit of
Arthur Hair dated

May 5, 1992.

The specification
discloses electronic

sales via telephone
lines. Because the

agent is authorized to
sell and to transfer

via telephone lines,

there is implicitly

support for selling
and thereby charging
a fee. This was

previously pointed
out in the declaration
of Arthur Hair

submitted December

30, 1993.
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means or mechanism

for connecting

electronically via
telecommunications

lines the first memory
with the second

memory

p. 4, ins. 15-20

Fig. 1

the second party
control unit includes an

incoming random
access memory

means or mechanism

for transmitting desired

digital video or digital
audio signals

p. 1, Ins. 10-12

p. 2, ins. 8-10, 20-26,
47-52

p. 3, Ins. 20-25
p. 4, ins. 21-23

A skilled artisan

would readily

recognize from the
specification that the
first memory would
include a means for

connecting to the

second memory via
the disclosed

telephone lines.

ips/5 verbis

The as filed original

specification has ipsis
verbis support for
electronic distribution
via

telecommunications

lines. A skilled
artisan would readily
recognize that this
requires transmission

of those signals,
where the
telecommunications
lines act as the
transmitter.

A skilled artisan

would also readily
recognize in order to

receive digital audio
or digital video
signals over
telecommunications

lines, part of the

second party control
unit would act as a
receiver. This was

addressed previously
in the affidavit of
Arthur Hair dated

May 5, 1992.
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a transmitter connected 11, 16

to the first memory and
the telecommunications

lines, the first party in

possession and control
of the transmitter

p. 1, Ins. 10-12
p. 2, Ins. 8-10, 20-26,
47-52

p. 3, Ins. 20-25
p. 4, Ins. 21-23

The as filed original
specification has ipsis
verb/s support for
electronic distribution
via

telecommunications

lines.’ A skilled
artisan would readily

recognize that this
requires transmission

of those signals,
where the

telecommunications
lines act as the
transmitter.
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a receiver connected to

the second memory
and the

telecommunications

lines, the second party
in possession and
control of the receiver

p. 2, ins. 47-49
p. 3, Ins. 35-38
p. 4, Ins. 24-26

A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize in order to
receive digital audio

or digital video
signals over
telecommunications
lines as disclosed

throughout the

specification, part of
the second party
control unit would act
as a receiver. This
was addressed

previously in the
affidavit of Arthur

Hair dated May 5,
1992.

A skilled artisan

would readily
recognize that the
receiver is in

possession and
control of the second

party, since the

specification as
originally filed states

throughout that the
user can store, sort

and play thousands of
songs from the user
unit. A skilled artisan

would clearly
understand that this
means the second

party controls and
possesses the second
party control unit.

This was previously
pointed out in the
declaration of Arthur
Hair submitted

December 30, 1993.
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